


libat a year it's been! - the busiest, most hectic and pressurized yet but also the most 
thrilling and rewarding! A real roller coaster of swooping highs and lows - all at such an 
incredibly dizzying pace! We never did catch our breath and now - away we go again!!! 

One of the biggest highs was having around 100 people attend garden judge's training at 
Moonshine Gardens last fall - conducted by lien Hager!, on the subject of rebl<><aars! lien and 
Sid brought over a load of super stalks of rebloomer seedlings from Stockton of such quality 
as to cause many to shake their heads in disbelief! Thank you again Ben and Sid. Just wait 
'til these start hitting the market! It's going to be such a different iris world, before we 
know it ! REBUJCIIERS AIIK 'DIE FlllllRE! ! ! 

Another of the biggest highs was finally meeting and having several days to talk irises with 
Mr. "Rebl<><aer" - my dear friend Dr. IJ.oyd Zurbrigg. Yes, one~ have dear friends that one 
has never actually met in person. We've been corresponding for many years. Anyway, he came all 
the way out from Virginia to be the guest speaker at our Regional meeting the day following 
the garden judge's training. Stayed with us while he was out here. Thank you again Lloyd - it 
was thrilling! 

Another high was attending and partcipating in my first AIS sponored fall show. Held the 
morning of the Regional meeting. I won Queen Of Show too - with I BLESS!'i.be first fall show 
in some time in Region 14. It took a lot of doing!, a lot of work by a lot of people that were 
already stretched to the limit! Thank you Peggy Clinton, Jean Erickson, Jean Near, Delight 
Shelton, Ji.a Ncllrlrter, and all the rest of you! 

Another high of the year was visiting Dr. John Weiler in Fre,;no last sgr;i.r!R and seei~ all 
his SDB rebloomer seedlmgs when they were at peak. What he is doing is n thing short or 
11:iraculous! ! ! Has things coming in all kinds of colors and color combos that would be just 
super if they never rebloomed - but they do! Has a blue bearded pink seedling from rebloomer 
breeding that even though I strongly urged him to he still refused to introduce - because it 
doesn't rebloom. Has other RE SDB seedlings with speoe age type temr:ils and appendages in the 
centers of the flowers, rising off of the stylemwi! ! ! Fascinating and they're on good 
rebloomers - with good flowers! though he's now breeding them for open standards so they'll 
show even better! 

We' re introducing an amazing number (nrust be a record) of irises this year 1 Most of these 
are fr001 the years we raised ridiculously large numbers (considering the amount of work 
involved) seedlings, over 12,000 one year. They have proven their worthiness we think, here 
and many elsewhere too, where they've been guested. Many are unique and some are very exciting 
indeed! Scae with extrea?ly strong reblooaing ability and ertreaely good quality! All are, at 
the least, big steps forward! 

Never did get all the wonderful reports that have come in during the past year in my 
records. We didn't even finish the garden projects 'til early December. I then put in as much 
of this info as I could, as fast as I could - 'til I finally had to stop and get started on the 
catalog descriptions. Have got to get the catalog finished and out as soon as possible so the 
money can start flowing in again. The time between when the orders stop in September and when 
they start coming in again in February is a long tiae! - when that's your sole source of 
income! Early onlers will be very auch appreciated!!! Anyway, thank you all - all that have 
ordered and especially all of you that have sent letters and reports. These reports are 
trea!ndously appreciated'and I still plan to get them all in yet - after this catalog is out! 
We sincerely apologize to all of you that have written and never received an answer this year. 
Practically no one has (even old friends) - just too plain pooped at the end of each day to 
even consider anything but eating something and plopping into bed. 

These reports are ext:reatly illportant. Just as soon as you think you've got an irises 
number a report will cane in on it having performed just the opposite somewhere! The tender 
weakling will cane through the worst winter in fifty years in flying colors and give. a spectac
ular display or the "super iris" will turn to nrush before the first frost! Still - with enough 
reports pretty good pictures do develop as to how they're most apt to perform. 

The degree of variability which clones of the same cultivar can exhibit is just incredible 
and to me-.ost fasc1-ting as well as more than a little disconcerting! They can vary in all 
respects - coloring, form, branching, bud count, fragrance, etc; etc; etc; and not only in 
widely dissimilar climates but even from spot to spot in the same garden, the same spot in the 
same garden fr001 year to year, from garden to garden in the same area, etc; etc; etc. Again 
though - with~~ one can get sane idea as to how they're most apt to look and act 
- in given situations. 

If I could only grow ten irises I would save two parents and leave room for eight seedlings! 
Growing other's creations is fine but the real voodoo is to be found among one's own seedlings 
at bloomtime! Whether it be 8, 80,800 or 8000 I can't imagine anybody not wanting to have 
new babies of their own to look forward to seeing each year. Do try at least a cross or two . 
It's so easy and~ aJCh fm!!! 

One can get just as involved with irises as one chooses to - from just growing a few with 
their other perennials to having them become a way of life. I heartily recOl!lllend joining the 
American Iris Society (AIS).Even those for whom an iris is just another pretty flower will 
get their money's worth. Members receive four truly fantastic bulletins a year, loaded with 
all kinds of interesting information concerning irises and the iris world. Members also auto
mattcal+Y become membe~s of a regional iris society and receive their region's bulletins. Each 
region 1s broken down into many local iris societies so if one chooses there are lots of new 
activities to be attended and new friendships to be made. There are shows, sales, potlucks, 
etc.; local meetings, regional meetings and national conventions. There are also sectional 
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iris societies that can be joined like the super exciting Rebloooring Iris Sociecy (RIS) 
which is experiencing a nearly unbelieveable, explosive surge of growth, _the Median Iris . . 
Society, etc. There are iris round robins that can be joined that cover Just ah<?u~ ev':ry iris 
related intei;est imaginable. Many will never want to get this involved but the ms virus is 
a strange bug and those that catch a good case of it find that their lives are never the same 
again! 

1he World Of Irises is thee book as far as irises go - for novices and "old hands" alike. 
It's .easy reading and coverseverything. If you want it send a check made out to 1he American 
Iris Society for $15.00 to Charles J. Lack, 718 West 67th Street, Tulsa, OK 74132. 

We love having garden visitors. Peak spring TB bloom is usually from around the end of 
April 'til the first couple weeks of May. Then there's the rebloom that starts slowly in June 
and keeps building momentum 'til it peaks - usually towards the end of October or in early 
November. Garden * (707) - 743 - 1570. 

We' re going to have to again trim our mailing list next year. Those that put an order in 
last year and/or this year will be assured of receiving a catalog next year. 

Space agers (SAs) are a relatively recent innovation. Horns, spoons and flounces are 
petaloid appendages that rise off the falls at the ends of the beards. These frivolous and 
fanciful decorations certainly change and often enhance the form and personality of the 
flower. They' re becoming very popular and will become much more so in the future. People do 
go m1ts over these appendages - when they're on a pretty flower! 

There are many types of rebloomers (REs) and degrees of innate willingness to rebloom. Some 
are "everbloomers'", will bloom constantly if happy enough 'til the temperature drops too low. 
At the other end of the spectrum are those that will just occasionally put up an out of season 
stalk if all of their particular preresquisites to do so are met. Many of these with very weak 
RE "triggers" are superb irises, usually introduced as "oncers". Dlose for whom they will 
rebl0001 should rejoice! I have found that if they have any ability at all to ever release a 
re bloom stalk they can throw "hair triggers" to some of their progeny. Even when crossed to 
"oncers" (those that will never rebloom anywhere no matter what). The percentage is~ small 
but raise enough seedlings from such crosses and an occasional "everbloomer" type will show up' 
To get the maximum amount of and quality of rebloom from things that can in your garden make 
them just as happy as you can. Keep them growing vigorously - fertilize them and never let 
them get thirsty. Plenty of summer water, more than anything else will make the biggest 
difference! Push them to the limit! You'll probably have to experiment to find just what the 
"limit" is - for your garden. Soils and other factors vary so much from garden to garden 
around the country. Fertilizers lower in nitrogen ( the first number) are usually best. 

I just want to mention that those that don't grow at least a few medians and dwarfs are 
truly missing a lot! I couldn't see the little guys at first. Couldn't see any sense in bother
ing with these little "dinkies". Well, have I ever come around' I love 'em now. !Edly love 
some of them' Nothing against BIG - I'm crazy about many of the giants too but bigger, truly, 
is not always better! There are such exquisite combos of colors and shapes only possessed by 
some of these little spellbinders - I just can't believe anyone could not be entranced by and 
completely won over that ever gets within range when some of these are doing their thing! Such 
personalities, such charm, such intense sparkling colors that only they possess. And without 
even considering rebloom - they extend the iris bloom season considerably! Add rebloom and 
KAZA-ZA!iOWIE! ! ! On the whole the dwarfs/medians are more vigorous and easier to grow too -
generally· hardier and have less problems with rot and in borer country - borers. As a whole 
they're more fragrant too' Well, enough drum beating for now. If you've never grown any of 
these do try at least two or three and see what ~ think 1 

Here's a special thank you to my folks - Clayton and Mildred Byers. Though not what you'd 
call irisarians they do enjoy the irises. They appreciate beauty period - whether it be a 
mountain, a tree, a leaf, a rose or an iris and an old sixty year old diploid "flag" is just 
as beautiful in its way to them as the very latest bubble ruffled star on the scene. We've 
taken over much of their place including the barn and can use as much of their land as we 
want. They're always there, with encouragement and to lend a hand when we need it. Couldn't 
have done without my dad's help, with the big projects - moving fences, taking trees out, 
putting in new irrigation ditches, fixing machinery, etc. We appreciate them and love them 
very very much! 

Also want to mention that Bill's dad Weldon suddenly passed away in early January. An 
awful shock. We wHl miss him terribly. An avid gardener always he was probably our most 
enthusiastic convert - not just to irises but rebloomers ! He truly loved them and literally 
beamed with pride at the tremendous quantity of and the quality of the rebloom he had in his 
huge rebloomer garden in Antioch. It's been a glorious mass of bloom, steadily, year-round, 
for over three years now! ! ! with our seedlings. In 1990 there will be a new super quality, 
superstar rebloomer - WEUJON GIBBS!!! 
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The prices of our following introductions as well as the rest of the prices in this 
catalog. are as apt to reflect the number of rhizomes we have of each as what we consider 
their relative worth. 

Throughout the rest of the catalog you will find re*, RE* and SA* preceding many of 
their names. Also in their descriptions you will find S., F., and b. 

> re* - not what most would consider a "real" rebloomer. Can rebloom but generally only 
when very well grown in '!§£i.. mild (frost free or nearly frost free) climates. 
As more rebloom reports come in some given this designation this year will 
probably prove themselves worthy of an RE* next year and in some cases it will 
probably be the other way around. 

> RE* - anything that possesses a stronger tendency to rebloom. Some of these won't re
bloom around most of the country either. Read their descriptions to find out 
where/when they've been known to rebloom - how strong I believe their RE 
tendency to be. 

> SA* - space agers, they sport horns, spoons or flounces. 

> S. = standards, the upper three petals; F. = falls, the lower three petals; b. = beards. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ••• * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **** * * * * * * * : 1989 TALL l!EARDm Ili'IllCDll1UiS OF !Ui'lY BY»lS : 

* * ****************•*********************************** 

SA* C<IUURATIOO * 36" ML- • Dl-1: (SKY HOOKS x CONOOITIERE) X ALPINE CASTLE * White S., the 
edges are faintly suffused pale violet-blue; white F. with much more heavily suffused, 
deeper, bright amethyst violet borders; white b. tipped tangerine and fuzzy white 
horns. * \olhat a -izer! An improved ALPINE CASTLE with horns! Even better more 
ruffled flowers of very similar exotic coloring. All it needs is larger flowers - the 
next step! Thin but strong incredible show stalks always here with quadruple top sockets 
and it's a rampant grower!! Very fertile both ways and this year I'M going to breed 
"down" with it too. What magical !Bs it should surely give! •••.••.....••.•••.••••••. • $35.00 

SA* roDSFlID * 36" M-L. D94-2-B: VANITY X MX)NLIT * Medium pink S.; pink-white F. with beige 
pink hafts; red-orange b. changing to electric violet toward short fuzzy amethyst horns. * 
Won Best Seedling at our local show in '87. Had four flowers open at once on a perfect 
stalk! Everyone loves this! What a vision of loveliness it truly is! A very good performer 
here and it's bred to perform the same everywhere. If it does it will go straight to the 
top! The beard/horn combo is riviting! ••.•••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••.. . $35.00 

SA* MAGIC KilGJOI * 34" ML-L. D230-2: BLOWTORCH X (SKY HOOKS x CONOOITiillE) * Light orange 
S. infused pinkish in centers; brownish violet F. with silvery centers and orange hafts; 
red-orange b. and long, smooth, silvery white horns.* An example of the wild things 
BLOWTORCH is capable of giving! Even better heavily ruffled flowers with horizontally 
flaring falls and super substance. Among those ending the spring parade. Usually a superb 
grower and performer here. Heavy pollen and I've got to use it! •••••••••••••••••••••• $30.00 

SA* OPE2i ARMS* 36" M. Dl44-l: MX)NLIT X BLOWTORCH* Creamy peach-pink with pale creamy 
yellow to flesh pink in the F. centers; red-orange b. and long pinkish cream horns, spoons 
or flounces. * What a warm and inviting beauty this is! Very large, spreading, bubble 
ruffled and lightly laced flowers with substance like plastic on good sturdy stalks. Super 
wide, perfectly clean hafts! A dandy performer here always. What potential! •••••••... $35.00 

SA* PllllR»tEHlN * 36" M. Dl32-1: BEVERLY SILLS X BLOWTORCH * S. sometimes pale pink, sometimes 
light yellow infused pastel peach, sometimes pure light yellow; F. light yellow with 
centers that are either white or pink-white; the b. have ranged between white tipped 
tangerine to pure yellow-orange; blue horns.* What consternation this has caused here -
to be expecting one thing and have her show up in a different gown, time after time! 
Can hide the tangerine factor completely!?? but it usually is there to some degree. Other 
SKY HOOKS descendents do it to some degree here too but this takes the cake! Excellent 
form with lilting ruffles and excellent in every way - but for not being able to make 
up her mind! ••..•.••.•..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••......•••••••.•••••.. . $35.00 

SA* 1lDlNBIRD * 35" M. Dl56-1-B: ART OF RAPHAEL X (CEASE-FIRE x SKY HOOKS) * Pale ecru s.; 
greenish tan F. with deeper hafts that are overlaid with deep violet lines that suffuse 
into the centers; violet b. tipped mustard and purple horns, sometimes spoons. * To say 
not everyone will care for this is probably an understatement! Not what even I could 
call very pretty but it has something that always makes me pause. Most strange with a kind 
of predatory presence I think, especially when it sports dark jaggedy appendages! -
claws?, talons?! Purple based foliage too. A very good grower and though not refined, 
pretty good in all other respects •..•••••.•••.•.••••.•.••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••• • $25.00 

SA* WOlll!aJS * 36" M. C87-10: RISQUE PINK X MX)NLIT * Deep pink S.; pink-white F. with lacy 
pink edges; bright red b. and blue-white horns. 1hia is liOlldrous and a wondrous 
performer - here and everywhere reports have come bacl<from so far! From one rhizome sent 
as a guest to the Phoenix convention came back 29 huge "potatoes" of increases ( 6 times 
as many as any of the others)!!! Wondrous flowers, both the coloring and form, with 
ruffles, lace, super substance and very consistent horns! Wondrous show stalks! A sib to 
PAGAN PINK and LATE LIFTOFF. Quite a cross! Have got to use it - especially with heavily 
laced pinks! •••••••••.•••.•••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••.•• • $30.00 
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SA* GIIDID,* 35" E-M. D157-109: I DO X (CEASE-FIRE 
RE* edges touched with suffused yellow; light blue

ing halfway down edges which then changes into 
heavily tipped yellow-orange and short blue hor 
and it can· be very pretty and gilded looking -
pretty. Both the coloring and form vary somewha 
to be insignificant. It is an excellent grower, 
when most aren't. Excellent stalks always with 
never really poor or really great. Loads of fal 
and could be an exciting parent. ••..•..•..•••.. 

SA* rooo FAIRY* 36" M. c62-100: (ENTOURAGE x SKY H 
RE* S. ; paler flesh pink F. with deeper pink hafts; 

spoons, usually just on the spring flowers. * S 
of loveliness both fanciful and feminine in the 
she dons an orangy glow, usually it ' s quite pin 
flowers of super, flaring form on sturdy show s 
bloom show usually begins in mid to late Octobe 
I'm sure there's no limit to the wishes she mig 

SA* RKIICARNATIOO * 37" M. D94-100 VANITY X oo:JNLIT 
RE* orange red b. and short fuzzy mulberry horns. * 

strong, incredibly perfect show stalks, spring, 
12 flowers per stalk! Great coloring though it 
sweet fragrance, thanks to VANITY and it rebloo 
November. Incredibly vigorous! Tremendous poten 

SA* STARSHIP * 36" E-L. D213-102: LEDA'S LOVER X (S 
RE* touched yellow at the hafts; yellow-orange b. a 

incredible power of this incredible iris! ! Its 
excellent stalks with 6 or 7 flowers each and s 
in an area with poor gravelly soil where most w 
flowers that have always all had their long app 
often skip their appendageson their RE flowers 
or November. Doesn't always have pollen but whe 
Would be an exciting parent for its vigor alone 

SA* STilliRAY * 36" EM-ML. Dl75-104: (CEASE-FIRE x S 
RE* violet-blue bitone with blue b. tipped yellow a 

duction from SCENTED BUBBLES and it's a dandy' 
cross, even before I knew SCENTED BUBBLES could 
flowers of excellent flaring form on excellent 
has rebloomed some here - between August and No 
good. Heavy pollen ...•.••.•••••..•..•......•••. 

RE* BANANA CREAK* 35" EM-M. Dl0-102: SOAP OPERA X 
cream F. with pale yellow hafts; cream b. tippe 
is peeled open - from yellow buds come these gl 
and sometimes it's a near - amoena. Lots of ruf 
in all respects. Usually reblooms September thr 
June and July as well! Always an excellent incr 

RE* BIDE KlONLIGIIT * 34" E-M. El6-102: FEEDBACK X B 
cream b. heavily tipped yellow-orange. * So inc 
hardly believe my own records! Many SDBs have b 
here - in less than a year from the time they " 
TBs have. This not only did but did so with 5 ( 
and 2 more in November ! Couldn ' t believe it and 
multiplying at such an unbelievably rapid rate 
we have enough stock of to introduce and we hav 
one"s been injecting it with steroids! Most of i 
also rebloomed but none have come close to its 
(all the others are violets or whites). One of 
their very best shot - for everything - includi 
parent). Very good lightly ruffled flowers on e 
buds always. The truest blue imaginable (some m 
not the blue-green) except when it lightens to 
going to use it like crazy this year, even with 

RE* llx:KWHF.AT * 36" E-ML. D69-105: SPIRIT OF Mil!PHI 
straw and light yellow with a hint of ecru; med 
ecru influence and dark brown lines at the haft 
rebloomers so far this is the one I'm now proba 
faultless, it truly is perfhct in every single 
Not hafty to my eye, as wit SPIRIT OF Mil!PHIS 
As well, this literally glows at times, especia 
the feeling of an amoena - right under the surf 
standards and flaring falls, all so tightly cor 
like substance. Perfect S - curved show stalks 
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bductions as well as the rest of the prices in this 
r of rhizomes we have of each as what we consider 

g you will find re•, RI!* and s.t.• preceding many of 
ons you will find S., F., and b. 

r a "real" rebloomer. Can rebloom but generally only 
£: mild (frost free or nearly frost free) climates. 

in some given this designation this year will 
rthy of an RE* next year and in some cases it will 

round. 

ronger tendency to rebloom. Some of these won't re
try either. Read their descriptions to find out 
to rebloom - how strong I believe their RE 

ns, spoons or flo1.D1ces. 

tals; F. = falls, the lower three petals; b. = beards. 

, ............................. ! 
pmimcn(K; OF KWrY Bm!S t 

KS X CONDO'ITIERE) X ALPINE CASTLE * White s.' the 
et-blue; white F. with much more heavily suffused, 
rs; white b. tipped tangerine and fuzzy white 
ved ALPINE CASTLE with horns! Even better more 

~ic coloring. All it needs is larger flowers - the 
~e show stalks always here with quadruple top sockets 
ftile both ways and this year I 'I'\ going to breed r it should surely give! .......................... $35.00 

r 
KXJNLIT * Medium pink S.; pink-white F. with beige 

o electric violet toward short fuzzy amethyst horns. * 
in '87. Had four flowers open at once on a perfect 
ision of loveliness it truly is! A very good perfonner 

F': everywhere • If it does it will go straight to the 

~~~·~· ~~·~· :· ~~~;~;.:. ~:~~. ~:~~;!35.00 
[rish violet F. with silvery centers and orange hafts; 
rery white horns. * An example of the wild things 
p better heavily ruffled flowers with horizontally 
"'1ong those ending the spring parade. Usually a superb 
llen and I've got to use it! ••••••••••••••••••••• • $30.00 

F BI1JWTORCH * Creamy peach-pink with pale creamy 
?rs; red-orange b . and long pinkish cream horns, spoons 
ting beauty this is! Very large, spreading, bubble 
lth substance like plastic on good sturdy stalks. Super 
r perfonner here always. What potential! ••••••••• • $35.00 

lsn,rs X BLOWIORCH * S. sometimes pale pink, sometimes 
~times pure light yellow; F. light yellow with 
r-white; the b. have ranged between white tipped r horns. * What consternation this has caused here -rr show up in a different gown, time after time! 

~

ely! ?? but it usually is there to some degree. Other 
degree here too but this takes the cake! Excellent 

~~. ~. ~~~. ~?. ~. ~~. :~~. ~~~. ~:~. ~~:~. ~~. ~~ $35.00 

RAPHAEL X (CEASE-FIRE x SKY HOOKS) * Pale ecru S.; 
tare overlaid with deep violet lines that suffuse 

r-15tard and purple horns, sometimes spoons. * To say 
rrobably an understatement! Not what even I could 
~ that always makes me pause. Most strange with a kind 
p-ally when it sports dark jaggedy appendages! -

r.. ~~:. ~. ~~~. ~~. ~~~. ~. ~~~. ~~. ~~:~~: $25.00 
X KXJNLIT * Deep pink S. ; pink-white F. with lacy 

~

te horns. This is wondruus and a wondrous 
s have come baclc from so far! From one rhizome sent 
ame back 29 buge "potatoes" of increases ( 6 times 
ous flowers, both the coloring and form, with 

ry consistent horns! Wondrous show stalks! A sib to 
cross! Have got to use it - especially with heavily 
................................................. $30.00 

(2) 

SA* GIIDID,* 35" E-M. D157-109: I DO X (CEASE-FIRE x SKY HOOKS) * Light blue-gray S. with 
RE* edges touched with suffused yellow; light blue-gray F. with yellow gold at hafts extend

ing halfway down edges which then changes into a suffused yellow wire rim; gray b. 
heavily tipped yellow-orange and short blue horns on the spring flowers.* Very different 
and it can· be very pretty and gilded looking - but even to my eye it isn't always - very 
pretty. Both the coloring and form vary somewhat and the horns are usually so short as 
to be insignificant. It is an excellent grower, bloomer and rebloomer even in years 
when most aren't. Excellent stalks always with 7-12 buds and the flowers are pretty good, 
never really poor or really great. loads of fall stalks starting in September or October 
and could be an exciting parent •....•..••.•••...•........•••......•.•..•...•........ . $25.00 

SA* <DOO FAIRY * 36" M. C62-100: (ENTOURAGE x SKY HOOKS) X HEATHER BWSH * Creamy peach-pink 
RE* S. ; paler flesh pink F. with deeper pink hafts; tangerine-red b. and good long horns or 

spoons, usually just on the spring flowers. * She does grant wishes - to those that dream 
of loveliness both fanciful and feminine in the garden both spring and fall. Sometimes 
she dons an orangy glow, usually it's quite pinkish, always most beautiful! Big ruffled 
flowers of super, flaring form on sturdy show stalks with up to 12 buds each. The re-
bloom show usually begins in mid to late October. A super fine grower like HEATHER BWSH. 
I'm sure there's no limit to the wishes she might grant - to hybridizersl. ..••..•••. . $30.00 

SA* REil«:ARNATION * 37" M. D94-100 VANITY X MOONLIT * Medium mulberry blended pink at hafts; 
RE* orange red b. and short fuzzy mulberry horns.* Very very good ruffled flowers on tall, 

strong, incredibly perfect show stalks, spring, sumner, or fall!!! Consistently gives 
12 flowers per stalk! Great coloring though it could be cleaner hafted. Puts out a strong 
sweet fragrance, thanks to VANITY and it reblooms some here, anytime between J1.D1e and 
November. Incredibly vigorous! Tremendous potential! •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • $35.00 

SA* STARSHIP* 36" E-L. D213-102: LEDA'S LOVER X (SKY HOOKS x CONOO'ITIERE) * Silvery white 
RE* touched yellow at the hafts; yellow-orange b. and long violet - horns or spoons. * The 

incredible power of this incredible iris!! Its second spring to bloom here it gave 29 
excellent stalks with 6 or 7 flowers each and still left 28 husky increases!!! This was 
in an area with poor gravelly soil where most were way 1.D1der par! Very good, very ruffly 
flowers that have always all had their long appendages - spring and fall! Many will 
often skip their appendages on their RE flowers. Reblooms well here but late, late October 
or November. Doesn't always have pollen but when it's there it's good. Sets pods too. 
Would be an exciting parent for its vigor alone ...•...•....•..••••••••.••••••.•••••. . $35.00 

SA* STilG.!AY * 36" EM-ML. Dl75-104: (CEASE-FIRE x SKY HOOKS) X SCENTED BUBBLES * A medium 
RE* violet-blue bitone with blue b. tipped yellow and long violet horns.* The first intro

duction from SCENTED BUBBLES and it's a dandy! What I dared hope might show up from this 
cross, even before I knew SCENTED BUBBLES could itself rebloom. Big, bubble ruffled 
flowers of excellent flaring form on excellent show stalks! A super increaser too and it 
has rebloomed some here - between August and November. Sometimes smells bad, sometimes 
good. Heavy pollen ......•........••..•....••••..•.••..••........•.•.....•••...•.•••• • $35.00 

RE* BANANA CREAM * 35" EM-M. Dl0-102: SOAP OPERA X BROllfER CARL * Cream to cream-white S.; 
cream F. with pale yellow hafts; cream b. tipped yellow-orange. * Like when a banana 
is peeled open - from yellow buds come these glowing cream flowers! Sparkling clean 
and sometimes it's a near - amoena. Lots of ruffles and it's very good to excellent 
in all respects. Usually reblooms September through November but last year bloomed in 
June and July as well! Always an excellent increaser! •••.•••••.••.••••••••.••••••..• • $35.00 

RE* BUJE KXJ«.IGIII * 34" E-M. El6-102: FEEDBACK X BROllfER CARL * Pale powder blue with big 
cream b. heavily tipped yellow-orange.* So incredibly floriferous and vigorous I can't 
hardly believe my own records! Many SDBs have bloomed for the first time in the fall 
here - in less than a year from the time they were still 1.D1planted seeds but not many 
TBs have. This not only did but did so with 5 (five) stalks!!! - 3 in early September!! 
and 2 more in November! Couldn't believe it and it still left a huge clump! Has been 
multiplying at such an =believably rapid rate ever since that it's the first "E" TB 
we have enough stock of to introduce and we have loads! Am beginning to wonder if some
onel3 been injecting it with steroids! Most of its sibs are very vigorous too and most have 
also rebloomed but none have come close to its performances and it was the only blue 
(all the others are violets or whites). One of those rare cases when both parents gave 
their very best shot - for everything - including the color (both have one true blue 
parent). Very good lightly ruffled flowers on excellent stalks with between 10 and 15 
buds always. The truest blue imaginable (some might even say turquoisy - the blue type, 
not the blue-green) except when it lightens to blue-white in very hot weather:-ilm 
going to use it like crazy this year, even with dwarfs •••••.•..•••......•.•••...•.•• • $35.00 

RE* IIIlCWHF.AT * 36" E-ML. D69-105: SPIRIT OF MEMPHIS X SOAP OPERA* The S. vary between creamy 
straw and light yellow with a hint of ecru; med_i.um yellow F. wit~ a variable greenish 
ecru influence and dark brown lines at the hafts to just below the yellow b. * Of all my 
rebloomers so far this is the one I'm now probably the most excited about! More than 
faultless, it truly is perf

11
ct in every single way and distinctive as well as beautiful! 

Not hafty to my eye, as wit SPIRIT OF MEMPHIS the browrt lines add - distinctive accents!! 
As well, this literally glows at times, especially the standards when they pale to give 
the feeling of an amoena - right 1.D1der the surface! Super flowers with swirled domed 
standards and flaring falls, all so tightly constructed and well ruffled with plastic
like substance. Perfect S - curved show stalks with 9 buds always here. Incredible 
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RE* BUCKWHEAT (cont'd) strength and an incredibly strong will to rebloom - usually starting 
in early October but lasE year one rhizome planted in '87 in our RE bed gave nine stalks 
in '88 a'ld when the weather finally stopped the show there was still a huge clump left! ! ! 
Started blooming in early April - 1 stalk, another in May and then 1 more in June, 3 in 
July, 1 in August and 2 more in October' Can't wait 'til many iris introductions will 
have quality such as this as well as the strength and reblooming ability. Usually little 
if any pollen but am I ever going to start podding it like crazy! ...•.....••••••••••• $35.00 

LI,<" FLOCI!Slllll * 36" E. D41-106: BROA™AY X F.A.-:L OF ESSEX * Silvery gray S. slightly infused 
old gold; stark white F. with medium ,!ark red-purple plicata stitched borders; white b. 
brushed old gold. * What a fantabulous show this does put on!, with the earlybirds in 
the spring and again late in the fal], weather pennitting. November is its month of 
choice to rebloom which unfortunately will usually be too late for early winter areas 
but such fabulous beauty will be truch appreciated even when it just comes once a year! 
The ultimate in form, with heavily ruffled, round flaring falls with overlapping hafts 
and it usually gives ideal stalks. A super grower like its sib LAS VEGAS and it too 
is fertile both ways ..•.•••••••...••••••••••••.•••••.•••.••••••••••••••••.•.•...••... $30.00 

RE* HEART OF ICE* 34" M. LEDA'S LOVER X (SKY HOOKS x CONDOTIIERE) * Blue-white S. flushed 
blue-violet at base; blue-white F. with green-gold hafts and a suffused violet streak 
down the centers; blue b. tipped yellow in throat.* Lots of these sibs and cousins have 
rebloomed and quite a few have had blue beards?! ! This has great blue beards on a very 
pretty and different pastel flower of very nice ruffled form with round petals. Great 
stalks too and it's been an excellent performer in every way including giving lots of 
rebloom. Usually starts in October but last year it rebloomed in July and August too! 
Very fertile both ways! .•..•...............•.•.•......•.......................•.••..•• $30.00 

RE* HFAVlllLY BLISS * 34" M. C86-103 (STARTLER x SKY HOOKS) X HEAVEN HELPED * White with white 
b. heavily tipped bright orange-red. * The third and last to make its debut from this 
lucky cross. A super sib to both UJRID and ETERNAL BLISS. Much whiter, brighter and more 
vibrant and contrasty than ETERNAL BLISS and as well it's taller with a little larger 
flowers of even better form! Just superb, tightly constructed flowers of heaviest sub
stance, alive with heavily undulating ruffles and lightly touched with lace! Just perfect 
show stalks too with 8-11 buds. Not the everbloom of sister ETERNAL, it usually blooms 
in November here - but when~ happy can give a bit of summer bloom too' A real weed 
of a grower I Potential plus! ••••••••••.•.•••••••.••••••••••••.•..••••...••.••••••••.. $30.00 

RE* HER ROYAL filGIINESS * 37" M. DB0-103: WELL ENDOWED X VIOLET MIRACLE * Deep, bright magenta
violet S.; the F. are an iridescent blend of deep magenta-violet changing to rich red
brown at the hafts and has a small blue-violet blaze just below the b. which are old 
gold on a violet base. * In the bright sunlight when this is at its best it literally 
shimmers and sparkles with iridescent inner fires and it's diamond dusted' No dowdy old 
queen, she!~ large well ruffled flowers of very good form on tall, thick show stalks. 
An extremely strong healthy grower too and may prove to be an everbloomer. Certainly an 
early re bloomer giving lots of stalks between June and September. Another must - use! $35.00 

RE* filGII HO SILVER * 36" E-M. D89-102: I DO X .IOJNLIT * Silvery gray to silver-white touched 
tan-gold at hafts; very light gray b. tipped gold. * Huge iipreading flowers of full 
blocky form, ruffled with good substance on tremendous show stalks - spring, summer and 
fall! They're thick, straight and strong and carry 7-10 buds in the spring and 12-18 
buds the rest of the time' Bound for glory! Phenomenal strength and phenomenal reblooming 
ability usually blooming on stalk after stalk here - from July 'til heavy frost!! Having 
something like this show up now and then - from a cross you wouldn't really expect it 
from' What a thrill!! and what a parent it will surely prove to be!! ••••••.••••..•.. . $35.00 

RE* ms ROYAL filGIINESS * 36" M. Dl64-105: VIOLET MIRACLE (CEASE-FIRE x SKY HOOKS) * A medium 
deep purple bitone with violet b. tipped yellow in throat.* A dark regal sib of MISTY 
TWILIGHT' s. Large, well formed, ruffled flowers on tall, strong, perfect show stalks -
al1,ays! What regal carriage! and with 10-13 buds each it's a long show each time it blooms. 
AND bloom it does, lots of stalks in the spring then always plenty more in the fall. Some
times starts in September, more often in October and never here with snaky twisty stalks 
many rebloomers will give at times. The vigor I've come to expect from VIOLET MIRACLE 
offspring ....................•......••••••.•.•.•..••......•..•...•.•••••••••..•..••• • $30.00 

RE* JUICY FRUIT * 34" VE-M. D30-ll3: HOWDY DO X CORAL CHARMER * Its coloring varies a lot. 
The s. from light to bright pink with suffused lemon rims or all pale apricot suffused 
lemon; the falls from pure pale apricot to pale apricot with deeper hafts and suffused 
lemon edges to pure light lemon with just a hint of apricot in the centers; b. vary 
between orange and orange-red.* Another SKY HOOKS grandchild that can never decide what 
color it wants to be! Always remains in these fruity tones though and always remains 
pretty' Smaller tailored flowers with narrowish but super clean hafts. Astoundingly 
vigorous and floriferous here, year after year and it's a reblooming fool! Puts up 

stalks on and off all summer and fall here and in mild enough climates, I'll bet it 
blooms year round. The most perfectly branched stalks imaginable - always I Very fertile 
both ways and I've got loads of IBs cooring from it .•.....•....•••.....•...•••••••.•. . $25.00 
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RE* LAS VffiAS * 36" EM-M: D4 l -100 : BROADWAY X EARL OF 
with hafts and borders stitched with bright red-v 
We knew we'd hit the jackpot when lots of things 
blooming' When this first did we knew we'd hit ~h 
.in every respect here' What form' broad and ruftl 
placed buds, what vigor' loads of increases every 
fertile both ways. Has started as early as Septerr 
November seems to be the norm ........•........... 

RE* LICHEN * 29" E-M. D44-ll2: SPIRIT OF MEMPHIS X EP 
light green, sometimes grayed yellow, the F. have 
from olive-brown at the hafts to apple green; lig 
~ gray and the g-r-eenes t green I I ve ever se 

1 

the same flower! ! I've been a' liken it more all I 
very often indeed I Has always given loads of reb] 
classic RE parents, usually starting in Septembe, 
plant in our RE bed just wouldn't stop blooming 1 
About two months after its spring bloom it gave , 
another in October and another in November 1 1 ! Shi 
Smaller flowers but they' re wonderfully formed -
ruffled with super substance. Will develop its' j 
spring to get some IBs coming from it 1 ......... .. 

RE* OCTOBill * 36" EM-M. D80-lll: WELL ENDOWED X VIOL! 
F. with a small white area at the hafts over laid 
blend from gold bases to violet tops fringed wit 
What an eyecatcher - in beautiful fall colors! ~ 
it's rather hafty Very nice ruffled flowers of! 
excellent stalks. Very strong and a very strong , 
- in October! ................................ .. 

RE* PINKNESS * 36" M. D28-100 VANITY X CORAL CHARMER 
of the truest pink-pinks ever! - compliments of 
fragrance too, again compliments of VANITY. The 
sibs, always ranging somewhere between that of i 
ability of CORAL CHARMER. It will rebloom all ov 
on and off from July on. Very vigorous and fer ti. 

RE* SEXn1D WIND* 34" E-M. Dl58-137: IMMORTALITY X ( 
light blue b. tipped yellow. * Those of you bree 
been planning to start adding rebloom to your li 
all with this iris! And not sacrifice an iota o 
with domed standards and short' round flaring f 
everything else it is ~ fragrant always here 
stalks but they're not bad. Very vigorous and a 
October. It and SILVER SCREEN are just two of o 

RE* SILVill SCREEN* 34" E-M. D158-147 IMMORTALITY X 
with white b. tipped yellow. * Sparks are going 
the country during the sunmer and fall when som 
with some of the LEDA'S WVE!l/CONDOTTIERE side 
flowers of excellent form and substance on very 
in all respects including vigor but it tends to 

RE* '!HEN AGAIN* 34" VE-M. Dl0-103: SOAP OPERA X BRO 
b. tipped yellow-orange.* This sib of BANANA C 
again and again and again and again. Last year 
blooming in early April with the very first bra1' 
and again 3 more times-in July, October and Nove 
ber thru November here. Medium sized flowers on 
in all respects ......••........................ 

RE* WINESAP* 33" E-M. D49-102: VIOLET MIRACLE X m:il 
black F. ; red-black b. * Quality rebloorning blao 
reblooming reds. This should be a big help in b~ 
at least. Nice medium sized tailored flowers wil 
good shorter stalks. A good grower and it's a ve 
October or early November. .................... .. 

SA* BIRDBA111 (BB) 26" M. D161-l: SONG OF NORWAY X ( , 
blue b. and blue-white spoons. * A very heavily 
NORWAY that always has long graceful spoons on , 
and I'm using it like crazy for space age IBs. j 

appendages. Can' t hardly wait for the new buncl 
perfectly formed SDB of all time - AZURE GEM! .. 
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ncredibly strong wpl to rebloom - usually starting 
hizome planted in 87 in our RE bed gave nine stalks 
stopped the show there was still a huge clump left! ! ' 
stalk, another in May and then 1 more in June, 3 in 
her ! Can 1 t wait 'til many iris introductions will 

the strength and reblooming ability. Usually little 
s tart podding it like crazy! •...••••.••••••••••• $35.00 

X EA.'!L OF ESSEX* Silvery gray S. slightly infused 
,lark red-purple plicata stitched borders; white b. 

['llS s how this does put on!, with the earlybirds in 
l, weather permitting. November is its month of 
y will usually be too late for early winter areas 
~ appreciated even when it just comes once a year ! 
fllt"fled, r ound flaring falls with overlapping hafts 

super grower like its sib LAS VEGAS and it too 
············ · ·· · ··· · · ······· . . .... ... .... ... . .. .. $30.00 

(SKY HOOKS x CONDO'ITIERE) * Blue- white S . flushed 
th green- gold haft s and a suffused violet streak 

llow in throat. * Lots of these sibs and cousins have 
lue beards?! 1 This has great blue beards on a very 
f very nice ruffled form with round petals . Great 
t performer in every way i ncluding giving l o t s of 

t last year it rebloomed in July and August too ! 
.. ... . .. . . ..... .... .... . .... . .. . ... . . . . .. ..... .. . $30.00 

TLER x SKY HOOKS) X HEAVEN HELPED * White with white 
* The third and last to make its debut from this 
D and ETERNAL BLISS. Much whiter, brighter and more 
BLISS and as well it's taller with a little larger 

perb, tightl y constructed flowers of heaviest sub-
ruffles and lightly touched with lace! Just perfect 

the everbloom of sister ITERNAL , it usually blooms 
py can give a bit of sunmer bloom too! A real weed 

..... . ..... .. . . .. . .. . ... . ..... . .. . . ... . .. . . . .... . . $30.00 

WELL ENDOWED X VIOLET MIRACLE * Deep , bright magenta
blend of deep magenta-viole t changing to rich red
lue- violet blaze just bel ow the b. which ar e old 

pit sunlight when t his is at i t s best it literally 
t inner fires and it's diamond dus t ed ! No dowdy ol d 
flowers of very good form on tall, thick show stalks . 
oo and may prove to be an everbloomer. Certainly an 

between June and September . Another must - use! $35.00 

DO X MOONLIT* Silvery gray to silver- white touched 
. tipped gold. * Huge spreading flowers of full 
ance on tremendous show stalks - spring, summer and 
r ong and carry 7- 10 buds in the spring and 12-18 
glory! Phenomenal strength and phenomenal reblooming 

t er stalk here - from July 'til heavy frost ! ! Having 
t hen - from a cross you wouldn't really expect it 
ent it will surely prove to be!! • ••• . ••• • ••••••• • $35.00 

/: VIOLET MIRACLE (CEASE-FIRE x SKY HOOKS) * A medium 
f Pped yellow in throat. * A dark regal sib of MISTI 
fled flowers on tall, strong, perfect show stalks -
h 10-13 buds each it's a long show each time it blooms. 

the spring then always plenty more in the fall. Some
, in October and never here with snaky twisty stalks 
The vigor I've come to expect from VIOLET MIRACLE 
. . . . . . . . . . . ...... . ............... . ........... . ... $30.00 

~y DO X CORAL CHARMER * Its coloring varies a lot . 
µi suffused lemon rims or all pale apricot suffused 
cot to pale apricot with deeper hafts and suffused 
just a hint of apricot in the centers; b . vary 

ther SKY HOOKS grandchild that can never decide what 
i n these fruity tones though and always remains 

fh narrowish but super clean hafts . Astoundingly 
F after year and it 's a reblooming fool! Puts up 
1 her e and in mild enough climat es, I' 11 bet it 
y branched stalks imaginable - always ! Very fer tile 
coming from i t. .•.. .•• .... •• . •••••••• • ••• ...•. • . . $25.00 
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RE* LAS VEGAS* 36" EM--M: D41-100 : BROADWAY X EARL OF ESSEX ''_Creamy tan S.; lemon-ere~ F. 
with hafts and borders stitched with bright red-violet plicating; brownish gold b. -
We knew we'd hit the jackpot when lots of things from this charmed cross started re
blooming' When this first did we knew we'd hit the "big one"!! So showy and just perfect 
.in every respect here' What form' broad and ruffled, what show stalks! lots of i1eallf 
placed buds, what vigor! loads of increases every year. What breeding potential'., it s 
fertile both ways. Has started as early as September here but late October - early 
November seems to be the norm .. ............. . . ..... ........... . ... , , , • ...... . • · · · · · · · $35 .00 

RE* LIQIEN * 29" E-M. D44-112: SPIRIT OF MEMPHIS X EARL OF ESSEX * Usually light gray infused 
light green, sometimes grayed yellow, the F . have full length texture veining which changes 
from olive-brown at the hafts to apple green; light yellow b. * Can give the the truest 
grayest gray and the greenest green I've ever seen on_ an iris! - -:nd 1:>oth toge the: on. 
the same flower ! ! I've been a'liken it more all the time, every time it blooms which is 
very often indeed ' Has always given loads of rebloom stalks, earlier than either of its 
classic RE parents, usually starting in September but last year a single one year old 
plant in our RE bed just wouldn ' t stop blooming and it finally won my heart - completely! 
About two months after its spring bloom it gave a stalk in July, 3 more in August 1 , then 
another in October and another in November 1 1 ! Short little stalks without much branching. 
Smaller flowers but they're wonderfully formed - very compact, round and tightly ripple 
ruffled with super substance. Will develop its' own fan club in time' Can't wait 'til 
spring to get some IBs coming from it ! .•... •••••••••• ......... ... . . ..... . .. , ....... . • $35.00 

RE* OCTOB.IB * 36" EM-M . D80-111: WELL ENDOWED X VIOLET MIRACLE '' Gold S . : bronzy golden brown 
F. with a small white area at the hafts overlaid with golden brown lines; styles that 
blend from gold bases to violet tops fringed with gold crests; violet b. tipped gold . * 
What an eyecatcher - in beautiful fall colors ' Distinctive too though even I ' ll admit 
it ' s rather hafty Very nice ruffled flowers of distinctive fountain form too, on 
excellent stalks . Very strong and a very strong and reliable rebl oomer that usually starts 
- in October ! . . • •.. .. ...••........................... .•••• . . .... . .. .. .... •. . ... . . . • . $30.00 

RE* PINKNESS * 36" M. D28- 100 VANI1Y X CORAL CHARMER * Medium pink with orange- pink b. * One 
of the truest pink-pinks ever ! - complimen ts of VANITI . Exudes a very strong spicy-sweet 
fragr ance too , again compliment s of VANITI . The form varies - perhaps the best of these 
sibs , always ranging somewher e between that of its parents . Clos~ to the everblooming 
abili t y of CORAL CHARMER. It will rebloom all over the country I m sure . Re blooms here 
on and off from July on . Very vigorous and fertile both ways . .•...... . ...... ••• ..•.. . $30.00 

RE* SEinID WIND* 34" E-M. Dl58- 137 : IMMORTALITY X (CEASE- FIRE x SKY HOOKS) * Blue white with 
light bl ue b . tipped yellow. * Those of you breeding for blue bearded whites that have 
been planning to start adding rebloom to your lines can now have your cake and 'eat it too -
all with this iris! And not sacrifice an iota of qual ity in form ! Excellent ruffled flowers 
with domed standardsand shor t, round flaring falls ! Good crisp substance too! On top of 
everythi ng else it is ~ fragrant always here - wonderfully sweet! Could have better 
stalks but they're not bad . Very vigorous and a good rebloomer here usually starting rn 
October . It and SILVER SCREEN are just t wo of over 200 sibs that have rebl oomed here .$35.00 

RE* SILV.IB SCREEN* 34" E- M. D158- 147 IMMORTALITY X (CEASE- FIRE x SKY HOOKS) * Silvery white 
with white b . tipped yellow. * Sparks are going to start flying in seedling patches around 
the country during the sunmer and fall when some of these _sibs become "k~ssing cousins". 
with some of the LEDA'S WVER/CONDOTTIERE side of the family! This has big ruffled flaring 
flowers of excellent form and substance on very good stalks - very much like WHITE REPRISE 
in all respects including vigor but it tends to bloom earlier here . A sib to SECOND WIND . 
.... . ........ . . .. ..... ... .. . ......... . . . ................ .. ... .. .. .... . .... . ... .. .. ... $30.00 

RE* THEN AGAIN* 34" VE-M. Dl0-103: SOAP OPERA X BROTHER CARL * Medium blue- violet with blue 
b . t ipped yellow-orange. * This sib of BANANA CREAM' s can be a near everbloomer - blooming 
again and again and again and again . Last year a single year old plant in our RE bed started 
blooming in early April with the very first bravest TBs, then bloa,ied 3 more t imes in June 
and again 3 more times -in July, October and November! -Seven stalks 1 1 Usual! y blooms Septem
ber thru November here. Medium sized flowers on medium sized stalks. Good to very good 
in all respects .... ...•.. ................ . .........•...... . .... .. .. ..• • ... • . ...••.. . . $30.00 

RE* WINESAP * 33" E-M. D49-102: VIOLET MIRACLE X HELL'S FIRE '' Deep wine-red S.; near wine
black F.; red-black b . '' Quality reblooming blacks - a wide open field ! also smooth hafted 
reblooming reds . This should be a big help in both directions and it's a willing podder, 
at least. Nice medium sized tailored flowers with domed standards and flaring falls on 
good shorter stalks . A good grower and it's a very reliable rebloomer here - in late 
October or early November . • ... .. .. . ....... . .. . . . ...... . . . ........... , ... . ..... . .•••• • $30.00 

***1989 MEDIAN/DWARF INTROOOCTIONS OF .!l)N1Y BYERS*** 

SA* BIRDBAIB (BB) 26" M. Dl61- 1: SONG OF NORWAY X (CEASE-FIRE x SKY HOOKS) * Blue- white with 
blue b . and blue-white spoons. * A very heavily ruffled, scaled down version of SONG OF 
NORWAY t hat always has long graceful spoons on all its flowers here1 Fertile both ways 
and I 'm using it like crazy for space age IBs . Is giving its super form and good 

appendages . Can't hardly wait for the new bunch to bloom this spring , sired by the most 
perfectly formed SDB of all time - AZURE GEM ! .•................•••.•.. . .....•••••••• • $20.00 
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SA* LIKE A CHARM (IB) 22" M. Dl44-l: THRICE BLESSED X ( ACTRESS x SKY HOOKS) * Light lemon 
RE* yellow S.; white F. overlaid bright yellow from hafts to end of b.; blue b. tipped 

yellow and blue-violet horns. * What a bright little charmer this is! - so crisp and 
clean! The showy beards and horns are the perfect finishing touches to a delightful 
creation. Very pretty lightly ruffled flowers, even when the standards sometimes cup open. 
Wonderfully fragrant, very vigorous and it rebloomed here last summer - in June and July! 
Good pod fertility •••••...........••••••.••..••..•..........•.........•.•••••••..... • $20.00 

SA* LI.TII.E BIG lllllN (IB) 18" EM-M. E54-l: (MARMALADE SKIES x SKY HOOKS) X a Hager variegata SDB 
with tiny horns. * Medium yellow with a tan cast and the F. have a satiny brownish 
overlay; yellow-orange b. and usually has long, graceful, upward reaching trumpet 
flounces, maroon-brown on the outsides and yellow on the insides; sometimes has spoons 
or horns instead. * Bound for stardom! Will become much loved. No one that ever sees it 
doing its thing will ever forget it!!! The only IB I know of that can sport such appendages' 
Very nice ruffled flowers, very very vigorous plants and it's very fragrant!! Fertile both 
ways too!!! ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••... • $15.00 

RE* !Di ID SILVFX (IB) 19" E-L. E200-100: HOWDY DO X BABY BLESSED * Silvery white, touched 
tannish yellow at hafts; silvery white b. tipped yellow.* They bloomed together for such 
an incredibly long time last year and I was struck by the fact that this and HIGH HO SILVER 
share much in common - incredible vigor, incredible reblooming ability and color - though 
this is usually just a bit whiter. It's already reblooming all over thiscountry, even in 
places like Nebraska and in England! Was first of just three irises to rebloom in 1988 for 
Ray Wilson ( the editor of the British Remontant Journal). I doubt there is or ever has 
been an iris more vigorous or with a stronger will to put up rebloom stalks!!! That's 
quite a mouthful I know' Here its increases bloom whenever they get big enough and there 
are always some getting big enough while at the same time sprouting loads more little fans 
to repeat the process - over and and over and over again! Nice flaring flowers on nice 
stalks and excellent proportions all the way. Fragrant too! Set pods last year to SMELL 
THE ROSES, its little half brother that possesses the same kind of strength and reblooming 
ability' Hail BABY BLESSED!!! their father! which will go down in iris history for adding 
a whole new dimension to the word "rebloomer" ! ! What will the next dimension be??!!! .$20.00 

RE* SIXTEEN CANDLES (IB) 23" EM- ML. E75-100: TIIIRD CHARM X (HALLOWED TIIOUGHT x GLISTENING 
ICICLE) * The S. vary, between creamy blue-white and pale yellow; the F . vary between 
waxy medium light yellow and creamy chartreuse yellow; yellow b. * So ~ lovely, no 
matter what hues it decides to glow with! Sometimes a waxy light yellow bitone, some
times a near amoena - last fall the standards were powder blue! ! Excellent flaring flowers 
on excellent show stalks. Excellent vigor too and it reblooms here every fall - in late 
October or early November ..•.•.......••......•....•••..•••••••••••••• •••• •.••.•..•.• . $20.00 

RE* BABY CAKES (SDB) 8-\;" E-M. E21-104: BABY BLESSED X DITTO* Creamy white S . ; gold F. with 
a toasty brown overlay and creamy white edges; white b. tipped yellow.* The reblooming 
ability one would hope for from this cross. Every halfway good sized fan puts up a stalk 
here in October. Very pretty flowers of excellent shape and they're extremely petite . 
Didn't miss being an MDB by much! Extremely fragrant like both its parents. Fertile both 
ways and I'm breeding down with it for RE MDBs •.. .... •••••.••••••••.•••••.••••••• ... . $10.00 

RE* CINDERS (SDB) 13" E-L. E33-108: TIIIRD CHARM X JEWEL BABY * Deep violet S.; deeper velvety 
violet F . with a reddish underglow; blue-violet b. * These cinders are still glowing hot! 
Beautiful form and coloring with perfectly smooth hafts . Quickly makes huge clumps! Re
blooms here starting in October or early November ...•••••••• ••••••••..• .. •• ..• ••.•. .. $10.00 

RE* DARKLING (SDB) 13" E-L. E33-107 : A deep velvety violet bitone with blue b. * Very similar 
to its sib CINDERS - vigor, form and coloring but doesn't have the reddish glow. It does 
seem to be a little earlier and more willing with its rebloom, planted last July in WA 
it bloomed in August! Very pod fertile at least. •.•................••...•......•. -•.• • $10.00 

RE* FI.lNE2!. CHILD (SDB) 81," E-L. E24-110: SMALL FLASH X DITTO * White S. and white borders 
around l'IW.ticolored F. - a green-gold spray pattern from the hafts suffuses into a wine, 
then grape overlay; white b. tipped yellow. * What a beautiful coat of many colors this 
child wears I Perfect form, super wide, and round and very ruffled . The flowers have ranged 
in size from medium large to quite small. Lots of rebloom here every year in early October . 
Like its sib FRANKINCENSE it is very fragrant - sometimes smells like sweet aromatic pipe 
tobacco •........................••..••• •••• ...••••.••••••••.•.•.•.•...•••.••••.•..... $10.00 

RE* F'RANK1N::ll!SE (SDB) 8\" E-L. E24-101: SMALL FLASH X DIITO * Gold S.; the F. have gold borders 
and hafts which are overlaid with suffused red lines which blend into bright red-maroon 
centers; yellow-orange b. * Definitely a thrice bloomer - blooms with the other SDBs, 
again in May - June and then again usually starting from mid October to earliest November. 
Excellent coloring and excellent very ruffled and very petite flowers with wide round 
petals though the standards can cup open. Always extremely fragrant here - super sweet -
honey! ........... ................ . .......... ..... ........................ .......•••. • $10.00 

RE* <DIDFN CHILD (SDB) 13" E-L. E6-103: THRICE BLESSED X BABY BLESSED * Medium light yellow 
with bright golden yellow F. centers; blue-white b. tipped yellow-orange in throat. * 
Another incredible reblooming dynamo from BABY BLESSED! Several rhizomes sent out across 
the country last s\Jlllller bloomed beautifully - in October! Joins the ranks of its power 
packed half sibs SMELL THE ROSES, LOW HO SILVER and I BLESS! Loads of stalks here in the 
spring, more in June and July and then puts on another tremendous show in the fall, start
ing in early October! Resembles BABY BLESSED somewhat but with better flowers of brighter 
coloring and heavier substance. Fertile both ways! ...•..•.•••..•••••••........ ..•• •• • $10.00 
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RE* GRAY FOUPON (SDB) 13" E-L. E34-101: THIRD WORLD 
gold flowers with violet styles topped with frir1 
mustard-gold from throat. * Another nearly unbel 
child of BABY BLESSED but ~ grandchild 1 1 Last y, 
RE display bed came such bloom, steadily - Marc\ 
more stalks in October and November and after al 
year'' clump I've ever seen - so many 1nc:eases 
they were impossible to count I Normally it star 
flowers with closed standards and round horizon! 
the foliage. It's a sib to DARK CRYSTAL and SPAl 
fertile both ways and will undoubtedly prove to 

RE* SPARKl'llC ( SDB) 13" E34-106: TIIIRD WORLD X JEWEJ 
bright medium reddish violet F. with white striJ 
big bushy double wide frosty blue b. * How it SJ 
at its best with several flowers open at once Pl 
quickly' Catches your eye and won'.t let go' - al 
re bloom stalks here all at once, rn November - J 
most years, alas. Should be super in mild enou~ 
stalks here during the winter whenever we get 

RE* TWINKLE TWINKLE (SDB) 9" E-M . E21-103: BABY BLEl 
pattern of chartreuse over the upper 2/3 of the 
right under the b . ; white b. tipped yellow in t 
Exquisite - up close I Not one to yell out and d 
in . Very small flowers, just a tad too big to 
the spring and in the fall . Usually starts its 
grower and it's very fragrant. Heavy pollen .... 

RE* PERFUME (MDB) 6" E-L. E21-102: BABY BLESSED X D 
coming from the throat onto the F. which change 
blue cloud on the upper third . * Our first mini 
smells good! So good and so intense, always her 
especially when coming from one so small' 1 One 
( with many other seedlings) several years ago w 
the crowd, had many sniffing the air and zeroin 
given a seedling that wasn't fragrant and BABY f 

fragrances and in this case I think they both , 
one of those things size wise that is right on 
the kind that are going to catch some flack no 
Happens all the time to those small TB/big BB t] 
whether they' re often too small or too tall or 1 
line here but the flowers are a tad big . Anywal 
very beautiful, very vigorous and as well · 
most reliable reblooming dwarfs of all here I S 
early September . Very fertile both ways and we 

~~ ~~. ~~~7~~~~~. ~~~~. ~~~. ~~. ~~~: . ~~~~. ~~ -~-1 
***TAIL BEARDEIJS (IJl 

Tne giants of the iris world ranging in hei~ 
largest flowers of all. They' re what most peop~ 
They• re the last bearded irises to bloom in thl 
and from year to year depending on the climate 
arid May or May and early June at the latest. 

ADVfflIDRESS ( '85 Hamblen) 36" ML. * S. pinkish J 
lighter edges; rusty orange b. tipped purple. j 
perfection in every single way ... but for errat~ 
can't rave on enough about what a strong, cons1 
Nine or more perfect ruffled flowers per tall, 

AFFLUEH:E ( '86 Hager) 35" M. * Peach-pink; dee£ 
BABSON both being children of BEVERLY SILLS X ~ 
ness, form, branching, etc. befitting its herit 
flowers ...... ••. ..... .••• ..• .•••.. .... •• ....... 

ALISrAR ('86 R. Dunn) 36" M. * Mid blue; pale, 
all right•! A simply huge true blue star with c 
falls - all heavily ruffled and tightly constn 
excellent qualities, all the way' ...•......•••. 

ALPINE JOORNEY ( '84/' 85 Blyth) 38" E-EM. * S. , 
There are so many beauties in this class now bt 
this Australian for color impact! The sharpest 
bright yellow-gold. A brilliant garden beacon' 
the International Iris Competition in Italy it 
top honors in Australia too. Not the largest 01 

them on very tall , super show stalks .••••.•••. , 
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ICE BLESSED X ( ACTRESS x SKY HOOKS) * Light lemon 
t yellow from hafts to end of b.; blue b. tipped 
t a bright little channer this is! - so crisp and 

are the perfect finishing touches to a delightful 
ed flowers, even when the standards sometimes cup open. 

IS and 1t rebloomed here last sunrner - in June and July! 
.......... .... . . .............................. ..... $20.00 

-:-1: (MARMALADE SKIES x SKY HOOKS) X a Hager variegata SOB 
th a tan cast and the F. have a satiny brownish 
ly has long, graceful, upward reaching trumpet 

ides and yellow on the insides; sometimes has spoons 
~! Will becane DJ.1ch loved. No one that ever sees it 
t ! ! ! The only IB I know of that can sport such appendages! 
ry vigorous plants and it's very fragrant!! Fertile both 
.................................................. . $15.00 

00: HOIDY DO X BABY BLF.sSED * Sil very white, touched 
· te b. tipped yellow. * They bloomed together for such 

and I was struck by the fact that this and HIGH HO SILVER 
igor, incredible re blooming ability and color - though 
It's al7eady reblooming all over thiscountry, even in 
! Was first of just three irises to r ebl0001 in 1988 for 

·sh Remontant Journal ) . I doubt there is or ever has 
a stronger will to put up rebl0001 stalks! ! ! That's 

· ncreases bl0001 whenever they get big enough and there 
while at the same time sprouting loads more little fans 

over and over again! Nice flaring flowers on nice 
1 the way. Fragrant too! Set pods last year to SMELL 
that possesses the same kind of strength and reblooming 
father! which will go down in iris history for adding 

"rebloomer" ! ! What will the next dimension be??!!! .$20.00 

[5-100: TIITRD CHARM X (HALLOWED THOUGJIT x GLISTENING 
i""'Y blue-white and pale yellow; the F. vary between 
rf chartreuse yellow; yellow b . * So~ lovely, no 

with! Sometimes a waxy light yellow bitone, some
standards were powder blue! ! Excellent flaring flowers 

t vigor too and it reblooms here every fall - in late 
....... .. .......... ... ............................ . $20.00 

BABY BLESSED X DITID * Creamy white S. ; gold F. with 
·te edges; white b. tipped yellow.* The reblooming 

·s cross. Every halfway good sized fan puts up a stalk 
s of excellent shape and they're extremely petite. 

tremely fragrant like both i ts parents. Fertile both 
for RE MOBs ........ , ........................ , •.•. . $10.00 

RD CHARM X JEWEL BABY * Deep violet S.; deeper velvety 
; blue-violet b. * These cinders are still glowing hot! 
rfectly smooth hafts, Quickly makes huge clumps! Re-
early November ............................ , •• , , •.. $10.00 

deep velvety violet bitone with blue b. * Very similar 
F coloring but ~oesn' t have the reddish glow. It does 

~~1:'1!~~a;~~~. ~~~. ~~~:~'.. :':~~:":. :~~~. ~~:.~~. ~t10.oo 
p: SMALL FLASH X DITI'O * White S. and white borders 
P,ld spray pattern from the hafts suffuses into a wine, 
~ yellow. * What a beautiful coat of many colors this 

i"de , and round and very ruffled . The flowers have ranged 
small. Lots of rebl0001 here every year in early October. 

r.. :~~~~~~. ~. ~~~~~ . ~::~. :~~~. ~~~~. ~~~~~~. ~ib.oo 
~: SMALL FLASH X DITI'O * Gold S.; the F. have gold borders 
j;uffused red lines which blend into bright red-maroon 
tely a thrice bloomer - blooms with the other SDBs 
J usually starting from mid October to earliest Nov~ber, 
Fry ruffled and very petite flowers with wide round 

!. ~~: • ~~?~ • ~~~~:: , :~~~~~ , ~~~~, ~. ~~:.~. ~~~h~.00 

THRICE BLESSED X BABY BLF.sSED * Medium light yellow 
s; blue-white b . tipped yellow- orange in throat. * 

r' from BABY BLF.sSED! Several rhizomes sent out across 

~

ifully - in October! Joins the ranks of its power 
HO SILVER and I BLF.sS ! Loads of stalks here in the 

hen puts on another tremendous show in the fall, start
BLESSED somewhat but with better flowers of brighter 

tile both ways! ...... , , , , ......•. , ........... , , , •• $10.00 
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RE* GB.KY roJPON (SOB) 13" E-L, E34-101: TIHRD WORLD X JEWEL BABY * Very satiny greenish mustard 
gold flowers with violet styles topped with fringed yellow crests and gray b. tipped 
mustard-gold from throat. * Another nearly unbelievably strong reblooming dynamo' Not a 
child of BABY BLESSED but ~ grandchild 1 ! Last year from one rhizome planted in ' 87 in our 
RE display bed came such bloom, steadily - March thru May, again in July and then loads 
more stalks in October and November and after all that there was left the biggest "one 
year" clump I've ever seen - so many increases of all sizes squeezed together so tightly 
they were impossible to count! Normally it starts reblooming here in early October . Large 
flowers with closed standards and round horizontal falls and they're usually well above 
the foliage, It's a sib to DARK CRYSTAL and SPARKPWG, a most exciting cross and it is 
fertile both ways and will undoubtedly prove to be a most exciting parent .......... . . $10.00 

RE* SPARKPUX; (SOB) 13" E34-106: THIRD WORLD X JEWEL BABY * Medium light blue-violet S. ; 
bright medium reddish violet F, with white stripes radiating out near horizontally from 
big bushy double wide frosty blue b. * How it sparkles - electrically! especially when 
at its best with several flowers open at once per clump and big clumps it does make -
quickly! Catches your eye and won't let go! - at its best. Always throws up a bunch of 
rebloom stalks here all at once , in November - probably too late for much of the country 
most years, alas . Should be super in mild enough climates as it tries to put up more 
stalks here during the winter whenever we get warm spells .......•............ , , . , , .$10.00 

RE* 1'WINU.E TWINKLE (SOB) 9" E-M. EZl- 103: BABY BLESSED X DITI'O * White with a suffused spray 
pattern of chartreuse over the upper 2/3 of the F, and there's a tiny flash of turquoise 
right under the b.; white b. tipped yellow in throat.* A very lovely little sparkler . 
Exquisite - up close! Not one to yell out and demand your attention, you have to focus 
in . Very small flowers, just a tad too big to be an MOB but there are lots of them - in 
the spring and in the fall. Usually starts its rebloom in mid October here. A good 
grower and it's very fragrant. Heavy pollen .......................................... $10.00 

RE* PERFltlE (MOB) 6" E-L. EZl-102 : BABY BLESSED X OITI'O * White with suffused green lines 
coming from the throat onto the F. which change to turquoise then suffuse into a soft sky 
blue cloud on the upper third. * Our first miniature dwarf intro and you guessed it -
smells good! So good and so intense, always here that it's difficult to believe ! and 
especially when coming from one so small! ! One flower taken to a fall regional meeting 
( with many other seedlings) several years ago wafted its wonderful perfume throughout 
the crowd, had many sniffing the air and zeroing in on it I I don't think DITI'O has ever 
given a seedling that wasn't fragrant and BABY BLESSED also tends to impart great 
fragrances and in this case I think they both gave the strongest dose they could! It's 
one of those things size wise that is right on the fence between two classifications, 
the kind that are going to catch some flack no matter which way they' re classified. 
Happens all the time to those small TB/big BB things, some which are wonderful irises 
whether they're often too small or too tall or not! This usually stays under the height 
line here but the flowers are a tad big. Anyway it's extremely fragrant, very different, 
very beautiful, very vigorous and as well is - one of the very strongest, earljest, 
most reliable reblooming dwarfs of all here! Starts with 51-!ELL THE ROSES, usually in 
early September. Very fertile both ways and we have multitudes of babies coming from it! -
with everything from TBs to MOBs . Would be an exciting breeder for its fragrance alone ! 
.. . ............. . , . , ....... .... . ... .. , ........... , ...... ............ , ...... , ........ . $15.00 

***TALL BF.ARDIDS (TBs)*** 

The giants of the iris world ranging in height from 28" to over 4' at times with the 
largest flowers of all. They're what most people think of when they think Of irises. 
They' re the last bearded irises to bloom in the spring, Bloomtime varies around the ·country 
and from year to year depending on the climate and weather . They usually bloom in April 
and May or May and early June at the latest. 

ADVE1fflJRESS ('85 Hamblen) 36" ML. * S. pinkish blending to violet edges; F. purple with 
lighter edges; rusty orange b. tipped purple. * New here. An alluring iris dream I hear, 
perfection in every single way ... but for erratic growth for some . Lots of other reporters 
can't rave on enough about what astrong, consistent bloomer and grower it is for them. 
Nine or more perfect ruffled flowers per tall, widely branched stalk, Hardy ......... $ 4.25 

AFFI1lm:E ( '86 Hager) 35" M. * Peach-pink; deep peach b. * A peachy sib to ANNA BELLE 
BABSON both being children of BEVERLY SILLS X WINGS OF DREAMS. The vigor and floriferous
ness, form, branching, etc . befitting its heritage. The deep beards really set off the 
flowers •........ , .• , ....... , , , , , ........ , , , ••••............•............ , , . , . • , ••.... $12.00 

ALlSIAR. ( '86 R, Dunn) 36" M. * Mid blue; pale yellow b. tipped white. * New here. A Star 
all right! ! A simply huge true blue star with conical standards and wide round aproned 
falls - all heavily ruffled and tightly constructed (unlike so many of the giants), All 
excellent qualities, all the way' ..... , ......... . ... ..... .......... ,,,,, ............. $ 5.00 

ALPINE JOORNEY ('84/ '85 Blyth) 38" E-EM. * S . white; F. golden yellow; golden yellow b. * 
There are so many beauties in this class now but nothing else yet comes close-to matching 
this Australian for color impact! The sharpest contras t by far - pure white over super 
bright yellow- gold . A brilliant garden beacon! Vigorous and seems to be very hardy. At 
the International Iris Competition in Italy it won "most conmercial variety" and has won 
top honors 1.n Australia too. Not the largest or widest flowers but there are loads of 
them on very tall, super show stalks .................. .. .......... ....... ............ $ 4.50 
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ALTRUIST ( '87 Schreiner's) 37" EM. * Crystalline powder blue that lightens to chalk white 
in the centers of the S . and around the white b. on the F. * New here. So fresh & lu:ninous 
lookins, it• s been descril:.,ed as effervescent, even dazzling! with those bright white 
areas and beards. Syrr,netrical ruffled flowers with petals that all recurve a bit on tall 
slender (but strong) well budded show stalks. Looks like it's a very good doer. Limited. 
..• • .•... •..•.•..••.•••... . .... .. . .•• .•••• ... •.•. . •. .. .••.....•....••..•..... . ... • ... $12 . 25 

RE* AMAIN (83 Zurbrigg) 37" ML. * Yellow on creamy white, mainly at the hafts; yellow b. * 
" rebloomer with nice flowers usually (last year they were rather strappy here) .Reblooms 
well here and around most of this cou; try and in England. It's super strong and usually 
hardy. In 1988 here it gave stalks in May, August , September and November' ...... •• ••• $ 3.50 

RE* AMANDA ERIN ( '85 Zurbrigg) 33" M. * Apricot-orange with a white area around tangerine b. * 
A pretty child of ORANGE HONEY with r' ch coloring . It's a good but late rebloomer usually 
and although it seems to grow well especially in colder climates, its fall stalks often 
come too late for these areas. Occasionally reblooms during the surrmer. ... . •.• .. .. •• • $ 6 .00 

re* AMBROSIA DELIGIIT ('84 Niswonger) 36" M. * S. white; F. orange; orange b . *Areal orange 
amoena, WVE IT! Very nice ruffled flowers with domed standards and flaring falls on 
excellent show stalks . Usually an excellent grower and bloomer around the country. A 
super exciting new color innovation and it's fertile and should be a fantastic breeder . 
I've been using it, even before I heard it can on rare occasion rebloom - did so in 
England last year! .. . .. . ........ ..... .. ... . .. . ... . ...... . ....... . ........ •.. . . . •.. ..• $ 4.25 

AMERICAN BEAUrY ( '85 Shoop) 34" M. * Bright white, the F. have a true blue wash and blue 
veins; bright red b. * Red, white and blue! This American individualist won't be mistaken 
for another' Good ruffled flowers. Should become popular. •• . . . .... .. . .... . . • •.••••••• $ 5.00 

AflJlJR ( '85 Corlew) 32" M-L. * Lacy true pink S . ; the F . are creamy white with heavily laced 
pink borders; tangerine-pink b. * Can't comprehend why this isn't better known and more 
widely grown . Such a frothy feminine vision of loveliness and such a good strong performer 
too 1 1 Very good to excellent in every single respect here and yet only one report has come 
in on it thus far??? A real season extender too I Very very late here every year. Steps on 
stage just as the curtain is descending on most of the others .. ........ .... ... .••... • $ 4.25 

RE* ANElJ ( '83 Zurbrigg) 34" ML . * White with yellow at hafts; yellow b . * Another rebloomer 
for the whole country. It's from MISS VENUS X I DO and has proven to be a most willing 
transmitter of both strong and early rebloom as well as good space age appendages when 
used in those directions although most of its seedlings are narrowish as is it. Extremely 

strong everywhere . ..... . . ... . ... ..... .... ... ... .................... . ... .•• .••• $ 3.00 

SA* ANGEL' S VEIL ( '81 Rowlan) 36" M. * A red-brown on creamy white plicata with yellow b. and 
red-brown horns . * Excellent branching and bud count and a good strong grower. Good con
sistent horns and most attracti ve when it's happy and it usually is . . .•• ..... .. ....• • $ 4.00 

ANNA BELLE BABSON ( '85 Hager) 36" M. * Intense deeper true pink with tangerine b . * The 
dynasty continues ... This BEVERLY SILLS child is absol ute perfection in every single 
way' Perfect ruffled and laced flowers, coloring, branching and bud count (can have up to 
14 1 ) The superb vigor, floriferousness (multiple stalks usually) , cold hardiness, garden
ability, etc . of its grandparent VANITY !!! The avalanche of raves that has poured in on 
this during the past year! - from all over t he country !! The next Dykes in t his extra
ordinarily gifted family? Pod fertile .... . ................ . . . .. . ... ... . .... ... •.. . .. . $12.50 

SA* ANNE BOLEYN ( '85 Zurbrigg) 36" VL . * A cream-yellow self including its flounces . * Very 
vigorous and hardy . G1eantic flounces on horizontal falls always. Not very modem but still 
a most dramatic iris I and a season extender as it is among the very last to bloom •. . . $ 6.00 

APHRODISIAC ( '86 Schreiner's) 36" M. Apricot-shrimp pink with pearly white F. centers; 
tangerine b . * New here and not much on it yet. Like its picture in Schreiner' s catalog 
a lot and have been told they captured it per fectly. A different "pink" for sure with 
recurved falls that might be a tad long . Two raves so far, from col d , tough climates . 
Good name 1 • • • •• • • • •• • •• • ••••• •••••••••••••• • ••• • ••• • • ••••• • • • ••• ••••••••• • ••••••• • ••• $ 7 .25 

APRICOTA ( '86 Greenwood by Aitken) 29" ML. * Apricot including b . * For the front .of the 
border it's short but superb in all respec t s . Super nice lightly laced flowers on great 
well budded stalks. Makes lovely clumps .. .......... . ... .....•. ...... ... .......... ... . $ 4 . 50 

ARABIAN TAPESTRY ('83 Niswonger) 34" M. Reddish brown with violet blazes in the F. centers; 
gold b. '' Very colorful and good . Lacy like its parent MULBERRY CRUSH. It's fertile both 
ways and could be a very interesting breeder. .... • ....... .. ..... .. . . ......... . .•••• • • $ 4.00 

RE* ATTINrI ON PLEASE ( '74 H. Mohr) 34", M. * A plicata with a cream ground heavily overlaid 
deep reddish-violet; orange- brown b . '' Older form but this is very vigorous and although 
it hasn't been at all a dependable here it did bloom steadily, spring through fall here 
one year ........ • .. • . .. .. . ........... . ................... •• . • . .. • .. . ••.. ..... .••. . . . $ 2. 75 

AUTOGRAPH ( '86 Luihn ) 32" EM . * Light blue to blue-white; dark navy blue b. * Not nearly 
as good as CHICO MAID . Short with tailored flowers but in very hot weather the flowers 
look nearly white and the beards nearly black ! Such was the case at the Phoenix convention 
where it got the Cook Cup and was voted the top TB seen 1 • ••••• •• • • • •••• •••••• • •••••• • $11. 75 
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All1lJMN BIDSII ( '84 Black) 33" EM . * S. medium mau 
a' greenish cast ,amber-rose hafts and pale pink d 
Star I So different and so breathtakingly beautif 
way with lots of well budded perfect stalks and 
Best Early Variety at the International Competit 
Wake up American iris world I A real dandy is pas 
and very beautiful bu here they' re actually deep 
Wouldn't a pink , cream or yellow iris with deep 
fertile and I'm using it ... . ... .. . . ... ... ... ... • 

RE* All1lJMN ENCORE ( '77 K. Mohr) 36" EM . * Rich purp 
rich purple plicata markings (3/4" edges and cen 
New here . Can't figure out how I've overlooked 
throughout - coloring , form , branching, bud cow:i 
credibly strong will to remont to boot. In Fres 
re bloomed every month, June through December 1 1 1 

usually rebloom for most of us at least once a 

re* All1lJMN HEIRESS ( '81 Gartman) 35\" ML. * Pink wi 
hal os; orange b . '' I haven't heard of this very 
very mild winter climates and it doesn't grow w~ 
that live in the right areas it I s just superb , , 

RE* AVAID,I BAY ( '74 Hamner) 36" M. * Bluebird blue 
Ahead of its time. A real quality blue rebloome, 
hear but often lacks buds and branching and its 
winter areas . Nevertheless - will give good blu1 climates .......... . .......... .. ................ . 

AZTII; AFFI1JmJl ( '83 Burch) 38" E. * S. reddish 
in the midri bs; F . yellow with an infused reddis 
b . '' It's by ROUNDUP, has ruffled flowers on ve, 
loads of s t al ks and increases here every year. ~ 

re* AZTII; SUN ( ' 82 Dyer) 30" M. * Full yellow with , 
is a s uperb per former everywhere, f r om t he very, 
flowers of l eathery substance and it doesn ' t fac 
time in t he s pring and it r e blooms i n mild enoui 
cei ving t he r ecogni t ion it deserves. Fer t ile and 

AZTII; 1lIBASURE ( ' 84 R. Miller) 34" M- L. * S. da1 
with a honey overlay at hafts; dark yellow b . * 
heavily saturated and brilliant i t ' s been favon 
vigorous and floriferous everywhere. Loads of d 
keep coming in on it - all glowing raves , not 01 

flaring flowers with conical standar ds on hus 

BALLER.INA BllJE ( '86 Innerst) 36" M- L. * Mid blu1 
Another dandy from Sterling in cold country (PAJ 
( r everse blue amoenas) . A wonderful perfonner e1 
show stalks are its forte but it's excellent i n l 
flar ing flowers . Fertile both ways . . ......... . 

BALLET FOlKI.ORICO ( '87 Williamson) 36" E-M .*S .a 
subdued viol e t bl aze beneath lemon yellow b . * 
form and excellen t col oring . Good well budded s 
has come i n on yet ....... . .... . ... . ........... . 

RE* BANANA CREAM ( ' 89 Byers) - see introductions , 

SA* BAlllAN ( '86 Byers) 36" M- L. * Deep blackish purJ 
horns . * The darkest space ager I ' ve seen . Usual 
but in 100°+ heat they aren't as dar k, the fall 
stalks with 6 to 7 buds each. A super strong gr 
SKY HOOKS X SWAZI PRINCESS and can be a super 

BF.ACII BOY (85 Blyth) 37" EM . * Tannish apricot 
b . * New to us is this Australian and I ' ve hea 
t akes awhile for these things from down under. 
one of the world's most exciting hybridizers ... 

BEACH GIRL ( ' 83/'84 Blyth) 38" - 40" E-L. * S. 
F. dark orange- apricot; tangerine- red b . * I ' m 
friend - have seen nothing like her! Such cont9 
of orange, almost brown and with those white s 
on this shade though as that ' s not the checklis 
that have come in on it so far have mentioned ;J 
Florence, Italy (this girl gets around) said tli 
formed and had great substance and t hat it was 
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* Crystalline powder blue that lightens to chalk white 
the white b. on the F. * New here. So fresh & ltrninous 

fervescent, even dazzling' with those bright white 
ed flowers with petals that all recurve a bit on tall 
ow stalks. Looks like it's a very good doer. Limited. 
...... .. .. .. . ............ ... ..... . ........ . ..... . . $12 . 25 

on creamy white, mainly at the hafts; yellow b. * 
l y (last year they were rather strappy here) .Reblooms 
ou: try and in England. It's super strong and usually 
i n May, August, September anJ November' . . . . .. •• ••• $ 3 . 50 

Apricot-orange with a white area around tangerine b. * 
r ' ch coloring. It's a good but late rebloomer usually 

especially in colder climates, its fall stalks often 
aionally reblooms during the sunmer .. . .••.•. . . .•• • $ 6.00 

" M. * S. white; F. orange; orange b. * A real orange 
flowers with domed standards and flaring falls on 
xrellent grower and bloomer around the country. A 

and it's fertile and should be a fantastic breeder. 
eard it can on rare occasion rebloom - did so in 

•• , •• • .• •••• • • • •• • • • ••• • • • •••••••••••••••••••• .• •• • $ 4 .25 

* Bright white, the F. have a true blue wash and blue 
nd blue! This American individualist won't be mistaken 
Should become popular . .. ... . .......••.•••.. • •••• • • $ 5. 00 

true pink S.; the F. are creamy white with heavily laced 
't comprehend why this isn't better known and more 

e vision of loveliness and such a good strong performer 
ry single respect here and yet only one report has come 
extender too! Very very late here every year. Steps on 

ing on most of the others ..•.•.•..•••...•.. . . . .. • $ 4.25 

with yellow at hafts; yellow b. * Another rebloomer 
SS VENUS XI 00 and has proven to be a most willing 

ly rebloom as well as good space age appendages when 
st of its seedlings are narrowish as is it. Extremely 

••••••••• •••• • • • •••••••••••• • • •••• • • ••••• • • •••••••• $ 3.00 

A red-brown on creamy white plica ta with yellow b. and 
i ng and bud count and a good strong grower. Good con-

when it 's happy and it usually is ... .... •. . •. ..• . .. $ 4.00 

. * Intense deeper true pink with tangerine b . * The 
SILLS child is absolute perfection in every single 
ers, coloring, branching and bud count (can have up to 
ess (multiple stalks usually) , cold hardiness, garden-

ITY ! ! ! The avalanche of raves that has poured in on 
all over the country! 1 The next Dykes in this extra-
· 1e ..•. . .. • . • . • . .•••.. . ...••••• . •• . ••••••••• .. ••• . . $12.50 

* A cream-yellow self including its flounces . * Very 
es on horizontal falls always. Not very modem but still 
extender as it is among the very last to bloom • .. • $ 6.00 

. Apricot- shrimp pink with pearly white F. centers; 
h on it yet . Like its picture in Schreiner' s catalog 
ed it per fectly . A different "pink" for sure with 

long . Two raves so far, from col d , tough climates. 
• . .. . ....... . . . ... •. . •. ... . . . . •. ...........•••••••• $ 7.25 

29" ML . * Apricot including b . * For the front of the 
respects . Super nice lightly laced flowers on great 

umps . .. ....... . . . .... .. ........ . . . . . . .. . .... . . .. . . $ 4.50 

" M. Reddish brown with violet blazes in the F. centers; 
cy like its parent MULBERRY CRUSH. It ' s fertile both 

g breeder . .. •..•...•.. .... ..... ............. ••• • • • $ 4.00 

, M. * A plicata with a cream grou:nd heavily overlaid 
. * Older form but this is very vigorous and although 

here it did bloom steadily, spring through fall here 
. .......... . .. . ... . ... . .. .•... . •••... ...... •.• . ..• $ 2.75 

t blue to blue-white; dark navy blue b . * Not nearly 
tailored flowers but in very hot weather the flowers 
arly black! Such was the case at the Phoenix convention 
ot ed the top TB seen! . .••. . •• • •••...•..... . . •. . .•. $11. 75 
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AlJllJMN BWSH ( '84 Black) 33" EM . * S. medium mauve-pink with paler edges; F. cream with 
a' greenish cast,amher-rose hafts and pale pink diffused halos; deep sienna b. * A real 
Star! So different and so breathtakingly beautiful here every year! Excellent in every 
way with lots of well budded perfect stalks and lots of big increases. Won the award for 
Best Early Variety at the International Competition for irises in Florence, Italy in '86. 
Wake up American iris world! A real dandy is passing you by. The beards are very plush 
and very beautiful bu here they' re actually deep red-orange on ~ red-violet bases 1 

Wouldn't a pink, cream or yellow iris with deep red-violet beards be something' It's 
fertile and I'm using it. . ... .. ........ .. .. . ....... . ................... . . .. ...... . ... $ 4.75 

RE* AlJllJMN ENCORE ( ' 77 K. Mohr) 36" EM. * Rich purple S. , white at base; white ground F. with 
rich purple plicata markings (3/4" edges and central stripe); .-hite b. tipped yello,. * 
New here. Can't figure out how I've overlooked it so long . Hear it has good qualities 
throughout - coloring, form, branching, bud count, vigor etc. and that it has an in
credibly strong will to remont to boot. In Fresno in 1987 it was one of four irises that 
rebloomed ~ month, June through December 1 1 ! for Dr. John Weiler. Surely it will 
usually rebluom for most of us at least once a year ............ . ..... . .......... ... . . $ 4. 25 

re* AlJllJMN HEIRFSS ( '81 Gartman) 35)," ML. * Pink with pale yellow infusion and pale yellow 
halos; orange b . * I haven't heard of this very lovely thing re blooming anywhere but in 
very mild winter climates and it doesn ' t grow well in cold climates either but for those 
that live in the right areas it's just superb, thoroughly modem! . .. . .. . . . . . ...... . .. $ 4.00 

RE* AVAJJJil BAY ('74 Hamner) 36" M. * Bluebird blue with yellow b . tipped blue . * New here . 
Ahead of its time . A real quality blue rebloomer out of BABBLING BROOK . Super flowers I 
hear but often lacks buds and branching and its rebloom usually comes too late for early 
winter areas . Nevertheless - will give good blue color in the fall garden in milder 
climates ..... . . . .......... . . ........ . . . .... ... . . . . . ...•. ... ... .. .. ... . .. . . . .. . . ... ••• $ 2 . 75 

Nl:IT£ AFFLUEH:E ( '83 Burch) 38" E. * S. reddish brown with a slight infusion of yellow 
in the midribs; F. yellow with an infused reddish brown plicata border; yellow-orange 
b . * It ' s by ROUNDUP, has ruffled flowers on very tall stalks and is from Alabama. Gives 
loads of stalks and increases here every year. Still nothing on it from elsewhere .... $ 2 . 50 

re* NCIT£ SUN ( '82 Dyer) 30" M. * Full yellow with dar k orange b . * This blazing bright beauty 
is a superb performer everywhere , from the very mildest to the very coldest climates. Super 
flowers of leathery substance and it doesn't fade a bit! Blooms for an incredibly long 
time in t he spring and it reblooms in mild enough cl imates . Hasn't yet come close to re
ceiving the recognition it deserves . Fertil e and should be a t errific rebl oomer parent. 
•••••••••• • • • • •• ••• • • ••• • ••••• • ••• •••• •••• • •• • • • • • •• • ••••• •••• • ••••••••••••••• • •••••• $ 3.25 

NCIT£ TRF.ASURE ( '84 R. Miller) 34" M-L. * S. dar k chrome yellow; F. dark golden yellow 
with a honey overlay at hafts; dark yellow b. * Another shining Star ! The coloring is so 
.heavil y saturated and brilliant it ' s been favorably compared to DAZZLING GOLD. Extremely 
vigor ous and floriferous everywhere . Loads of reports have come in on it already and just 
keep coming i n on it - all glowing raves, not one singl e negative word ! Super , ruffled, 
flaring flowers with conical standards on husky well budded show stalks . Has everything ! ! ! 
••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • $ 6.00 

BALLElUNA BllJE ( ' 86 Innerst) 36" M- L. * Mid blue; F. pale ice white; blue b . tipped white . * 
Another dandy from Sterling in cold country (PA) . Among the very best of this class -
(reverse blue amoenas). A wonderful performer everywhere (from t he reports so far). Super 
show stalks are its forte but it's excellent in all other respects as well. Large ruffled 
flaring flowers. Fertile both ways .... . .... . . . .. .. ... . . .. . . . ... , ..... ... ... .... . . . . . $ 4.50 

BALLET FOIKI.ORICO ( '87 Williamson) 36" E-M. *S.a caramel-henna- rust brown blend with a 
subdued violet bl aze beneath lemon yellow b. * I like its excellent, wide, round, ruffled 
form and excellen t coloring . Good well budded stalks and it's a super good grower . Nothing 
has come in on yet. .. . ........ . . . . . . .. ..... .... . .. . ..... .. . . . .... ... . . .......... .. .. . $ 9.00 

RE* BANANA CREAM ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page three. 

SA* BAnlAII ( '86 Byers) 36" M-L . * Deep blackish purple with purple b . and consistent dark 
horns. * The darkest space ager I've seen . Usually pretty nice big lightly ruffled flowers 
but in 100°+ heat they aren ' t as dark, the falls droop and it ' s kind of ugly. Excellent 
stalks with 6 to 7 buds each . A super strong grower and bloomer most everywhere . From 
SKY HOOKS X SWAZI PRINCESS and can be a super parent for black space agers .... . .. . . . . $ 5 . 25 

BF.ACH BOY (85 Blyth) 37" EM . * Tannish apricot S.; tannish orange F.; brilliant tangerine 
b. * New to us is this Australian and I've heard precious little about him so far. Often 
takes awhile for these things from down under. Can ' t wait to see this hot number from 
one of the world's most exciting hybridizers .... .. .. . .... , . .. . , ... . ... . . .... ...... .. . $ 4.00 

BF.ACH GIRL ( '83/'84 Blyth) 38" - 40" E-L. * S. white with a hint of pink at midribs; 
F. dark orange-apricot; tangerine-red b. * I'm crazy about BEACH BOY'S flamboyant girl
friend - have seen nothing like her I Such contrast I The falls here are a dark new shade 
of orange, almost brown and with those white standards and red beards. POW! Don't count 
on this shade though as that's not the checklist description and none of the few reports 
that have come in on it so far have mentioned it looking this way. The report from 
Florence, Italy (this girl gets around) said the flowers weren't large but were well 
formed and had great substance and that it was very strong and free flowering there . . $ 5. 75 
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re* BE HINE ( '86 Byers) 36" ME-I[,. * S. medium pink with pink-white edges; F. pink-white 
with orange-gold hafts; red-orange b. * Ethereal coloring (described above) in warm 
weather on flowers that have been open a day or so, otherwise they contain more pink. 
Lightly ruffled and laced, well formed flowers though the standards can cup at times. 
Multiple, well budded super show stalks . It's extremely floriferous and v}gorouh. 
Will on occasion sport a few short horns but usually doesn't. Like most o my t ings it can 
rebloom, at least in extremely mild climates (one report from AZ so far). Has been 
receiving some tremendous raves on its perfonnances around the country. Fertile both 
ways and a proven parent for both improved space agers and rebloomers ••...•...•...... $ 6.50 

RE* BEST BET ( '88 Schreiner' s) 36" E. * 5. Light wisteria blue; F. deep rich satiny hyacinth 
blue; very dark blue b. * The very best bet of all the '88 intros! -one of the very best 
of the decade - in my book• For sure•!! Seems to have inherited all the best qualities 
of its glorious and incomparable parent, last years most deserving Dykes winner - TITAN'S 
GWRY! but with different, striking coloring and~ strong.!'.!!!. to rebloom!!! Has been a 
good fall rebloomer at Schreiner' s and lots of reports are coming in already of it bloom
ing around the country last fall, from rhizomes planted that SUlll1ler! Surely would have 
gone straight to the top even if it didn't rebloom! - another reblooming Dykes? on the 
way?!! Bound to be used heavily, even by those not yet interested in rebloom. What an 
impact it should have on the irises of the 21st century!!! ..•.........••.••••••••••• • $18.50 

RE* BEVE!LY SIILS ( '79 Hager) 36" M. * True pink with tangerine b. * This 1985 Dykes winner 
· had an unparalleled rapid rise to the top breaking records all along the way, a 111USt have! 

Produces a tremendous number of stalks and increases every year most everywhere. To see 
'Er is to love her forever! Reblooms a little, especially in Oregon, Washington and in 
mild coastal parts of California. So do her father and little sister - VANITY and PINK 
BUBBLES. A terrific parent that gives much stronger wills to rebloom to some of her 
children , even from oncers . It's time she was put to work, seriously in the rebloomer 
gene pool! Some fertility both ways .••............................•.•. •• .•.......•.•• $ 3.50 

RE* BTILIONAIRE ( '87 Byers) 32" M. * Bright golden yellow with yellow-orange b. * This 
originally showed some tangerine influence in its beards but the last few years all its 
flowers here (in the spring, summer and fall) have had yellow-orange beards so I had 
its checklist description changed. It will give tangerine bearded seedlings as it's from 
CORN HARVEST and a homed orange sib to HALLOWEEN PUMPKIN. Like CORN HARVEST it's an ex
tremely strong grower and an extremely strong reliable rebloomer here and I'm sure it 
will prove to be elsewhere also. It starts reblooming in August or September here and 
keeps going 'til cold enough weather finally stops it. Very similar to CORN HARVEST but 
with a tad better, fuller flowers on rather short well branched and budded stalks .•• • $11.00 

BLACK MADONNA ( '85 Stahly) 36" EM. * S. deep deep violet; F. violet-black; violet-black b. * 
Smooth, velvety and dark enough to be called "black" ... doesn't burn in hot sun either. 
Nice tailored flowers and has performed pretty good here. Very little on it from else-
where has come in so far ......•.••.••.....••...•.••••..••••••.••....••............... $ 3. 75 

re* BLACKCXJT ( '86 Luihn) 38" ML. * S . silky black-violet; F. velvety blue-black; dark blackish 
blue b. * Among the very blackest. The raves upon raves that have already come in on this 
but have also heard it can have problems - with substance, stalks, growth, etc. - but 
when it's good and happy it's terrific! Huge spreading modem flowers on very tall show 
stalks that are loaded with buds. Gives summer re bloom in Santa Cruz, CA! ••.......... $14. 50 

BLAZEl! ('84 Stahly) 36" N. * Orange S.; hot reddish orange-brown F.; red-orange b. * 
Well named. This hot number from cold country is indeed a blazing new color combo! Good 
flowers on super show stalks here. There's nothing else like it that I know of! ...... $ 5.75 

SA*~ BUBBLES ('88 Byers) 36" M. White touched cream at hafts; yellow b. and long smooth 
re* curved horns or spoons.* Kind of a LEDA'S LOVER with good consistent space age appendages 

but not as wide. Bubble ruffling and all the other good things but the stalks often aren't 
as strong as I'd like. A touch of lace at times. A good increaser and likes to give multiple 
stalks. Reblooms in mildest climates - with spoons on its RE flowers! Sets pods with ease. 
.................................................................................... . $24.00 

SA* BIDITORCII ( '86 Byers) 36" EM-L. * S . yellow; F. white with yellow hafts and edges; 
tangerine- orange b. and blue flounces or horns. * Very well formed heavily ruffled flowers 
with substance like molded plastic. This can produce fascinating, huge, thick, hairy 
blue flounces with tatters and curlicues of yellow petaloid radiating from along the outer 
edges like flickering flames. They're most likely to show from established, well grown 
plants but even when it just has horns or regular blue flounces most everyone that sees 
it seems to go zonkers over it! Voted one of the top favorite guests seen at the convention 
in Oklahoma last year and thrilled raves on it have been pouring in from all over the 
country, even coldest winter areas. Usually a much better grower and increaser than I 
thought it was going to prove to be, not a weed but not bad. Extremely fertile both ways 
and I'm going to have to use it more - with some of the best red bearded yellows and golds. 
.... ........................ ...... ..... .... ......... ..... .. .... ..................... . $17.50 

RE* BLUE KXJNLIGIIT ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page three. 

BLY1l1E OF.AN ( '87 Hager) 38" M. * Blue toned lavender shaded lighter around white b. * 
Another wonder from this wondrous line! Out of a sib to SILVER FLOW. The ultimate in 
quality of both flowers and stalks . Super clean translucent coloring.Theydori'tget 
nPJch better! ...•.••...••••••••..... ...•.•... •••...••••••••••••••..•• •••••••••••••••• • $15.00 
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OODM:Iros ('87 Keppel) 36" EM. * S. cream, almo 
cream to huffy yellow with purplish rose plicat, 
rusty orange b. * Another wonder from this won 
QUEEN IN CALICO. Wild coloring and wonderful f 
ruffled falls. Excellent well budded ·stalks too 

····································· ·········· 
lllID OOID ('87 Gatty) 35" M. * Brilliant dande 
here. Ruffled and waved flowers with very flar 
it so far folks but it is from one of the worl 
goes - has gotta tie great! Out of GOLD GALORE 

lllY FRIEND ( '86 Williamson) 38" EM. * Brilliant 
orange b. * It's very vigorous, has well forme 
has brilliant blended coloring. From early re 
be an incredibly strong performer in tough cold 

SA* IIRA!al11«; CXJT ('87 Byers) 38" EM-ML.* Pale sil 
long blue horns or big flounces, * RIO VISTA X 
color surprise this was! Big flowers that alwa 
also usually gives very tall show stalks with · 
perfectly spaced flowers each with 3 or 4 open 
often not strong enough to stand under their 1 
floriferous and extremely vigorous here too. V 
spectacular branching and lots of spectacular a 
them have rebloomed I but like it they usually 

BRANDY ( '81 McWhirter) 36" M. * Toasty orange 
name for it! A different color that is hard to 
and the age of the flowers but always remains 
what a breeder for all kinds of wondrous thing 
and it usually is all over the country. Very po 

BRASS SFI:TI:Cti ( '85 Hager) 38" M. * Brass self · 
Nine excellent flowers with closed standards 
Little has come in on it so far •••.•..•••....•. 

re* BRASS IRIO ( '82 R. Dunn) 38" E-M. * Brassy mus 
centers; brassy b. * Excellent flowers and ve 
exciting thing to me about it though is that i 
its parent Tucson and many of its half sibs and 
to rebloom here last year - too late in Dec 
earlier rebloom to some of its babies .•....•... 

RE* BRFAKEllS ( '86 Schreiner' s) 37" ML. * Medium bl 
tipped yellow in throat. * Looks like this chil 
irises to finally open peo!)le 's eyes as they 1 
limelight. It's such a superior iris in every 
and then here and there, now and then 
Colorado wrote that in over 40 years of raising 
to ever put up a fall stalk and what a 
lovely flowers. From a rhizome planted in Augus 
orbicular flowers with the heaviest bubbly ruf 
spreading it far and wide in my lines! Fortuna t 

re* BRIDAL WRF.Am ('79 Weiler) 38" ll-M. * White wt 
ing and very vigorous most everywhere . Excellen 
clean on excellent, very tall stalks . Mostly ra 
parent WEDDING VOW and several of its half sibs 

RE* IIRC7lllm CARL ( '83 Zurbrigg) 36" M. * White with 
the flowers first open. * One of my favorite J 
year after year often starting during the surrme 
turns cold enough to stop it. This is pretty mu 
rest of the country also. Very good branching ai 

flowers aren't quite as good or ruffled as most 
a few other re bloomers with as much quality tha 
early and reliable with their rebloom nationwid 
using it a lot. Has given lots of very vigoro 
in the SUl1ller and some have had very modern, he 

.llUBIILil«; LACE ( '86 Black) 34" M. * Blue-white wi 
of the S.: creamy yellow b. * This stunner is j 
wide, bubble ruffled and ::!!'Et.. lavishly laced fl 
Perfectly named I'd say! Was voted the seventh 
fragrant here. Extremely fertile both ways and, 
from 1t. Wouldn '. t a lavishly laced EDI'TII WOLFORj 
this year from 1t on EDI'TII - the beginning of a 
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S. medium pink with pink-white edges; F. pink-white 
:e b. * Ethereal coloring (described above) in warm 
, open a day or so, otherwise they contain more pink. 
·armed flowers though the standards can cup at tl.lTles. 
stalks. It's extremely floriferous and _\'!g_Orous: . 
:t horns but usually doesn't. Like most or my things 1t can 
.ld climates (one report from AZ so far). Has been 
,n its performances around the country. Fertile both 
, improved space agers and rebloomers ..•..••........• $ 6. 50 

* s. Light wisteria blue; F. deep rich satiny hyacinth 
,y best bet of all the '88 intros! -one of the very. best 
rure! ! ! Seems to have inherited all the best qualities 
parent, last years most deserving Dykes winner - TITAN'S 
.ng coloring and !!. strong will to rebloom! ! ! Has. been a 
s and lots of reports are coming in already of it bloom

' from rhizomes planted that surrmer ! Surely would have 
it didn't reblooml - another reblooming Dykes? on the 
even by those not yet interested in rebloom. What an 

,es of the 21st century!!! .....•••.•...•..•.•••••• ••• $18.50 

• True pink with tangerine b. * This 1985 Dykes winner 
, the top breaking records all along the way, a aaJSt have! 
,talks and increases every year most everywhere. To see 
,oms a little, especially in Oregon, Washington and in 
. So do her father and little sister - VANITY and PINK 
ii ves much stronger wills to re bloom to some of her 
time she was put to work, seriously in the rebloomer 

iys ••••..••.•••••.•••.•••••..•••••••••••••••••••••.•• $ 3.50 

Bright golden yellow with yellow-orange b. * This . 
influence in its beards but the last few years all its 

ner and fall) have had yellow-orange beards so I had 
l. It will give tangerine bearded seedlings as it's from 
sib to HALLOWEEN PUMPKIN. Like CORN HARVEST it's an ex

remely strong reliable rebloomer here and I'm sure it 
It starts reblooming in August or September here and 

ther finally stops it. Very similar to CORN HARVEST but 
, on rather short well branched and budded stalks •••• $11.00 

'1. * s. deep deep violet; F. violet-black; violet-black b. * 
to be called "black'" ..• doesn't burn in hot sun either. 
rformed pretty good here. Very little on it from else-
••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 3.75 

. silky black-violet; F. velvety blue-black; dark blackish 
t. The raves upon raves that have already come in on this 
problems - with substance, stalks, growth, etc. - but 
rrific ! Huge spreading modern flowers on very tall show 
. Gives summer rebloom in Santa Cruz, CA! ........... • $14.50 

age s. ; hot reddish orange-brown F. ; red-orange b. * 
cold country is indeed a blazing new color combo! Good 

?, There's nothing else like it that I know of! •.••.. $ 5.75 

'1. White touched cream at hafts; yellow b. and long smooth 
f a LEDA' s I.OVER with good consistent space age appendages 
and all the other good things but the stalks often aren' t 

f lace at times. A good increaser and likes to give nrultiple 
ates - with spoons on its RE flowers! Sets pods with ease. 
............................................. ..... _ ... $24.00 

• s. yellow; F. white with yellow hafts and edges; 
unces or horns.* Very well fanned heavily ruffled flowers 
ic. This can produce fascinating, huge, thick, hairy 
urlicues of yellow petaloid radiating from along the outer 
ey're most likely to show from established, well grown 
horns or regular blue flounces most everyone that sees . 

Voted one of the top favorite guests seen at the convention 
ed raves on it have been pouring in from all over the 
as. Usually a much better grower and increaser than I 
be, not a weed but not bad. Extremely fertile both ways 

nore - with some of the best red bearded yellows and golds. 
.................................................... . $17.50 

introductions, page three. 
Blue toned lavender shaded lighter around white b. * 

s line' Out of a sib to SILVER FI.OW. The ultimate in 
ks. Super clean translucent coloring. They don't get 
................................. ................•... $15.00 
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BODACiaJS ('87 Keppel) 36'" EM.* S. cream, almost completely suffused red; F. apricot 
cream to huffy yellow with purplish rose plicata hafts and lightly sanded margins; 
rusty orange b. * Another wonder from this wondrous line! Out of a sib to GIGOLO X 
QUEEN IN CALICO. Wild coloring and wonderful form with domed standards and broad 
ruffled falls. Excellent well budded ·stalks too and it's vigorous. Fertile both ways. 
• •......•...............•.............••..........•......••••.•...••...............•. $10. 75 

:OOLI) <DlJ> ('87 Gatty) 35'" M. * Brilliant dandelion gold with marigold orange b. * New 
here. Ruffled and waved flowers with very flared falls and super coloring. That's it on 
it so far folks but it is from one of the world's most discriminating, as far as quality 
goes - has gottalie great! Out of GOLD GALORE and it's fertile both ways ............. $13.50 

B'.JY FRIEND ( '86 Williamson) 38" EM. * Brilliant copper-brown S.; golden tan F.; yellow
orange b. * It's very vigorous, has well fanned flowers on very strong tall stalks and 
has brilliant blended coloring. From early reports - looks like it's going to prove to 
be an incredibly strong perfonner in tough cold climates as well as easier ones ...... $ 6.00 

SA* llllAICHill; (lJf ( '87 Byers) 38'" EM-ML. * Pale silvery blue-pink with orange-pink b. and 
long blue horns or big flounces, * RIO VISTA X SKY HOOKS. What an unexpected and lovely 
color surprise this was! Big flowers that always sport their horns or flounces here. It 
also usually gives very tall show stalks with incredible nrultibranching with 9 or more 
perfectly spaced flowers each with 3 or 4 open at once 2 or 3 times over but they're 
often not strong enough to stand under their loads - Dang' It's consistently both very 
floriferous and extremely vigorous here too. Very fertile both ways and has given its 
spectacular branching and lots of spectacular appendages to its seedlings and many of 
them have rebloomed! but like it they usually lack refinement. ....................... $ 6.50 

BRANDY ( '81 McWhirter) 36" M. * Toasty orange brandy with bronze-gold b. * What an inspired 
name for it! A different color that is hard to describe and it changes with the weather 
and the age of the flowers but always remains attractive. From PINK SLEIGH X WAR LORD, 
what a breeder for all kinds of wondrous things it should be! A very good perfonner here 
and it usually is all over the country. Very popular ................................. $ 4.50 

BRASS SB::TION ( '85 Hager) 38" M. * Brass self including b. * A shining blast of brass! 
Nine excellent flowers with closed standards and flaring fluted falls per tall stalk. 
Little has come in on it so far ..•.•••••....•.....•••••••••.•.• : ..................... $ 6.50 

re* BRASS nuo ('82 R. Dunn) 38" E-M. * Brassy mustard-gold with violet blazes in the F. 
centers; brassy b. * Excellent flowers and very tall stalks with wide branching. The most 
exciting thing to me about it though is that it can rebloom in very mild climates as can 
its parent Tucson and many of its half sibs and I'm using it in this direction. Even tried 
to rebloom here last year - too late in December. Will surely throw much stronger and 
earlier rebloom to some of its babies ................................................ $ 3. 75 

RE* BRF.AKERS ('86 Schreiner's) 37" ML.* Medium blue with. a slight cast of violet; blue b. 
tipped yellow in throat.* Looks like this child of VICTORIA FALLS will be one of the 
irises to finally open peor,le' s eyes as they lead the parade of the rebloomers into the 
limelight. It's such a superior iris in every way that everyone will just have to have 
and then here and there, now and then, it's going to rebloom. A lady from 
Colorado wrote that in over 40 years of raising irises this is the first iris she's had 
to ever put up a fall stalk and what a towering show stalk it was with 11 super 
lovely flowers. From a rhizome planted in August it did this in October! Huge perfect 
orbicular flowers with the heaviest bubbly ruffles I Incredibly strong everywhere! I'm 
spreading it far and wide in my lines' Fortunately it's fertile both ways.· ........... $ 7.00 

re* BRIDAL WRF.A1ll ( '79 Weiler) 38'" :l-M. * White with white b. tipped yellow. * Free bloom-
ing and very vigorous most everywhere. Excellent heavily ruffled flowers, perfectly 
clean on excellent, very tall stalks. Mostly raves from the coldest climates. Like its 
parent WEDDING VOW and several of its half sibs. It can rebloom,in ~ mild climates$ 2.75 

RE* BRO'.lllER CARL ( '83 Zurbrigg) 36" M. * White with pale yellow b., they're tipped blue when 
the flowers first open. * One of my favorite rebloomers. It gives loads of rebloom here 
year after year often starting during the summer and blooming steadily 'til the weather 
turns cold enough to stop it. This is pretty much typical of its performances around the 
rest of the country also. Very good branching and nice flowers with good substance. Its 
flowers aren't quite as good or ruffled as most of the latest oncers but there are only 
a few other rebloomers with as much quality that also are as vigorous and as strong, 
early and reliable with their rebloom nationwide. Its pollen is very potent and I've been 
using it a lot. Has given lots of very vigorous seedlings here that start blooming early 
in the summer and some have had very modern, heavily ruffled flowers ••••.•.••.•••.•.. $ 6.50 

11J11BLIJ«; LACE ( '86 Black) 34'" M. * Blue-white with a deeper blue infusion in the midribs 
of the S.: creamy yellow b. * This stunner is just super excellent here every year! ~. 
wide, bubble ruffled and~ lavishly laced flowers on good sturdy stalks with 5-7 buds. 
Perfectly named I'd say! Was voted the seventh top favorite guest in OK last year!! Quite 
fragrant here. Extremely fertile both ways and we have loads og seedlings to bloom this year 
from it. Wouldn't a lavishly laced EDITH WOLFORD be something?! Have seedlings to bloom 
this year from it on EDITH - the beginning of a line to that end! ••••••••....•.•••••• ~ 6.75 
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lllBBLY KlOD ( '. 84 Ghio) 36" M. * ~e snow white including b. * Its big heavily bubble 
ruffled pr:stine flowers are absolutely perfect with the widest cleanest overlapping 
hafts :unaginable. Tall sturdy. stalks and it has been one of the very best growers and 
bloomers here for four years in a row now! Very fragrant besides! Destined for glory!$ 4.75 

SA* 1IUCaDIN ( '7~ ~<eek) 36" ML. * Golden buff-~rown with yellow b. and amber horns, spoons 
or flounces. So far ahead of its t:une ! Still, nothing compares in its class - brown 
space agers. Pretty good qualities all the way. Very consistently sports its appendages 
and it's lacy!! ~ be magnificent - when and where it's very happy, does have its 
problems at times in colder winter arEoas. Fertile both ways and has much to offer. Some-
one should be working with it!. ..••••••••••••••••••••••••.••.••.•.•••.•••...••••..•.. $ 2. 75 

RE* IIXlCWIIF.AT ( '89 Byers) see introductions, page three. 

re* BIJRQJNDY IIROliN ( '79 Gibson) 36" 1'11. * A deep burgundy brown on white plicata. * Very 
fragrant. It usually grows like a weed even in the coldest winter climates but here for 
some reason it's been a bit slow and has been short on buds. Has had good tall stalks 
and good lightly ruffled and laced flowers and is among the first to bloom.Can rebloom 
a bit - mainly just in very mild winter climates (never in Potter Valley for 6 years now). 
• • • • • • • • • •• •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••••• ••• • • •• • •••••• •••••••••••• •••••••• ••••• • $ 2.75 

IIJ'ITFl!FLY ICISS ( '84 Hamblen) 36" El'!. * Blue-orchid with light henna hafts and light 
tangerine b. tipped blue.* Large, wide flowers of excellent form and distinctive and 
very lovely coloring, they really glisten! Very floriferous and vigorous usually here 
and even in severe climates but it can take a notion to rot. I'd have guessed it to be 
a PERSIAN BERRY child but no relation ••..••.•••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 3.50 

re* CABARKr Rm'ALE ('76/'77 Blyth) 36" M-ML. * S. light silvery lilac; F. violet-black; coral 
tangerine b. * Fantastic coloring that doesn't fade a whit. Not the best flowers or stalks 
but it's still mighty popular all over the country! Nearly always a good grower and bloomer, 
even in the toughest, harshest climates. Has been known to rebloom, in super mild climates. 
••.•••••••••••.••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••• $ 3.00 

re* CAFE SOCIKIY ('85 Ghio) 38" ML. * S. honey tan; F. cafe au lait; tan b. * So many raves 
have come in on it, more all the time from all over the country. Die momentum keeps 
mounting - took the Clara B. Rees trophy last year. Unlike some from this line it's very 
hardy. Can rebloom, in very mild climates. Excellent heavily ruffled flowers of ultra
smooth, creamy, nonfading butterscotchy coloring. Excellent tall stalks with super 
branching and bud count and excellent plants, very vigorous and disease resistant. Joins 
the ranks of the iris elite! Fertile both ways! .••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••.•••••... $ 5.25 

CAI.AMITE ( '82 Anfosso) 36" M. * Velvety violet-black with bronzy green b. * Another one 
from France that I know nothing about. BASIC BLACK X DUSKY DANCER ••........•..••..••. $ 3.00 

RE* CAMl'I.l WINE ( '82/3 Blyth)36"M. * S. pastel pink tinged bluish rose in centers; F. old rose, 
deepening at hafts with lighter borders; light tangerine b. * New here. Several reports 
of it reblooming have come in already from around CA - both from mild coastal climates 
and the interior areas with much hotter summers and colder winters. Seems to possess a 
pretty good RE tendency. Took second place in Italy in '85 where it had very wide good 
flowers of good substance and was very vigorous and floriferous. Have heard it's a very 
interesting parent and I'm going to find out. ••••.••..•••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••• $ 3.50 

CANill!IIJRYTAUS ('84 Maryott) 33" M.*S.light true brown on outsides, light lavender on 
insides; F. lavender on top, brown reverse; yellow b. * Very pretty flowers of very 
different, most interesting coloring on very good well branched stalks and it's very 
vigorous here. No reports in on it so far •••..•.•••.•••.••••••••.•••••..•.•••••••.••• $ 3.00 

CARAMEL fD:J ('85 Anfosso) 36" M. * S. beige; F. chamois, glazed with mauve, darker under 
orange-red b. * Can't wait to see this and the rest of the things from France and am look
ing forward to them gettin.l( some distribution. in the States so reports can back on 
them. This one sounds fascinating I think! •••.••••..••.•••••.•••..•....•••••....•..•. $ 4.75 

CARNIVAL IN RIO ('85 Black) 34" EM. * S. blended rosy orchid; F. bright fuschia with 
½" borders of red-plum; bright yellow b. (at it's best it shinmers with glinmets of 
pink, mauve,orange, red and purple). * This ruffled and laced beauty has all the flash & 
fire of a f1anEnco dancing t~trousio quote Betty Swanson of South Dakota (hope she 
doesn't mind)"'Wlil>! WIID! - looks like Carmen Miranda in iris drag!" Puts out a strong 
spicy aroma. From Oklahoma and is performing superbly around the country. What stalks! 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 5.50 

CARNIVAL MAGIC ( '87 Williamson) 34" E. * S. butterscotch-gold; F. cream with plicata 
borders of rust-brown-black.* Startling color impact! A Broadway type with much darker 
fall borders. From a distance it looks like a gold/black bicolor. Among the very first 
to bloom and it blooms and grows with verve. A terrific performance here last year. 
Swirled domed standards and semi-flaring falls •••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••.••.•• • $13.50 

RE* CATCHY MAHE (83 Seligmann) 35" E. * S. beige-yellow; F. violet with a brownish band and 
cream to white haft netting; yellow b. * Puts up lots of RE stalks here but usually not 
'til November. Probably too late for much of the country. Not bad flowers but the hafts 
are quite~! ...................................................................... $ 4.50 

(U) 

RE* CF.ASE-FIRE ( '80 Roberts) 36" E. * Green-white , 
flowers with very clean hafts and in cool weatl 
cast. . Variable branching, sometimes very poor l 
Very vigorous and seems to be pretty hardy. A l 
excellent parent. Limited ••.•••••••••• , ..•••••. 

CFI:ELIA D ( '84 Crossman) 34" 1'11. * S. white wil 
white b. tip;1ed yellow. * Nothing but breathle, 
exemplary performer everywhere .and a must have 
Doesn't seem to be able to give anything but p< 
very good flowers with closed standards and ho, 
often puts out a super strong sweet perfume to 

CElJ'STIAL BALLEf ('79 K. Mohr) 35" M-L. * WhitE 
Large heavily ruffled flowers of superb form. 1 
It's hardy and a good grower. Its scent varies 
very spicy, sometimes very sweet and sometimes 
come in on it - not one negative word! ••.••.•.. 

RE* <lWIPAGNE ELHiA1CE ( '87 Niswonger) 33" M. * S • 
champagne (huffy apricot); amber b. * As of thi 
superior irises, in my book, each that as I foe 
uno top favorite • All of these are rebloomers, 
qualities that they would be "aJBt - haves" evE 
Things like JENNIFER REBECCA, DESIGNER GOIN, Wf 
CORAL CHALICE, FOXY LADY, MANY HAPPY REIDRNS ar 
HONEY GLAZED, AZURE GEM, LEPRID!AUN'S DELIGIIT , 
mention a few of my own intros but above all ol 
F.U&Vl:E! ! ! A perfect iris in every single re5I 
unique and delectable coloring - that varies, , 
ultraloveliness! WOW!!! The standards were trUE 
pink from the midribs. At Melrose in October ol 
here they were a super pale lavender-pink. The 
quite a bit of apricot and/or pink in the falh 
has some blended gold at the hafts and the bear 
times with some tangerine. From one rhizome pla 
then again during the summer unfazed by our 1( 
another in August). Rave RE reports are already 
too, from Nebraska to New Mexico, even frcxn ~ 
its pollen to be super potent! Hallelujah!! We• 
anticipating tremendous demand •••..••..••••.••• 

re* ~ OF HEART ( '86 Keppel) 30" E. * S. pinki~ 
F. pale pink to ivory with a heavy outpouring c 
brownish red b. * Try to picture it. It is som, 
portions but its unique contrasty pattern zaps 
on it so far have been raves. Has been known tc 
given strongly reblooming babies from oncers -

<lfAPF.AU Bl.MC ( '85 R. Dunn) 36" M. * White with 
tipped yellow in throat. * Another choice WEDD1 
of heavy substance. One of the strongest, most 
raves have come in from very cold winter areas 
with blue beards and good blue fall borders! .•• 

CllAPEL BEllil ('82 Meek) 34" ML. * Lavender-orch 
tipped lavender-orchid. * This has made so many 

-truly is a fine iris and a top performer around 
good ruffled flowers on superb stalks and it's 
even in severest clima.tes . .................... . 

llE* CJIARGElt ( '85 Stahly) 29" EM. * S. deep red; F. 
some of the coldest most trying winter areas in 
It's super strong and produces loads of strong 
and bud count. Was introduced as a oncer in Mic 
very cold winter areas like Ohio and Indiana, e 
interested in working for better reblooming red 

re* CHIEF lmlATITE ( '83 Gibson) 36" M, * Glossy red 
different bright colors, changes colors as the 
turning bronzy while the F. centers turn red; o 
years, the way the coloring changes always rema 
and distinctive sparkling hafts, The great news 
unique but one of the very strongest, most vigo 
ReblOOIIIS too, in mild enough climates. Why oh 11 
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snow white including b. * Its big heavily bubble 
fely perfect with the widest cleanest overlapping 

and it has been one of the very best growers and 
now! Very fragrant besides! Destined for glory!$ 4.75 

r'1 buff-brown with yellow b. and amber horns, spoons 
f~! Still, nothing compares in its class - brown 
fl the way. Very consistently sports its appendages 

when and where it's very happy, does have its 
~as. Fertile both ways and has nruch to offer. Some-

••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 2.75 
·ans, page three. 

* A deep burgundy brown on white plicata. * Very 
ed even in the coldest winter climates but here for 
has been short on buds. Has had good tall stalks 

lowers and is among the first to bloom.Can rebloom 
ter climates (never in Potter Valley for 6 years now) • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 2.75 

* Blue-orchid with light henna hafts and light 
"de flowers of excellent fonn and distinctive and 
isten! Very floriferous and vigorous usually here 
can take a notion to rot. I'd have guessed it to be 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 3.50 

ML. * S. light silvery lilac; F. violet-black; coral 
t doesn't fade a whit. Not the best flowers or stalks 

er the country! Nearly always a good grower and bloomer, 
tes. Has been known to rebloom, in super mild climates. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 3.00 

honey tan; F. cafe au lait; tan b. * So many raves 
!"' fr001 all over the cotmtry. The momentum keeps 
rophy last year. Unlike some from this line it's very 
f"?tes. Excellent heavily ruffled flowers of ultra
fCOY coloring. Excellent tall stalks with super 
t plants, very vigorous and disease resistant. Joins 

e both ways! ••.••.••••••..•••..•...•.••..•.•••.... $ 5.25 

~ety violet-black with bronzy green b. * Another one 
t. BASIC BLACK X DUSKY DANCER .••..•••...••••••••• $ 3.00 

t
tel pink tinged bluish rose in centers; F. old rose, 
s; light tangerine b. * New here. Several reports 
fr001 around CA - both from mild coastal climates 
r sumners and colder winters. Seems to possess a 

l! place in Italy in '85 where it had very wide good 
~ry vigorous and floriferous. Have heard it's a very 
find out ••.•••••••••••••••..•••••..•••••.••••.... $ 3.50 

.*S.light true brown on outsides, light lavender on 
everse; yellow b. * Very pretty flowers of very 

g on very good well branched stalks and it 's very 
' far •.••.••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••... $ 3.00 

• beige; F. chamois, glazed with mauve, darker under 
1s and the rest of the things from France and am look
tribution. in the States so reports can back on 
think! ...••.••••••..••••.•••••••••.•••••••....•.. $ 4. 75 

* !l. blended rosy orchid; F. bright fuschia with 
b. (at it's best it shinmers with glimnets of 

* This ruffled and laced beauty has all the flash & 
~Io quote Betty Swanson of South Dakota (hope she 
ike Carmen Miranda in iris drag!" Puts out a strong 
.rforming superbly around the country. What stalks! 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••• $ 5.50 

E. * S. butterscotch-gold; F. cream with plicata 
ling color impact! A Broadway type with nruch darker 

bks like a gold/black bicolor. Among the very first flt verve. A terrific perfonnance here last year. 
iring falls ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••.• • $13.50 

I
S. beige-yellow; F. violet with a brownish band and 
b. * Puts up lots of RE stalks here but usually not 

r nuch of the country. Not bad flowers but the hafts 
! ....••............•.............................. $ 4.50 

(U) 

RE* CF.ASE-FIRE ( '80 Roberts) 36" E. * Green-white with white b. * Superb heavily ruffled 
flowers with very clean hafts and in cool weather it can take on a true frosty green 
cast. . Variable branching, sometimes very poor but it can produce excellent stalks. 
Very vigorous and seems to be pretty hardy. A good late fall rebloomer and an 
excellent parent. Limited ••••••••••••••••••.•••.••• -:-:::-•••••..••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 7.00 

CR:ELIA D ( '84 Crossman) 34" EM. * S. white with violet bleeding into midribs; F. violet; 
white b. tip;,ed yellow.* Nothing but breathless raves on this beauty from the east. An 
exemplary perfonner everywhere .and a nrust have for anyone hankering for a Queen of Show! 
Doesn't seem to be able to give anything but perfect show stalks. Lovely coloring and 
very good flowers with closed standards and horizontal falls. It is super strong and 
often puts out a super strong sweet perfume to boot! •••..•••••••••••••••••••••••••.•• $ 7 .00 

CELESTIAL BALIEr ('79 K. Mohr) 35" M-L. * White, green-white in F. centers; white b. * 
Large heavily ruffled flowers of superb fonn. The standards did open wide one year here. 
It's hardy and a good grower. Its scent varies a lot, sometimes very stinky, sometimes 
very spicy, sometimes very sweet and sometimes it has no scent at all. Many reports have 
come in on it - not one negative word! •••...•.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.• $ 2.50 

RE* CHAMPAGNE~ ('87 Niswonger) 33" M. * S. very pale lavender-pink; F. light silvery 
champagne (huffy apricot); amber b. * As of this writing there are a few stupendously 
superior irises, in my book, each that as I focus in on it would seem to be my numero 
tmo top favorite. All of these are rebloomers, possessing such high quality and overall 
qualities that they would be "DIJSt - haves" even if they never rebloomed for anyone. 
Things like JENNIFER REB!lCCA, DESIGNER GOWN, WHITE REPRISE, LIGIIT BEAM, ORANGE HARVEST, 
CORAL CHALICE, FOXY LADY, MANY HAPPY RETIJRNS and MOTIIER EARTII, BREAKERS and BF.ST BET ••• 
HONEY GLAZED, AZURE GEM, LEPRECHAUN'S DELIGIIT and RAINBCM SHERBERT, DITTO ••• not to 
mention a few of my own intros but above all of these heartthrobs shinmers CHAMPAGNE 
~! ! ! A perfect iris in every single respect, consistently, and it has the niost 
tmigue and delectable coloring - that varies, always remaining a pastel vision of 
ultraloveliness! WOW!!! The standards were true powder blue here last spring, infused 
pink from the midribs. At Melrose in October of '87 they were white and last summer 
here they were a super pale lavender-pink. The falls and beards vary too - sometimes 
quite a bit of apricot and/or pink in the falls, sometimes practically none, it often 
has some blended gold at the hafts and the beards have gone from gold to amber, some
times with some tangerine. From one'riiizome planted in '87 it bloomed in the spring and 
then again during the summer unfazed by our 100° - 105° heat (2 stalks in July and 
another in August). Rave RE reports are already pouring in from all over the cotmtry 
too, from Nebraska to New Mexico, even from England! Low pod fertitlty but I've found 
its pollen to be super potent! Hallelujah!! We've stocked tons nxire of this -
anticipating tremendous demand •••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. • $16.50 

re* rnAR;E OF~ ( '86 Keppel) 30" E. * S. pinkish cream lightly washed lavender-rose; 
F. pale pink to ivory with a heavy outpouring of bright rose on the upper third; 
brownish red b. * Try to picture it. It is something else again! Very petite pro
portions but its unique contrasty pattern zaps you from across the garden! All reports 
on it so far have been raves. Has been known to rebloom - in Santa Cruz and has already 
given strongly reblooming babies from oncers - a super parent. Very limited .......... $11.00 

CIJAPF.AIJ BLM«: ('85 R. Dunn) 36" M. * White with a hint of blue on edges of F.; blue b. 
tipped yellow in throat.* Another choice WEDDING VOW offspring. Gorgeous blocky flowers 
of heavy substance. One of the strongest, most vigorous and floriferous ever here and 
raves have come in from very cold winter areas too. Bet it could give a fantastic ·white 
with blue beards and good blue fall borders! .••••••••••••••••••••.•.•• .••.....•••••.•• $ 4.25 

CHAPEL IIEU.5 ( '82 Meek) 34" ML. * Lavender-orchid with lighter areas around bold red b. 
tipped lavender-orchid. * This has made so many top ten lists arotmd the cotmtry. It 

-truly is a fine iris and a top perfonner around the cotmtry. Excellent coloring, very 
good ruffled flowers on superb stalks and it's a very vigorous dependable perfonner 
even in severest climates •.•••••••..•.• ; ••••••••••••••••••.•.••••••.••••..••.•••••••• $ '3.25 

RE* CHARGF.11. ('85 Stahly) 29" EM. * S. deep red; F. even deeper red; red b. * Raves from 
some of the coldest most trying winter areas in the cotmtry. A red that can take it! 
It's super strong and produces loads of strong short stalks with excellent branching 
and bud cotmt. Was introduced as a oncer in Michigan but is reblooming some in other 
very cold winter areas like Ohio and Indiana, even England! A nrust for anyone 
interested in working for better reblooming reds •••••••.••.••.••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 6.75 

re* CHIEF BDfATITE ( '83 Gibson) 36" M. * Glossy red-black with hafts speckled several 
different bright colors, changes colors as the flowers age with the S. and F. borders 
turning bronzy while the F. centers turn red; orange-brown b. * I've loved this for 
years, the way the coloring changes always remaining so attractive and its beautiful 
and distinctive sparkling hafts. The great news is that not only is it beautiful and 
·unique but one of the very strongest, most vigorous and cold hardy irises ever! 
Rebloans too, in mild enough climates. Why oh why isn't .it more known and lovedJ •••• :$ 6.75 
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CHINESE '.ll!F.ASURE ('83/'84 Blyth) 36" E-E11. * White S. lightly infused soft pink in 
centers; intense bluish rose-pink F; bushy mandarin red b. * New here and little on 
this Australian has come in so far. Have heard it is really '!!!£f.. nice! and a very 
good performer ..• , •.....•..•.••..•••.••••...•••••••••.•.•......• -:-:-:-:-.....•..•.....•• $ 2.75 

CIIOGOLATE ROYAIE ( '86/'87 Blyth) 32" M. * A cream-white ground plicata with a \" border 
of deep chocolate brown stitching; brown b. * Sounds scrumptious and I've heard it really 
is, real Hershey on white! Not the strongest grower though and often lacks branching. 
It does have good, wide, ruffled flowers and there's nothing else like it! .•.••.•.... $ 5.00 

Cl!RISTA ( '85 Nelson) 36" M, * Blended medium creamy pink with a hint of rose; red-orange 
b. * A luscious new pink from different breeding that's going far! Everything that one 
could ask for and more. Absolutely superb in every way according to all reports so far, 
a tremendous number have come in from all over the country. It's a super strong, rugged 
grower that should be especially appreciated in the coldest winter areas. Fertile both 
ways and I'm using it ................................................................ $ 4.75 

re* CINralIBLLA'S CONll ('86 Hager) 36" E-M. * Punpkin flesh-orange; tangerine b, * Gorgeous 
coloring and perfect flowers with tightly enfolding swirled standards and wide flaring 
falls all done up in heavy ruffling, even a bit of lace! It's very vigorous and hardy, 
has excellent stalks and is among the very first to bloom in the spring. Loads of reports 
back on it from around the country without one bad word! Out of PUNKIN and I'm using it 
in my orange rebloomer lines, was even before I knew it could itself rebloom (in forever 
springtime climates anyway) •..••.••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,,,,, ••.. ,, ••• ,, •. , ,$12.50 

SA* CLASS JCr ( '88 BYers) 36" M. * S. clear yellow; F. snow white with clear yellow hafts 
and very narrow yellow borders; yellow-orange b. and short pale violet horns.* LEDA'S 
lOVER X MJONLIT. Starchy, super classy, exceptionally clean and bright flowers of 
superb form, very wide and heavily ruffled. If only this were more consistent with its 
horns' Actually it's nice enough to stand proud even when it doesn't sport them, Well 
budded Queen of Show stalks and it's extremely strong here and in Virginia as well ••• $19.50 

CLASSia> ( '84 Gartman) 36" M. * S. very pale creamy pink with chartreuse-gold rims; 
F. cream with chartreuse-gold rims and hafts; golden salmon b. * Pure class! One of the 
finest, most exquisite irises ever, ever, ever! A pastel confection that's absolute 
perfection in every single way! Perfect flowers on perfect Queen of Show stalks, always, 
Dreamy soft distinctive coloring but it's anything but a softy where performance is 
concerned! Loads of reports on it indicate it's one of those special elite irises that 
is very vigorous and floriferous everywhere! ~ hardy. Everything a Dykes iris should 
be! If you don't have it, get it!! ................................................... $ 5.00 

RE* CUXID BARON ( '71 Tompkins) 39" ML. * Sky blue with white b. * A good late rebloomer for 
mild climates and very occasionally reblooms during the summer and in colder climates 
too. Mediocre branching and bud collllt but lovely blocky true blue flowers •.••••.•••.• $ 2.50 

re* CUXID FIRE ( '83 B. Brown) 35" M. * White with red b. * I'm hoping for great things from 
this added to my lines. It has been just spectacular in every way in every garden I 've 
seen it in! Wonderfully big heavily ruffled and lightly laced flowers on tall sturdy 
stalks with exemplary branching but it's those beards that can rivet you, usually the 
biggest bushiest reddest red beards imaginable but sometimes they' re more tangerine, The 
reports have been pouring in - super everywhere! May rebloom in forever springtime 
climates. Fertile both ways .•......•..•••••••••••••••••••.••...•••••• , •• ,,,, ••. ,,,, .. $ 3. 75 

RE* ClilJDLESS SIJNRISE ('84 Niswonger) 34" E-M. * S. white; F. peachy apricot; tangerine b, * 
One of the better things in this class. It's vieorous and very hardy, has very nice 
ruffled flowers but for slightly open standards here, great coloring and unlike some in 
this class, very strong sturdy stalks. Gives some rebloom stalks (July to September) in 
Santa Cruz-CA, Oregon, Washington, Arizona and Montana (never has in Potter Valley).$ 5.75 

ax:KTAIL IDJR ( '84 B. Dunn) 36" M. * A slightly bitoned medium blue with a hint of 
violet and a small white area around white b. * Hardy, vigorous and like many MYSTIQUE 
children, fragrant. Absolutely perfect ruffled form and superb stalks •• , •• ,,,, •• ,, .•. $ 3.00 

CCXXlA PUFF ( '87 Black) 34" M. * Soft cocoa-pink S.; ivory F. with a cocoa-pink central 
line and plicata wash on the hafts; purple b. tipped cocoa-pink.* What an inspired name 
for this uniquely colored beauty! Fully formed super wide and heavily ruffled flowers 
on good stalks. A good garden companion for CHOCOLATE ROYALE? Limited ...........•.••. $14.00 

{l)l)ICIL ( '85 Innerst) 32" M-L. * Very pale blue-lavender with near black b. * Not the 
latest in form but not bad. The coloring is hard to believe, very clean and the beards 
are black from the throat changing to deep~ blue velvet at the ends. Produces 
instant lush clumps. Is much exclaimed over by garden visitors here. Got its HM in 
'87 with the third most votes of all! Very potent pollen ••••••••••••••...•..••.•.••.• $ 6.50 

a>IDR aJDFD ( '82 Rawlins) 30" M-L. * S. light blue; F. very dark blue with a purple cast; 
blue b. * Mostly raves came in on it initially from all over - the coldest areas of the 
country as well as the milder areas. "Lovely, strong, vigorous, hardy, floriferous'_, etc. 
The tide turned this past year, lots of complaints - "narrow, hafty, tailored, small 
flowers that don't last, short stalks, low bud count, poor grower", etc. It's performed 
well here and I like it but the MYSTIQUE children are more modern.,., ................ $ 2.75 
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CXJl.<ll:rAJrr ( '83 Innerst) 36" M. * A yellow gr 
with a broad burgundy wash on the F, ; golden, br 
big £_lowers and just great all the way! Perfo 
Pod fertile, •... , .••• , ••. , , •• , • , , • , .• , ........ , 

RE* <DUl!llATCH ( '87 Innerst) 36" EM. * S. ·cream tril 
yellow-gold, trimmed burgundy-red; bronze b. tiJ 
plicata from a very cold winter area that comes 
was headed for introduction from the first time 
rebloomed that fall and has again every fall in 
in a row in PA. Rebloomed here last fall in Oct 
loads of branches and buds, all perfectly place 
weren't large but were very nice. Good fertili t 

SA* <nlE TO ME ( '87 Hager) 37" M. * Light yellow S. 
Very good to super excellent in all respects. C 
consistent horns. Fluted closed standards and "1 
Very alluring and demands respect. A child of SI 

CXIi AKlRE ( '84 Hager) 36" M-L, * Clear pink, li1 
wide ruffled and laced flowers on tall, thick, i 
have inherited the vigor and supergardenability 

re* CXHlOTITERE ( '78 Cayeux) 36" E-M. * S, light blu 
red on white based b. * It's a little hafty and 
I'm happy it's finally being discovered.~ fl 
and such lovely coloring. It's hardy and such a 
country. Has rebloomed, in . Santa Cruz, CA. A sup 
reblooming progeny here .•. ,,.,, ............ , ... , 

aJIG!AIDLATI<liS ( '83 Keppel) 35" M, * S. blue '"3 
pansy violet, lighter toward edges; blue b. with 
its famous Dykes winning parent MYSTIQUE. Probae 
ever, certainly my favorite! Huge very colorful 
ruffled on show stalks with excellent branching 
be an even stronger, more consistent grower and 
too and that's saying a lot. On top of everythin 
sweet perfume. No garden should be without it!,. 

SA* <XIUURATICII ( '89 BYers) - see introductions, pag 

RE* CXJI!AL CHALICE ( '83 Niswonger) 34"M, * Snow whit 
peachy) blush on the upper 2/3 of the F,; tange'-i 
of an iris is oh so pretty! and distinctive! And 
when it's going to be Valentine's day!! It's 
could also be a "real'' rebloomer! Reports of it 
around this colllltry, even England, August seems 
it chose October and November here last year. V 
spring, summer and fall. Great vigor and it's ve 
and must use!, .... , .. ,,, ........ ,.,,, .......... , 

RE* CXJI!AL CHARMlll!. ( '83 Wright) 30" EM. * Bright coral 
breeding and the form shows it (good old form) bj 
or everbloomer nationwide that often blooms in ti 
and it has bright smooth coloring that really st, 
vigorous. Fertile both ways and it throws very s 

re* CXJI!AL SATIN ( '81 Hamblen) 32" ML, * Deep coral pi 
glowing, ultra smooth, satiny coloring set off bJ 
with well held cupped standards. The flowers are 
waxy substance. Good shorter stalks and it's 
country, very hardy, Fertile both ways. Has been 
climates only •.• ,,, ..•.••. ,,, •.•.. ,, ... , ..... ,,, 

RE* aJIN HARVEST ('77 Wyatt) 30" EM. * Yellow with y 
rebloomer for many around the country, nearly al1

1 years when most don' t. An ever bloomer for many, J 

smaller flowers on shorter stalks. A must-have fc 
reliability and volume of bright yellow TB flowe1 
Fertile both ways and very prepotent at passing i 

CX>TTCII' CARNIVAL ( '81 K. Mohr) 38" E-L, * White 
ruffled, broad, volumptuous flowers on tall stal 
year after year and good reports from all over 

CllJP DE <X>IDR ('86 Anfosso) 34" M. * Magenta-pi 
light red b. * New here. Have a feeling we'll be 
.French branch of America's premiere "blue - bl. 
SLEIGH. "Elegant wavy lacy flowers" is it so far. 
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E-E}I. * White S. lightly infused soft pink in 
bushy mandarin red b. * New here and little on 

flave heard it is really ~ nice! and a very 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 2.75 

M. * A cream-white grmmd plicata with a l," border 
rown b. * SOtmds scrumptious and I've heard it really 
trongest grower though and often lacks branching. 
,ers and there's nothing else like it! ...•••.•.•• $ 5.00 

1 mediun creamy pink with a hint of rose; red-orange 
ent breeding that's going far! Everything that one 
11perb in every way according to all reports so far, 
~allover the c0tmtry. It's a super strong, rugged 
feciated in the coldest winter areas. Fertile both 
r ............................... ................. $ 4.75 

1M. * Puupkin flesh-orange; tangerine b. * Gorgeous 
~tly enfolding swirled standards and wide flaring 
Jeven a bit of lace! It's very vigorous and hardy, 
e very first to bloom in the spring. Loads of reports 
~thout one bad word! Out of PUNKIN and I'm using it 
F before I knew it could itself rebloom (in forever 
r ...................................... ....... ... $12.so 

rar yellow; F. snow white with clear yellow hafts 
pw-orange b. and short pale violet horns. * LEDA'S 
i,y, exceptionally clean and bright flowers of 
pffled. If only this were more consistent with its 
stand proud even when it doesn't sport them. Well 
\extremely strong here and in Virginia as well .•• $19.50 

rry pale creamy pink with chartreuse-gold rims; 
f"1 hafts; golden salmon b. * Pure class! One of the 
rver, ever! A pastel confection that's absolute 

r.
ct flowers on perfect Queen of Show stalks, always. 
it's anything but a softy where performance is 

µcate it's one of those special elite irises that 
~! ~ hardy. Everything a Dykes iris should 
I •••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••.••. ••• •.••••.• •• $ 5.00 
Sky blue with white b. * A good late rebloomer for 
eblooms during the mmner and in colder climates 
but lovely blocky true blue flowers •••..••...•. $ 2.50 

· te with red b. * I 'm hoping for great things from 
!)USt spectacular in every way in every garden I've 
ruffled and lightly laced flowers on tall sturdy 
it's those beards that can rivet you, usually the 
' ginable but sometimes they're more tangerine. The 
everywhere! May rebloom in forever springtime 
.••••..•••••••••••.•..••••••••••..•..•••••....••• $ 3.75 

E-M. * S. white; F. peachy apricot; tangerine b. * 
s. It ' s vigorous and very hardy, has very nice 

standards here, great coloring and unlike some in 
• Gives some rebloom stalks (July to September) in 
izona and Montana (never has in Potter Valley) • $ 5. 75 

A slightly bitoned mediun blue with a hint of 
white b. * Hardy, vigorous and like many MYSTIQUE 
,t ruffled form and superb stalks ....•.•.• s •••••• $ 3.00 

cocoa-pink S.; ivory F. with a cocoa-pink central 
le b. tipped cocoa-pink. * What an inspired name 

ly formed super wide and heavily ruffled flowers 
on for CHOCOLATE ROYALE? Limited •••••......••••• $14.00 

pale blue-lavender with near black b. * Not the 
ing is hard to believe, very clean and the beards 
~ ~ blue velvet at the ends. Produces 

over by garden visitors here. Got its HM in 
Very potent pollen ••••••••••••.•••••••••...••.• $ 6.50 

S. light blue; F. very dark blue with a purple cast; 
initially frcm all over - the coldest areas of the 
"lovely, strong, vigorous, hardy, floriferowf, etc. 
of complaints - "narrow, hafty, tailored, small 
, low bud count, poor grower", etc. It's performed 

r~ children are more modem •••••..•.•.•••••.••• $ 2.75 
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CXlUJlTART ( '83 Innerst) 36" M. * A yellow grOtllld plicata tr:imned in rich hurgundy red 
with a broad burgundy wash on the F.; golden .bronze b •• * Very showy, most impressive 
big f.lowers and just great all the way! Performs outstandingly around the country. 
Pod fertile .•....•.•..••••••••.•.•••••...•••.....•..••••.•••••.•....•.••••••••••••••• $ 3. 75 

RE* aJLCIIWATCII ( '87 Innerst) 36" EM. * S. ·cream tr:imned burgundy-red; F. cream washed 
yellow-gold, tr:imned burgundy-red; bronze b. tipped yellow.* A great new reblooming 
plicata from a very cold winter area that comes from Keppel and Gibson bloodlines. It 
was headed for introduction from the first time it bloomed, in the spring, but then 
rebloomed that fall and has again every fall in September and October for five years in 
in a row in PA. Rebloomed here last fall in October and November. Incredible stalks with 
loads of branches and buds, all perfectly placed - both spring and fall! Here the flowers 
weren't large but were very nice. Good fertility for me both ways ..••...••••..•••...• $17 .00 

SA* O'.IIE TO ME ( '87 Hager) 37" M. * Light yellow S.; cream F.; yellow b. and white horns. * 
Very good to super excellent in all respects. Completely modem flowers with good 
consistent horns. Fluted closed standards and extremely wide, ruffled flaring falls. 
Very alluring and demands respect. A child of SKY HOOKS, naturally! •.....•.•.••••••. . $16.00 

QW MIJRE ('84 Hager) 36" M-L. * Clear pink, lighter in the center; tangerine b. * Big 
wide ruffled and laced flowers on tall, thick, sturdy well branched stalks. Seems to 
have inherited the vigor and supergardenability of its grandparent VANITY •.••.•.•.••. $ 4.75 

re*~ ('78 Cayeux) 36" E-M. * S. light blue; F. mediun blue with a hint of violet; 
red on white based b. * It's a little hafty and only has 5 or 6 flowers per stalk but 
I'm happy it's finally being discovered. Huge flowers of perfect form and great breadth 
and such lovely coloring. It's hardy and such a good grower and bloomer around the 
country. Has rebloomed, in . Santa Cruz, CA. A super exciting parent that has given lots of 
reblooming progeny here •..•••••••••••••••• ••.•••••••.••..•. .....••..•.•••••••••••.••• $ 3.00 

<nG.!ATULATICIIS ('83 Keppel) 35" M. * S. blue with a violet flush at midribs; F. dark 
pansy violet, lighter toward edges; blue b. with yellow tip.* An improved version of 
its famous Dykes winning parent MYSTIQUE. Probably the best nonreblooming neglecta 
ever, certainly my favorite! Huge very colorful flowers that are very broad and heavily 
ruffled on show stalks with excellent branching and bud c0tmt. From what I hear it may 
be an even stronger, more consistent grower and bloomer around the country than MYSTIQUE 
too and that's saying a lot. On top of everything it consistently puts out a very strong 
sweet perfume. No garden should be without it! ••••••••••••••••••••••••••...•..••••• ,.$ 3.50 

SA* <X»IJURATION ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page two. 

RE* CXl!AL CHALICE ( '83 Niswonger) 34"M. * Snow white with a deep showy coral-pink (sometimes 
peachy) blush on the upper 2/3 of the F.; tangerine b. * This bright cheery Valentine 
of an iris is oh so pretty! and distinctive! And with it in the garden one never knows 
when it's going to be Valentine's day!! It's hard to believe such a one of a kind beauty 
could also be a "real" rebloomer! Reports of it reblooming have been coming in from 
around this country, even England. August seems to be its month of choice to do so but 
it chose October and November here last year. Very good to excellent in every respect -
spring, summer and fall. Great vigor and it's very hardy. Fertile both ways - a 111.JSt have 
and must use! ........................................................................ $ 5.00 

RE* CXl!AL CHARMER ('83 Wright) 30" ™· * Bright coral-pink with tangerine b. * From old 
breeding and the form shows it (good old form) but it's a very strong, prolific rebloomer 
or everbloomer nationwide that often blooms in the spring then all sunmer and fall too 
and it has bright smooth coloring that really stands out in the garden. Very hardy and 
vigorous. Fertile both ways and it throws very strong and early rebloom to its babies. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 5.75 

re* CXl!AL SATIN ( '81 Hamblen) 32" ML. * Deep coral pink with bushy red b. * Exquisite, 
glowing, ultra smooth, satiny coloring set off by great red beards and excellent form 
with well held cupped standards. The flowers are ruffled and lightly laced and have stiff 
waxy substance. Good shorter stalks and it's usually an excellent grower all over the 
country, very hardy. Fertile both ways. Has been known to rebloom, in especially mild 
climates only •..•••.•..•••••••••••••...........•.•..............••.•••.....•••..••... $ 3.00 

RE* aJIIN HARVES'r ('77 Wyatt) 30" EM. * Yellow with yellow b. * The premiere, numero uno 
rebloomer for many around the country, nearly always comes flhining through, even .in those 
years when most don't. An everbloomer for many, it can rebloom all summer and fall! Nice 
smaller flowers on shorter stalks. A must-have for anyone interested in rebloom. For 
reliability and volume of bright yellow TB flowers following spring it can't be beat! 
Fertile both ways and very prepotent at passing on its strong rebloom .•.....••..••••. $ 3.50 

ClYITCII CARNIVAL ('81 K. Mohr) 38" E-L. * White with white b., yellow in throat.* Big 
ruffled, broad, volumptuous flowers on tall stalks with superb branching. Excellent here 
year after year and good reports· from all over the country ••••......•.••...••••••.•.• $ 2.50 

IDJP DE COJ;IJR ( '86 Anfosso) 34" M. * Magenta-pink, blending to bluish white in .F. centers; 
light red b. * New here. Have a feeling we'll be hearing more about this beauty from a 
French branch of America's premiere "blue - blood" pink iris families. VANITY·x PINK 
SLEIGH. "Elegant wavy lacy flowers" is it so far •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.• ,.$ 4.25 
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OOVlll. STORY ( '85 Bellagamba) 33" M. * Satiny creamy white; white b. * Very nice, very 
heavily rufflej flowers of super substance on heavily budded perfect show stalks here. 
From cold coun~ry - Missouri. ........................................................ $ 4.00 

CRANBlllRY CIIIlSII ('f'IS Aitken) 37" M. * S. light blue-violet; F. deep glossy red-violet 
blending to violet-black edges; violet b. tipped yellow. * Absolutely exquisite form 
with domed standards and flaring falls with heavy ripple ruffling and very broad, clean 
hafts. Crisp thick substance and the flowers last a long time. Rare coloring, love the 
contrast and the intensity with such richness if) the falls with their bright glossy sheen. 
From an unexpected cross (GOING MY WAY X MYSTIQUE) it sure has the genes for widespread 
gardenability. Fortunately it's fertile. Not a negative word has come in on it yet. Is 
becoming very popular ................................................................ $ 4. 50 

CREIEl:E ( '83 M. Dunn) 38" M. * Bright orchid-violet including b. * An extremely heavily 
ruffled and sometimes laced beauty from GAY PARASOL X MYSTIQUE. Super form, good stalks 
and it's very vigorous everywhere .................................................... $ 3.50 

CROWD PLEASER ( '83 Hamner) 34" M. * Red-orange, the F. have purplish markings; tangerine 
b. * New here. \/here has it been? where have I been? where has everyone been??!!! Picture 
it! and yet I've heard absolutely nothing - nothing but for what's in the checklist. And 
it's out of HEADlER BWSH! a dear beauty that I've loved for years. This may just yet 
be pleasing the multitudes! Talk about anticipation! ................................. $ 4.00 

CRYSTAL GLITIERS ('85 Schreiner's) 36" EM. * Pale creamy crystalline peach with darker 
peach-pink hafts and styles; peachy gold b. * Everyone's wild about this - it's going 
far indeed! Was voted the 4th top favorite TB seen at the convention in Oklahoma last 
year! So many reports on it already and all raves! ! Exquisite coloring, perfect form -
most refined, perfect stalks - made for the showbench and strong enough to take gusts 
and gales, and a trooper of a performer everywhere! Nuff said? ....................... $ 4.50 
CRYSTALYN ( '86 B. Dunn) 37" M. * Crystalline icy blue-white with satiny pale blue F. 
flushes which have a crystal dusting; blue b. tipped cream.* All reports on this have 
been raves, from both mild and very cold winter areas. Outstanding in all catagories. 
Tall super show stalks which often have three heavily ruffled and substanced flowers 
with wide round falls and super clean hafts, open at once. Outstanding vigor,seems to 
quickly make big chunps everywhere. Super coloring. Would seem to be a good mate for 
some of the SONG OF NORWAY progeny that just about every hybndizer seems to have loads 
of. ...••..•........•...•....••...••.••....•••...••.................••...•.....••••... $ 5.00 

RE* aJRTAIN UP ( '88 Byers) 34" E1-I-ML. * S. greenish gold slightly blended pale violet on the 
outsides, solid pale violet insides; F. pale violet blending to green-gold hafts and 
ruffled edges which curl up to reveal bright yellow reverse; yellow b. * I DO X SKY HOOKS. 
This lovely and most distinctive sib to SECOND SHOW makes me think of a theatre curtain 
starting to gather and rise, the way the fall edges curl up. Often the earliest and most 
reliable with its rebloom of all these RE sibs. Very good, very ruffled blocky flowers 
of heavy substance on well branched stalks with up to 10 buds each. Usually very fragrant 
and always very strong. Fertile ..................................................... • $22.50 

~ ('84 Gatty) 35" M. * Smooth velvety red; brown b. * Mostly raves on this so far. 
Judged the Best Red in Florence, Italy last year. Usually a free bloomer and good grower 
even in the toughest, harshest climates. Very rich coloring with about the cleanest 
hafts you'll find on a red. Very wide, round petaled falls on very good, heavily budded 
stalks .•••..••..•.••••••••.•••••.•••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••• ·• • .. ·• · · • · · • • • • $ 6. 75 

RE* DANTE'S INFERII) ('79 Moores) 32" M. * S. orange-copper; F, red with glints of copper and 
or ange-copper edges; yellow-orange b. * A good rebloomer that usually starts in ~ate 
October but in '87 rebloomed July into December here! Very mce, different coloring and 
good all the way here. A child of LATE LILAC, an excellent rebloomer with tangerine-red 
beards and a parent of the superb new PURGATORY. Lots of potential here to be explored 
I'd say •.. :-;.~ ..•••..•........••.......•••••••••••••..••••••••••••••••••.••...•• $ 3.75 

DAWN APPEARS ('86 Schafer) 34" M. * Apricot-peach blended with a touch of gold at.the 
hafts; orange b. * Excellent flowers of heavy substance and beautiful coloring on good 
well branched and budded stalks. An excellent performer on the east coast and west 
coast both •••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••.••••••..••.•••••••••••••••.•• ••·.·••••··•• .$15.00 

re* llAZZLilC QJll) ( '81 Anderson) 29" M. * Bright gold with a brilliant red-brown w-ash (suffused 
striped effect) over the F. centers; orange b. * Truly dazzling, like a flashing neon 
sign! No one misses this. It's been very highly awarded and is very very popular. Excellent, 
very flared flowers. Quite hardy and a good performer all over. Shorter good stalks but 
it gives lots of taller seedlings and is an extremely exciting parent. Has been known to 
rebloom (in Southern CA) and has thrown lots of good reblooming seedlings here as well 
as a reblooming dazzling dandy that looks just like it for Ben Hager! Fertile both ways! 
..................................................................................... $ 3.00 

DESERT LAlll( ('88 I. Nelson) 36" M. * Soft creamy yellow dotted and brushed with soft 
beige-rose· yellow-orange b. * A warm toned plicata but at the opposite end of the 
intensity ;pectrum from DAZZLING GOLD. For those that prefer their irises t~ rest 7'18Y 
on the eyes. Fine branching, bud count and form with closed standards and wide orbicular 
falls. Very pretty ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••.••••••• ••• $16.00 
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SA* DETIY ( '88 Byers) 36" M-ML. * Opens very pale bl, 
and good consistent blue horns. * SONG OF NORWA'll 
of seedlings from SONG OF NORWAY with space age 
of excellent flaring fonn on superb stalks. Ve 
Too bad it didn't start blooming last year in 0 
had gone home. Heard it was faultless I Very fert 

RE* DESIDD!ATA ( '81 Moores) 3'>" M. * Opens blue-whi 
heart; powder blue E.. * New here. A strong will 
late for earlier winter areas. Super reports fr 
even Utah. Great coloring and great form I hear 
super in blue bearded white and pastel rebloome 

RE* DESIGNFX <DIN ( '85 Ghio) E-M. * Pink-grape or p . 
pouring down from the hafts; tangerine b. * This 
into another scrumptious color spectrum. BEVERL 
great qualities as well. Reblooms in Santa Cruz 
in England too I Such raves have been coming in 
areas where it will never re bloom - but who car 
flowers! Fertile pollen and has already given r 

RE* DIVINI'IY ( '86 Ghio) 38" E-L. * Pure white with 
perfection with loads of ruffles and lace. Tall, 
been extremely vigorous and floriferous for sg 
eluding us the story's not so good, .can overblo 
has had weak stalks for some . I had such high h 
the harder to swallow as more reports of it reb 
climates but even in Washington •.........•.•...• 

re* DOODLE S'lllUDEL ( '77 Ensminger) 36" M. * Irregula 
yellow b. * I love these irregularly marked and 
the earlier ones I didn't expect it to be as ni 
here that lack branching but has been very vigo 
in the coldest parts of the country also. Has r 

RE* DORCAS LIVES AGAIN ( '84 Miller) 36" E. * Light ] 
yellow b. * New here. Haven't heard much about ;I 
incredibly strong desire to rebloom - no matter 
those tough parts of the country where most reb 
summer, in heat and drought even! RE reports ha'l 
Fresno, CA in '87 it rebloomed every month - Jun 

RE* IXXlBLJiMIN'I ( '87 Byers) 35" M. * A very pale gree 
SA* blue-violet based b. tipped greenish yellow (la 

has short pale . violet horns! on its spring flowe 
fonn! Big flowers that are just perfect with d?'l 
falls all heavily fluted and with substance like 
Unlike many in this class it's super clean and~ 
has 7 buds on stalks with variable branching - ~ 
in August and September here but has been unwil] 
about decided it was infertile but on a whim pu 1 

flower last spring and it set a huge pod! Halle 

RE* IXXJBLE TIME ( '84 Hager) 30" M. * S. dark violet, 
stitching on edges; pale yellow b. * Sharp contt 
it shows up. Very good form except for when the 
here. A super strong plant here and a super stro 
starting in August or September ..•..........•••• 

SA* IJRF.AM A LITTLE ( '85 Osborne) 32" M. * Pink with 
Another step forward in this class. This TWICE 1 
good fluted and laced flowers and good consisten 
the way and should be a good parent. ........... . 

IJRF.AM ROWCE ( '78 Burger) 34" EM. * White S.; a 
tangerine b. tipped white. * Beautiful well foJ'.1l 
Perfect well budded Queen of Show stalks here a] 
well as lots of husky increases. From all report 

DRESS BWES ( '86 Lankow) 30" M-L. * Medium blue 
b. * New here and the only report on it so far • 
nounced sweet fragrance." ...................... . 

RE* lllKE OF FARL ( '87 Byers) 34" EM-M. * A white gra 
sometimes quite bright; cream b. * Big, wide, f 
falls that flare almost horizontally. It can gi 
varied. Loads of RE stalks every year here alwa:i 
last year when it from just one rhizome planted 
1 each in June, August, September, October, Nave 
RE reports back on it from CA, OR, WA, VA, NE, Q 
this new! Usually starts in September. It's ve~ 
both ways! Out of EARL OF ESSEX X a horned SKY E 
fortunately we don't have much stock, wished we 
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* Satiny creamy white; white b. * Very nice, very 
bstance on heavily budded perfect show stalks here • 

•..••••••..••••••.•.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 4.00 

• * s. light blue-violet; F. deep glossy red-violet 
let b. tipped yellow. * Absolutely exquisite form 

"1-ls with heavy ripple ruffling and very broad, clean 
flowers last a long time. Rare coloring, love the 
riclmess in the falls with their bright glossy sheen. 

WAY X HYSrIQUE) it sure has the genes for widespread 
tile. Not a negative word has come in on it yet. Is 

................................................... $ 4.50 

· ght orchid-violet including b. * An extremely heavily 
fran GAY PARASOL X HYSIIQUE. Super form, good stalks 

................................................... $ 3.50 

Red-orange, the F. have purplish markings; tangerine 
e have I been? where has everyone been??!!! Picture 

thing - nothing but for what's in the checklist. And 
uty that I've loved for years. This may just yet 
t anticipation! •••.••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••• $ 4.00 

36" EM. * Pale creamy crystalline peach with darker 
gold b. * Everyone's wild about this - it's going 

favorite TB seen at the convention in Oklahoma last 
and all raves!! Exquisite coloring, perfect form -

!e for the showbench and strong enough to take gusts 
· aner everywhere! Nuff said? ••••••••••.••••••.••••. $ 4. 50 

stalline icy blue-white with satiny pale blue F. 
; blue b. tipped cream. * All reports on this have 
cold winter areas. Outstanding in all catagories. 

have three heavily ruffled and substanced flowers 
ean hafts, open at once. Outstanding vigor,seems to 
• Super coloring. Would seem to be a good mate for 
that just about every hybridizer seems to have loads 

••·•••••·•·•••••••••• •••.•••••• ••••••••••· ••••••.•• $ 5.00 
* s. greenish gold slightly blended pale violet on the 
s; F. pale violet blending to green-gold hafts and 
eal bright yellow reverse; yellow b. * I DO X SKY HOOKS. 
ib to SEX:OND SHOW makes me think of a theatre curtain 
y the fall edges curl up. Often the earliest and most 

hese RE sibs. Very good, very ruffled blocky flowers 
!cl stalks with up to 10 buds each. Usually very fragrant 
.................................................. . $22.50 

velvety red; brown b. * Mostly raves on this so far. 
taly last year. Usually a free bloomer and good grower 

tes. Very rich coloring with about the cleanest 
"de, round petaled falls on very good, heavily budded 
••••..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 6.75 

. * s. orange-copper; F, red with glints of copper and 
b. * A good rebloomer that usually starts in late 

into December here! Very nice, different coloring and 
LATE LILAC, an excellent rebloomer with tangerine-red 
new PURGATORY. Lots of potential here to be explored 
.•••.•.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 3.75 

* Apricot-peach blended with a touch of gold at · the 
rs of heavy substance and beautiful coloring on good 

excellent performer on the east coast and west 
.................................................. . $15.00 

. * Bright gold with a brilliant red-brown wash ( suffused 
s; orange b. * Truly dazzling, like a flashing neon 

r" very highly awarded and is very very popular. Excellent, 

~ 
a good performer all over. Shorter good stalks but 

and is an extremely exciting parent. Has been known to 
own lots of good rebloaning seedlings here as well 

i,~. :~~. ~~. ::~~. :~. :~~. ~.~~~:. ~~~::~.~~.~;stoo 
j. * Soft creamy yellow dotted and brushed with soft 
lfflI1II toned plicata but at the opposite end of the 
row. For those that prefer their irises to rest easy 

t and form with closed standards and wide orbicular 
.................................................... $16.00 
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SA* DKin' ('88 Byers) 36" M-ML. * Opens very pale blue, turns white; pale blue b. tipped yellow 
and good consistent blue horns. * SONG OF NORWAY X SKY HOOKS. The best by far of hundreds 
of seedlings from SONG OF NORWAY with space agers here. Large, super clean ruffled flowers 
of excellent flaring form on superb stalks. Very very vigorous. The raves are pouring in! 
Too bad it didn't start blooming last year in Oklahoma 'til after all the conventioners 
had gone home. Heard it was faultless! Very fertile both ways ..•.............•...... . $16.00 

RE* DESIDERATA ( '81 Moores) 3~" M. * Opens blue-white, fades to~ white with a pale blue 
heart; powder blue E_. * New here. A strong will to rebloom but often gets in_gear_too 
late for earlier winter areas. Super reports from Texas, its home state, Califorma, 
even Utah. Great coloring and great form I hear but the branching can vary. Should be 
super in blue bearded white and pastel rebloomer lines. Grows like a weed everywhere.$ 3.50 

RE* DllSIGNm GOWN ( '85 Ghio) E-M. * Pink-grape or pinkish orchid S.; lighter F. with mid-pink 
pouring down from the hafts; tangerine b. * This superb BEVERLY SILLS child takes the line 
into another scrumptious color spectrum. BEVERLY' s vigor and floriferousness and many other 
great qualities as well. Reblooms in Santa Cruz and Southern California and has already 
in England too! Such raves have been coming in on it from around the country - from tough 
areas where it will never rebloom - but who cares! Such gorgeous heavily laced and ruffled 
flowers! Fertile pollen and has already given reblooming seedlings here! ............. $ 4.75 

RE* DIVINTIY ( '86 Ghio) 38" E-L. * Pure white with coral b. * The last word in form - divine 
perfection with loads of ruffles and lace. Tall, well branched and budded stalks and has 
been extremely vigorous and floriferous for some around the country but for others in
cluding us the story's not so good, can overbloom and has been a rather weak grower and 
has had weak stalks for some. I had such high hopes for it! This disappointment is all 
the harder to swallow as more reports of it reblooming come in - not just in coastal CA 
climates but even in Washington ......•..•....................••••••...........••..... $ 8.50 

re* DOODLE S'llllJDEL ( '77 Ensminger) 36" M. * Irregular dark blue markings on lighter blue; 
yellow b. * I love these irregularly marked and splashed things and since this is one of 
the earlier ones I didn't expect it to be as nice and pretty as it is. Shorter stalks 
here that lack branching but has been very vigorous and floriferous and performs superbly 
in the coldest parts of the country also. Has rebloomed in Missouri! ...••.........•.. $ 2. 75 

RE* IXJICAS ~ AGAIN ( '84 Miller) 36" E. * Light lavender with a paler area under its light 
yellow b. * New here. Haven't heard much about it but for several reports that is has an 
incredibly strong desire to rebloom - no matter what! We sure need more of these, for 
those tough parts of the country where most rebloomers just won't. This will, in early 
sunmer, in heat and drought even! RE reports have come in from CO, AL, MA, ur and in 
Fresno, CA in '87 it rebloomed every month - June through December!!! ..........•..•.. $ 6.25 

RE* IXXJBLFMiliT ( '87 Byers) 35" M. * A very pale greenish cream with green-gold hafts and pale 
SA* blue-violet based b. tipped greenish yellow (last spring the violet disappeared) and it 

has short pale violet horns' on its spring flowers.* SKY HOOKS X VIOLET CLASSIC. What 
form! Big flowers that are just perfect with domed standards and super wide round flaring 
falls all heavily fluted and with substance like molded plastic. A very different "green". 
Unlike many in this class it's super clean and bright and has a luminous quality. Usually 
has 7 buds on stalks with variable branching - poor to fantastic. Has started reblooming 
in August and September here but has been unwilling to do so the last two years. Had 
about decided it was infertile but on a whim put pollen of LEPREX:HAUN' S DELIGHT on a 
flower last spring and it set a huge pod! Hallelujah! It can! ••................••.•. . $18.00 

RE* lXXl1llE TIME ('84 Hager) 30" M. * S. dark violet; F. white with dark violet plicata 
stitching on edges; pale yellow b. * Sharp contrast between the deep violet and white, 
it shows up. Very good form except for when the standards open wide which they have done 
here. A super strong plant here and a super strong rebloomer giving loads of stalks 
starting in August or September ..•......•••••••••••••••..............••••.....•••••.. $ 5.00 

SA* II!F.AM A LITILE ('85 Osborne) 32" M. * Pink with tangerine b. and one inch fuzzy horns. * 
Another step forward in this class. This TWICE THRILLING offspring is quite pink with 
good fluted and laced flowers and good consistent horns. It seems to be very good all 
the way and should be a good parent. •...........••••••••...•.••••....•.......•....••• $ 6.50 

II!F.AM ROW«:E ('78 Burger) 34" EM. * White S.; orchid-lavender F. with silvery centers; 
tangerine b. tipped white.* Beautiful well formed flowers. Never was much noticed?! 
Perfect well budded Queen of Show stalks here always and it always gives lots of them as 
well as lots of husky increases. From all reports it usually does this everywhere .... $ 2.50 

II!ESS BIDES ( '86 Lankow) 30" M-L. * Medium blue S. : darker blue F.; light blue-violet 
b. * New here and the only report on it so far - "rich medium blue, show stalks, pro-
nounced sweet fragrance." ••••.•••.•..•..•••••••••.•.••....•...•...•....•..•......•••. $ 4.50 

RE* IlllCE OF F.ARL ( '87 Byers) 34" EM-M. * A white ground plicata stitched reddish-violet, 
sometimes quite bright; cream b. * Big, wide, fluted flowers with domed standards and 
falls that flare almost horizontally. It can give real show stalks but the branching has 
varied. Loads of RE stalks every year here always starting in September or October ••• 'til 
last year when it from just one rhizome planted in the RE display bed gave 6 RE stalks -
1 each in June, August, September, October, November and December!! I've already received 
RE reports back on it from CA, OR, WA, VA, NE, OK, MO, TX and KY! Unheard of for something 
this new! Usually starts in September. It's very vigorous and hardy and quite fertile both 
both ways! Out of EARL OF ESSEX X a homed SKY HOOKS seedling. What potential!!! Un
fortunately we don't have much stock, wished we did! ................................ • $18.50 
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IXJSKY CHAI.Lm::ER ('86 Schreiner's) 39" ML. * Dark, silky rich purple; self b. * Won the 
Cook Cup in '86 and got its HM last year with the second most votes behind EDITII WOLFORD. 
Must be seen to be l>elieved ! llmmting! ! Absolutely gigantic flowers on mammoth Queen 
of Show stalks that often open 4 flowers at once! The slick coloring has an inner vibrance 
and is unifonnly applied, even over the wide hafts of the heavily ruffled flowers. What 
more could one ask? It usually grows and blooms like a trooper everywhere. Unknown 
parentage but I surmise it's related to TITAN'S GLORY. A must have and for hybridizers -
must use! .•....•..•................•.......•.•...•..•........................•..••.. . $11.00 

IXJTCH GIRL ( '81 K. Mohr) 40" E-L. * S. white; F. blue; white b. * A truly terrific iris 
that deserves more attention! Robust, healthy plants all over the country. Super broad, 
volumptuous, heavily ruffled flowers on super tall show stalks. She is lovely indeed!$ 3.75 

RE* F.ARL OF ESSEX ( '80 Zurbrigg) 35" E. * Blue-white stippled and bordered blue-violet; yellow
orange b. * Dykes quality and qualities and it reblooms like crazy! Multiple stalks every 
spring making for a solid mass of color and then another solid mass of bloom every fall! 
Perfect heavily ruffled form, perfect substance and very good sturdy show stalks. Very 
few irises are as strong and dependable in all iris climates. Very fertile both ways and 
a super duper parent! ..•........ ; .......•.......•....•...................•........... $ 3.50 

RE* F.ARL OF LEICES'l:ER ( '85 Zurbrigg) 34" M. * S. white; F. white bordered imperial purple;_ 
light yellow b. * One of the first of many excellent rebloomers to come from EARL OF 
ESSEX. This exciting amoena-plicata has big, very broad spreading flowers. The 
stalks are sometimes shorter with fewer buds, at other times they're taller and very good. 
Should prove to be a most exciting parent. A good rebloomer that usually starts in early 
October ................................... . .... . . .... .. . .... .. ...... . . . ..••. .. ... .. . . $ 5.00 

F.ASTI;X LACE ( '88 Byers) 36" M. * S. pale orchid-pink with suffused lacy yellow edges; 
F. pale orchid with suffused yellow from hafcs blending into a lacy tan rfr1; orange 
b. * Absolutely exquisite coloring and form. Short, swirled, tightly domed standards and 
flaring falls that are about the widest roundest yet! All heavily fluted and ruffled 
with gobs of lace! Seven or eight slightly smaller flowers with substance like molded 
plastic on perfect show stalks. Extremely vigorous and floriferous around the country 
like both its parents - BEVERLY SILLS and MOONLIT. Fertile both ways• and likes to give 
its short round petals to its babies ....... .... ..... . .. .. •........•. ..... ..•. . . . .. .. . $17.50 

F.ASTI;X S<H; ( '85 Wood) 35" M. * Medium pink with a lighter area around tangerine b . * 
New here . A ruffled and laced, great new pink of finest quality I hear . Terrific stalks 
and superior habits thus far all over. •.... ... ... . ........•...............••.. . ••.. .. $ 4. 50 

re* F.ASrERTIME (' 80 Schreiner's)38" ML . * S.sparkling lemon-cream; F. glistening white with 
gold borders; yellow-gold b. * Huge, diamond dusted spreading flowers that have super 
wide, clean hafts. Great substance, branching and bud count. Very popular, it seems to 
nearly always perform extremely well most everywhere. Heads many "all time top favorites" 
lists. Can re bloom but only in extremely mild coastal climates. No pollen here but an 
easy podder. .................... . ............................... . ............. .. . . .•. $ 2. 50 

EXJI) DE Fl!Al'CE ('84 Anfosso) 33" EM.* White S.; gold F.; dark gold b. * New here. 
Finally - a French concoction from Anfosso that has already gotten itself well dis
tributed around the States and its spreading ripples of excitement in all directions! 
"the best yellow arnoena available" I've heard, over and over again! "Terrific contrast" 
and "elegant form." ...................• . .... .. . . ... . .. ... ......... . ... . .............. $ 5. 00 

IDI'.I]f WOLFORD ( '86 Hager) 34" M. * S. light canary yellow; F. blue-violet with paler 
edges; yellow/violet b. * It won the Region 14 Seedling Cup in '85, the President's Cup 
at the national convention in '86 and took the Walther Cup last year (most HM votes, 
all catagories) with 61 more votes than DUSKY CHALLENGER, the next in line! It's headed 
straight for the Dykes garnering every award available along the way, me thinks! Neither 
its checklist description or most of its pictures come close to capturing its magic, it 
has to be seen. So very bright and clean and possesses a glowing luminous quality that 
is mesmerizing. Perfect ~ bubbly ruffled flowers with tremendous width, perfect 
branching and it's an excellent grower and bloomer all over the country. An easy podder 
and I'm sure I'm not the only one using it like crazy! Got "tons" more of this last year 
and as its a terrific increaser here we should have a nearly unlimited supply - hence 

low price! Was $22.50 last year and well worth every penny' •...• • $10.00 

SA* EX;YPITAN ('88 Byers) 34•• M. * S. golden tan with a hint of violet; F. white stitched 
and stippled deep red-violet; yellow-orange b. and red-violet horns. * What a fascinating 
eyecatcher 1 Have seen it elsewhere with great branching though it hasn't given show 
branching here but the flowers have been great, very wide, ruffled and colorful. The 
ultimate plicata space ager so far! BROADWAY X (GOING MY WAY x SKY HOOKS). A good doer 
and very fertile both ways. Have hundreds of seedlings to bloom this spring from it with 
EVERYTIIING PLUS. I'd settle for just one having "everything'" ••. . ........... . ...•... . $22.50 

ELFl:1XA1IRITE ('83 0. Brown) 33" M. * Bright pink, lighter in F. centers; bushy deep 
coral-red b. * New here. Had to get this, so many glowing raves on this beauty that glows 
across the garden! Outstanding in every way, everywhere! Perfectly sculpted, heavily 
ruffled flowers on excellent stalks ..•..•...••..••••••••...•••..•••••.••.•••••.•••. .. $ 3.50 
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EL !U!AIJO ( '86 Shockey) 44" M. * Medium purple; 
here. Nobody's reporting on it, yet even in bad 
everything with sturdy, multibranched and budded 
stalk)! Super flowers too, very large with swirl 
falls . Completely different breeding than most d 

re* ELYSIAN FIEU>S ( '77 Gaulter) 38" M. * Pale buff 
old but I can't throw it out. So strong and dep<; 
thick, sturdy, perfectly branched show stalks wJ 
of the others are way below par . Usually perfo 
has been known to rebloom in mildest climates .. 

JiJaWl'IJN:; ( '87 Hamblen) 36" ML . * Warm pink S. 
F. with a bluish violet area around red-purple l 
real pink with dark blue, purple or red-purple \ 
SOPHISTICATION, a light pink with light blue bea 
stance with closed standards and broad flaring J 
stalks. Truly enchanting' ... . .. .. . . . .. . . ....... , 

E2ISDmI.E ('86 McWhirter) 36" M. *Magentas. de, 
striking I hear, the beards really set it off ! I 
credible substance (can last up to 5 days!) on 

···· ·········· ·· ·· ···· ······· ······ ·· ···· ······ 
RE* Enl!NAL BLISS ( '88 Byers) 35" M. * Palest violej 

(STARTLER x SKY HOOKS) X HEAVEN HELPED. Its sma 
bright light silvery coloring and their tightly 
and wide recurved falls with substance like pla 
up to 11 buds each . Every year it starts rebl 
and keeps right on blooming on and off 'til win 
in the RE display bed gave stalks in May, June, 
a big clump ! This sib to LURID and HEAVENLY BLI 
using it like crazy - for RE TBs and IBs . . ... . . 

RE* Enl!NAL PRill:E ( '86 J . Nelson) 37" EM. * Lavend 
lavender F. with distinct sandalwood bands· er e 
coloring on good flowers on good stalks . kt eve 
steadily from spring through fall ! Rebloomed he 
November. RE reports are coming in from colder 
CHARTREUSE RUFFLES - what a re bloomer breeder i 

EVffiill; QJWN ( '87 Ghio) 38" M. * Rich deep roya 
Very good ruffled flowers with a silky finish 01 

That's it so far. •....•.. .... . .. ..... .. ..•. .... 

EVEJl AFTER ('86 Keppel) 38" ML. * Deep, intense 
coppery area around the brick red b . * From MULJ 
best these two iris greats had to offer. Makes 
impressive and so strong - a very strong grower 
tall show stalks each with 8 excellent, wide fl 
it ! Fertile both ways • . . ... .. . . .. . . . .. .. ....... 

EVEXrlllil«; PUJS ('84 Niswonger) 34" M. * S. pal 
plicata markings; purple b. tipped bronze . *Ev<1 
come in on this ! Does seem to be everything one 
it and am using it heavily . Very showy, very wi 
flowers with great contrasts and distinctive be 
and prolific grower and bloomer all over the co 
5 flowers open at once! This SPINNING WHEEL chi 
its AM last year with the most votes of all ! A 

re* EXIIILIRATI ON ( '84 Ghio) 34" E-L. * Smoky salmon 
in an exotic shade - they're wide, heavily ruf 
looking at times. Many well budded show stalks 
but not recommended for cold winter areas. Has 

····· ·· ····· ····· ·· ·· ······· ···· ····· ····· ·· ··· 
re* EXOTIC MELODY ( '85 Weiler) 34" M-L . * Rosy ore 

blocky large flowers on well branched sturdy s t 
and floriferous. All raves so far. Can rebloom 
real hot summers . . Might be a dandy, added to t 

EXTRAVAGANT ( '83 Hamblen) 36"' E-L . * Medium dee 
gi vi~g the effect of deep bands; bright cerise
that s saying a lot ! A real show stopper !!! A " 
one ' s wild about ! Fantastic super wide flowers 
the heaviest substance on sturdy show stalks . ' 
in on this from everywhere raving about what a 
Fortunately it's very pod fertile! ••. . •• ... . ..• 
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9" ML. * Dar k, silky rich purpl e ; self b . * Won the 
year with the second mos t votes behind EDIIB WOLFORD. 
,! ! Absolutely gigantic flowers on mamnoth Queen 

wers at once I The slick color i ng has an i nner vi brance 
the wide hafts of the heavily ruffled flowers. Wha t 
and blooms like a t r ooper everywhe r e. Unknown 
to TITAN 'S GLORY. A mus t have and for hybri dizers -

................ . ..... . .. . ...................... . $11.00 

s. white ; F. bl ue; white b. * A truly t errific iris 
, healthy plants all over t he country. Super broad , 
on super tall show s t a lks. She is l ovely indeed!$ 3. 75 

* Blue-white s tippled and border.ed blue-viole t; yellow
ies and it reblooms like cr azy ! Multipl e sta lks every 
lor and then anothe r solid mass of bloom every fall! 
t substance and very good sturdy show sta lks. Very 
ble in all iri s climates . Very fertile both ways and 

•.• •·••••• •••••••• • ••• • •••••••• •• • •••••••• •••••••• $ 3.50 
" M. * S. white ; F. whi t e borde r ed imperi al purple ; 
of many excellent r ebloomers t o come from EARL OF 

has big, very broad spreading flowers . The 
wer buds, at other times they 're taller and ~ery good. 

parent. A good r ebloomer that usually starts in early 
. ·•••·•• .•••••••••••••••• •••••••• ••••••••••••••••• $ 5.00 
pale orchid-pink with suffused lacy Y":llow edges; 
from hafcs blending i n t o a lacy tan r1M; orange 

and form. Short, swirled, tightly domed standards and 
dest roundest yet! All heavily fluted and ruffled 
lightly smaller flowers with substance like molded 
remely vigorous and floriferous around the country 

and MOONLIT. Fertile both ways and likes to give 
s •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • $17.50 

ium pink with a lighter area around tangerine b. * 
t new pink of finest quality I hear. Terrific stalks 
Pr .......••.....••....•. • .... •••• ... •••••••••••••.$ 4.50 

. * S .sparkling l emon-c r eam; F. glistening white with 
diamond dusted spreading flowers that have super 

, 'branching and bud count. Very popular, it seems to 
1 most everywhere . Heads many "all time top favorites" 
emely mild coas t al climates. No pollen here but an 

••••••••••••• ••••••••••• •••••• ••••••••••••••••••••• $ 2.50 
. * White S.; gold F.; dark gold b. * New here. 
Anfosso that has a lready gotten itself well dis
spreading ripples of excitement in all directions! 
I've heard, over and over again! "Terrific contrast" 

•••••••••••• • • ••••••••••• ••••••••• • ••••••••• ••••••• $ 5.00 
s. light canary yellow; F. blue-violet with paler 
e Region 14 Seedling Cup in '85, the President's Cup 

and took the Walther Cup last year (most HM votes, 
than DUSKY CHALLENGER, the next in line! It's headed 
ery award available along the way, me thinks! Neither 
f its pictures come close to capturing its magic, it 
clean and possesses a glowing lcuninous quality that 
ruffled flowers with tremendous width, perfect 
wer and bloomer all over the country. An easy podder 
sing it like crazy! Got "tons" more of this last year 

re we should have a nearly unlimited supply - hence 
$22. 50 last year and well worth every penny' .•.... $10.00 

olden tan with a hint of violet ; F. white stitched 
ow-orange b. and r ed-violet horns. * What a fascinating 
with gr eat branching though it hasn' t given show 

e been great, very wide , ruffled and colorful. The 
r ! BROADWAY X ( GOING MY WAY x SKY HOOKS) . A good doer 
undreds of seedlings t o bloom this spring from it with 

t one having "everything !" .•....•......•...... ··· .$22.50 

* Bright pink, lighter in F. centers; bushy deep 
t this, so many glowing raves on this beauty that glows 
every way , everywhere! Perfec tly sculpted, heavily 
s •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 3.50 
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EL PD!ADO ('86 Shockey) 44" M. * Medi= purple; purple b. * The "dark horse" of the darks 
here. Nobody's reporting on it, yet even in bad years here it has towered above most 
everything with sturdy, nrultibranched and budded, perfect show stalks (up to 14 buds per 
stalk)! Super flowers too, very large with swirled domed standards and wide semi-flaring 
falls. Completely different breeding than most of today's darks .....•.••..•...•••.... $ 9.00 

re* ELYSIAN FIELDS ('77 Gaulter) 38" M. * Pale buff-pink with soft tangerine b. * It's getting 
old but I can't throw it out. So strong and dependable here, always producing many tall, 
thick, sturdy, perfectly branched show stalks with lots of good flowers even when many 
of the others are way below par. Usually performs just the same all over the country and 
has been known to rebloom in mildest climates .................•••...........•.......• $ 2.75 

FN::HANIIK; ( '87 Hamblen) 36" ML. * Warm pink S. with a slight flush of violet; rose-violet 
F. with a bluish violet area around red-purple b. * New here. Red-purple beards! Can a 
real pink with dark blue, purple or red-purple beards be that far away? This is out of 
SOPHISTICATION, a light pink with light blue beards. Super ruffled flowers of heavy sub
stance with closed standards and broad flaring falls on strong well branched and budded 
stalks. Truly enchanting! ................................••......•...............•.. . $12.50 

EKS»IIIU: ('86 McWhirter) 36" M. * Magenta S. deeper magenta F.; white b. * New here. Very 
striking I hear, the beards really set it off! Flawless heavily ruffled flowers of in
credible substance (can last up to 5 days!) on well branched stalks and it's fragrant! 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 4.50 

RE* E'lEINAL BlJSS ( '88 Byers) 35" M. * Palest violet S.; violet-white F.; tangerine b. * 
(STARTLER x SKY HOOKS) X HEAVEN HELPED. Its smaller flowers are so lovely with their 
bright light silvery coloring and their tightly constructed form with domed standards 
and wide recurved falls with substance like plastic! Usually gives super show stalks with 
up to 11 buds each. Every year it starts reblooming about a month after its spring bloom 
and keeps right on blooming on and off 'til winter comes! Last year one rhizome planted 
in the RE display bed gave stalks in May, June, July, August and November and still left 
a big cl1.Unp! This sib to UJRIO and HEAVENLY BLISS is very fertile both ways and I've been 
using it like crazy - for RE TBs and IBs ..•..••.•..............•..•..••...•......... • $18.00 

RE* E'lEINAL PRilCE ( '86 J. Nelson) 37'" EM. * Lavender S. flushed sandalwood; nruch softer 
lavender F. with distinct sandalwood bands; creamy yellow b. * Very unusual and attractive 
coloring on good flowers on good stalks. An everbloomer in the Silicon Valley blooming 
steadily from spring through fall! Rebloomed here last year in July, August, October and 
November. RE reports are coming in from colder climates too! From SNEAK PREVIEW and 
CHARTREUSE RUFFLES - what a rebloomer breeder it should be! Pod fertile at least. •.. . $14.00 

EVmI!I; QJWN ( '87 Ghio) 38" M. * Rich deep royal purple with deep blue b. * New here. 
Very good ruffled flowers with a silky finish on excellent, tall, nrulti-budded stalks. 
That's it so far ...................................................................•. $ 8.00 

EVm AFTll! ( '86 Keppel) 38" ML. * Deep, intense fuschia-rose with a slightly lighter 
coppery area around the brick red b. * From MULLED WINE X CRANBERRY ICE and got all the 
best these two iris greats had to offer. Makes a big splash wherever it's grown! So 
impressive and so strong - a very strong grower and bloomer all over the country, strong 
tall show stalks each with 8 excellent, wide flowers of strongest substance. Can take 
it! Fertile both ways .................................................•......••...... $ 6.00 

EVJIRYDIIll; PUJS ( '84 Niswonger) 34" M. * S. pale blue-white; F. white with deep viole t 
plicata markings; purple b. tipped bronze. *Everything plus indeed! So many raves have 
come in on this! Does seem to be everything one could wish for and more. I got lots of 
it and am using it heavily. Very showy, very wide and heavily ruffled amoena-plicata 
flowers with great contrasts and distinctive beards and it's nearly always a very strong 
and prolific grower and bloomer all over the country. Great sturdy stalks that will give 
5 flowers open at once! This SPINNING WHEEL child is quite hardy and fragrant too. Got 
its AM last year with the most votes of all! A very willing podder ............•...••• $ 4.75 

re* EXIIILIRATION ( '84 Ghio) 34" E-L. * Smoky salmon-pink with coral-orange b. * Big flowers 
in an exotic shade - they' re wide, heavily ruffled and lavishly laced but a bit course 
looking at times. Many well budded show stalks and loads of increases where it's happy 
but not recommended for cold winter areas. Has given lots of sUJTITler rebloom at Ghio's. 
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 3.00 

re* EXOTIC HEl.ODY ( '85 Weiler) 34" M-L. * Rosy orchid with light yellow b. * Very broad and 
blocky large flowers on well branched sturdy stalks. Lots of substance. Very vigorous 
and floriferous. All raves so far. Can rebloom - in nearly frost free climates without 
real hot SUJTITlers. Might be a dandy, added to things with stronger RE tendencies! .•.•• $ 4.50 

EXTRAVAGANT ( '83 Hamblen) 36" E-L. * Medi= deep red-purple with silvery F. centers 
giving the effect of deep bands; bright cerise-red b. * Probably Melba's finest ever and 
that's saying a lot! A real show stopper!!! A "zonal" with tremendous impact that every
one's wild about! Fantastic super wide flowers, heavily ruffled and lavishly laced with 
the heaviest substance on sturdy show stalks. The avalanche of reports that have come 
in on this fran every,mere raving about what a super perfonner it is! Dykes material! 
Fortunately it's very pod fertile!. ••••••••••••••.....••...•••••.••...•..•••.••••••. $ 4.75 
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FA!l:Y m:ull ('84 Babson) 36" M-L. * Lavender-blue with deeper blue stripes over the F.; 
yellow b. * Very large fluted flowers of very good quality on tall show stalks with up 
to 9 flowers each. Love those stripes! Floriferous and vigorous everywhere, from all 
reports so far ••••••••••••••••••.•••.•••.•.....•.••••....••...•.•.••.•.•.•••••••••••. $ 5.00 

FAS'f LADY ( '81 Meek) 36 • M. * Lavender-orchid with red b. * Gorgeous flowers of truly 
exceptionw. coloring and form, they're heavily ruffled, loaded with lace and have excellent 
substance. Usually gives outstanding branching with good bud count and it's very very 
strong and reliable, even in the coldest, harshest climates. Not a bad word on it yet! 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••..••••.••••••••••••••••••..••••• $ 2.75 

RE" Fm> BMX ( '83 Hager) 36" E-M. * Mid-violet with yellow b. * No one that has the slightest 
interest in rebloom or fragrance should be without it in their garden! It's one of the 
strongest and most reliable rebloomers ever that starts early enough (in August here last 
year - usually in September) for the whole country and it consistently exudes one of the 
most potent sweet perfunes of all, sinfully sweet! One of the strongest growers I've ever 
grown and it's completely hardy! Very nice flowers on very good stalks. Extremely fertile 
both ways and I've been using it heavily with excellent results. A must - have, 
definitely!!! •..•.•••..••....... ." •.•.•••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 6.00 

re~ FIRE CREH( ('81 Luihn) 34" M. * Deep aster violet, slightly lighter around poppy-red b. * 
Brilliant red beards on wide, clean, well formed dark flowers. Show stalks with exemplary 
branching and bud count always here. Very very vigorous and floriferous here and all over 
the country. Loads of raves, nothing negative. Has rebloomed in the Santa Cruz, CA area. 
Terrific breeding potential, still! Responsible for MAUVELOUS!!! •••••••••••••••••••.• $ 4.00 

FIRST DAWN ('87 Madsen) 34" M. * S. yellow-gilt; F. white with amber hafts and gilt edges; 
lavender-blue b. * New here. Blue bearded yellows and golds are nearly here. This is 
probably the closest yet, an exotic innovation! Very nice flowers too, should be quite 
a breeder! •••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••.••••••••••.••••••••••••••• $15.00 

FIRST Il!PIIESSI<Ji ( '85 Gatty) 32" E. * Ivory cream with yellow hafts and chrome yellow 
b. * La ultima in refined quality in every single way! Has it all - super clean glowing 
color, fluted ruffles, form, substance and well budded show stalks. Vigorous and 
floriferousness. No wonder, it's from PARADISE X DREAM AFFAIR! ••..•..•••.••..•••••••• $ 4.75 

FLAKllli VICTORY ( '83 Weiler) 36" M. * Medium yellow with red-orange b. * One of the best 
red bearded yellows ever. It's very bright anyway and the beards really set it afire! 
Wide fluted first class flowers on tall multi-budded stalks with excellent branching. It 
nearly always performs with verve everywhere. Vigorous, floriferous and seems to be hardy. 
...................................................................................... $ 3.50 

re* l'LASHFOIN'f ( '86 Keppel) 32" M. * S. dark golden orange with a hint of amber; F. the same 
but blended with brilliant golden lemon and has a slight reddish undertone; large paprika 
red b. * Incredible coloring - what a perfect name for it!! Lots of raves have come in 
from around the country but it can have problems in cold winter areas. Some fertility 
both ways and a stellar parent for even more brilliance! ••••••••••••••••••••••••••... $ 4. 75 

RE" FUXJ!SIDil ( '89 Byers) see introductions - page four. 

FLOWER S11Jlf ( '83 Gatty) 36" EM. * Hyacinth orchid; F. become creamy with age; deep yellow 
b. * Usually a tremendous increaser. Super wide and blocky, very clean ruffled flowers 
on good stalks. It's a recessive from DREAM AFFAIR. Seems to be quite hardy. Bred right 
and should be a super parent. ••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 2.75 

F{X)LJSII FA!l:Y ('85 Hager) 38" E-M. * S. strawberry sherbert; F. same with a touch of 
raspberry-rose, plicata patterned at hafts brushing out from white area under tangerine 
b. to solid color on outer half.* Luscious fruity coloring that practically drips and 
oozes down the falls, it's gorgeous! Excellent, super wide, round, E!& flowers that are 
well ruffled and laced on very tall, good stalks with excellent bud count. Very vigorous 
and floriferous like its parent RANCHO ROSE ••••••.••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••• $ 7.50 

FOR TIRAH ('86 Maryott) 35" M. * Salmon pink with deeper pink hafts; tangerine b. * Like 
it a lot! Big, beautiful,heavily ruffled flowers on good stalks. Very floriferous and a 
good grower here. Practically nothing has come in on it so far •••.•••••••..•.•••••••• $ 5.50 

re* FtJmJNATA ('86 Ghio) 38" E-L. * Melon-pink S. and bands around creamy blue-white F.; 
tangerine b. * Went wild reblooming in Santa Cruz, CA in '87! Excellent flowers with 
picoteed lacy .edges and what beautiful coloring! Tall multi-branched and budded stalks 
and it's strong. Should be a super breeder!. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 7.00 

re* FORmNE TELlJ'JI. ('86 Corlew) 32" M. * Crystal white S.; white F. with violet plicata edges; 
white b. tipped yellow.* It's out of CRYSTAL BALL! A fortu:ie teller out of a crystal 
ball!! and sounds like it might bring a crystal ball to mind, on a white and violet 
pedastaI'IT! Talk about inspired naming! New here and all I've heard so far is that it's 
vigorous, very nice and has rebloomed during the Slllllller for Joe Ghio in Santa Cruz ••• $ 5.50 

RE" JIOXY LADY ( '87 J. Nelson) 36" M. * Blue-pink S.; pink F.; tangerine b. * Gives lots of 
rebloom in the Silicon Valley and no matter how much it blooms, it always gives lots more 
increases, very vigorous. Rebloomed here last year in September and October and has even 
rebloomed in Kansas! !Very lovely ruffled and laced flowers on well branched stalks with 
8 buds. fure superb "new blood" for the rebloomer gene pool. Pod fertile at least. 
Very limited •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • $20.00 
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1UGIAN'J: LILAC ( '86 Hager) 40" ML * Rich medium 
a tremendous hit at the '86 National Convention. 
iris they saw there! A classic! Perfectly formed 
and it's so vigorous and floriferous and seems t 
everything it consistently puts out a very pleas 

RE" Fl!Al«:ES GADLTER ( '83 Hamblen) 34" ML. * Pink S.; 
first class beauty in every respect! 1.AJminous gl 
of all petals. Inmaculate, heavily ruffled flowe 
unique super lovely coloring. fust unfortunately 
problems at times elsewhere too. All the sadder 
not only in mildest climates. Has even rebloomed 

l'l!ElDI <Difil ('83/'84) 34" E-EM. * White S., heav 
plicata edge of lilac; old gold b. * New here. 1 
of the world's top avante-garde designers, but i 
Am looking forward to seeing it in this spring' s 
this class that are lacy! ••.•••••.••••••••••••• · 

re* l!1IESII) F1IOLIC ( '80 Weiler) 34" EM. * Bright oran 
orange with lots of flare that I've loved for ye 
and almost always all over the country. It's a s 
vigorous, hardy and beautiful! One not to be wit 
Stockton, CA. Fertile both ways .•••••••••.•••••• 

re* .1/RDG! BI'2iEFITS ( '88 Hager) 30" M. * Rich fulgen 
* So many reports already on something brand ne• 
to for a long time - a top quality heavily laced 
struggle along with the weak and finicky~ 
color, the lace and the quality. Slightly smalle 
stalks. Has rebloomed already - in Oregon! Poter 

l'ROSIID SAPPIIIRE ( '88 Niswonger) 32" M. * Pale l 
* New here and nothing on it yet other than that 
Sj1owed up in the quest for a blue bearded pink , 
this quest. Sounds lovely! ••••••.•••••.•••••••• • 

RE" GAllllllH GRACE ( '81 Zurbrigg) 37" EM. * A red-viol 
at the hafts; yellow b. * Earlier rebloom than I 
good flaring flowers. Multiple spring stalks an: 
iferous as well as very vigorous and very very l 
never be without! Fertile both ways and likes tc 
to its babies •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•• , 

GAHNKr SFalT ( '80 Gadd) 30" M. * A dark ruby rec 
shorter red with rather tailored well formed £le 
coldest, harshest climates as well as in milder 

GIFT OF IIU!AH'l ( '87 Hamblen) 36" M-L. * Pink S. 
with pink borders and pink signal areas suffusec 
blue tip! * I'm betting this will make dreams c, 
anything to do with creating.super pink irises 1 

flowers with exquisite coloring and form with d< 
very ruffled and laced on strong welTbranched , 
superb performer everywhere! The raves are alre, 

RE" GilllED ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page thl 
SA 

GilG!R SWIRL ('85 Schreiner's) 34" ML.* Copper; 
ginger-tan around smooth lilac-orchid F. ; light 
going bonkers over this wild new "zonal" type -
so different and beautiful, it's just superb in 
superbly everywhere! Loads of sturdy show stalk 
most inhospitable climates and during the most 1 

with ruffling that makes the ginger bands dance 
award handed out at the International Iris COO'I) 
their special award for the Best Branching! Ano 

RE" GLACIER KilG ( '86 Carson) 34" EM. * Silvery blu, 
super strong grower and a super strong rebloome 
it started in Sept. here in '86 and what a show 
incredible branching with 14 perfectly spaced b 
every single month - June through December! ! ! N 
very pleased with it anyway. Fertile both ways 

GLAD RAGS ('85 Hager) 34" M. * S. bright deep y 
orange b. Well formed flowers with fantastic co 
Draws admirers like a magnet here! Usually has 
better growers in this class •••••••••••.•.••••• 
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. * Lavender-blue with deeper blue stripes over the F.; 
i:ers of very good quality on tall show stalks with up 
1pes! Flor1ferous and vigorous everywhere, from all 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 5.00 

ender-orchid with red b. * Gorgeous flowers of truly 
y're heavily ruffled, loaded with lace and have excellent 

· branching with good bud count and it's very .very 
coldest, harshest climates. Not a bad word on it yet! 
•••••••••• ••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 2.75 

Mid-violet with yellow b. * No one that has the slightest 
should be without it in their garden! It's one of the 

rs ever that starts early enough (in August here last 
the whole country and it consistently exudes one of the 
, sinfully sweet! One of the strongest growers I've ever 
Very nice flowers on very good stalks. Extremely fertile 

.heavily with excellent results. A DR1St - have, 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 6.00 

ep aster violet, slightly lighter around poppy-red b. * 
r"°• well fanned dark flowers. Show stalks with exemplary 
•re. Very very vigorous and floriferous here and all over 
·ng negative. Has rebloomed in the Santa Cruz, CA area. 
l! Responsible for MAUVELOUS! ! ! ••••••..•••••.••••••• $ 4.00 

S. yellow-gilt; F. white with amber hafts and gilt edges; 
• bearded yellows and golds are nearly here. This is 
ic innovation! Very nice flowers too, should be quite 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $15.00 

E. * Ivory cream with yellow hafts and chrome yellow 
in every single way! Has it all - super clean glowing 

tance and well budded show stalks. Vigorous and 
from PARADISE X DREAM AFFAIR! ••..••••••.•••••••••••. $ 4.75 

. * Medium yellow with red-orange b. * One of the best 
ry bright anyway and the beards really set it afire! 
n tall rrrulti-budded stalks with excellent branching. It 

everywhere. Vigorous, floriferous and seems to be hardy. 
..................................................... $ 3.50 

S. dark golden orange with a hint of amber; F. the same 
lemon and has a slight reddish undertone; large paprika 
t a perfect name for it! ! l.Dts of raves have come in 
have problems in cold winter areas. Some fertility 

r even more brilliance ! ••.•••••••••••.••••••.•.•••.• $ 4. 75 
ctions - page four. 

Hyacinth orchid; F. become creamy with age; deep yellow 
er. Super wide and blocky, very clean ruffled flowers 
from DREAM AFFAIR. Seems to be quite hardy. Bred right 
..••.••••...•••••.••••••••••• ••••• •••••••••••••••••• $ 2.75 

. * S. strawberry sherbert; F. same with a touch of 
at hafts brushing out from white area under tangerine 
Luscious fruity coloring that practically drips and 
! Excellent, super wide, round, £!& flowers that are 

1, good stalks with excellent bud count. Very vigorous 
0 ROSE •.•.••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 7.50 

bnon pink with deeper pink hafts; tangerine b. * Like 
fled flowers on good stalks. Very floriferous and a 

·ng has come in on it so far •••••••.•••.•••••••••.• $ 5.50 

lon-pink S. and bands around creamy blue-white F.; 
gin Santa Cruz, CA in '87! Excellent flowers with 
iful coloring! Tall rrrulti-branched and budded stalks 
breeder! ••••.•..•••...•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 7 .00 

• * Crystal white S.; white F. with violet plicata edges; 
of CRYSTAL BALL! A fortuie teller out of a crystal 

ing a crystal ball to mind, on a white and violet 
l""'-ng ! New here and all I've heard so far is that it's 

d during the sunmer for Joe Ghio in Santa Cruz ••• $ 5.50 

Blue-pink S.; pink F.; tangerine b. * Gives lots of 
no matter how much it blooms, it always gives lots more 

here last year in September and October and has even 
fUfled and laced flowers on well branched stalks with 
r the rebloomer gene pool. Pod fertile at least. 

································ ................... $20.00 
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FUGRANT LILAC ( '86 Hager) 40" ML * Rich medium deep lilac-lavender including b. * This was 
a tremendous hit at the '86 National Convention. Lots of people thought it the very best 
iris they saw there! A classic! Perfectly formed, well ruffled flowers on tall show stalks 
and it's so vigorous and floriferous and seems to be super cold hardy as well! On top of 
everything it consistently puts out a very pleasant fragrance •••••••••••••••••••.•••••• $ 9.50 

RE* J.IRAK:ES GAIJLTEK ('83 Hamblen) 34" ML. * Pink S.; blended violet F.; tangerine-orange b. * A 
first class beauty in every respect! Luminous glowing coloring that intensifies to the edges 
of all petals. Inmaculate, heavily ruffled flowers with super wide horizontal falls and 
unique super lovely coloring. Most unfortunately it hasn't done well here and surely has its 
problems at times elsewhere too. All the sadder since it possesses a real RE tendency and 
not only in mildest climates. Has even rebloomed in OK and m! Fertile both .ways ••••••. $ 7 .00 

Fl!EIDI GOWN ('83/'84) 34" E-EM. * White S., heavily infused lilac; white F. with a precise\" 
plicata edge of lilac; old gold b. * New here. This ruffled and lacy gown was created by one 
of the world's top avante-garde designers, but in Australia! Nothing has come in on it yet. 
Am looking forward to seeing it in this spring's fashion show. There aren't many things in 
this class that are lacy! •••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••.•..•••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 3. 75 

re* nESRJ FROLIC ( '80 Weiler) 34" EM. * Bright orange with dark orange b. * A superb tailored 
orange with lots of flare that I've loved for years. Good to excellent · in all catagories here 
and almost always all over the country. It's a super consistent performer. Most floriferous, 
vigorous, hardy and beautiful! One not to be without! Scmetimes reblooms, in early summer in 
Stockton, CA. Fertile both ways ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•.•• $ 3.50 

re* FRilCE BffiEFI'IS ('88 Hager) 30" M. * Rich fulgent true orange with fiery tangerine-orange b. 
* So many reports already on something brand new! What the iris world's been .looking forward 
to for a long time - a top quality heavily laced orange that grows! No longer do we have cto 
struggle along with the weak and finicky ORANGE STAR 'cause it was the only thing with the 
color, the lace and the quality. Slightly smaller flowers of super form on shorter show 
stalks. Has rebloomed already - in Oregon! Potent pollen!!! •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $30.00 

FIIOSTl!D SAPmIRE ( '88 Niswonger) 32" M. * Pale lilac with a hint of pink; solid pale blue b • 
* New here and nothing on it yet other than that it's very attractive and fertile both ways. 
S)1owed up in the quest for a blue bearded pink and could be quite a help to others sharing 
this quest. Sounds lovely! ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $19.50 

RE* GAl!Dffi' GR.ACE ( '81 Zurbrigg) 37" EM. * A red-violet on white plicata· with a pinch of cinnanmon 
at the hafts; yellow b. * Earlier rebloom than EARL OF ESSEX with different coloring. Very 
good flaring flowers. Multiple spring stalks and multiple rebloom stalks. This is very flor
iferous as well as very vigorous and very very hardy. Tall super show stalks always. One I'll 
never be without! Fertile both ways and likes to give its strong rebloom and super stalks 
to its babies ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••• ::-=:-....•.••••• $ 3. 50 

GAIINET SParr ('80 Gadd) 30" M. * A dark ruby red bitone with orange-bronze b. * A super, 
shorter red with rather tailored well formed flowers. It really shines and thrives in the 
coldest, harshest climates as well as in milder ones. Usually gives spectacular stalks.$ 2. 75 

GIFT OF IIIJW6 ('87 Hamblen) 36" M-L. * Pink S. blending to violet at bases; pink-white F. 
with pink borders and pink signal areas suffused violet; rusty orange b. with a !," violet
blue tip! * I'm betting this will make dreams come true - especially if those dreams have 
anything to do with creating.super pink irises with blue beards! A dream itself with big 
flowers with exquisite coloring and form with domed standards and .wide horizontal falls all 
very ruffled and laced on strong welTbranched and heavily budded stalks. Seems to be a 
superb performer everywhere! The raves are already flowing in! A DR1St-get and must-use.$14.50 

RE* Gill)FJ) ('89 Byers) - see introductions, page three. 
SA 

~ SWIRL ('85 Schreiner's) 34" ML. * Coppery ginger-tan S.; broad distinct borders of 
ginger-tan around smooth lilac-orchid F.; light gold b. * People all over the country are 
going bonkers over this wild new "zonal" type - there's nothing else like it! Besides being 
so different and beautiful, it's just superb in every single respect and is performing 
superbly everywhere! Loads of sturdy show stalks and loads of husky increases even in the· 
most inhospitable climates and during the most unfavorable years! Very broad round flowers 
with ruffling that makes the ginger bands dance! Was given the Silver Plate, the highest 
award handed out at the International Iris Competition in Florence last year and as well won 
their special award for the Best Branching! Another aist! ................... :::-;-....... $ 6.50 

RE* GLACIER DIC ( '86 Carson) 34" EM. * Silvery blue-white. * This CLOUD BARON offspring is-a 
super strong grower and a super strong rebloomer as well. It often starts in late fall but 
it started in Sept. here in '86 and what a show it did put on! Loads of tall stalks with 
incredible branching with 14 perfectly spaced buds per stalk. In Fresno in '87 it rebloomed 
every single month - June through December!!! Not the best form or substance but I've been 
very pleased with it anyway. Fertile both ways and a super parent for reblooming blues.$ 6.00 

GLAD RAGS ('85 Hager) 34" M. * S. bright deep yellow and yellow styles; F. deep berry-,naroon; 
orange b. Well formed flowers with fantastic coloring, very rich with striking contrast. 
Draws admirers like a magnet here! Usually has good stalks .with 7-10 buds each. Ope of the . 
better growers in this class ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••• $ 5. 75 
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SA* GLADYS AUSTIN ('85 Osborne) 37" M. * Golden yellow S.; deep orchid-violet F. with sharp 
re brown rims; yellow-orange b. and fuzzy violet horns.* Very bright and colorful flowers 

that are. very good but for rather loud hafts that are a bit narrow. Usually very vigorous 
and floriferous arrn.md the country. BATILE STAR X BROWN LASSO! Excellent, very tall stalks 
and it consistently sports its horns. Got its AM in '87 and in Phoenix was votedone of the 
top 7 favorite convention irises seen! ! Re blooms in Osborne's mild climate garden .••••• $ 7. 00 

GIASS ~ ( '83 0. Brown) 42" M. * Glowing pale flesh pink S.; creamy near white F., 
pale flesh to amber at the hafts; soft marigold orange b. * New here. "Great", "great", 
"great", "most impressive" and "tops" - everyone likes it a lot! An excellent doer with exc. 
stalks and has "perfectly fonned flowers with substance as though carved from marble" •• $ 3.50 

re* GLIS'JEilll; ICICIB ('82 Maryott) 36" M. * Crystal white S.; medium true blue F. * Perfection 
of both coloring and form! Orbicular flowers with the very heaviest corrugated ruffling and 
the very widest, cleanest hafts. So lovely and so strong producing nrultiple well branched 
and budded stalks every year as well as plenty of increases. What a show it does put on! 
Usually quite fragrant. Can rebloom, during the winter in mild enough climates anyway and it 
gives reblooming seedlings. Some fertility both ways ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 3.25 

00 AIIClJIID ( '83 M. Dunn) 38" M. * A white ground plicata stitched pale blue; pale yellow b. * 
New here . The premier blue on white plicata available today! Flourishes, even in the most 
severe climates, in especially bad years! - has even withstood heavy acid rain! Puts out 2-3 
times as many roots as most TBs! Very clean, large, ruffled, orbicular flowers with over
lapping hafts on tall, sturdy show stalks. Valuable genes! •••••••••••••••••••..••••.••• $ 3. 75 

SA* <JJIJSFJID ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page two. 

OODC MY WAY ('72 Gibson) 37" M. * A deep purple on white plicata. * I doubt I'll ever be 
able to cull this. Huge spectacular clumps always, even when most aren't up to par. Always 
excellent all the way! No matter what the climate or how adverse the growing conditions it 
always comes shining through! Big striking flowers. Everything a Dykes iris should be •• $ 2. 75 

OOUlffi SIIRREY ('85 Rudolph) 36" E. * Antique gold S.; white F. banded antique gold; thick 
blue b. tipped antique gold . * Exquisite coloring and form with very heavy corrugated 
ruffling, lavishly finished off with gold lace! From Illinois, it's usually super in coldest 
winter areas but has been slowish here. From breeding for blue bearded pinks and should give 
exquisite pinks, yellows and golds with blue beards. Very fertile both ways •••••••••••• $ 7. 75 

SA* Q'.XJD F~ ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page two. 
RE 
RE* QIACE '.DDIAS ( '82 Zurbrigg) 33" EM. * Yellow including b. * This is even better than its 

super parent SPIRIT OF MEMPHIS, reblooming earlier and it has even lacier more heavily 
ruffled, cleaner flowers. Very pod fertile and a super parent! With VANITY it has already 
given the superlative JENNIFER REBJ;X;CA. Extremely floriferous, vigorous and hardy and has 
proven to be one of the most reliable rebloomers of all around the country. The key to "real" 
rebloomers with lavish lace. I've been astonished at the quality of some of its beautiful 
lacy babies here. Have been using it fairly heavily but nothing compared to how heavily I'm 
going to use it this year! It's going to found a dynasty!!! •••••••••••••••••..••••••.•• $ 4.75 

RE* Gl!lllWIDINE PACBSKr'JE!. ( '83 Holk) 32" E. * A burgundy on white plicata with a central stripe 
down the F. * It can rebloom from early sumner on in ~ mild climates but has been very 
late with it here. Lots of pretty good flowers on well branched stalks. Has received very 
little distribution so far and only one RE report has come in from a colder area .•••••• $ 2.50 

RE* HAiliJIIJiD 11DGIT ( '77 Zurbrigg) 37" M. * White s.; very pale violet F.; pale yellow b. * How 
I admire this - it's so persistent, always blooming its head off ••• an everbloomer, that's 
for sure! ! It's even put out stalks on moldy shriveled up rhizomes laying in the dark in our 
barn! Incredible vigor everywhere - very hardy and disease resistant. OK older form and if 
the falls were deeper one would notice it's quite hafty but it's very soft and the coloring 
fits its name perfectly! Big fl.OlierS on tal1 stmdy show stalls, qualities not many older 
rebloomers have •••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. $ 4.00 

SA* HAUillEDf IUll'ICIN ( '86 Byers) 34" M-L. * Light beige-orange including the b. and long smooth 
re horns. * It's the only orange space ager that I know of. Pretty good lightly rufUed flowers 

that consisistently sport their horns. Pretty good to excellent stalks with 8 buds. Moderate 
vigor here. It reblooms, like its parent REPLAY, in early winter in mild enough climates and 
so far one report has come in on it having rebloomed during the SUlllller - from AZ. Was voted 
one of the favorite guests seen at the Phoenix Convention. Fertile both ways. Limited •• $ 9.50 

HANOOOIE ('87 Innerst) 34" M-L. * Bright yellow S.; creamy white F. trimned with brown 
plicating; huge gold b. * Handsome is as handsome does and this is and does! An excellent 
perfonner in the East and out this way too! Super stalks with 9-10 showy flowers of excellent 
ruffled form each. Generous increase. Fertile both ways ••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••• $ 8. 75 

RE* HARVEST OF MElllRIES ( '85 Zurbrigg) 38" M. * Dresden yellow including b. * Unlike its parent 
CORN HARVEST this usually has large flowers and super tall sturdy show stalks with candle
abra branching. The pretty, well formed and very clean tailored flowers consistently put out 
a delightful fragrance that can be enjoyed both spring and fall even in cold winter areas. 
Two reports from Neb., no less! Usually starts reblooming early in October ••••••••••••• $10.50 

HAVILAND ('80 Gaulter) 36" M. * Peach S.; ivory F. with buff hafts; tangerine b. * Different 
and very pretty lacy flowers on excellent stalks. Seems to be quite hardy. Has been one of 
the stronger perfonners here, even in years when many haven't been up to par ••••••••••• $ 2.75 
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RE* HAWlµIAN SURF ('83 Moores) 34" EM.* Very pale S, 
yellow. * Reports of it re blooming have come in 1 
- big flaring flowers on good stalks. Usually fr 
country •••••••••••••.••.•••••••••••••..• , .•••••• 

RE* HEART OF ICE ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, pa 

re* HEA'.lllER BUJSH ( '77 Hamner) 35" EM. * Fuschia pin! 
more every year, it's so very lovely and so relil 
form, completely clean hafts and very well budd 
very good increase - year after year after year. 
climates. The stalks have leaned here some years 

re* HEA'.lllER .CLCXJD ( '81 Hamner) 35" EM. * Mallow pi 
A super child of HEATHER BWSH that can also reb 
something this lovely and great could be overloo 
perfection of form that I dream of with glowing, 
other good things including great vigor and it · 
proven parent for adding quality to rebloomers. 

re* HRATBJia!Ux;E ( '85 Gatty) 32" M. * Mallow pink wa 
* New here. I grew its parent SIMPATICO years a 
something I will like a lot too. Can't resist ti! 
this has. Terrific! - from all reports thus far, 
sweet perfume! and can rebloom! - in nearly fros 

HEAVfflLY MG':IS ( '79 Ga tty) 38" ML. * Pristine s 
white beauty with perfect form and heavy subst 
stalks. Always great here even when many aren't 

RE* HEAVffiLY BLISS ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, 

RE* HER ROYAL ffiGIIIESS ( '89 Byers) - see introducti 

mra FAIIJTIN ( '84 M. Dunn) 38" M. * Smooth intelj 
sturdy show stalks with large, ruffly, very clas 
FRANCES that performs just like i 
on top of everything! .••••••••.••••••.•.•••••••• 

RE* mra ID SILVER ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, 

ffiGILAND HAZE ( '86 Keppel) 34" E-M. * A pale p. 
tipped tangerine-red.* Another wonderful cone 
Keith's best I hear! A dandy doer (from all re~ 
branching varies but the well ruffled and light] 
and most lovely coloring. fertile both ways •.•• , 

HillDJIJl1IJRG ( '83 Maryott) 37!," M. * Brilliant de 
orange b. * Such a fiery beauty! The super tall 
detonate one by one, bursting open to reveal th 
ruffled form. Talk about orbicular and opulent! 
well held and I think they balance the flowers 
loads of rave reviews on this from all over the 
bloomer everywhere! One of just two '83s on the 
things on it! ! ! Fertile both ways and has alrea 

RE* ms ROYAL ffiGIIIESS ( '89 Byers) - see introducti 

1IKY TCIIK BUJES ('88 Schreiner's) 37" M. * Medj 
blue wash below thedeep blue b. and all the pe~ 
and etching! * New here. I went nuts over its 'P' 
distinctive patternings of all time but also so 
that it's applied on an utterly modem, super 
BREAKERS ! And there are ten of these per feet fl 
stalk!!! "My tweezers start cliclting" everytime 

SA* lDINY UI!RI ('78 Hager) 34" ML. * Orchid S., bl 
long feathered orchid horns. * Don't know how 
b~ooming last spring and was ~ impressed! It 
with good horns. What a pleasant surprise! ••••• 

re* 1llT STREAK ( '88 Ghio) 36" EM. * Bright gold S. ; 
heavy, very bright red plicata borders; gold b. 
"zapped"! Hotter than hot! Out of DAZZLIM:; GOLD 
sibs from Joe's famous GIGOLO cross. Very large 
perfect show stallcs with 9 flowers each! Ag~ 
Cruz, reliably! Have so many things a'waiting , 
make babies! ••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••.••••• 

SA* 1ID!. OF PRAYER ( '85 Zurbrigg) * White with yel] 
upward reaching spoons. * An attention grabber! 
can't miss but they're not on good flowers here 
hardy. Carries genes for rebloom and it's ferti 
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Golden yellow S. ; deep orchid-violet F. wit h sharp 
zy viole t horns . * Very bright and color ful flowers 

hafts that are a bit narrow. Usually very vigorous 
BA'.ITLE STAR X BR™N LASSO! Excellent , very t all stalks 
• Got its AM in '87 and i n Phoenix was votedone of t he 

! ! Reblooms in Osborne's mild climate garden • • • • • • $ 7 .00 

* Glowing pale flesh pink S. ; creamy near white F. , 
ft marigold orange b . * New here. "Great", "great" , 
" - everyone likes i t a lot! An excellent doer with exc . 

rs with subs tance as though carved from marble" •• $ 3. 50 

M. * Crystal white S.; medium true blue F. * Perfection 
flowers with the very heaviest corrugated ruffling and 

lovely and so strong producing multiple well branched 
as plenty of increases. What a show it does put on! 
during the winter in mild enough climates anyway and it 

tility both ways •• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••..••••• $ 3 . 25 

·te ground plicata s titched pale blue; pale yellow b. * 
plicata available today! FlouriBhes, even in the most 

s! - has even withstood heavy acid rain! Puts out 2- 3 
clean, large, ruffled, orbicular flowers with over-

talks. Valuable genes! ••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 3. 75 

·ons, page two. 
deep purple on white plicata. * I doubt I' 11 ever be 

clunps always, even when most aren't up to par. Always 
t the climate or how adverse the growing conditions it 

triking flowers. Everything a Dykes iris should be •• $ 2. 75 

Antique gold S.; white F. banded antique gold; thick 
site coloring and form with very heavy corrugated 
gold lace! From Illinois, it's usually super in coldest 
e. From breeding for blue bearded pinks and should give 

·th blue beards. Very fertile both ways •••••••••••• $ 7. 75 

tions, page two. 

* Yellow including b. * ·This is even better than its 
OOOling earlier and it has even lacier more heavily 

fertile and a super parent! With VANITY it has already 
. Extremely floriferous, vigorous and hardy and has 

le rebl0001ers of all around the country. The key to "real" 
astonished at the quality of some of its beautiful 

t fairly heavily but nothing c001pared to how heavily I'm 
to found a dynasty!!! ••••••••••.••••••••••••••••• $ 4. 75 

" E. * A burgundy on white plicata with a central stripe 
Fly S\llllller on in Y!!£f_ mild climates but has been very 
!OOd flowers on well branched stalks. Has received very 
1 one RE report has come in from a colder area ••••••• $ 2 • 50 

M. * White s.; very pale violet F.; pale yellow b. * How 
always blOOOling its head off ••• an everbloomer, that's 
on moldy shriveled up rhizomes laying in the dark in our 
very hardy and disease resistant. OK older form and if 

·ce it's quite hafty but it's very soft and the coloring 
on tall stmdy show stalks, qualities not many older 

•••••••··•••••••· ••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••• $ 4.00 
L. * Light beige-orange including the b. and long smooth 

• ager that I know of. Pretty good lightly ruf:(led flowers 

~

• Pretty good to excellent stalks with 8 buds. Moderate 
ent REPLAY, in early winter in mild enough climates and 

having rebloaned during the summer - from AZ. Was voted 
the A1oenix Convention. Fertile both ways. Limited •• $ 9.50 

ight yellow S.; creamy white F. trinmed with brown 
is as handsome does and this is and does! An excellent 
way too! Super stalks with 9-10 showy flowers of excellent 

• Fertile both ways •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 8. 75 

38" M. * Dresden yellow including b. * Unlike its parent 
• flowers and super tall sturdy show stalks with candle
rmed and very clean tailored flowers consistently put out 
enjoyed both spring and fall even in cold winter areas. 

ly starts reblooming early in October ••••••••••••• $10.50 

!ch S.; ivory F. with buff hafts; tangerine b. * Different 
follent stalks. Seem,i to be quite hardy. Has been one of 
in years when many haven't been up to par • •......••. $ 2. 75 
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RE* HAW,\IIAN SllRF ('83 Moores) 34" EM. * Very pale S.; medium blue-violet F. ; white b. tipped 
yellow. * Reports of it reblooming have come in from CA, TX, TN and WA. A Y!!£f_ nice neglecta 
- big flaring flowers on good stalks. Usually fragrant. It's slowly ca tching on around the 
country ••..••••....••••••••••••••••••••••.....•••....•.••••••••••.••..••••.••.•••••.••• $ 6.00 

RE* HEART OF ICE ('89 Byers) - see introductions, page four. 
re* HKAlllJill BllJSII ('77 Hamner) 35" EM. * Fuschia pink S.; violet F.; tangerine b. * I love this 

more every year, it's so very lovely and so reliable. Luscious coloring, excellent flaring 
form, completely clean haf ts and very well budded tall show stalks with perfect branching and 
very good increase - year after year after year. Hardy and even reblooms in mild enough 
climates. The stalks have leaned here some years. Fertile both ways •••••.•••••••••.•••• $ 2.50 

re* HKAlllJill .ClilJD ('81 Hamner) 35" EM. * Mallow pink or mallow purple S.; lilac F.; pink b. * 
A super child of HEATHER BWSH that can also rebloom in mild enough climates. It's sad that 
something this lovely and great could be overlooked but it has been. At its best it has the 
perfection of form that I dream of with glowing, perfectly clean pastel coloring and all the 
other good things including great vigor and it is very hardy. Excellent pod fertility and a 
proven parent for adding quality to re bloomers. I will continue to use it like crazy! •• $ 3. 25 

re* HEA'.IHl'l!.IDG ( '85 Gatty) 32" M. * Mallow pink washed soft apricot at hafts; reddish orange b. 
* New here. I grew its parent SIMPATICO years ago and was very fond of it. This sounds like 
something I will like a lot too. Can't resist this type of coloring or heavy lace - which 
this has. Terrific! - from all reports thus far, even from Minnesota. Can exudea strong 
sweet perfume! and can rebloom! - in nearly frost free, coastal climates. $ 4.75 

HF.AVffiLY .MG«.S ('79 Gatty) 38" ML. * Pristine snow white with yellow b. * A bubble ruffled 
white beauty with perfect form and heavy substance. Tall, rugged, well budded. Queen Of Show 
stalks. Always great here even when many aren't. Hardy! ••••••••••••••••.•.•..•••.•.•••• $ 3.00 

RE* HF.AVffiLY BLISS ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page four. 

RE* llllR ROYAL filGIINESS ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page four. 

filGH FAUJTIN ('84 M. Dunn) 38" M. * Smooth intense orchid including b. * Great! Super tall, 
sturdy show stalks with large, ruffly, very classy and finished flowers. An updated MARY 
FRANCES that performs just like its Dykes winning parent. Extremely fragrant 
on top of everything 1 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 4. 00 

RE* filGH ID SILVEI!. ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page four. 

filGHLAND HAZE ('86 Keppel) 34" E-M. * A pale pink, white and mauve plicata with white b. 
tipped tangerine-red.* Another wonderful concoction from the plicata magician! One of 
Keith's best I hear! A dandy doer (from all reports so far) even in tougher climates. The 
branching varies but the well ruffled and lightly laced flowers are always super! Unique 
and most lovely coloring. fertile both ways •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 4;25 

JIDlllffiBllRG ( '83 Maryott) 37!," M. * Brilliant deep orange with absolutely huge florescent dark 
orange b. * Such a fiery beauty! The super tall show stalks are loaded with buds that 
detonate one by one, bursting open to reveal the glorious coloring and extremely wide heavily 
ruffled form. Talk about orbicular and opulent! ! ! The standards are cupped open but are so 
well held and I think they balance the flowers and add to its distinctive image. Loads and 
loads of rave reviews on this from all over the country - it's a super excellent grower and 
bloomer everywhere! One of just two '83s on the '88 Popularity Symposisium - the two newest 
things on it! ! ! Fertile both ways and has already given RADIANT ENERGY & OKTOBERFEST! •• $ 5. 00 

RE* ms ROYAL filGIINESS ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page four. 
1111.{Y TCIIK BUJES ('88 Schreiner's) 37" M. * Medium light violet-blue, the F. have a deeper 
blue wash below thedeep blue b. and all the petals are blended with swirling white mottling 
and etching! * New here. I went nuts over its•picture! ! - surely one of the most unique and 
distinctive patternings of all time but also so fascinatingly attractive, helped by the fact 
that it's applied on an utterly modern, super wide and very heavily ruffled flower - like 
BREAKERS! And there are ten of these perfect flowers per tall, extra sturdy, perfect show 
stalk!!! "My tweezers start clicking" everytime I contemplate the possibilities!!! ••••• $22.50 

SA* IIJRNY UIUU ('78 Hager) 34" ML. * Orchid S., blended buff; full rose-orchid F.; yellow b. and 
long feathered orchid horns. * Don't know how I managed to overlook this so long. Saw it 
blooming last spring and was Y!!£f_ impressed! It is very good all the way! Big modem flowers 
with good horns. What a pleasant surprise! •••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 3.50 

re* wr S'll!EAK ('88 Ghio) 36" EM. * Bright gold S.; white F. overlaid bright gold with wide, 
heavy, very bright red plicata borders; gold b. * New here. Saw this last spring too and was 
"zapped"! Hotter than hot! Out of DAZZLING GOLD? Nope! it's perhaps· the best of the super 
sibs from Joe's famous GIGOLO cross. Very large, very wide, heavily ruffled flowers on 
perfect show stalks with 9 flowers each! A good grower too. And it reblooms for Ghio in Santa 
Cruz, reliably! Have so many things a 'waiting for a mate likethis ••• sure hope it wants to 
make babies! ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $21.00 

SA* IIER OF Pl!AYHR ( '85 Zurbrigg) * White with yellow hafts and b. and huge yellow flounces .or 
upward reaching spoons. * An attention grabber! Very consistent wild appendages that you 
can't miss but they're not on good flowers here. A super strong grower everywhere and very 
hardy. Carries genes for rebloom and it's fertile both ways ............................. $ 5.00 
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SA* 1IlWDY DO ( '86 Byers) 35" E-L. * Silver-white with a faint yellow glow at hafts; bushy blue
re white b. heavily tipped orange-gold and purple horns.* The domed and flared ruffled flowers 

would have excellent form but for narrowish hafts. So many raves have already come in on it. 
It's extremely slrong, usually giving multiple show stalks and loads of good increases most 
everywhere. Consistently sports its good purple horns which with the bushy gold beards are 
very effective on the white flowers. It's usually fragrant, very fertile both ways and has 
proven to be a superb parent for both improved space agers and rebloomers. Have just received 
the first report of it itself reblooming, in Southern California •••••••••••••.••••••... $6.00 

re* lllJIA DANCm ( '85 Shoop) 36" M. * Purplish brown S.; orange F.; tangerine b. * One of the 
best of this wild new series from Sho •p - reverse orangy bicolors! Not just unique, this is 
~ attractive! Well branched stalks with 7 flowers each of exceptional form with wide 
round falls. Vigorous too and has rebloomed, at least once! ••.••.••••.••..•.....••.•.•. $ 4.50 

ICE SCIJLPilJRE ( '75 Hager) 36" M. * Op;ns palest blue, then turns snow white. * This swept me 
off my feet many years ago and I've never wavered in n,y love and admiration for it. Superior 
to many of the Dykes winners it has many qualities that are still rare today. Gigantic fully 
formed broad flowers and unlike most that have flowers even approaching this size it doesn't 
have a meager bud count - in fact it's very high (9-13)! ! On top of this it tends to give 
multiple stalks! and what stalks they are, very thick and strong with perfectly spaced 
branches! And it gives lots of big pvtatoes of increases here and all over the country - year 
after year. Talk about strong! Rot resistant and it's fragrant. Pod fertile •••.......•• $3.00 

RE* I DO ('74 Zurbrigg) 30" E-M. * White with white b. tipped yellow. * A strong and reliable 
rebloomer for the whole country and an excellent parent for more of the same that already 
has given some everbloomers - BROTilER CARL, IMMORTALITY and HIGH HO SILVER. Nice flowers on 
shorter stalks. Very vig01ous, floriferous and hardy. Limited •......................... $ 5.00 

RE* IILiliI REPF.Anll. ( '72 !'. Varner) 34" EM. * A creamy white ground plicata with mulberry stitch
ing and a mulberry line down the F. * New here. Another reblooming treasure that I somehow 
managed to overlook for such a long time. Fron lllinois! Multiple tall, strong, well branched 
stalks with large ruffled flowers and it's very vigorous and hardy. Early and strong rebloom 
around the country ..• and get ready, it's extremely fragrant, very strong and very sweet. $3. 25 

re* IMAGE MAKER ('83 Williamson) 34" ML. * A yellow bitone with yellow b. * Well formed clean 
and bright lightly ruffled flowers on good stalks. Super hardy and one of the most vigorous 
irises I've grown. Reblooms a little, in very mild climates ••....•..•.••••..••••..••••• $ 2.50 

IllllLATION ( '78 Hager) 36" M. * A red sienna blend with yellow b. * New here. One from the 
master that came before my time (in irises). I've heard nary a word on it •.•........... $ 2.50 

RE* IlHlRTALTIY ( '82 Zurbrigg) 30" M. * White with white b. * The most prolific everbloomer of 
all in some cold winter climates and reblooms very well everywhere. Very nice smaller flowers 
that are fragrant on shorter stalks. A fantastic parent for improved rebloomers for the 
toughest areas . Around 200 of its seedlings have rebloomed here and some have been very nice! 
Can give babies with~. fully modern flowers on tall show stalks that rebloom like crazy! 
We' re introducing two this year - SECOND WIND and SILVER SCREEN and there will be more. 
Should be perfect for reblooming IBs too! A number of formally "oncer-only" hybridizers are 
working with it now and it will surely have quite an impact on the irises of tomorrow!.$ 6.00 

IMPFlUAL '.DIBME ( '88 K. Mohr) 36" M. * Full Concord grape including b. * New here. A different 
violet. Super flowers - broad, ruffled and balanced on super, well budded stalks. That's all 
so far. Loved its picture •...•••••.•.•••.••.•...•••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••.••••.•.• $16.00 

IK:A ~ ('84/'85 Blyth) 34" M. * Pastel blue S.; paler pastel blue F. with a chartreuse 
overlay; large vivid blue b. * I got this Australian because I heard it really is one of the 
best blue bearded pastels. That was enough for me! Rare and much sought after! .••••••.• $ 6.00 

INFINITE GRACE ('82 Hamblen) 36" M. * White S. lightly flushed pink; pink F. with lighter 
rims and amber hafts; red b. tipped white.* The class leader for years and still one of the 
best. An elite iris with slightly smaller flowers with the tightly constructed form and 
substance so many in this class have lacked. Lovely coloring, excellent well budded stalks 
and it's dependably vigorous and floriferous all over the country. An easy podder .••••• $ 2.75 

~ IVEY ('85 Hamblen) 36" M. * Rosy pink S.; deeper F., the centers lighten after opening 
leaving a wide rim of deep rosy pink; deeper yet rosy pink b. * This GLORY BOUND child is 
definitely bound for glory! A star here, year after year! In our heat the "rose" disappears 
leaving a lacy hot deep true pink. Flawless, wide, heavily ruffled flowers on superb stalks 
and it is super strong. Raves from all iris climates. Puts out a strong spicy perfume •• $ 5.50 

RE* INNEX VISION ('85 Hager) 36" M. * Blue-white S.; white F.; white beard changing to tangerine 
in the throat.* Very large, orbicular, heavily ruffled and lavishly laced flowers of subtle 
sublime coloring on good tall stalks. Seems to usually be very vigorous and floriferous. It 
can give sumner rebloom - RE reports so far from Orland, Stockton, San Jose and Fresno. Has 
some pod fertility and I'm using it. A lot to offer including the rebloom, the super form, 
the coloring and the heavy lace! ....................................................... $ 6.00 

INIUITION ( '77 Ghio) 33" ML. * Dark blue with greenish brown b. * Truly unique - there's 
nothing like it! The mossy beards really set off the deep blue flowers. Good form and stalks 
and it seems to be pretty hardy. Variable growth I hear but has always been very strong 
here ..••...•••..••••••••••••••••••.••..••••..•••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 2.50 

IRIS IRENE ('85 Gatty) 30" M-L. * Buffy peach with golden peach hafts ahd strong fire red b. 
* A real peach of a peach - still one of the finest ever! A riot of ruffles and lace set off 
by brilliant red beards! Good on all counts! ••••..•••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••.•••• $ 4.00 
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JF.AN GRAHAM ( '84 Durrance) 38" EM. * Deep yello 
I·' ve yet to hear a word on this Coloradoan. Sho 
ENDOWED) and very hardy - from Denver, the mile 

RE* JF.AN GIJYMffi ( '77 Zurbrigg) 36" E-L. * Apricot-p 
and reliable rebloomer for the coldest areas as 
for the summer and fall border but ratber poori 
giving good rebloomers with much better flowers 
fabulous! .••...•.••...•••• ··••···•·······•····· 
JEDI KNIGIIT ( '88 J. Nelson) 36". M. * Pastel ere 
cream-white F. banded with rich cream-yellow;• 
imposing flowers of wide ruffled form and terri 
and floriferous. Fine new "blood" for the red t 
BLOWTORCH! ! ! • • • · · · • • • • • · · • • • · · • • • · · · • • • • • · .•• " ] 

RE* Jli2iNIFEll. REBJiJXA ( '85 Zurbrigg) 35" M. * Rosy n 
and a superstar she will be - she's going far, 
she got all the best they had to offer! Mouthw~ 
of excellent form with very round petals and t~ 
stance, excellent artistic S-curved stalks, onE 
tendencies of all and on top of everything she I 
~ unwilling parent but has been known to w01 

JESSE"S SON:; ( '83 Williamson) 36" M. * A clean 
sanded into solid menthyl-violet borders; lemo 
The word is out and everyone that doesn't alre· 
the very most votes of all and last year was 
Symposium, the two youngest varieties on it 
varieties that is incredibly disease resistant 
- extremely hardy!Very well formed ruffled fl 
on heavily budded show stalks. One for all gan 
able ones where so many have problems. Fertile 

RE* JOONNY G ( '83 Zurbrigg) 35" M. * Light cream S 
ed yellow near-amoena is being overlooked. It' 
will at times even come early enough for some 
stalks. fertile both ways •...•••••...••...••. · 

RE* JUICY FIIUIT ( '89 byers) - see introductions, 

re* JUNE SIJNSK[ ( '81 niswonger) 34" M. * Near whit 
a good show. Good form and lovely coloring. 1· 
little at times. Very vigorous and floriferous 
JUST MARRIID ('84 Ghio) 32" ML. * Blended pean 
reports - it ' s very hardy and vigorous. The s 
flowers - with lace and bubbly ruffles! Lovel)j 
range of exotic colors to its babies - pod fei 
KAREN CIIRISTINE ('85 Ensminger) 35" ML. * Whi 
down the F.; fire red b. with a \" tip of via 
the coloring is! Strikingly different and ve 
popular. From breeding for blue bearded pinks •

1 quest and I feel certain that with another stt 
probably several all at once in different par~ 
did!. They' re almost here - real pink-pinks w1 t 

KAYLA ( '85 M. Dunn) 37" M. * Icy orchid with ~ 
GRAND WALTZ and seems to have inherited all t 
heavy lace but fortunately not its aversion to 
ing manifest. Excellent, very wide ruffled flo 
Free of bloom and increase even in the most se 

LADY CHATTilRLY ( '83 Gaulter) 38" M. * Orchid~ 
so far. I did hear from someone in Nebraska t 
performers there. Very smooth heavily ruffled 

RE* LAS VJ;X;AS ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, pa 

SA* LATE LIFIDFF ('88 Byers) 36" M-1. * Creamy co 
pale pink horns that adhere to the falls half 
but its claim to fame is those horns referred 
seedlings here this is the only one to ever hi 
every fall of every flower here 1 Excellent sul 
vigorous and . floriferous •.••.••••.•.•.•••••.. 

RE* LATEST STILE ( '79 Zurbrigg) 34" VL. * White S 
b. * A strong and reliable rebloomer for the 
ciated in the coldest winter areas. Its short 
lovely coloring, good form and is very vigorol 
rebloomer collections! Fertile botb ways and 
like DITIO! Think I'll find out!! The qualit 
strength and the fragrance! ! ! Has already gi 
and nearly unbelievably strong perfumes ••••.• 



ilver-white with a faint yellow glow at hafts; bushy blue
ld and purple horns. * The domed and flared ruffled flowers 
narrowish hafts. So many raves have already come in on it. 

ving multiple show stalks and loads of good increases most 
ts good purple horns which with the bushy gold beards are 
s. It's usually fragrant, very fertile both ways and has 
th improved space agers and rebloomers. Have just received 

looming, in Southern California ..••••....••••...•••••• $6.00 

Purplish brown S.; orange F.; tangerine b. * One of the 
Sim 'P - reverse orangy bicolors ! Not just unique, this is 

alks with 7 flowers each of exceptional form with wide 
reblocmed, at least once! .•••••..••..• •••••.•..• .••.. $ 4. 50 

* Or= palest blue, then turns snow white. * This swept me 
ve never wavered in n,y Jove and admiration for it. Superior 

s many qualities that are still rare today. Gigantic fully 
st that have flowers even approaching this size it doesn't 

' it's very high (9-13) ! ! On top of this it tends to give 
they are, very thick and strong with perfectly spaced 
g pvtatoes of increases here and all over the country - year 
t resistant and it's fragrant. Pod fertile ••••.••.••.• $3.00 

·te with white b. tipped yellow. * A strong and reliable 
an excellent parent for more of the same that already 

CARL, IMM0RTALI1Y and HIGH HO SILVER. Nice flowers on 
oriferous and hardy. Limited •. ..............•......... $ 5. 00 

" ™· * A creamy white ground plicata with mulberry stitch
F. * New here. Another reblooming treasure that I somehow 
~ time. Fran Illinois! Multiple tall, strong, well branched 
I and it's very vigorous and hardy. Early and strong rebloom 
y, it's extremely fragrant, very strong and very sweet.$3.25 

. * A yellow bitone with yellow b. * Well formed clean rs on good stalks. Super hardy and one of the most vigorous 
tle, in very mild climates •.•.••••••..••••.••.••••••.• $ 2.50 

red sienna blend with yellow b. * New here. One from the 
·n irises). I've heard nary a word on it. .•.••••...••• $ 2.50 

* White with white b. * The most prolific everbloomer of 
and reblooms very well everywhere. Very nice smaller flowers 

• A fantastic parent for improved rebloomers for the 
seedlings have rebloomed here and some have been very nice! 
em flowers on tall show stalks that rebloom like crazy! 

SOCOND WIND and SILVER SCREEN and there will be more. 
IBs too! A number of formally "oncer-only" hybridizers are 

ely have quite an impact on the irises of tomorrow!.$ 6.00 

• * Full Concord grape including b. * New here. A different 
fled and balanced on super, well budded stalks. That's all 

••..••••••.....•••.•.•••••...•••••••.•.•••••.••••.•.•• $16.00 

* Pastel blue S.; paler pastel blue F. with a chartreuse 
got this Australian because I heard it really is one of the 

s enough for me! Rare and much sought after! ••..••••• $ 6. 00 

. * White S. lightly flushed pink; pink F. with lighter 
d white. * The class leader for years and still one of the 
smaller flowers with the tightly constructed form and 
ve lacked. Lovely coloring, excellent well budded stalks 
loriferous all over the country. An easy podder ..•••• $ 2. 75 

Rosy pink S.; deeper F., the centers lighten after opening 
ink; deeper yet rosy pink b. * This GLORY BOUND child is 

here, year after year! In our heat the "rose" disappears 
Flawless, wide, heavily ruffled flowers on superb stalks 
all iris climates. Puts out a strong spicy perfume •• $ 5.50 

Blue-white S. ; white F. ; white beard changing to tangerine 
ular, heavily ruffled and lavishly laced flowers of subtle 
ks. Seems to usually be very vigorous and floriferous. It 

rts so far from Orland, Stockton, San Jose and Fresno. Has 
· t. A lot to offer including the rebloom, the super form, 
•.•...••••.••....••••.•.•••••••.••••••• , .••••• , •••.•••• $ 6.00 

k blue with greenish brown b. * Truly unique - there's 
really set off the deep blue flowers. Good form and stalks 
ariable growth I hear but has always been very strong 

•...•.••••..•.•••.•.•.•••••••..•••••••••••••• , •••••••• $ 2.50 

Buffy peach with golden peach hafts and strong fire red b. 
one of the finest ever! A riot of ruffles and lace set off 
11 counts!, ••••••••••••••.•••••.••••••..•••••••••••.• $ 4.00 
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JF.AN GRAHAM ( '84 Durrance) 38" EM. * Deep yellow with bushy deep yellow b. * New here and 
I•'ve yet to hear a word on this Coloradoan. Should be very bright (GOLD GALORE X WELL 
ENDOWED) and very hardy - from Denver, the mile high city! ..•••.••.•.•....••••.•••.•..• $3.00 

RE" JF.AN GU\'.HEX ( '77 Zurbrigg) 36" E-L. * Apricot-pink with tangerine b. *Avery early, heavy 
and reliable rebloomer for the coldest areas as well as the milder ones. Great garden color 
for the summer and fall border but rather poorish form. Super fertility both ways and is 
giving good rebloomers with much better flowers. Its PINK ATTRACTION is supposed to be just 
fabulous! .•...•...•.••••••..••••......•........••....•.••••••......•.....••.••••..•...• $ 3. 75 

JEDI KNIGHT ( '88 J. Nelson) 36". M. * Pastel cream-yellow S. washed and netted deeper yellow; 
cream-white F. banded with rich cream-yellow; very bright tangerine-red b. * New here. Large 
imposing flowers of wide ruffled form and terrific coloring on good sturdy stalks. Vigorous 
and floriferous. Fine new "blood" for the red bearded yellows! Should be terrific with 
BLOWTORCH! ! ! ..••••....•..•....•..•••••••••...•••.•...........••...••..•••..••...••••••• $17. 50 

RE" JE2iNIFER. REBHx:A ( '85 Zurbrigg) 35" M. * Rosy mauve-pink with tangerine b. * Bred for stardom 
and a superstar she will be - she's going far, very far indeed! ! 1 From GRACE THOMAS X VANI1Y 
she got all· the best they had to offer! Mouthwatering crystalline coloring, ruffled flowers 
of excellent form with very round petals and they' re daintily laced, excellent crisp sub
stance, excellent artistic S-curved stalks, one of the very strongest and earliest reblooming 
tendencies of all and on top of everything she's fragrant like VANI1Y!!! Unfortunately a 
~ unwilling parent but has been known to work both ways •.• .•. ••••• ..•...•••.•••...•• $25.00 

JES',E"S scu; ('83 Williamson) 36" M. * A clean white ground plicata, all petal edges are 
sanded into solid menthyl-violet borders; lemon b. tipped blue-white. * The next Dykes?!!! 
The word is out and everyone that doesn't already have it wants it! Got its AM in '87 with 
the very most votes of all and last year was one of just two '83s on the National llopularity 
Symposium, the two youngest varieties on it and it placed way up there!! One of those rare 
varieties that is incredibly disease resistant and super vigorous and floriferous everywhere 
- extremely hardy!Very well formed ruffled flowers of different and very attractive coloring 
on heavily budded show stalks. One for all gardens but especially for those really inhospit
able ones where so many have problems. Fertile both ways! ! ! ..••....•.•..•....•••....•.. $ 4. 00 

RE" JCIINNY G ( '83 Zurbrigg) 35" M. * Light cream S.; light yellow F.; yellow h. * This well form
ed yellow near-amoena is being overlooked. It's very hardy and very vigorous and the rebloom 
will at times even come early enough for some of the colder parts of the country. Good 
stalks. fertile both ways •••••••••••.•••.••••••••••••••••..•...•.•.••..•....•••.••••••. $ 4.00 

RE" JUICY FIIIJIT ( '89 byers) - see introductions, page four. 

re* JUNE SUNSET ( '81 niswonger) 34" M. * Near white S.; peachy orange F.; tangerine b. * Puts on 
a good show. Good form and lovely coloring. Like several from this line it can rebloom 2 

little at times. Very vigorous and floriferous and it's hardy. fertile ..•.....••••••••• $ 2.75 
.RIST MARRIED ( '84 Ghio) 32" ML. * Blended pearly rose with tangerine b. * New here. Lots of 
reports - it's very hardy and vigorous. The standards are a bit open, otherwise it has super 
flowers - with lace and bubbly ruffles! Lovely and different coloring and it gives a wide 
range of exotic colors to its babies - pod fertile ••• : .•.••.•..........••.......••••..• $ 4. 00 
KARm CHRISTINE ('85 Ensminger) 35" ML. * White infused magenta with a darker magenta line 
down the F.; fire red b. with a\" tip of violet. * The form though not bad is not super but 
the coloring is! Strikingly different and very beautiful. This has already become quite 
popular. From breeding for blue bearded pinks. Such wondrous things are resulting from this 
quest and I feel certain that with another stir or two of the pot they will start appearing -
probably several all at once in different parts of the country, like the MULLED WINE types 
did! They're almost here - real pink-pinks with real blue-blue beards! •••••.••••....••. $ 3.25 

KAYIA ('85 M. Dunn) 37" M. * Icy orchid with pale orchid b. tipped white. * It's out of 
GRAND WALTZ and seems to have inherited all the best from this classic beauty including its 
heavy lace but fortunately not its aversion to warmer CA climates that many from this breed
ing manifest. Excellent, very wide ruffled flowers on super tall stalks with show branching. 
Free of bloom and increase even in the most severe climates ..•.•••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 4. 50 

LADY CHATillRLY ( '83 Gaulter) 38" M. * Orchid with orchid-white b. * Little has come in on it 
so far. I did hear from someone in Nebraska that it is one of their very most superb · 
performers there. Very smooth heavily ruffled and fluted flowers ..•.....•..•.•••..•.... $ 2. 75 

RE" LAS~ ('89 Byers) - see introductions, page five. 

SA* LATE LIFTOFF ('88 Byers) 36" M-L. * Creamy coral-apricot with red-orange b. and long smooth 
pale pink horns that adhere to the falls halfway down then lift off.* Pretty good flowers 
but its claim to fame is those horns referred to in its name. Of thousands of space age 
seedlings here this is the only one to ever have appendages do this and they always do it on 
every fall of every flower here! Excellent substance, excellent stalks and it's very 
vigorous and . floriferous ••••.•..••..............•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••...••..... $15. 00 

RE" LATEST STYLE ('79 Zurbrigg) 34" VL. * White S. flushed violet at the bases; violet F.; yellow 
b. * A strong and reliable rebloomer for the whole country that should be especially appre
ciated in the coldest winter areas. Its shorter stalks often lack branching but it has 
lovely coloring, good form and is very vigorous everywhere. Fragrant too! Should be in all 
rebloomer collections! Fertile both ways and would surely be fantastic used with something 
like DITro! Think I'll find out!! The quality, the coloring, the size, the rebloom, the 
strength and the fragrance!!! Has already given small reblooming seedlings here with terrific 
and nearly unbelievably strong perfumes ..••••.•••.••..•••....•.••••.•••••••••••••.••••• $ 4.00 
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re* LATIJI IIIDIWlAY ( '86 Nichols) 34" M-L. * Smoky white S. lightly infused lavender; red F. with 
a changeable taffeta effect with glints of wine and violet, tannish borders and has a violet 
flash right below the bright yellow-orange b. * This is it! The one that now has the whole 
iris world buzzing! At the convention in OK last year it got the President's Cup, by a land
slide and was voted the top favorite guest seen!! Also - it got its HM last year with the 
third most votes - only EDITH W. and DUSKY C. beat it! Incredibly vigorous and floriferous 
everywhere. What a show a show it does put on - in the garden or on the show bench! Excellent 
flowers with terrific contrast and lots of flash on excellent stalks. Rebloomed in Stockton 
last year! ! Talk about breeding potential! ! ! ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 6. 50 

LATIN IIOCK ('84 Schreiner's) Peach-pi,,k S.; smooth velvety plum F.; light red-tangerine b.* 
Considered by many to be one of the very be&t '84 intros. Wonderful coloring with sharp 
contrast and very smooth hafts. Fine form and good qualities throughout. Strong, very tall 
well branched stalks. Demands attention! ...•••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••• $ 3.00 

SA* IAVFJIO ~ ( '86 Bartlett) 40" M-L. * Light lavender with tangerine b. and long lavender 
spoons. * Big, well formed, ruffled and lightly laced flowers with good substance on very 
tall well branched stalks. Consistent with its long spoons! Took Best Seedling at the '85 
Region 15 Spring Trek! Just great! ••••..•.••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $10.00 

re* Ll'DA'S LOVER ('80 Hager) 38" M: * Wann white with pale yellow b. * A chip off the ICE 
SCULPI'URE block - it has many of its parenL's sterling qualities and other qualities as well 
including bubble ruffling and heavy substance. It doesn't have the high bud count but gives 
even more stalks and lots of big increases here every year. One of the best whites ever and 
very popular. I had been amazed at the large number of its seedlings that have rebloomed here 
from crosses with oncers and then found out that it can itself rebloom, in~ mild 
climates. A fantastic parent for adding quality to rebloomer lines. Pod fertile •••••••• $ 3.50 

RE* I..llKti WEI ( '78 R.G. Smith) 30" M. * Whit<', the F. have yellow bands; yellow b. * A rebloom
ing BRIDE'S HALO! A shorter but very nice ruffled and clean rebloomer that reblooms in the 
coldest as well as the mildest climates. A good performer most everywhere. Out of LEM'.JN MIST 
and it's pod fertile •••••••••••••••••••••••..••••••••.••..•••••••.•••••••••••••..••.••. $ 5.00 

RE* I..llKti l!l!fUCII<»f ( '78 R.G. Smith) 30" M. * Bright greenish yellow with yellow b. * Another 
good rebloomer out of LEM'.JN MIST. So many raves have come in on this from around the country! 
A very reliable rebloomer that usually starts in the fall but sometimes starts in July or 
August. Very nice ruffled flowers. Pod fertile ••••••••••••.••••.•.••...••.•••••.••••••• $ 5.00 

LKr' S DAK:E ( '86 R. Nelson) 31" ML. * Clear yellow S.; violet F. with precise tan rims; rusty 
bronze b. * Beautifully formed and beautifully ruffled flowers, unusual and showy. Usually 
gives lots of well branched stalks and lots of increases. Extremely hardy - can take coldest 
winters in stride I hear •••••••••.••.•••.•••••••.•.•••.••••••••••..•••••••••••.••••.••. $ 5.25 

re* LIAISOO" ('86 Ghio) 36" M. * Pink S.; very plush and velvety purple F. banded with a pink 
border and has a white stripy sunburst pattern around its tangerine b. * From RINGO X MAGIC 
MAN - both which can rebloom at times in mild enough climates and so can it! Wild coloring -
it's a stunner that nobody misses!!! Garden visitors love it! Only fair branching but should 
be a most exciting parent - for wild rebloomers •••••••••••••••••••.••••.••••••••..••••• $ 8.00 

RE* UCl!ffi ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page five. 
RE* UGlt BEAM ('85/'86 Blyth) 34" E-M. * (the yellow on this varies - between bright lemon and 

old gold) tµe S. are solid yellow on the outsides, white on the insides with yellow speckles; 
the F. are white with borders stitched with yellow plicating and it has tiny yellow dots 
sprinkled over the centers; white b. tipped gold.* Believe it? A real plicata in just white 
and yellow? Well, it really is! nie very first of its kind - ever, ever, ever!!! Many of 
these foreign things take a while before the American iris world knows they exist - the only 
explanation I can think of for it not already having set it to spinning like a top! Its 
coloring is just the beginning - it's absolutely perfect in every single respect here! 
Perfect, broad, heavily ruffled flowers on perfect, strong, well budded stalks! Tremendously 
strong and vigorous plants! And - get ready - it's a good re bloomer! ! ! The RE reports are 
already coming in. Reblooms some even in cold winter areas like Missouri and is a very 
reliable rebloomer in milder areas like Australia, New Zealand and most of California! Last 
SUJJJDer here it gave two perfect RE stalks, one each in July and August (from just rhizome 
planted the previous fall) and it still left a huge clump! It did this in 105° heat that was 
cooking things in their budsthat didn't have exceptional substance. Its flowers not only 
opened but stayed open over 3 days!!! From BROADWAY X BEVERLY SILJ.S - the llind reels! So 
many ways to go with it - reblooming pinks, plicatas, variegata-plicatas, yellow or pink on 
white plicatas, even with plicata recessives, the white, lemon or pink "ices"!!! Sure can't 
wait for spring! •••••••••••••••..•••••.••.•••.•.•••••.•••••.••••••••••••••.•••••••••••• $ 7. 75 

ULAC GLI"J.'TER ( '85 Michel) 30" M. * Lilac with mandarin red b. * Frcxn cold country. It's very 
lacy and very pretty but practically nothing has come in on it so far •••••••••••••••.•• $ 4.25 
ULAC LASS ('82 Niswonger) 34" M. * Blue-lilac S.; white F. witha hint of lilac; white b. 
tipped tangerine.* Unusual and most lovely. Exceptionally vigorous and floriferous, 
especially in the coldest winter areas ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 3.00 
ULAC WINE ('77 Blyth) 36" E-M. * Silvery lilac S. blending to beige at bases; velvety plum
wine F.; yellow b. New here. Pure enchantment I hear - bright lovely flowers on ideal stalks 
and gives multiple stalks and increases ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••• $ 2.50 
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re* LillDIKi IDVE ('86 Meek) 36" M-L. * Pinkish ore 
white F. dotted pinkish orchid, deeper at the h, 
b. tipped orchid. * Very good lacy, heavily ruff 
well around the country, even in coldest, toughe 
from Nebraska! ~ interesting!! .............. . 

re* LITILE KDI ('85 Ghio) 38" E-M. * Mid blue S.; ~ 
re bloom for Ghio, nowhere else apparently. Abso~ 
So many rebloorners have smaller flowers on shoq 
of s~thing like this. Very well formed wide fl 
and 1 t s very vigorous .....••••....•.•••.......• 

UVE KJSIC ('83 Schreiner's) 38" ML. * Peach-pi 
the centers; orange b. * Gorgeous distinctive c~ 
budded show stalks. Has been very good and vigoi 
areas ......................................... . 
UIID JEFF ( '81 Waite) 37" M-L. * Dark violet wil 
for a long time but is finally getting discover 
last year! Always has tremendous tall show stal~ 
not conman on flowers of this depth. Excellent f 
healthy, strong plants - one of the strongest o 

SA* UJVEBilID ( '88 Byers) 30" EM-ML. * Pale pink sti , 
re orange b. and fuzzy red-violet horns. * This pe\ 

very floriferous. Though its shorter stalks don 
have 7 smaller, super lovely, tightly constructe 
iest substance each. Fertile both ways but nruch 
the winter in very mild climates. Qoe-of-a-kind. 

LOVELY KAY ( '80 Hamblen) 32" ML. * Orchid-pink ~ 
heavily ruffled, domed and horizontally flared { 
excellent in all catagories and very hardy. Usw 
carrier! One of Sophistication's parents ...•••. 
lOVE POEM (86) Williamson) 36" M-L. *Deep orchi 
apricot and pink; vivid red b. * What a fantasti 
round flowers, frothy with lace! A good grower 
thus far, even from toughest clirna tes ! ........• 
LOYAL DEVOTil»I ( '82 Waltermire) 30" EM. * Sky b1 
ever, what a delightful beauty it is! Blocky ruf 
on rugged, well branched stalks. Superb plant ha 
hardy. Good bud count. Pod fertile •........•.•. 
UlNAR FUXH:E (84 Shockey) 36" M. * Bright yell~ 
of the most wonderful surprises of all here! Sl;"i 
A blast of brightness that isn't in the least d1 
ruffled flowers of heaviest substance on sturdy 

SA* UJRID ( '87 Byers) 36" M-L. * White with red-or"'l 
sports its long beckoning horns and has bright 
flowers on excellent stalks w.i th 5-7 buds. Such 
ducing loads of big increases even in years wbe~ 
irises ever here. Out of a horned rebloorning S 
several reblooming sibs. Very fertile both ways 
rebloomers and reblooming space agers. n.e horn,! 
BLISS •... .•.....................................• 

IIlXllRY LACE (83 Greenwood) 30" M. * Deep coral ~ 
tangerine-pink b. * New he:re. Lavish lace, rare 
- "first class all the way", "nice shorter stal 

LYRICAL (78 Gatty) 36" M. * Peach-pink touched a 
yellow; flame red b. * A jewel! Exquisite colori 
wide and clean and touched with lace. Good to "" 
heard nothing on it from the North or East. •...• 

RE* MABEL ANillrnlS ( '83 Zurbrigg) 31" M. * Pink blend 
A giant step forward in the cold country reblo°'l 
scrumptious coloring! Ranges between raspberry e 
off by bright red "maraschino" beards! ! Variabl 
it will rebloom most everywhere. From FOND WISH 

MAGIC ( '87 Hager) 35" M. * The flowers open orcli 
age leaving the pink; the deep blue-violet b. li 
~ven in the heat. * Magic indeed!!! Probably th~ 
for and dreamed about but oh so difficult to a 
This coloring on such an enchanting and refined 
All reports so far - even from very cold winter 
beards are a shocker and on top of everything H 

SA* MAGIC KDGJC»I ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, 
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L. * Smoky white S. lightly infused lavender; red F, with 
ints of wine and violet, tannish borders and has a violet 

pw-orange b. * nri.s is it! The one that now has the whole 

E
. on in OK last year it got the President's Cup, by a land
e guest seen!! Also - it got its HM last year with the 

OOSKY C. beat it! Incredibly vigorous and floriferous 
1 oes put on - in the garden~ on the show bench! Excellent 
lots of flash on excellent stalks. Rebloomed in Stockton 
ential ! ! ! .... , ..••.. , •. , . , , , , •.• , , • , • , , , , , , ,., ....... $ 6. 50 

pit,k s.; smooth velvety plum F.; light red-tangerine b. * 
very be& t '84 intros. Wonderful coloring with sharp 

form and good qualities throughout, Strong, very tall 
tion! ...•••••.•••.•••••••••••••• , ••••••••.••••.• , ••• $ 3.00 

L. * Light lavender with tangerine b. and long lavender 
and lightly laced flowers with good substance on very 
t with its long spoons! Took Best Seedling at the '85 

•• • ••.•.•.••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $10.00 

rm whi tc with pale yellow b. * A chip off the ICE 
s parent's sterling qualities and other qualities as well 
substance. It doesn't have the high bud count but gives 
reases here every year. One of the best whites ever and 

the large number of its seedlings that have rebloomed here 
found out that it can itself rebloom, in~ mild 
ding quality to rebloomer lines. Pod fertile •••••••• $ 3.50 

* White, the F. have yellow bands; yellow b. * A rebloom
ry nice ruffled and clean rebloomer that reblooms in the 

tes. A good perfonner most everywhere. Out of LEMON MIST 
•• ••..•••.••••.•• , •••••••••.•••••••.••••••••.•••••••. $ 5.00 

30" M. * Bright greenish yellow with yellow b. * Another 
So many raves have come in on this from around the country! 

ly starts in the fall but sometimes starts in July or 
Pod fertile ••••••••••••.••••••..•••••..•.••••••••••• $ 5.00 

1• * Clear yellow S.; violet F. with precise tan rims; rusty 
I beautifully ruffled flowers, unusual and showy. Usually 

and lots of increases. Extremely hardy - can take coldest 
•••••..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••• • $ 5.25 

·.; very plush and velvety purple F. banded with a pink 
purst pattern around its tangerine b. * From RINGO X MAGIC 
Lmes in mild enough climates and so can it! Wild coloring -
j ! ! Garden visitors love it! Only fair branching but should 

d rebloomers •••.••.•••••••.•••••••••.•••.••••..••••• $ 8. 00 

ions, page five. 
• * (the yellow on this varies - between bright lemon and 
on the outsides, white on the insides with yellow speckles; 
ched with yellow plicating and it has tiny yellow dots 
b . tipped gold.* Believe it? A real plicata in just white 

very first of its kind - ever, ever, ever! ! ! Many of 
before the American iris world knows they exist - the only 
not already having set it to spinning like a top! Its 
t' s absolutely perfect in every single respect here! 
owers on perfect, strong, well budded stalks! Tremendously 
get ready - it's a good rebloomer ! ! ! The RE reports are 

!!Ven in cold winter areas like Missouri and is a very 
~ like Australia, New Zealand and most of California ! Last 

stalks, one each in July and August (from just rhizome 
still left a huge clump! It did this in 105° heat that was 
didn't have exceptional substance. Its flowers not only 

s ! ! ! From BROADWAY X BEVERLY SILIS - the llind reels! So 
' pinks, plicatas, variegata-plicatas, yellow or pink on 
recessives, the white, lemon or pink 11 ices" ! ! ! Sure can't 
• ••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •• $ 7. 75 

* Lilac with mandarin red b. * From cold country. It's very 
1 ly nothing has come in on it so far .................. $ 4.25 
* Blue-lilac S.; white F. witha hint of lilac; white b. 

rst lovely. Exceptionally vigorous and floriferous, 
eas ..... , •••••••••••••••• , .••••••••••••••••••••• ,,, .$ 3.00 

Silvery lilac S, blending to beige at bases; velvety plum
enchantment I hear - bright lovely flowers on ideal stalks 
eases •••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••••••• , .......... $ 2.50 
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re* I.J1GilU]r; LOVE ( '86 Meek) 36" M-L. * Pinkish orchid S. with lighter markings at the midribs; 
white F. dotted pinkish orchid, deeper at the hafts and pinkish orchid plicata edges; coral 
b. tipped orchid. * Very good lacy, heavily ruffled flowers. Sounds so lovely! Is performing 
well around the country, even in coldest, toughest areas. One RE report has come in so far -
from Nebraska! ~interesting!! ...... ·: .............................................. $ 6.50 

re* LITI1E Km ( '85 Ghio) 38" E-M. * Mid blue S.; white F.; blue-white b. * Gives some sunrner 
rebloom for Ghio, nowhere else apparently. Absolutely gigantic . flowers on super tall stalks. 
So many rebloomers have smaller flowers on shorter stalks and I think could use a good shot 
of something like this. Very well formed wide flowers with domed standards and good substance 
and it's very vigorous .•...•••••••.••••••...••.•.......•......•.••••.•.•••..........•.• $ 4. 75 

LIVE KJSIC ('83 Schreiner's) 38" ML. * Peach-pink S.; rose-lavender F. with a pink line down 
the centers; orange b. * Gorgeous distinctive coloring on good broad and lacy flowers on well 
budded show stalks. Has been very good and vigorous here but can be only fair in cold winter 
areas .•••••••••••••••..•••••••••••••••••.••.•.••••......•••..•••••••••••••••.•..•.•..•• $ 4.00 
UJRD JEFF ( '81 Waite) 37" M-L. * Dark violet with self b. tipped yellow-brown. * Overlooked 
for a long time but is finally getting discovered and receiving some recognition. Got an AM 
last year! Always has tremendous tall show stalks with bud count (9-18) ! ! Heavily ruffling, 
not CO!llllOn on flowers of this depth. Excellent form and good substance. Exceptionally 
healthy, strong plants - one of the strongest of all here, consistently. Extremely hardy$4.00 

SA* LOVEBIRD ( '88 Byers) 30" EM-ML. * Pale pink stitched and stippled light red-violet; red-
re orange b. and fuzzy red-violet horns.* This petite plic space ager is extremely vigorous, 

very floriferous. Though its shorter stalks don't usually have the best branching they do 
have 7 smaller, super lovely, tightly constructed, round ruffled and laced flowers of heav
iest substance each. Fertile both ways but much more so as a podder. Can reblocxn - during 
the winter in very mild climates. ~f-a-kind! Loads of breeding potential. •..•.•. : •• $22. 50 

LOVELY KAY ( '80 Hamblen) 32" ML. * Orchid-pink with red b. * Scrumptious coloring and perfect 
heavily ruffled, domed and horizontally flared flowers, she is indeed lovely! Good to 
excellent in all catagories and very hardy. Usually fragrant. Fertile and a blue beard 
carrier! One of Sophistication's parents .....•................•.•...•.••••••••••••••••. $ 2.75 
LOVE l'OFM (86) Williamson) 36" M-L. *Deep orchid stained concord-wine with hilights of peach, 
apricot and pink; vivid red b. * What a fantastic shilmlering creation this is! Super wide, 
round flowers, frothy with lace! A good grower and bloomer everywhere - from all reports 
thus far, even from toughest climates ! ••.••••••••••••••....•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 8. 50 
LOYAL DEVUITON ( '82 Waltermire) 30'" EM. * Sky blue with white b. * One of the very bluest 
ever, what a delightful beauty it is! Blocky ruffled flowers of excellent form and substance 
on rugged, well branched stalks. Superb plant habits most everywhere, it's usually very 
hardy. Good bud count. Pod fertile ............................................ · •....•.•. $ 2.50 
IIINAR FL<Xl!CE (84 Shockey) 36" M. * Bright yellow-gold, lighter around deep yellow b. * One 
of the most wonderful surprises of all here! Spectacular in every way here, year after year! 
A blast of brightness that isn't in the least dinined by,the hot sun! Perfect E!& bubble 
ruffled flowers of heaviest substance on sturdy show stalks! Huge clumps! .....•.•..•... $ 4.50 

SA* IIlRID ( '87 Byers) 36" M-L. * White with red-orange b. and pale violet horns. * Consistently 
sports its long beckoning horns and has bright contrasting beards. Good lightly ruffled 
flowers on excellent stalks with 5-7 buds. Such a good bloomer and so strong, always pro
ducing loads of big increases even in years when many are below par. One of the most vigorous 
irises ever here. Out of a homed reblooming STARTLER seedling X HEAVEN HELPED and had 
several reblooming sibs. Very fertile both ways and an excellent parent for space agers, 
rebloomers and reblooming space agers. '.lbe horned brother of ETlllNAL BLISS ·and IIFAVFJILY 
BLISS •...•. ...•..•.....••••••••••••............•..•••.•.••••••••••••.......••••.••.••.. $14. 50 
UJXllRY LACE (83 Greenwood) 30" M. * Deep coral pink with a flush of cream on the F.; deep 
tangerine-pink b. * New here. Lavish lace, rare on a pink of this depth! Little on it so far 
- "first class all the way", "nice shorter stalks" •...••.••••••.•••••••••••••••.•••.•.. $ 3.50 

LYRICAL (78 Gatty) 36" M. * Peach-pink touched amber in heart with hafts overlaid bright 
yellow; flame red b. * A jewel! Exquisite coloring and exquisite tight ruffled form, super 
wide and clean and touched with lace. Good to excellent in all respects here but I've still 
heard nothing on it from the North or East. ......•••.....•••.••••••...........••.••••.. $ 2. 75 

RE* MABEL .ANDRHIS ('83 Zurbrigg) 31" M. * Pink blended blue giving a rose-pink effect; red b. * 
A giant step forward in the cold country rebloomer class! Large flowers of very good form and 
scrumptious coloring! Ranges between raspberry sherbert and strawberry sherbert here - topped 
off by bright red '"maraschino" beards! ! Variable branching. very hardy and super strong and 
it will rebloom most everywhere. From FOND WISH X JEAN GUYMER. Very fertile both ways! . $ 7. 50 

MAGIC ( '87 Hager) 35" M. * The flowers open orchid-pink, then the orchid evaporates as they 
age leaving the~; the deep blue-violet b. lightly tipped tangerine retain their pigment 
7ven in the heat. * Magic indeed!!! Probably the ultimate so far in this long sought, wished 
for and dreamed about but oh so difficult to achieve new color class - blue bearded pinks! 
This coloring on such an enchanting and refined, top quality iris is a real dream come true! 
All reports so far - even from very cold winter areas are excellent! The almost purple 
beards are a shocker and on top of everything it's lacy! Pod fertile! What potential!! !$19.00 

SA* MAGIC lCillD»l ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page two. 
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RE* MAIDHI ('88 Byers) 35" EN. * Peach-pink S.; pinkish apricot-orange F.; tangerine-orange b. * 
Such a bright, glowing, shapely feminine beauty! Gorgeous flowers of faultless fona on 
excellent show stalks with up to 11 buds each . Has been a very reliable but rather late 
rebloomer here usually starting the end of October or in early November but last year one 
rhizome planted in our RE display bed gave a spring stalk, then another in July and 3 more in 
August!!! Performed much the same in both Stockton and Fresno last sunner! Extremely vigor
ous. from ORANGE WONDER X and a horned pink Hager seedling - tremendous breeding potential!!! 
• · · · · · • · · • • • • · · · · ...................•.....•••••••..•••••••••...•••.•••••••••......••••• $19.00 

RE* MALAGUEliA ( '85 Ghio) 40" E-L. * Rich mid-orange with a small white flash around the red b. * 
I love the oranges and this is one of my top favorites. Usually an excellent performer here 
and everywhere - in all kinds of soils and all kinds of climates! The third top vote getter 
for top favorite iris seen at the Phoenix Convention! Reblooms consistently in mild enough 
climates and reports are starting to come in of it reblooming a bit in colder areas too! Is 
giving reblooming seedlings here. Quite fertile both ways and I'm going to continue to use 
it like crazy! Should be dynamite with MAIDEN! Excellent big ruffled flowers with wide, super 
clean hafts on heavily budded, very tall and sturdy show stalks. Very limited this year.$7.50 

RE* MANY HAPPY RE1URNS ('88 Hager) 36" M. * Smoky red-purple with a bit of blended buff in the S. 
and has a small paler area on the F. around the purple b. * Just super, fully modern, very 
ruffled flowers on excellent stalks. Reblooms like crazy in Stockton - starts in August and 
just keeps put ting up more stalks 'til winter finally stops it! Still too new for reports to 
have filtered back on it but just wait!!! Just the first of many super quality rebloomers to 
come from the incomparable MOTHER EARTII. Cornerstones of a new dynasty for a new era!! !$32.50 
MARAIJDFlt ('84 Ghio) 36" EM. * Deep maroon-red with a black velvet sheen on the F.; yellow
orange b. * Fabulous! Has tremendous breeding potential. A most unexpected windfall is its 
lace' No one has ever mentioned it and it is always lacy here?! What a parent for lacy blacks 
it should surely be! Big, fluted, super wide flaring flowers of excellent form but for open 
standards (and they are well held). Usually good to excellent in every other way including 
being a strong and consistent performer around the country. fertile both ways ....•••••• $ 4.00 
MARIA TORMfflA ('87 Ensminger) 31!," ML. * Phlox pink with white stripes at hafts and pansy
violet smudges and splashes are irregularly applied over all petals; poppy red b. * I've been 
fantasizing about something like this for years and have made lots of crosses in this direct
ion but haven't even come close as yet. Good flowers on fantastic stalks! It's from Nebraska 
and is very healthy, floriferous and vigorous - out of VANITY! ! ! Ihe door iB now open and 
unimaginable wonders will follow! .••••..••••.•.•••••.••..•••••••.•••.••••••••••••••.••• $15.00 

MARINE I.llS1'Flt ( '82 Weiler) 35!," E-M. * Blue with cream b. * A child of SAPPHIRE HILI.S that is 
a superb, satiny, shining blue (sometimes with a hint of violet) with very good to excellent 
qualities throughout. Very good ruffled flowers with wide, round, horizontal falls. Extremely 
vigorous here and all over the country ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 2. 75 

MARION ACKEl!MAN ( '80 McWhirter) 36" M. * Violet blue with tangerine b. * Classy flowers with 
lots of ruffles and lace. Excellent branching and bud count and it's usually an excellent 
performer, in milder climates at least. •...••••..•......•.••.•••••••••••.•.•.•••....••• $ 2.50 

MAROON VELVET ( '86 R. Brown) 36" M. * Dark, velvety, rich maroon-red with gold b. * How 
descriptively named! Just super! Excellent stalks with 7 flowers each with smooth coloring 
andsuper wide, round, ruffled and flaring form. From different breeding than most reds and 
it's an excellent grower, in milder climates anyway. Still no reports from cold areas •. $ 6.50 
MARRIAGE VCM.i ( '87 Ghio) 38" ML. * Light blue-pink S.; bluish white F. - all petal edges are 
heavily fringed with soft pink lace; tangerine b. * New here. What a aoutt-tering confectioo 
I've heard this is! Such coloring! Impeccably formed flowers on great tall stalks and it's 
super vigorous and floriferous - in CA, AZ and TN anyway. Should go far! ••••••••••••••• $14.50 

MARSH LIGHr ( '83 Donnell) 32" EN. * Bronzy gold S. ; the F. are darker and have deep violet 
blended linear blazes; dusty yellow b. * One of my top favorites! A a,gical llixture of colors 
and there is nothing else like it! This innovation from Australia is most intriguing and most 
beautiful. The flowers though not large are very well formed and the stalks not tall but 
superbly branched and budded always.A great performer usually, most everywhere giving 
multiple stalks and increases .••......•••....•.••..•••.....••••..•......•••....••.••.•.• $ 3.25 

MASTFlt T<XXJI ( '80 Schreiner's) 40" EM. * Tyrian purple; blue-purple b. * Excellent, wide, 
heavily ruffled flowers on tall, strong, well budded show stalks. Extremely vigorous and 
floriferous - even in the coldest climates. fragrant too! A first class masterpiece! ••• $ 3.25 
MATINEE IDOL ( '83 Hamblen) 34" ML. * Very deep magenta-violet with flaming red b. * 
Absolutely fantastic here four years in a row now, looking and performing super great even 
when many haven't been up to par. This is my favorite color class anyway and this has about 
the deepest coloring yet with red beards and what whopping red beards they are! Outstanding 
show stalks with 9 very well formed ruffled flowers each. It's very vigorous and hardy. 
fertile both ways and I'm using it. •••.•.•.....••.•••••••••.••••••..••••••••••.•••••••• $ 4.00 

SA* MAIJVELCXJS ('88 Byers) 36' M. * Very smooth smoky mauve-pink S.; pearly white satiny F. with 
mauve-pink hafts and narrow edges of suffused mauve-pink; blue b. heavily tipped bright 
red-orange and short blue horns.* FIRE CREEK X (SKY HOOKS x CONDOTTIERE) Everyone loves 
this! Marvelous coloring - a new shade of mauve and it's very satiny and so smoothly applied. 
Big heavily ruffled flowers of faultless domed and flaring form on sturdy show stalks with 
7-8 flowers each. An excellent performer here, very strong and reliable and so far it's 
performing just the same elsewhere. Attracted crowds at the Convention in OK last year! 
Should become extremely popular! Fertile both ways and a fantastic parent!!! ••••••••••• $30.00 
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MIIIilIGHr FIRE ·('83 Niswonger) 34" M. * Dsep blm 
crazy about with those brilliant red beards! Tiu 
stance like plastic; well budded super show stal 
A willing podder and I'm using it. ..•......••. • j 
KIJ!R{J!ID SKY ( '79 Palmer) 36" ML. * Light blue 
way. A shimnering true blue, as clear and clean 
ruffled and substanced flowers touched by lace 
it's hardy .....•....•.•••.......••............. 

Kll!ROl!. IMAGE ( ' 79 Hager) 36" ML. * A very clean 
violet plicata edges; blue b. * New here. Simpl1 
stalk in the house ! ! Everyone that sees it goes 
terrific contrast on excellent stalks. Usually 

RE* MIS'JY IWILIGHr ( '88 Byers) 38" M-L. * Very pale 
in the F.; medium blue b. tipped yellow in the 
husky iris! Rivals VIOLEr MIRACLE, its parent f 
usually in September ot early October. Tall, t , 
formed, ruffled flowers. Fertile both ways •.... 

re* MIXID IXXJBLES ( '86 Ghio) 35" M. * Bright yellow 
showy variegata possessing fine form, very cle 
back on it so far. Excellent re bloom but probab 
and San Jose. Fertile both ways and I'm using i 

KIIFNlllM ('86 M. Dunn) 36" M. *Avery clean 
lightly stitched pale blue-lilac, the F. are s 
here. Building momentum fast is what this is do 
of reports back on it already, all amazed raves 
time! Just perfect with scads of branches and 
horizontal falls! Great growth everywhere! Hear 
last year in Oklahoma if it had been officially: 

re* Kffl'EVIDFD ( '87 Ghio) 38" L-VL * Mid to dark or 
CORAL SATIN that can rebloom 1 ! Gives some s 
potential! Good tall stalks with fantastic bud 
Very large flowers with touching hafts. Grows 1 
everywhere! Loads of raves are coming in alrea~ 

SA* lllCIILIT ( '86 Byers) 36" ML. * Pearly white S. b1 
sometimes blush pale pearly pink; creamy white 
orange b. and very pale violet horns. * Large, 
on good sturdy well budded stalks that consist 
vigorous, floriferous and hardy. From ENTOURAG 
has proven to be a most talented parent giving 
babies - like EASTER LACE, PAGAN PINK, WONDROUS 

l!IXIN'S DELIGlll' ( '85 Hager) 37" EN* Lemon yell 
SILLS X an ICE SCULPTURE seedling - a pedigree 
combining in one package the very best that two 
Huge,~, herculean show . stalks with 8-10 v 
and so strong and vigorous! ! ! Ruffled and lacy. 
An easy podder here ... ... ..................... . 

KEE REFIIESHill; ('82 Hoage) 32" M. * Light gre 
the greenest irises ever and it's well formed, 
stalks. A "must" for those with a taste for the 

RE* Kl!lml; SHAfnlS ( '82 R. Dunn) 36" M. * Very l'i.gj 
dark blue-violet F. with lighter areas around 
reblooms on rare occasion around the country b 
romantic coloring as well and like many MYSTI 
and quite sweet). Has big well ruffled flowers 
usually have excellent branching. Extremely vi 
getting used a lot here •.•••........•.•.•...•.• 

KDITAIN DUI ('80 innerst) 32" M. * A mustardy 
very pretty and one of the very greenest of al 
beards. Good tailored flowers, good habits and 

KDrrAIN MllOOY ('84 Gibson) 36" EN. * A plica 
yellow-orange; white ground F. with a wide ban~ 
orange-red b. * New here. Sounds interesting! VI 
fuU form and it performs well around CA. Not · 

RE* Kr ClXI{ A' IlAWNIR'.; ( ' 79 Foote) 32" M. * Deep pi 
hot pink coloring. A late rebloomer that is 

RE* KlLBllRRY MIS'f ( '78 Burch) 32" M. * Reddish mul 
very fragrant always here and it's super vigor 
the summer but is usually too late for cold · 
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pink s.; pinkish apricot-orange F.; tangerine-orange b. * 
·nine beauty! Gorgeous flowers of faultless fm::a on 
buds each. Has been a very reliable but rather late 
end of October or in early November but last year one 
d gave a spring stalk, then another in July and 3 more in 

n both Stockton and Fresno last Slllllller! Extremely vigor
ed pink Hager seedling - tremendous breeding potential! ! ! 

......••.•.••••.•••••• •••...••••....••••••••.••••••• $19.00 

h mid-orange with a small white flash around the red b. * 
of my top favorites. Usually an excellent performer here 
ils and all kinds of climates! The third top vote getter 
hoenix Convention! ReblOOOJS consistently in mild enough 
o come in of it reblooming a bit in colder areas too! Is 

·te fertile both ways and I'm going to continue to use 
"th MAIDEN! Excellent big ru£fled flowers with wide, super 
tall and sturdy show stalks. Very limited this year .$7. 50 

M. * Smoky red-purple with a bit of blended buff in the S. 
• around the purple b. * Just super, fully modern, very 
. Reblooms like crazy in Stockton - starts in August and 
til winter finally stops it! Still too new for reports to 
it!!! Just the first of many super quality rebloomers to 

TH. Cornerstones of a new dynasty for a new era!!!$32.50 
maroon-red with a black velvet sheen on the F.; yellow

breeding potential. A most unexpected windfall is its 
and it is always lacy here?! What a parent for lacy blacks 

super wide flaring flowers of excellent form but for open 
. Usually good to excellent in every other way including 
onner around the country. fertile both ways .••••••••• $ 4.00 

ML. * Phlox pink with white stripes at hafts and pansy
egularly applied over all petals; poppy red b. * I've been 
· s for years and have made lots of crosses in this direct
yet. Good flowers on fantastic stalks! It's from Nebraska 
d vigorous - out of VANITY! ! ! 1he door is oow open and 

••••............•..•••••••.•••••••••..•.••••••....•.. $15.00 

• * Blue with cream b. * A child of SAPPHIRE HILl.5 that is 
~times with a hint of violet) with very good to excellent 
ffled flowers with wide, round, horizontal falls. Extremely 

try •••.....••......• ••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••• $ 2.75 

" M. * Violet blue with tangerine b. * Classy flowers with 
t branching and bud count and it's usually an excellent 
east. •.•••••••••.••..•.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 2.50 

. * Dark, velvety, rich maroon-red with gold b. * How 
cellent stalks with 7 flowers each with SIOOOth coloring 

flaring form. From different breeding than most reds and 
r climates anyway. Still no reports from cold areas •• $ 6.50 
Light blue-pink S.; bluish white F. - all petal edges are 

,e; tangerine b. * New here. What a aout:1-ter:ing confection 
I Impeccably formed flowers on great tall stalks and it's 
n CA, AZ and 1N anyway. Should go far! ••••••••••••.•. $14.50 

* Bronzy gold S. ; the F. are darker and have deep violet 
w b. * One of my top favorites! A atgica1 llixture of colors 

. This innovation from Australia is most intriguing and most 
large are very well formed and the stalks not tall but 
s.A great performer usually, most everywhere giving 
.....•••.••••••.••...•••.••.••••••••.•••••••.• •.••• ••• $ 3.25 

EM. * Tyrian purple; blue-purple b. * Excellent, wide, 
trong, well budded show stalks. Extremely vigorous and 
climates. fragrant too! A first class masterpiece! •.. $ 3.25 
* Very deep magenta-violet with flaming red b. * 

rs in a row now, looking and performing super great even 
This is my favorite color class anyway and this has about 
beards and llhat whopping red beards they are! Outstanding 
d ruffled flowers each. It's very vigorous and hardy. 
..•....•.•.•••••••.••••.•.••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 4.00 

smooth smoky mauve-pink S.; pearly white satiny F. with 
of suffused mauve-pink; blue b. heavily tipped bright 
FIRE CREEK X ( SKY HOOKS x CONDO'.ITIERE) Everyone loves 

hade of mauve and it's very satiny and so smoothly applied. 
tless domed and flaring form on sturdy show stalks with 

fonner here, very strong and reliable and so far it's 
. Attracted crowds at the Convention in OK last year! 
ertile both ways and a fantastic parent!!! ••••••••••• $30.00 
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MIJlilIQIT FIRE -( '83 Niswonger) 34" M. * D,eep blue with bright red b. * Coloring that I'm 
crazy about with those brilliant red beards! This has it all: very good ru£fled form; sub
stance like plastic; well budded super show stalks and it is vigorous and hardy everywhere. 
A willing podder and I'm using it. •.•......•.••••.•.••.•••.••.•....•....•..........•••. $ 4.25 

KIRll(l!ID SKY ( '79 Palmer) 36" ML. * Light blue with white b. * A first class iris in every 
way. A shimnering true blue, as clear and clean as the swmier sky! Faultless, wide, heavily 
ru£fled and substanced flowers touched by lace and excellent show stalks. A good grower and 
it's hardy •...•........... . .........•.....................•..................•.•.•••.•• $ 2. 75 

MIRROR IMAGE ('79 Hager) 36" ML. *Avery clean white ground with precisely applied very dark 
violet plicata edges; blue b. * New here. Simply stunning, either in a clump or a single 
stalk in the house!! Everyone that sees it goes crazy over it! Very good flowers with 
terrific contrast on excellent stalks. Usually performs superbly everywhere .•......•••• $ 3.00 

RE* MISTY '.IWILIQIT ( '88 Byers) 38" M-L. * Very pale violet-blue with misty green-white centers 
in the F.; medium blue b. tipped yellow in the throat. * The incredible strength of this big 
husky iris! Rivals VIOLET MIRACLE, its parent for vigor and its rebloom starts earlier, 
usually in September ot early October . Tall, thick and sturdy stalks with large, very well 
formed, ruffled flowers. Fertile both ways •••••••••••••..•..••••..•••.•.............••• $20.00 

re* KIXl'.D oc.JBLES ( '86 Ghio) 35" M. * Bright yellow S.; smooth mahagony red F.; yellow b. * A 
showy variegata possessing fine form, very clean hafts and heavy substance. Hardly anything 
back on it so far. Excellent rebloom but probably only in ~mild climates like Santa Cruz 
and San Jose. Fertile both ways and I'm using it. ••••.•••••.••••.•..•••••.•••••••••.•.• $ 6.00 

KH'XIIII ( '86 M. Dunn) 36" M. * A very clean and bright white ground plicata, the S. are 
lightly stitched pale blue-lilac, the F. are stitched medium blue-violet; violet b. * New 
here. Building momentum fast is llhat this is doing - a classy classic that's going far! Tons 
of reports back on it already, all amazed raves! Perhaps the most fantastic stalks of all 
time! Just perfect with scads of branches and buds!! Large ru£fled flowers of super form with 
horizontal falls! Great growth everywhere! Heard this probably would have taken the Cook Cup 
last year in Oklahoma if it had been officially listed as a guest!! Pod fertile ••....•• $ 5.00 

re* KliTEVIDHl ( '87 Ghio) 38" L-VL * Mid to dark orange with tangerine b. * A true orange by 
CORAL SATIN that can rebloom! ! Gives some swmier rebloom in Santa Cruz anyway. What 
potential! Good tall stalks with fantastic bud count - 12 or more with 4 in the terminal!!! 
Very large flowers with touching hafts. Grows like a weed in its home area and apparently 
everywhere! Loads of raves are coming in already. Pod fertile, at least. ..•...•...••... $ 9. 50 

SA* KJC1H.1T ('86 Byers) 36" ML. * Pearly white S. blending to wide yellow borders, the eente~s 
sometimes blush pale pearly pink; creamy white F. with bright yellow hafts and edges; cadmium 
orange b. and very pale violet horns.* Large, well formed, ru£fled and lightly laced flowers 
on good sturdy well budded stalks that consistently have super wide show branching. It's very 
vigorous, floriferous and hardy. From ENTOURAGE X SKY HOOKS, it's very fertile both ways and 
has proven to be a most talented parent giving some very unusual, beautiful and very classy 
babies - like EASTER LACE, PAGAN PINK, WONDROUS and HIGH HO SILVER! ..•••......••.....•. $ 4. 75 

KXlf'S DELIGHI' ('85 Hager) 37" EM* Lemon yellow, paler 'in centers of F.; yellow b. * BEVERLY 
SILLS X an ICE SCULPTURE seedling - a pedigree that delights me no end and so does this iris 
combining in one package the very best that two of the world's best ever irises had to offer! 
Huge,~, herculean show _ stalks with 8-10 very large perfect flowers each! Just gorgeous 
and so strong and vigorous!!! Ruffled and lacy. 1he very best lemon yellow of all time!!! 
An easy podder here ....•.......••••.....••.••........•.....•••••••••••.••.....•........ $10.50 

!11!E REFRESIIIll; ('82 Hoage) 32" M. * Light green-chartreuse with greenish violet b. * One of 
the greenest irises ever and it's well formed, vigorous and hardy. Good shorter well budded 
stalks. A "must" for those with a taste for the "greens" .•••••••••......•••••.••••••••• $ 3. 75 

RE* KJlllill; SHAiniS ('82 R. Dunn) 36" M. * Very l'i.ght blue-violet S. with darker violet midribs· 
dark blue-violet F. with lighter areas around the violet b. * Like its sib EVENING MIST thi~ 
reblooms on rare occasion around the country but this has inherited MYSTIQUE's lovely 
romantic coloring as well and like many MYSTIQUE progeny it is very fragrant (often fruity 
and quite sweet). Has big well ru£fled flowers of totally modern form on tall stalks that 
usua~ly have excellent branching. Extremely vigorous and hardy. Fertile both ways and is 
getting used a lot here .••.•....••.••••.•.••.........•••••••.••...•.•••••••••••...•.•.. $ 3.25 
KllN'fAIN DEW ( '80 innerst) 32" M. * A mustardy yellow-green including b. * Very fragrant, 
very pretty and. one of the very greenest of all here, year after year. Love those green 
beards. Good tailored flowers, good habits and it's hardy .•.••••••..•.••••••••..•...... $ 2. 75 

KDrrAIN MELODY ( '84 Gibson) 36" EM. * A plicata with blended S. of smoky mulberry and 
yellow-orange; white ground F. with a· wide band of rich yellow-orange overspeckled mulberry; 
orange-red b. * New here. Sounds interesting! Very nice ru£fled flowers of broad round 
full form and it performs well around CA. Nothing from out of state on it yet •.• '. ..•.•• $ 3.00 

RE* Kr cxx_JC A'DAWNDI; ( '79 Foote) 32" M. * Deep pink; tangerine b. * Fairly nice form and great 
hot pink coloring. A late rebloomer that is usually very vigorous and hardy ••.••••••••• $ 3. 75 

RE* 1liLmllRY KIST ( '78 Burch) 32" M. , * Reddish. mulberry with yellow-orange/red-violet b. * Very 
very fragrant always here and its super vigorous and hardy. Has on occasion rebloomed during 
the Slllllller but is usually too late for cold winter areas. Short with pretty good flowers$3.50 
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re* KILLED WINE ( '82 Keppel) 36" M. * Glossy, intense raspberry-burgundy with apricot under
toning and terracotta-red b. * Extremely popular everywhere! Exhilarating coloring on 
heavily ruffled, lacy, super broad globular flowers. An avalanche of reports has been 
steadily pouring in on this for such a long time now! Got its AM in '86 with the most votes 
of all! It's extremely vigorous and usually very hardy. This fabulous beauty reblooms freely 
at times, in nearly frost free climates!! Very fertile both ways and a super duper~ 
A nrust-have whether you hybridize or not. Has given reblooming seedlings here from oncers. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 4.00 

re* MY VALmTINE ('87 Hager) 36" M. * Snow white with white b. tipped bright red. * A BRIDE'S 
LACE baby but fortunately it also goes back to VANITY and ICE SCULPTURE. BRIDE'S LACE has 
perfect lavishly laced flowers with the ultimate coloring in this class but often lacks 
branching and bud count. Is a notoriously slow grower besides which is a problem the red 
bearded whites have been cursed with for years. This is an extremely strong vigorous grower 
around the country, has excellent, tall, sturdy show stalks with double budded sockets and 
has perfect, big, broad, balanced, round flowers with bulging domed standards and it's loaded 
with ruffles and lace! Has been known to rebloom! 1 ! Fertile pollen and I'm using it! ••• $17 .50 

NA1£Y GLAZIFR ( '86 Hamblen) 36" M-L. * Oyster white S. flushed pink and blending to violet 
bases; white F. with a hint of.minty tan and edged with distinct yellow borders; dusty orange 
b. tipped dark blue! * New here. I'm crazy about its sib SILKWOOD and can't wait to see this! 
My, does it ever turn people en!!! - "superb", "mrique", "unforgettable", "excellent form, 
stalks and growth habits" - My! Bet it would produce magic put into blue bearded pastel lines 
and how about with blue bearded pinks like MAGIC?! ! ••..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••. $ 4. 75 

NAVAJO JEWEL ( '84 Weiler) 37" E-L. * Light truest blue, sometimes with a turquoise tint; pale 
yellow b. * Very large super flowers, heavily ruffled with substance like plastic and they're 
very wide with overlapping hafts. Excellent, well budded, tall show stalks. A different shade 
of glowing light true blue here. Turquoise? - there is a blue turquoise! Very vigorous. 
Usually extremely fragrant here like its super sib TIIAT SCENTSATION. It has exuded the most 
exhilarating perfume here - super strong, cool and distinct - Pond's cold cream!!! .•..• $ 4.25 

NAVY CHAN'.[ ( '82 Luihn) 36" E-M. * Very dark, velvety aconite purple (near black) with dark 
purple b. * Extremely large, flaring, fluted flowers on herculean show stalks! Perfectly 
smooth overlapping hafts! Raves from everywhere'! Ahead of its time - still one of the very 
best!!! .•••••••••••••.••••••••••••••.•••••••••.•••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••..•••••• $ 3.00 

NEFH!TITI ('81 Gatty) 34" M. * Pale pink S.; pale orchid F.; white/tangerine b. * Has the 
most unique and attractive texture, crepe paperish but the substance is actually quite good! 
Very large, lovely pastel flowers with very very goocr-form and it's a good performer here but 
has been slow at times elsewhere - mixed reports have come in on it from around the country. 
.••.•.....••.••...•••.•.•••.•.••••••••••.•••••••••••••••.••••••••..•.••••••••.•.•••••.. $ 3.00 

NmANTIC ( '83 Gadd) 35" M. * Orchid-lavender with white b. tipped red-red. * I've still heard 
absolutely nothing on this Eastener. Is showing lots of promise here .•••..•..•••••••••• $ 2.50 
I«JRDIC KISS ('83 Shockey) 37" M. * Pure white with bright red-pink b. * Out of STARTLER and 
it does have startling beards on pure white flowers making for very beautiful and showy 
contrast! Very vigorous and floriferous everywhere - from all reports so far. A super wide, 
beautifully proportioned beauty with lots of ruffles and even a bit of lace. great branching 
and bud count. Usually exudes a nice sweet fragrance to boot! A real winner! ••••••••••• $ 4.75 

II) STYLE ( '87 Black) 30" M. * Pale orchid-pink, the F. centers are nearly white; lavender b. 
tipped pink.* What you say - no style?!!! Actually it's really quite stylish but has no 
styles! Even without them it has beautiful form and coloring and it does have pollen anthers 
- with fertile pollen! Another that should be super on those blue bearded pink attempts. 
From PINK SLEIGH - on itself!! Vigorous •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $12.50 

RE* OCFAN PACIFIC ( '88 Ghio) 34" ™· * Bright, clean mid-blue with just the slightest hint of 
violet; blue b. * New here. Have been eagerly waiting for this to make its debut - and now it 
has! A tremendously strong will to rebloom, for Ghio in Santa Cruz! So strong I'm optimistic 
that it'll prove to rebloom some elsewhere too - like its parent HILO SHORE. Terrific in 
every respect with the bubble ruffling of its grandparent BUBBLING OVER! A "must". for 
rebloomer hybridizers! ! Limited •••.....•••....••••..•.••••...•••.••.•••.•.....•••••.•.• $20.00 

RE* OCTOlll'll. ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page five. 

00 BABE ( '84 Anderson) 30" M. * Deep gold S.; white F. peppered with rich dark red-brown 
which intensifies 'til it becomes a solid wide band, narrowly rimmed with a very narrow light 
brown outer band; yellow b. * Much like BROADWAY with very similar super bright and bold 
coloring, very well formed wide ruffled flowers and superbly branched and budded shorter show 
stalks. Not much on it but from Los Angelos to Nebraska most of the reports that have come 
in have been raves ••••••••••••••••••..••.••••.••••••.••••.•••.•••••.•••••••.••....••..• $ 7 .25 

re* OLYMPIAD ('84 Ghio) 38" E-L. * Pale blue S., lighter in the centers; very pale blue F. with 
a mid-blue wash in the centers; pale blue B. * This super child of BUBBLING OVER X MARY 
FRANCES was a big hit from the get - go! and it could go all the way ••• to the Dykes!!! Tons 
of reports still pouring in on it, all in-depth glowing raves! Not one single negative word 
from anywhere yet!!! Its description doesn't do it - has to be seen! Definitely one-of-a-kind 
and it glows! Gorgeous, very large, wide, bubble ruffled flowers on super tall, heavily 
budded show stalks always - it's just plain outstanding in every single way! Super growth 
with huge increases. On top of everything it reblooms some - for Ghio. A willing podder, at 
least. With those blue beards too! - have I ever got a lot of lines that are going to get 
a good shot of it this year!!! ••••••.•.••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••.••.•..•••••• $ 3.50 
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SA* Ol'ffl Al!llS ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page t 

OPillt ( '84 Anfosso) 37" M. * A blend of warm piru 
mauve; . tangerine b. * Had to get this! . The name ! 
is intoxicatingly beautiful and completely uniqUE 
surely that will change ! A very good gr9""r with 

<IWG! JlJRS'f ( '84 Shoop) 36" M. * Bright orange ~ 
on this orange from Oregon yet but that it has t 
a slightly spicy fragrance. A child of CHINA DI!M 
much different breeding than mos·t of today's orwl 
two years in a row here now. It is a beautiful bi 

re* <IWG! POPSICLE ( '87 Sutton) 29"-32" VE-E * Crean 
like orange popsicles - definitely orangy and ve1 
and fragrance of orange popsicles? - I - real) 
been smelling this every spring since two years l 
put out the most definite sweet orange scent, eve 
usually does elsewhere too! Starts leading the 
earliest TBs. Good ruffled and laced flowers onJ 
Can rebloom - in very mild climates! Out of Mis 

re* PACIFIC GROVE (81 Luihn) 38" E-M. * Lobelia blue 
is super incredibly strong everywhere and consist 
perflaes of all! , very sweet and sometimes very d 
ruffled flowers on good, tall, sturdy show stal 
in Santa Cruz! ! ! Some fertility both ways! ! •••• •• 

PACIFIC MIST ( '79 Schreiner's) 36" ML. * Light W1 
powerful iris all over the country with another p 
ruffled flowers on tall sturdy show stalks with 

re* PACIFIC SIDES ( '79 Babson) 38" ML. * Blue-white 
pale"blue edges and heavy blue-white veining down 
lapping waves sparkling over the sand in the IOOOl1 

imagination of the beholder I guess. I prefer to 
flOlierS with perfect for:a ( super wide and heavil~ 
with high bud count (up to 14 here) and it is st1 
climates but can have problems in especially seve 
exceptionaaly well grown in exceptionally mild ci 

re* PACIFIC TIDE ('86 Cowdery) 38" M. * Truest medi'."l 
most impressive irises I've ever seen! Absolute!~ 
everywhere I've ever seen it! A super true, supe1 
form and does it ever have the stalks! Very tall, 
buds. Extremely vigorous and floriferous in all 
biggest diaappoinl::a!ots ever!!! Loads of reports 
it refuses to rebloom - except in the very mildes 
bloomer! ? ! The hopes I had for this! Still - it o 
top quality things that will rebloom around the c 
of its children coming ori':very fragrant and very 

SA* PAGAN PIIIC ( '88 Byers) 36" M. * Medium hot pink S 
deeper hafts blended tan and faintly texture veil] 
orchid influence in the bases and long fuzzy amet 
ruffled flowers that are moderately laced and hav 
The showy horns add drama and draw attention ,to ~ 
rampant growth here and from all reports so far 1 
fertile both ways and a super parent. I plan to u 
with things like MAGIC, SOPHISTICATION and ~ 

RE* PALO PINTO ( '82 Moores) 36" ™· * Yellow S.; yel:i 
stripe of gold; gold b. ·* I've heard precious li~ 
reblooms in TX, CA and AL but it's usually prett~ 
re bloomer of mine that I've had for years - PEPPE 

re* PAPRIKA l'(Jl)'S ( '87 I. Nelson) 36" E-M. * Nearly 
around the bronzy yellow b. to cream then yellow 
deep, rich velvety paprika red to near red-black. 
Valley that starts in September. Didn't rebloom J! 
received any more RE reports on it- but it's earJI 
very round petals per stalk. Usually has very hea 

PARlPET ( '87 Williamson) 36" M, * Nearly solid ro 
bordered sandalwood, the hafts are rosewood overl~ 
new plicata and so different - all done up in rut 
ruffly flowers on excellent stalks with double an 
- was incredibly strong here last year when so mil 

RE* PEPPllR IILFl!lD ( '77 Moores) 34" E. * S. red; F. re<j 
stripe. * A rebloooming plic that is extremely s t 
bot bot coloring! A strong statement in the ~ 
stalks. Blooms year 'round for a friend of mine jJ 
in Ehgland but is usually too late for cold winte 
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Glossy, intense raspberry-burgundy with apricot under
tremely popular everywhere! Exhilarating coloring on 
globular flowers. An avalanche of reports has been 

ch a long time now! Got its AM in '86 with the most votes 
usually very hardy. This fabulous beauty reblooms freely 
tes ! ! Very fertile both ways and a super duper ~ 

or not. Has given reblooming seedlings here from oncers. 
..................................................... $ 4.00 

Snow white with white b. tipped bright red. * A BRIDE'S 
goes back to VANITY and ICE SCULPTURE. BRIDE'S LACE has 
h the ultimate coloring in this class but often lacks 
riously slow grower besides which is a problem the red 

· th for years. This is an extremely strong vigorous grower 
tall, sturdy show stalks with double budded sockets and 
round flowers with bulging domed standards and it's loaded 

own to re bloom! ! ! Fertile pollen and I'm using it! •.• $17. 50 

L. * Oyster white S. flushed pink and blending to violet 
ty tan and edged with distinct yellow borders; dusty orange 
'm crazy about its sib SILKWOOD and can't wait to see this! 

! - "superb", "unique", "unforgettable", "excellent form, 
t it would produce magic put into blue bearded pastel lines 

'nks like MAGIC?!! ••....•.••.....••••••.•••••..•••.•.. $ 4. 75 

. * Light truest blue, sometimes with a turquoise tint; pale 
rs, heavily ruffled with substance like plastic and they're 
Excellent, well budded, tall show stalks. A different shade 

quoise? - there is a blue turquoise! Very vigorous. 
· e its super sib TIIAT SCENTSATION. It has exuded the most 
strong, cool and distinct - Pond's cold cream!!! ••••• $ 4.25 

Very dark, velvety aconite purple (near black) with dark 
·ng, fluted flowers on herculean show stalks! Perfectly 

r om everywhere! ! Ahead of its time - still one of the very 
...................................................... $ 3.00 

e pink S.; pale orchid F.; white/tangerine b. * Has the 
, crepe paperish but the substance is actually quite good! 
with very very good form and it's a good performer here but 

- mixed reports have come in on it from around the country. 
...................................................... $ 3.00 

·a-lavender with white b. tipped red-red. * I've still heard 
r. Is showing lots of promise here ................... $ 2. 50 

* Pure white with bright red-pink b. * Out of STARTLER and 
pure white flowers making for very beautiful and showy 
ferous everywhere - from all reports so far. A super wide, 
'th lots of ruffles and even a bit of lace. great branching 
· ce sweet fragrance to boot! A real winner! ••••..••••• $ 4. 75 

e orchid-pink, the F. centers are nearly white; lavender b. 
sty le? ! ! ! Actually it ' s really quite stylish but has no 
beautiful form and coloring and it does have pollen anthers 

t should be super on those blue bearded pink attempts. 
gorous ••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••.••••••.•••••••• $12. 50 

* Bright, clean mid-blue with just the slightest hint of . 
been eagerly waiting for this to make its debut - and now it 
o rebloom, for Ghio in Santa Cruz! So strong I'm optimistic 
elsewhere too - like its parent mw SHORE. Terrific in 
fling of its grandparent BUBBLING OVER! A "must·'. for 
....................................................... $20.00 

ctions, page five. 
ep gold S.; white F. peppered with rich dark red-brown 
a solid wide band, narrowly r:il!lned with a very narrow light 

h like BROAWAY with very similar super bright and bold 
fled flowers and superbly branched and budded shorter show 

s Angelos to Nebraska most of the reports that have come 
.........••...•••.••.•••••••.••••••.•..•••••••.•••••••• $ 7 .25 

le blue S. , lighter in the centers; very pale blue F. with 
le blue B. * This super child of BUBBLING OVER X MARY 

t - go! and it could go all the way ,,,to the Dykes!!! Tons 
t, all in-depth glowing raves! Not one single negative word 
tiondoesn't do it - has to be seen! Definitely one-of-a-kind 
e, wide, bubble ruffled flowers on super tall, heavily 
just plain outstanding in every single way! Super growth 
erything it reblooms some - for Ghio. A willing podder, at 
! - have I ever got a lot of lines that are going to get 
•••••• ....•••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•..•••••••.••••• $ 3.50 
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Sl* OPDf AIDfi ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page two. 

OPillf ( '84 Anfosso) 37" M. * A blend of warm pink and soft orchid-gray, the F. are edged with 
mauve; tangerine b. * Had to get this! .The name grabbed me and then I heard that it really 
is intoxicatingly beautiful and canpletely unique! So little on this French lovely so far but 
surely that will change! A very good grc;,wer with excellent stalks •••••••••••••••••••••• $ 4.00 

<IIA!liE llJIIST ( '84 Shoop) 36" M. * Bright orange with tangerine b. * Still nothing has come in 
on this orange from Oregon yet but that it has good ruffled flowers with flaring falls and 
a slightly spicy fragrance. A child of CHINA DRAGON and a grandchild of QUEEN OF HEARTS! -
much different breeding than mos·t of today's oranges. Exceptionally vigorous and floriferous 
two years in a row here now. It is a beautiful burst of orange! ••••••••••••.••••••••••• $ 4.00 

re* <IIMliE POPSICLE ( '87 Sutton) 29"-32" VE-E * Creamy orange with bright orange b. * Smells just 
like orange popsicles - definitely orangy and very very sweet! An iris with both the coloring 
and ftagrance of onaige popsicles? - I aean really !?? Well, it really is and does!!! I've 
been smelling this every spring since two years before it was introduced and it has always 
put out the most definite sweet orange scent, every single time I've smelled it! Sure hope it 
usually does elsewhere too! Starts leading the annual spring parade with the very very 
earliest TBs. Good ruffled and laced flowers on good shorter stalks and it's very vigorous. 
Can rebloom - in very mild climates! Out of Mistress! Fertile. Limited ................. $12.50 

re* PACIFIC <21VK (81 Luihn) 38" E-M. * Lobelia blue with cadmiun orange b. * This gorgeous giant 
is super inc:red:ihly straog everywhere and consistently puts out one of the very st::r(mgest 
perfiaes of all!, very sweet and sometimes very cinnamony! ! Huge, superb, wide, heavily 
ruffled flowers on good, tall, sturdy show stalks. A great iris! Flash - rebloaned in '87 
in Santa Cruz!!! Sane fertility both ways!! •..••••..••••••• , ........................... $ 3.50 

PACIFIC KISI ( '79 Schreiner' s) 36" ML. * Light wisteria blue; light yellow b. * Another 
powerful iris all over the country with another powerful scent - nearly always! Exceptional 
ruffled flowers on tall sturdy show stalks with wide candelabra branching •••••••••••••• $ 3.50 

re* PACIFIC SHlRES ( '79 Babson) 38" ML. * Blue-white S.; meditun blue F. with purple hilights and 
pale'blue edges and heavy blue-white veining down from blue-white b. * The ebb and flow of 
lapping waves sparkling over the sand in the moonlight! or "hafty" ••. depends on the eye and 
imagination of the beholder I guess. I prefer to see it as a "pattern" I It does have gi,mt 
fl<M!nl with perfect fom (super wide and heavily ruffled) on perfect tall and stw:dy stalks 
with high bud count (up to 14 here) and it is strong, vigorous and floriferous in reasonable 
climates but can have problems in especially severe winter climates. Can rebloom - if . 
exceptionaaly well grown in exceptionally mild climates. Fertile both ways •.•••.••••••• $ 3.50 

re* PACIFIC TIDE ( '86 Cowdery) 38" M. * Truest medium blue with yellow b. * One of the loveliest, 
most impressive irises I've ever seen! Absolutely~ in every single respect here and 
everywhere I've ever seen it! A super true, super smooth blue with flawless heavily ruffled 
form and does it ever have the stalks! Very tall, sturdy, Queen Of Show type with 12-14! ! ! 
buds. Extremely vigorous and floriferous in all iris climates! All this and it's one of ay 
biggest di.sappointaents ever!!! Loads of reports back on it now and just as in Potter Valley 
it refuses to rebloom - except in the very mildest climates, where it's practically an ever
blO<Jller!?! The hopes I had for this! Still - it could yet prove to be a terrific parent for 
top quality things that will rebloom around the country. Sure hope so - I have multitudes 
of its children coming on.Very fragrant and very fertile both ways ..................... $ 6.00 

SA* PAGAN PDac ('88 Byers) 36" M. * Meditun hot pink S. with lighter edges; very pale pink F. with 
deeper hafts blended tan and faintly texture veined orchid; bright red-orange b. with some 
orchid influence in the bases and long fuzzy amethyst horns. * A hot number!. Big, well formed 
ruffled flowers that are moderately laced and have excellent substance on excellent stalks. 
The showy horns add drama and draw attention ,to the orchid of the beards. Super strong 
rampant growth here and from all reports so far is performing just the same elsewhere. Very 
fertile both ways and a super parent. I plan to use it and some of its seedlings this year 
with things like MAGIC, SOPmSTICATION and AIJTIJMN BWSH! ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $17.00 

RE* PAID PINTO ('82 Moores) 36" EM. * Yellow S.; yellow-tan F. sanded deeper tan with a cent,;al 
stripe of gold; gold b. * I've heard precious little on it so far. It is pretty nice and 
reblooms in TX, CA and AL but it's usually pretty late. Is a grandchild of a favorite 
reblO<Jller of mine that I've had for years - PEPPER BLEND ............................... $ 4.75 

re* PAPRIICA MN)'S ('87 I. Nelson) 36" E-M. * Nearly solid red-wine S.; the F. blend fran white 
around the bronzy yellow b. to cream then yellow overlaid with a very wide plicata border of 
deep, rich velvety paprika red to near red-black. * A good reliable reblOOOler in the Silicon 
Valley that starts in September. Didn't rebloom in Potter Valley last year and I haven't 
received any more RE reports on it- but it's early. Seven or more excellent wide flowers with 
very round petals per stalk. Usually has very healthy plants, and it's very vigorous ••• $13.50 

P~ ('87 Williamson) 36" M. * Nearly solid rosewood S.; white F. sanded and widely 
bordered sandalwood,the hafts are rosewood overlaid dark brown; tannish b. * A super lovely 
new plicata and so different - all done up in muted wood tones. Faultless, super wide, very 
ruffly flowers on excellent stalks with double and triple sockets (10+ buds). Rampant growth 
- was incredibly strong here last year when so many weren't up to par ............ -...... $ 9.00 

RE* Pl!PPl!R BLEND ( '77 Moores) 34" E. * S. red; F. red on yellow on white with a red ·central 
stripe. * A reblooaning plic that is extremely strong and it's hardy. Very large flowers of 
hot hot coloring! A strong statement in the garden - spring, stmner or fall. Excellent 
stalks. Bloans year 'round for a friend of mine in Sacramento (most years) and has rebloaned 
in England but is usually too late for cold winter areas. Fertile both ways, Limited ••• $ 5.00 
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re* PEllFFI:'.r axJPLE ( '84 Ghio) 36" E. * Mid blue S.; white F. with a slight cast of powder blue; 
light yellow b. * lots of super raves on this from all over the country and lots of RE 
reports (but all so far are from around CA). Tried to rebloom, for the first time in Potter 
Valley last year - in December. At least it tried! From how it looks here I'd say it's being 
terribly overlooked. Top notch in all respects! Tremendous breeding potential! •......•• $ 4.00 

PEllFFI:'.r INnlUIJDE ( '84 Schreiner' s) 42" M. * Cream-white S.; yellow F.; yellow b. * Super 
tall, incredible show stalks loaded with buds - often displays 4 flowers open at once! Very 
broad big flowers with cupped open standards. A very nice near yellow amoena that is usually 
very hardy and very vigorous everywhere .......•••....••••...•............•...........•. $ 4.25 

re* PJil!SIAN BERRY ( '77 Gaulter) 35" M. * Blue-raspberry with maroon shoulders; deep tangerine b. 
* One of the very strongest and most floriferous irises ever, ever ever - in milder climates 
and often the same in colder winter areas but not always. Luscious and unique coloring -
could eat it! The first RE report has just come in on it here - from Stockton where it repeat 
bloomed 6 weeks after its spring bloom. But that's the first such report! ............•• $ 3.00 

mAROAH'S GOID ( '80 0. Brown) 33" M. * Rich gold with deep orange b. * Lace - especially 
heavy lace is rare for some reason on flowers with heavy color saturation. This seems to be 
true for all the color groups. This is quite the exception - ultrarich heavily saturated, 
glowing gold flowers with very lacy petal edges! Excellent domed and flared flowers too on 
excellent stalks and it seems to be quite hardy and vigorous everywhere. Unfortunately it 
still somehow remains undiscovered!!! ........•.........•••...........•.••.••••.••••••.. $ 3.00 

SA* mHi'.IIEMlN ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page two. 

PINA COLADA ( '83 M. Dunn) 38" M. * Cream S. with a peachy pink cast; cream F. with a peachy 
pink cast at hafts; peachy orange b. * A scrumptious smooth and fruity cream with big lusty 
wide ruffled flowers on super tall sturdy stalks. Few reports on it so far but all raves$3.00 

RE* PINK ATil!ACTIOO ( '88 Hall) 30" EM. * Light pink with a light lavender streak below tangerine 
-orange b. * Another super rebloomer from VANITY, this time out of JEAN GUYMER. Ruffled 
flowers of excellent quality I hear, on short stalks. Has an incredibly strong and reliable 
ability to rebloom - and early! In the short growing season of its home state of Ohio it can 
start in August. Also tends to start in August in Indiana, Virginia and California and that's 
just the beginning! Wait 'til this gets around! How can I use thee - let me count the ways!!! 
•••••••••.•••••....•..........•••..••.••••••••••••.•••.••..•••.•.••••.....•.....•...•.. $23.00 

RE* PINK m:oRE ('83 Mueller) 31" E. * Pink, deeper around red-pink b. * It's a pretty reliable 
rebloomer for the whole country though it's often too late for early winter areas. Vigorous 
and very hardy. Nice coloring but the form and substance are somewhat lacking. It's among the 
laciest rebloomers and that's where its breeding value lays. Fertile both ways ••••..... $ 4.50 

RE* PINK SACHKr ( '79 Moores) 30" M. * Intense pink with blue undertones; red-pink b. * Great 
coloring that carries across the garden! So strong, producing many stalks both spring and 
fall all over the country as well as lots of increases and it's hardy. Though it lacks 
branching it's still one of the classiest pink rebloomers. fertile both ways ...•..•.••• $ 3.00 

PINK SWAN ( '84 Gibson) 35" M. * Deep pink with hints of deep orchid with super thick and 
plush deep pink b. * Has been generating ripples of excitement across the country for years 
now! Has it all! All one could ask for in a lacy spellbinder of a flower. All one could ask 
for in beautifully branched stalks and all one could ask for in vigor and gardenability. 
All one could ask for! ! ! - from all reports so far •••••••..•••••.•.•........•.•••.••••• $ 4. 25 

PIRATE'S KJON ('87 J. Nelson) 34" M. * Pinkish orange S.; straw-orange F.; vivid tangerine b. 
* What an eyecatching and very different orange approach - out of HOMECOMING QUEEN! Seven or 
more elegant, deeply fluted flowers per well branched stalk. Terrific here last year - what 
huge floriferous clumps!!! The first on this order I've seen. Far too good to get lost in the 
"shuffle"!!! .....•••••••••••.•..••...•..•...•...•.••.•.••••••..••••••••••••••..•••.••.. $10.50 

PLEATED GOWN ( '81 Roderick) 34" L. * dark yellow with darker yellow b. * This went far in the 
awards system and does have excellent coloring and good flowers with pleated ruffles and has 
performed exceptionally well for many but it sure can have its problems ... branching, bud 
count, a tendency to rot. Very poor here last year - almost died ••••..•••.•.••. · .••.•.•• $ 2. 75 

PLEDGE AI.LH;IMCE (84 Schreiner's) 49" M. * dark blue with blue b. * Everyone that has it -
that I've heard from sings its praises very highly indeed! Great coloring with a satiny 
"mink" finish. Large, very ruffled flowers of fully modern form. Super tall, sturdy stalks 
with wide branching and loads of buds. The best part though is that it's soft rot resistant 
and as reliably a super strong grower and bloomer all over the country as any iris I've .ever 
heard about! Time and time again it takes whatever terrible conditions it has to! .•.••• $ 4.75 
l'OET ( '84 Williamson) 38" M. * Medium lavender-pink S. sanded rose-pink; creamy light p;_nk 
F. with sanded rose-pink hafts and borders; coral-red b. tipped white.* Excellent form and 
coloring. Nothing but raves on it from all over the country - a super strong and reliable 
performer always! Extremely vigorous and rot resistant. Here for the first time last year it 
was just incredible! 1 Unlike many in this class it has very tall show stalks - multibranched 
and multibudded. One to use for sure!!! •••.......••••••••••••••..•.•••••••.•••••••••..• $ 4.50 

JlORCELAilil BALLET ('85 Black) 32" ML. * Rosy apricot S. blending to apricot edges; apricot
pink F. with apricot borders; bright red-orange b. * Very vigorous and hardy. Fantastic 
stalks with 9-11 nice flowers each with super smooth texture and coloring and it's very 
fragrant. One of the top performers ••.••••••.•••••.•••••••••••......••••••..•••.•••.••• $ 4.00 
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PRU«;E CHARMIM; ( '88 Williamson) 36" M. * Very li 
4'hite F. with deeper hyacinth-lavender borders; 
tell from the description but it's a near neglect 
form, good well budded stalks and very good vigor 
before this ! ..•.•••••••••••••..•••.•.••.••...... j 
PRClt NIGHT ('87 Schreiner's) 40" EM. * Chl.JJa rosl 
and floriferous. Likes to give multiple stalks ~ 
but it's not one of Schre5ner' s better offerings 
I've come to expect from them and they' re a bit 

PULSAR ( '87 Weiler) 36" M-L. * Brilliant sunfast 
bright dynamo that's bound for stardom! It's~ 
coloring than its parent FLAMING VICTORY! Excell\ 
flaring falls. Well branched stalks with 7-8 budi 
one end of the spectrum to the other! ..........• 

RE* PUNKIN ( '81 Keppel by Hager) 32" M. * Rich clean 
this? ! "I've exclaimed many times now, when I've 
glory! "Oh - it's just PUNK.IN". Was definitely al 
orange and good in all respects! Generally puts 
country but when very well grown it will somet · 
that effect have come in from Utah, TX, WA, and 
parent! Very limited this year .......•.•••...••• 
PIJRGATORY ( '87 Moores) 32" ML. * Deep golden yel 
glints giving a completely different and beautif 
dark, smoldering mahagony red F. with orangy blei 
red now - by far!!! There's nothing like it, not! 
color - the fires of Hell?!! Perfect heavily rufJ 
single way!! loads of stalks and big increases, 1 

these qualities? Not many. No~ if it only reblj 
some of its babies will - especially when used 
"must-use". Will go very far indeed - all it nee , 

RE* ~ IXJIIO'OIY ( '84 Hall) 29!," E-M. * A white gr 
yellow/white b. * Incredibly strong as far as bl 
and most reliable everblooming tendencies of all 
performances in some of the very coldest parts o 
It's shorter but pretty with OK form. A "must", 
for rebloom. Fertile both ways. What potential -

RADIANT ENEXGY ( '86 Maryott) 37" M. * Glowing, ij 
In a class by itself! Not only is it a show stopj 
it has flowers of heaviest substance and truly 

is an excellent performer all over - like its 
far ••••••.......••••••••.......••••••............ 

re* RAINY FALLS ('84 Maryott) 36" M. * Medium blue Wi 
I haven't heard of this child of GLISTENING ICIQ 
San Jose area yet but even if it doesn't it shouj 
Super flowers that are very broad and symnetric I 

excellent placement and usually an excellent gro 

RID LIOO ( ' 86 Hager) 3 7" EM. * Deep ruby red wi ti 
Jeeper with smooth hafts but with a bit of trace 
way back to FORAY '61 - Ben's first iris introdu 
in all the intervening 25 years and he was addi 
all along the way!!! Big lightly ruffled flowers 
12 buds each. What a fantastic performer it is "J 
understat,-,nt and it's not a word that would nol 
describing a red! Pod fertile ..•..••.•.....••••• 

RE* RID REVIVAL ( '77 Preston) 30" EM. * Bronzy s.; r 
From Canada and it's one of the most reliable re 
your area this will! Often everblooms in mild e 
iris history a few decades but the coloring is v 
especially appreciated in those tough climates wi 
challenge ..•••.•...•.•.••.•••••...•..•...•...... 

RED RHlARD ( '83 Stevens) 35" M. * Dark, clear maJ 
Excellent waxy flowers, loaded with ruffles and 
S-curved show stalks. Superb in Missouri, its ha 
too ••••.•..••••••.•.••.••••••••....•••...•.....• 

SA* REilCARNATIOO ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, 
RE 
RE* REITERATE ( '88 J. Nelson) 36" M. * Hot pinkish r 

tangerine b. * We stocked a tremendous amount o 
better, taller, bigger CORN HARVEST done in ras 
closed standards and semiflaring falls on sturd 
plants. In the very hot summer interior valley 
starts reblooming in June! and by September eve 
Should be quite a breeder! •••.•.....•••.••••••.• 
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* Mid blue S.; white F. with a slight cast of powder blue; 
aves on this from all over the country and lots of RE 
around CA). Tried to rebloom, for the first time in Potter 
t least it tried! From how it looks here I'd say it's being 
all respects! Tremendous breeding potential! ..•...... $ 4.00 

's) 42" M. * Cream-white S.; yellow F.; yellow b. * Super 
ed with buds - often displays 4 flowers open at once! Very 
n standards. A very nice near yellow amoena that is usually 

ere .••........ ••...... .....•••.........•••.....•••. $ 4.25 

M. * Blue-raspberry with maroon shoulders; deep tangerine b. 
most floriferous irises ever, ever ever - in milder climates 
ter areas but not always. Luscious and unique coloring -
t has just come in on it here - from Stockton where it repeat 
bloom. But that's the first such report! •••••• ....•••. $ 3.00 

" M. * Rich gold with deep orange b. * Lace - especially 
n on flowers with heavy color saturation. This seems to be 
· s is quite the exception - ultrarich heavily saturated, 
cy petal edges! Excellent domed and flared flowers too on 
be quite hardy and vigorous everywhere. Unfortunately it 

ed!!! ...••.....••......••••..•••.....•.•.•......••••..• $ 3.00 

oductions, page two. 
* Cream S . with a peachy pink cast; cream F. with a peachy 

e b. * A scrumptious smooth and fruity cream with big lusty 
11 sturdy stalks. Few reports on it so far but all raves$3.00 

, . * Light pink with a light lavender streak below tangerine 
omer from VANITY, this time out of JEAN GUYMER. Ruffled 
ear on short stalks. Has an incredibly strong and reliable 
In ~he short growing season of its home state of Ohio it can 
tart in August in Indiana, Virginia and California and that's 
· s gets around! How can I use thee - let me count the ways!!! 
, •..•......••.•.....•• •• .•.....•.•.....••••••••.•••.•.. $23.00 

. * Pink, deeper around red-pink b. * It's a pretty reliable 
though it's often too late for early winter areas. Vigorous 
t the form and substance are somewhat lacking. It ' s among the 
ere its breeding value lays. Fertile both ways •••••..•• $ 4. 50 

* Intense pink with blue undertones; red-pink b. * Great 
garden! So strong, producing many stalks beth spring and 

1 as lots of increases and it's hardy. Though it lacks 
classiest pink re bloomers. fertile beth ways ••....•••.. $ 3. 00 

Deep ~ with hints of deep orchid with super thick and 
nerating ripples of excitement across the country for years 

~sk for in a lacy spellbinder of a flower. All one could ask 
ks and all one could ask for in vigor and gardenabili ty. 
all reports so far ...•••••.....•••.•..• , ..••• , ....••... $ 4.25 

" M. * Pinkish orange S.; straw-orange F.; vivid tangerine b. 
· fferent orange approach - out of HOMF.GOMING QUEEN! Seven or 

Eers per well branched stalk. Terrific here last year - what 
, irst on this order I've seen. Far too good to get lost in the 
.....•••••••.•.••.••..••••••••...••••••...•••••.••..••. $10.50 

L. * dark yellow with darker yellow b. * This went far in the 
llent coloring and good flowers with pleated ruffles and has 
many but it sure can have its problems ••• branching, bud 
or here last year - almost died ••••.••••...•• .-..•••... $ 2. 75 

0 s) 49" M. * dark blue with blue b. * Everyone that has it -

{

raises very highly indeed! Great coloring with a satiny 
ed flowers of fully modern form. Super tall, sturdy stalks 
buds. The best part though is that it's soft rot resistant 

rower and bloomer all over the country as any iris I've .ever 
pit takes whatever terrible conditio~s it has to!:·····$ 4.75 

f:
dium lavender-pink S. sanded rose-pink; creamy light p,.nk 
d borders; coral -red b. tipped white. * Excellent form and 

from all over the country - a super strong and reliable 
ous and rot resistant. Here for the first time last year it 

[

;~~ ! f~~. ~:~~~. ~ ~. ~~. ~~~. ~~::. ~~~:. ~~~:~.:. ~ ~~~~~rt~to 
ML. * Rosy apricot S. blending to apricot edges; apricot

ight red-orange b. * Very vigorous and hardy. Fantastic 
ch with super smooth texture and coloring and it's very 

I rs .••.••.....•••••• , ••••• ', ••• , •••.•••••• , •• , ••••••••• $ 4.00 
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PRiliCE CIJARMiliC ( '88 Williamson) 36" M. * Very light hyacinth-lavender S. touched tan; cream 
--white F. with deeper hyacinth-lavender herders; yellow h. * New here. Might be difficult to 
tell from the description but it's a near neglecta-plicata. A real charming dandy! Good 
form, good well budded stalks and very good vigor. Hard to believe its name wasn't grabbed 
before this! •.•••.•.•.•.•••••..•••....•••....•..••....•...•.••......•.•••••••••••.••••• $16.50 

PR(Jf NIGHr ( '87 Schreiner's) 40" EM. * China rose with tangerine-orange b. * Very vigorous 
and floriferous. Likes to give multiple stalks making for lots of color in the spring garden 
but it's not one of Schreiner's better offerings. Pretty good flowers but not the quality 
I've come to expect from them and -they're a bit hafty. Good stalks with 6 buds each ..•• $ 5.00 

PULSAR ( '87 Weiler) 36" M-L. * Brilliant sunfast yellow with intense orange-red b. * A 
bright dynamo that's bcund for stardom! It's energized with even more brilliant vibrant 
coloring than its parent FLAMING VICTORY! Excellent flowers with closed standards and broad 
flaring falls, Well branched stalks with 7-8 buds. Vigorous in all kinds of climates - from 
one end of the spectrum to the other! .................................................. $14.00 

RE* PUNKIN ('81 Keppel by Hager) 32" M. * Rich clean orange with bushy deep orange b. * "What's 
this? !"I've exclaimed many times now, when I've seen it reblooming somewhere in all its 
glory! "Oh - it's just PUNKIN". Was definitely ahead of its time!!! A real beauty in real 
orange and good in all respects! Generally puts up its RE stalks too late for much of the 
country but when very well grown it will sometimes rebloom during the s\.DJITler too - reports to 
that effect have come in from Utah, TX, WA, and from all over CA. Good pollen and a super 
parent ! Very limited this year ......................................................... $ 8. 50 
PIIRGATORY ( '87 Moores) 32" ML. * Deep golden yellow S. heavily infused with shinmering red 
glints giving a completely different and beautiful shade of reddish orange; very smooth, 
dark, smoldering mahagony red F. with orangy blended herders; yellow-orange b. * My favorite 
red now - by far!!! There's nothing like it, nothing that compares! Literally dances with 
color - the fires of li:!ll?! ! Perfect heavily ruffled form! - and it's just super in every 
single way!! Loads of stalks and big increases, all over the country!!! How many reds have 
these qualities? Not many. Now - if it only rebloomed like its parent DANTE'S INFERNO! Bet 
some of its babies will - especially when used with rebloomers. Definitely a "must-have" and 
"must-use". Will go very far indeed - all it needs is exposure ......................... $15.00 

RE*~ IXlRO'.IBY ('84 Hall) 29!," E-M. * A white ground plicata lightly stitched mid-violet; 
yellow/white b. * Incredibly strong as far as bloom and increase go and one of the strongest 
and most reliable everblooming tendencies of all! Has given some nigh onto unbelievable RE 
performances in some of the very coldest parts of the country, as well as in milder areas. 
It's shorter but pretty with OK form. A "must", especially for the most challenging cfimates 
for rebloom. Fertile beth ways. What potential - for everblooming IB plicatas! ...•••••• $ '.i.50 

RADIAN'.r EllElGY ( 1 86 Maryott) 37" M. * Glowing, intense golden yellow with gold b. * New here. 
In a class by itself! Not only is it a show stopping garden beacon that radiates brilli.ance, 
it has flowers of heaviest substance and truly perfect ruffled form. Perfect stalks also and 

is an excellent performer all over - like its parent HINDENBURG! ! ! - from all reports so 
far •••••••••••..•••..••••.••.•...........••••••••..••••• .' •••••••••••.•••••.•.•.•••.....• $ 5.00 

re* RAINY FALLS ( 084 Maryott) 36" M. * Medium blue with a small flash of white by its white b. * 
I haven't heard of this child of GLISTENING ICICLE and VICTORIA FALLS reblooming out of the 
San Jose area yet but even if it doesn't it should be a great breeder for those that will. 
Super flowers that are very broad and synrnetrical, super stalks that have many buds with 
excellent placement and usually an excellent grower all over. •..• , •••••..•••..••••••••• $ 4. 25 

RID 1100 ('86 Hager) 37" EM.* Deep ruby red with a touch of crimson in the S.; the F. are a 
Jeeper with smooth hafts but with a bit of tracery under the bronze b. * This goes all the 
way back to FORAY '61 - Ben's first iris introduction with no others introduced from the line 
in all the intervening 25 years and he was adding the best new reds from all over the country 
all along the way!!! Big lightly ruffled flowers on superb, tall, sturdy stalks with up to 
12 buds each. What a fantastic performer it is all over the nation! "Robust" is such an 
understatement and it's not a word that would normally have cooie to mind over the years when 
describing a red! Pod fertile .••..••.....•••••••••••••••.......••••..•••.•••••••••••••. $ 6.50 

RE* RID REVIVAL ('77 Preston) 30" EM.* Bronzy S.; rosy red F. with lighter edges; bronze b. * 
From Canada and it's one of the most reliable rebloomers ever. If anything will rebloom in 
your area this will! Often everblooms in mild enough climates! The flowers do go back into 
iris history a few decades but the coloring is ~ nice in the fall garden! Should be 
especially appreciated in those tough climates where getting any rebloom at all is a real 
challenge •••••••••••••.••....••••••....................•••••••••••••••••...•.......•... $ 5 • 50 

RID llHlARD ( '83 Stevens) 35" M. * Dark, clear mahogany red including the b. * So showy! 
Excellent waxy flowers, loaded with ruffles and with super smooth hafts on super duper 
S-curved show stalks. Superb in Missouri, its home state and it's performed pretty good here 
too •.•.•••••••••.••••....•••••••••••....•.......•....••.•••••••••••••••••.••..••••••••• $ 6.50 

SA* REIR:ARNATIOO ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page three. 
RE 
RE* REITERATE ( '88 J. Nelson) 36" M. * Hot pihkish raspberry blended apricot at the hafts; red

tangerine b. * We stocked a tremendous amount of this. Are betting it will prove.to be a 
better, taller, bigger CORN HARVEST done in raspberry! Pretty good, pretty flowers with 
closed standards and semiflaring falls on sturdy well branched stalks. Extremely vigorous 
plants. In the very hot s\.DJITler interior valley climate of Los Banos, CA this consistently 
starts reblooming in June! and by September every plant has rebloomed at least twice! ! ! 
Should be quite a breeder! •..•••••••••••••.••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••.•• $19. 50 
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RE* RKllll!NIH:; PF.ACE ( '74 R.G. Smith) 34" E. * White with red-pink b . * Way , way ahead of its 
time! Reblooms at times (often during the sUI11Der) all over the country , even in Europe! 
Good coloring on very good flowers with heavy substance and recurved fall s . Branching varies 
but can be superb. Its growth varies some too, slowish some years, a "weed" others, usually 
good. An excellent parent for improved rebloomers - gave REMEMBER SPRING! .••.•••••••.•• $ 5.00 

RE* RillD ('79 Shoop) 36" M. * White S.; grape F. with a good white rim; tangerine b. * The 
raves that have been coming in on this, steadily for years now and from every part of the 
country! Nearly always gives spectacular performances everywhere and it's such a bright 
showy beauty. Can't be missed! Sometimes the standards and fall "rings" are pink rather than 
white - terrific contrast either way! Excellent heavily ruffled foon and good stalks. More 
and more RE reports are coming in on this. Will rebloom if very well grown in coastal CA 
climates and in OR and WA - where sunmers aren't too hot. Has even rebloomed in the North! -
(Montana) when extremely well grown. When it does so the stalks usually come early, July to 
September. Fertile both ways and I'm putting it to work!!! .••••••.•••••••••••• ··••••• •• $3.50 

RE* RIO VI5IA ( '77 B. Brown) 36" E. * Violet-blue, deeper in the heart with darker full length F. 
veining; violet-blue b. * Big spreading flowers of good foon on tall show ~talks. Incredibly 
vigorous and floriferous here and a tremendous rebloomer at tlJ!les, rebloonun~ all.sunmer and 
fall but it usually isn't nearly as nice and doesn't rebloom nearly as well in climates 
colderthan Potter Valley. Fertile both ways and has given some very classy RE babies!.$ 3.25 

ROIIJS'.ID ( '84 Black) 36" E. * Creamy orange with a slight infusion of lavender-pink in the S.; 
bright orange b. * Robust is such an understatement! It consistently produces as many spring 
stalks, flowers and increases as any TB we've ever grown! Seems to perfoon Just the same 
everywhere no matter how adverse the growing conditions or severe the winter. Not the latest 
word in foon but it does have pretty good flowers on superb heavily budded stalks. At the 
International Competition For Irises in Italy it came in second! and also won the award for 
Most Original Color! Sets pods like crazy here .••.••••••..••••••..•••••...••••• · · • • • •. · $ 3 • 25 

re* ROIAN'ITCIST ('88 Keppel) 36" M. * Peach S. shaded rosy mauve; creamy F. flushed peach with 
soli d hafts and half inch plicata borders of deeper rosy mauve; soft apricot-orange b. * 
New here. What a great name for this new soft alluring beauty! Large heavily ruffled flowers 
that produce a most magical effect, either up close o: at a distance ~n !he garden. Fathered 
by GIGOLO and like many of his kids it can rebloom, did so last July rn its home garden$22. 50 

RON ('81 Hamblen) 36" M. * Violet-blue· blended blue and yellow b. * Truly a faultless iris, 
perfect in every~! An exemplary perf'orme: everywhere'. So lovely - I :an't pass it without 
pausing in admiration. lhe effect of tur:qucn.se velvet n.bboos on blue silk! Fragrant. •. $ 3.50 

ROSFI:RAFT ( '86 Hamblen) 36" ML. * Deep, hot raspberry-rose with a lighter ~ea aro':1Ild rusty 
henna b. tipped violet.* New here. Sounds super exciting to me but then Im especially 
partial to this type coloring. lots of raves from all over already - a wonderful grower 
everywhere!! Bas it all. -large heavily ruffled flowers with closed standards and wide arched 
and flaring falls on strong show stalks. The quality and qualities we expect from Melba.$4.75 

re* ROSY CUD> ( • 85 Keppel) 35" E-M. * Light peach S.; white F. with a pastel rosy orchid p;icata 
border· white b. tipped soft red-orange.* A super lovely ultrapastel that can rebloom in 
mild e~ough climates. So pretty - but not one of the best doers, especially in particularly 
tough cold winter climates. A very willing podder and I've used it •••.•.•••••. , •••••.•• $ 2.75 

ROYAL CR1JSADER. ('85 Schreiner's) 35" E-M. * Clear cloud blue S.; deep blue F.; white b. 
tinted light blue. * About the most gigantic ~ris flowers eve: and ".11at flowers they usually 
are! Just perfect with closed standards and wide, round, flarrng, ligh!ly ruffled falls but 
they can become a bit floppy at times, as they age. Super stalks too with 9-10 buds each, 
perfectly spaced and they're very thick and strong. Tremendously strong everywhere •• · .• $ 5.00 

R(rn1}I; ('81 Gaulter) 38" M-L. * Rosy lavender touched gold in t~e throat; white b. * !Ege, 
distinctive and very pleasing spreading flowers - both the coloring and excellent foon with 
lace and ruffles. Visitors love it. Always an exceptional grower and bloomer even when many 
are way below par here. Great, tall sturdy stalks. Overlooked!..·••• ... ·•••••·•••••··•.$ 3.00 

re* SM'l'll(»I' FLAME ( '84 Hamblen) 38" ML. * Brilliant hot golden yellow with dark tangerine b. * 
I'm most anxious to get it into my lines. One of the best in this exciting col?r class and 
it reblooms! - consistently for some like Gigi Hall, in Silicon Valley type climates. Always 
spectacular in every respect here no matter how "off" the year! Superb big flowers on tall, 
perfec t show stalks and leaves lots of husky big increases. loads of raves back on it!.$ 4.25 

SA* &:llNnD llUBBLES ( 'Byers) 36" E-M. * Medium blue with the slightest cast of violet; blue b. 
RE tipped yellow-orange in the throat and either long blue horns, spoons or big flounces.* 

SKY HOOKS x VICTORIA FALLS. Big, wide, bubbly flowers of super substance that always sport 
good appendages. The stalks can be excellent but they ~ary. Sometllll:s p1_1ts out a SUJ?"r sweet 
aroma that perfumes the air all around it but lately I ve had to sniff it to smell it at all 
- darn! An excellent grower and bloomer and though it hasn't itself rebloomed ~ere some ?f 
the seedlings from all the crosses with it have! How exciting to hear that it 1B reblocau.ng 
some elsewhere! ! ! RE reports have now come in from CA, OK and NM. VICTORIA FALLS has never 
rebloomed here either. Extremely fertile both ways .•••••.••••••• •••• ••• •••••••••••••·· .$30.00 

re* &:llNnD .II.J'Dll,J; ('83 Maryott) 36" M. * Deep blue-lavender including b: * This.sib to HYPNOrIC 
and GLISTENING ICICLE has so many qualities in one package that I pn.ze so highly that I 
tried it for the third time and it has grown beautifully ever since. lost it to rot twice 
but of all the reports I've received on it, none have mentioned problems~ that.area or any 
other area even in the toughest, harshest climates. l'erfect flOlil!rs and it consistently 
gives good'winter rebloom in very mild climates like the Silicon Valley and New Zealand! On 
top of everything it is extremely fragrant- at times so strong it peoneates the whole garden 
- with 1D1t:mag! ! ! Fertile both ways •..•••••••••••••.•••••..••••••••••.•••••••.•••••••••• $ 3 •5o 
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re* SCIIJR'.DIAN' S GARNE'I RllFFUlS ( '81 Schortman) 28" M. 
after super smooth red. Bubble ruffling (probably I 
date) is its forte! Short heavily budded show sta~ 
littl e narrow and it can be a bit slow, especiall~ 
rebloom, in~ mild climates and I'm toyi ng wit 

RE* SIDH> COUii; ( '79 Miller) 38" EM. * Whit e with a 
that is i ncredibly vigor ous and f l or ifer ous eve 
s t rong r eliable rebloomer but rather l ate ...•.... 

RE* SIDH> WIND ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page 

re* SIJARLEE ( '82 Maryot t) 36" M. * A blend of lavende 
yellow/ t anger i ne b . * Has been one of my very top 
ful combinat ion - the distinctive pastel suorise ~ 
les s wide flowers with t heir billowing ruffles and 
Excellent s t alks and excellent qualities througho,1 
nationwide and a very good r ebloomer in ~ mild 
gotten some s eedlings f rom i t that rebloom in Pot 

re* SIIJWMAN ( ' 83 Corlew) 35" M-L. * White with red b. 
laced flowers of sparkli ng white with very notica , 
from all over t he country - it 's hardy. An extr 
even though it ' s vigorous too i t blooms on nearl~ 
the following year. Can rebloom during the SUD1Der 

RE* SIQf OF UD ( ' 77 Zurbrigg) 35" E. * Dark reddish 
* Over and over again it ' s been the same story ( fr 
for rebloomers) - "was one of only irises that 
reports have come in on it, :fna all over the S 
reblooms very early - July to September. The fl 
darkest available in this class of rebloomers •••• 

S:ruaJOO ( '85 Hamblen) 34" E-L. * Silky blue-whit 
The beards here are actually medi\JD violet blue t 
henna. They've also been described as brownish, 
very showy against the pale silky flowers! Should 
really unique babies like near whites with strong 
flowers, very ruffly with lots of flare on super 
reports everywhere, it's extremely vigorous and 

re* SILVER BF.AmllR (78 Niswonger) 32" M. * Silvery 1 · 
it really glistens! Superb foon with wide, perfec 
qualities all the way! A good doer most everywher 
climates. Very limited this year •.•••••••••.••••• 

RE* SILVER SCREl'N ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, 

SA* SILVER SFOCIIS ( '87 Byers) 36" M-L. * A very pale 
spoons or flounces. * This is a so-so grower here 
from the reports so far it seems to usually be 
smooth flowers of heavy substance on excellent w 
of excellent appendages, usually long graceful s 

SILVER YEARS ( ' 80 Hager) 38" M. * Sil very pale b¾ 
Much loved, by so many around the country but se 
the very coldest, toughest areas where so many w 
flowers with ruffles and lace on superb stalks 

SICIEIIS' DELIGHT ( '82 Schreiner' s) 36" EM. * WhitE1 
sense! Heavily ruffled, iridescent, crystalline 
show stalks. Always among the very strongest, mo 
matter what and it's usually just the same all o 

SlCillS OF ITALY ( '83 Blocher) 30" M. * Varies -
blue-white. ; bright yellow b. * Lovely, heavily 
Very vigorous, even in exceptionally cold ·winter 

IIE* SKOClQIDUX ( '83 Gibson) 34" ML. * Apricot-orang 
white signals and red b. * Stuming brilliance 1d 
flowers are nicely formed and lightly ruffled and 
very reliable rebloomer in milder climates and i 
grown in cold winter areas too. Last year here on 
'87 gave 2 stalks in May, 2 more in July and ano 
from VA, all others have been raves! A very easy 

SlllO'lll TAllC ( ' 82 Gartman) 36" EM. * Orange-pink 
smooth, very well fooned, large tailored flowers 
always branches high here. Is most appreciated 
Extremely vigorous everywhere ••••••••••••••••••• 

SA* SIDl SPOCll ( '82 Hager) 38" M. * Pure sparkling 
orange b. and long graceful white spoons. * Nice; 
times have a touch of lace on terrific tall show 
Usually a very good performer here and usually 
and it always has them here I Sets pods easily •••• 
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34" E. * White with red-pink b. * Way, way ahead of its 
ing the smm>er) all over the country, even in Europe ! 

s with heavy substance and recurved falls. Branching varies 
ies some too, slowish some years, a "weed" others, usually 
roved rebloomers - gave REMEMBER SPRING! ••..•••.••.••• $ 5. 00 

s. ; grape F. with a good white rim; tangerine b. * The 
this steadily for years now and from every part of the 

tacul~r performances everywhere and it's such a bright 
times the standards and fall "rings" are pink rather than 

way! Excellent heavily ruffled form and good stalks. More 
on this. Will rebloom if very well grown in coastal CA 
smm>ers aren't too hot. Has even rebloomed in the North! -

wn. When it does so the stalks usually come early, July to 
I'm putting it to work!!! •••.••••.••••••••••••.••••••• $3.50 

Violet-blue deeper in the heart with darker full length F, 
eading flowe;s of good form on tall show stalks. Incredibly 
a tremendous rebloomer at times, reblooming all sunmer and 

as nice and doesn't rebloom nearly as well in climates 
e both ways and has given some very classy RE babies! . $ 3. 25 

orange with a slight infusion of lavender-pink in the_S.; 
h an understatement! It consistently produces as many spring 

any TB we've ever grown! Seems to perform just the same 
! the growing conditions or severe the winter. Not the latest 
etty good flowers on superb heavily budded stalks. At the 

fises in Italy it came in second! and also won the award for 
ike crazy here •..•.•...•••.•••••.•••..••.•••••••.•••••• $ 3.25 

* Peach s. shaded rosy mauve; creamy F. flushed peach with 
a borders of deeper rosy mauve; soft apricot-orange b. * 
this new soft alluring beauty!~ heavily ruffled flowers 

•ct either up close or at a distance in the garden. Fathered 
'd; it can rebloom, did so last July in its home garden$22.50 

•t-blue · blended blue and yellow b. * Truly a faultless iris, 
performer everywhere! So lovely - I can't pass it without 

ct of turquoise velvet ribbons on blue silk! Fragrant. •. $ 3.50 

* ~ hot raspberry-rose with a lighter area around rusty 
!!re. soi'.ma.s super exciting to me but then I'm especially 
Lots of raves from all over already - a wonderful grower 
eavily ruffled flowers with closed standards and wide arched 
stalks. The quality and qualities we expect from Melba.$4.75 

. * Light peach S.; white F. with a pastel rosy orchid plicata 
-orange. * A super lovely ultrapastel that can rebloom in 
- but not one of the best doers, especially in particularly 
ry willing podder and I've used it ............ , .••••.•• $ 2. 75 

35" E-M. * Clear cloud blue S.; deep blue F.; white b. 
st gigantic iris flowers ever and what flowers they usually 

tandards and wide, round, flaring, lightly ruffled falls but 
times, as they age. Super stalks too with 9-10 buds each, 

thick and strong. Tremendously strong everywhere ..... $ 5.00 

* Rosy lavender touched gold in the throat; white b. * ~' 
reading flowers - both the coloring and excellent form with 
it. Always an exceptional grower and bloomer even when many 

tall sturdy stalks. Overlooked! ....... ,, .... , .. ,,,, .. ••,$ 3.00 

ML.* Brilliant hot golden yellow with dark tangerine b, * 
my lines. One of the best in this exciting color class and 
some like Gigi Hall, in Silicon Valley type climates. Always 

re no matter how "off" the year! Superb big flowers on tall, 
lots of husky big increases. Loads of raves back on it! , $ 4. 25 

M. * Medium blue with the slightest cast of.violet; blue}· 
roat and either long blue horns, spoons or big flounces. 
• wide bubbly flowers of super substance that always sport 
P' be ex~ellent but they vary. Sometimes puts out a super sweet 

around it but lately I've had to sniff it to smell it at all 
1 bloomer and though it hasn't itself rebloOOl';d ~ere some ~f 
sses with it have! How exciting to hear that it 1B rebloamng 
ave now come in from CA, OK and NM. VICI'ORIA FAUB has never 
l.y fertile both ways ......... , ........ ,,, ........ ·····,· .$30.00 
" M. * Deep blue-lavender including b. * This sib to IIYPNCYrIC 

any qualities in one package that I prize so. highly that . I 
ii it has grown beautifully ever since. Lost it to rot twice 
eived on it none have mentioned problems in that area or any 

st harshest' climates. Perfect fl.Olll!rS and it consistently 
~ mild climates like the Silicon Valley and New Zealand! On 

ely fragranr at times so strong it permeates the whole garden 
ays ..................................................... $ 3.50 
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re* SCIIJll'.llfAN'S GARNET RUFFLES ( '81 Schortman) 28" M. * Dark red with brown b. * A much sought 
after super smooth red. &Jbble ruffling (probably the most intense ruffling of any red to 
date) is its forte! Short heavily budded show stalks. On the negative side - its hafts are a 
little narrow and it can be a bit slow, especially in cold winter areas. Can give sumner 
rebloom, in Y!!£i mild climates and I'm toying with using it for reblooming red IBs ..... $ 4.25 

RE* SEX:OID com«; ('79 Miller) 38" EM. * White with a hint of green. * A fairly nice rebloomer 
that is incredibly vigorous and floriferous everywhere and it's exceptionally healthy. A 
strong reliable rebloomer but rather late .............................................. $ 2.50 

RE* SEX:OID WIND ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page five. 
re* SHARLEE ('82 Maryott) 36" M. * A blend of lavender, orchid and pink with gold shoulders and 

yellow/tangerine b. * Has been one of my very top favorite irises for years!!! Such a wonder
ful combination - the distinctive pastel 8UllriBe coloring, so pure and clean with the fault
less wide flowers with their billowing ruffles and it usually has a little lace here too! 
Excellent stalks and excellent qualities throughout! An incredibly strong grower and bloomer 
nationwide and a very good rebloomer in~ mild climates. Has some pod fertility and I have 
gotten some seedlings from it that rebloom in Potter Valley! ........................... $ 4.00 

re* SIDIIAN ( '83 Corlew) 35" M-L. * White with red b. * Very showy! JIJge, very good ruffled and 
laced flowers of sparkling white with very noticable red beards on excellent stalks. Raves 
from all over the country - it's hardy. An extremely heavy bloomer, almost too heavy because 
even though it's vigorous too it blooms on nearly all its increases not leaving too many for 
the following year. Can rebloom during the sunmer - in~ mild climates .............. $ 3.50 

RE* SIQI' OF I.FD ( '77 Zurbrigg) 35" E. * Dark reddish violet S.; darker, near black F.; bronze b. 
* Over and over again it ' s been the same story ( from especial! y tough, challenging climates 
for rebloomers) - "was one of only irises that rebloomed here this year". So amy 11K 
reports have cam:, in on it, froa air over the States, even froa Kng1ao:I. and France!! Usually 
reblooms very early - July to September. The flowers though not great are still among the 
darkest available in this class of rebloomers .......................................... $ 4. 75 

SIIJQIXI) ( '85 Hamblen) 34" E-L. * Silky blue-white with light blue hafts and wide henna b. * 
The beards here are actually mediun violet blue tipped tangerine orange - gives the effect of 
henna. They've also been described as brownish, whatever - they're very big and different and 
very showy against the pale silky flowers! Should be a fascinating breeder, giving sane 
really unique babies like near whites with strong blue beards tipped red! Exceptional 
flowers, very ruffly with lots of flare on super well budded show stalks. Here, and fran all 
reports everywhere, it's extremely vigorous and floriferous! ......................... ;.$ 4.75 

re* SILVER .IIF.A'.OIEII. (78 Niswonger) 32" M. * Silvery lilac with red b. * Such an alluring beauty -
it really glistens! Superb form with wide, perfectly clean hafts End it has excellent 
qualities all the way! A good doer most everywhere and it can rebloom - in extremely mild 
climates. Very limited this year ....................................................... $ 3.50 

RE* SILVER SCREllN ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page fi v~. 

SA* SILVER SPO(H; ( '87 Byers) 36" M-L. * A very pale silvery blue self including the b. and long 
spoons or flounces.* This is a so-so grower here, some years pretty good, some very poor but 
from the reports so far it seems to usually be performing OK elsewhere. Nicely formed, ruffly 
smooth flowers of heavy substance on excellent well budded stalks, A most consistent producer 
of excellent appendages, usually long graceful spoons, sometimes big wild flounces! .... $13.50 
SILVER YEARS ('80 Hager) 38" M. * Silvery pale blue S.; silver white F.; pale yellow b. * 
Much loved, by so many around the country but seems to be especially appreciated by those in 
the very coldest, toughest areas where so many won't thrive. It usually does!~~ 
flowers with ruffles and lace on superb stalks with multitudes of buds! ................ $ 3.00 

SICIE!S' DELIGHT ( '82 Schreiner' s) 36" EM. * White with white b. * A spectacular iris in every 
sense! Heavily ruffled, iridescent, crystalline flowers of faultless form on fantastic tall 
show stalks. Always among the very strongest, most consistent performers of all here no 
matter what and it's usually just the same all over the country! Very hardy ............ $ 3.50 

SKIES OF ITALY ( '83 Blocher) 30" M, * Varies - between crystalline, light sky blue and icy 
blue-white.; bright yellow b. * Lovely, heavily ruffled flowers on excellent shorter stalks, 
Very vigorous, even in exceptionally cold ·winter climates. Out of Charisma ............. $ 2. 75 

RE* SKOClCillllla ( '83 Gibson) 34" ML. * Apricot-orange veined and stitched with deep red-purple; 
white signals and red b. * Stunning hrilliance with a silky sliclc sheen! These neon bright 
flowers are nicely formed and lightly ruffled and laced. It's very vigorous. An excellent and 
very reliable rebloomer in milder climates and is giving good sunmer rebloom when very well 
grown in cold winter areas too. last year here one rhizome planted in the RE display bed in 
'87 gave 2 stalks in May, 2 more in July and another in September! One very negative report, 
from VA, all others have been raves! A very easy podder and I'm using it! •••••••••••••• $ 4.00 

S!llO'DI TAllC ( '82 Gartman) 36" EM. * Orange-pink S.; apricot-orange F.; orange b. * Super 
smooth, very well formed, large tailored flowers. Excellent substance and bud count but it 
always branches high here. Is most appreciated in the coldest areas where it really shines! 
Extremely vigorous everywhere ................................................... : ...... $ 2. 50 

SA* SIDl SPOCll ('82 Hager) 38" M. * Pure sparkling white touched ,yellow nt the ,hafts; yello~ 
orange b. and long graceful white spoons. * Nice; slightly smaller ruffled flowers that some
times have a touch of lace on terrific tall show stalks with lots of branches and buds. 
Usually a very good performer here and usually performs well elsewhere too. Love those spoons 
and it always has them here! Sets pods easily .......................................... $ 3.75 
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~ llllIT8'S Raa ( '84 Black) 31'," ML. * White with tangerine to bright red b. * The beards 
hav7 been bright_red two years in a row here now but I've heard them described as light tan
gerine. The red 1n red beards can sure vary a lot! Even though LADY MARIE is its mother it 
has been very slow here, like so many of the red bearded whites •••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 3.50 

RE* SOAP OPERA ('82 Ghio) 32" E-L. * Pale greenish tan S.; pale violet F. with greenish tan 
bordei:s; tan b. * We've sold out of this twice now - what demand! Have loads of it again this 
year. Perfect bubble ruffled flowers with wide perfectly clean hafts and I love this blended 
"bamboo" coloring. Usually gives shorter super show stalks and it's usually extremely vigor
ous and floriferous in all iris climates. The best news though is that it rebloias at times 
all over the C01Etry! Usually in the early fall but can frooi July on. Has proven to be one 
of my very best rebloomer parents. Gives its quality, very clean hafts and very strong and 
ea:ly rebl0001 to ~ots of its babies, as well as a wide dispersion of colors. Out of ACTRESS 
- it gives tangerine beards as well as blue beards. Have got to hook it up with some of the 
super RE SDBs that are available now! Just imagine the super RE IBs that would surely come 
frooi such unions! ! Fertile both ways ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 3. 50 

RE* SOCIAL RFGIS'JEI. ( '82 Ghio) 36" E. * Pale pink with tangerine b. * Big well formed flowers of 
true, pale, llBinous pink-pink coloring on good tall stalks with high bud count. Hardy and 
usually very vigorous and floriferous everywhere! ReblOOOIS well in very mild climates and has 
been known to in cold winter areas too when superbly grown (but don't count on it)! An 
excellent addition to the RE gene pool. Has given cold climate rebloomer seedlings, even from 
oncers! .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••. $ 3.50 

RE* SOFT HALO ('83 Moores) 35" ™·*White with yellow halos around all petals; yellow b. * I've 
received little so far on this rebloooiing WHITE LIGIITNING child from Texas but have high 
hopes for it. It often lacks branching but is very nice, very vigorous and hardy and can 
rebl0001 some, even in colder climates. Tried to here last year but too late to make it. 
Fathered WHITE REPRISE! ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••..•••••••••••..••.• $ 4.00 

~ ( '82 Keppel) 34" ™· * Peach S. ; ivory-peach F. with red-violet plicata borders; 
white/orange b. * Gorgeous flowers, well ruffled and lightly laced with wonderful coloring 
and it usually has good well branched stalks. Seems to be pretty hardy and usually a good 
grower all over. Has been incredibly strong and just terrific the last 3 years here. Fertile 
both ways •••.••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 3.00 

SA* SPK:IAL FEAnlRE ('88 Osborne) 36" M. * Mid-blue with a slight cast of violet; bluish orange 
b. and huge blue flounces. * (SKY HOOKS x· JACK R DEE) X PACIFIC GROVE!!! PACIFIC GROVE has 
gotta be one of the strongest irises of all time and it sure passed this strength on to 
this special spectacular child! Here since '86 and it's been just incredible! Consistently 
gives loads of excellent stalks (3 stalks came out of one fan one year giving a total of 27 
flowers!!!) and loads of big increases. Very nice flowers, not wide but otherwise excellent 
with horizontal falls. lhey often have fully double wide beards but the "special feature" is 
the flounces! Consistently sports abeolutely gigantic petaloid flOUDCeS like a third set of 
petals per fl.-r! Wlll)! ! ! ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $30.00 

Sm:DCOLAII. BID ('81 Denney) 36" M. * Red-black including b. * Spectacular is an understate
D!!ll.t! Spectacular tailored flowers of deep glowing burgundy here. They never fade and have 
super clean hafts, tightly domed standards and very flaring falls. Spectacular bud count and 
branching! Tall sturdy stalks always with incredibly perfect nrultibranching! Spectacular 
gardenability nearly always everywhere, it's completely hardy. Fragrant too! Fertile both 
ways and has given some very nice things here - both space agers and rebloomers •••••••• $ 2.75 

re* SPFllJLAT(JI. ( '83 Ghio) 36" M-L. * Maize gold with gold b. * Huge, volumptuous, bubble ruffled 
and laced flowers of superb form and brilliant coloring. It can have problems in cold winter 
climates at times but usually is a good bloomer and grower most everywhere. Its parent WELL 
ENDOWED rebloomed for us and has proven to be a super parent for rebloomers. I wasn't sur
prised when I heard that SPECULATOR could rebl0001 even if only in exceptionally mild 
climates. Fertile both ways ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• : •••••••••••••••••••••• $ 3.00 

SPICED aJS'IAIID ( '87 Weiler) 32" M-L. * The insides of the S. are snow white with yellow rims, 
the outsides vary - white sprinkled w:i.th fine yellow webbing and yellow rims or crystalline 
lemon-cream softly infused with pink and with deeper yellow rims; the F. havea yellow base 
heavily overlaid with spicy burnt orange-cinnamon brown; the b. range between rusty orange 
and bright maraschino red! * thi.que taken to the ninth degree!!! A whole new dimension has 
been added to the iris color spectrum! Will knock socks off clear across the garden! What an 
impact it will surely have on the irises of tomorrow! How far away can brown amoenas be .•••• 
with bright red beards?! Good flowers on excellent stalks and it's very vigorous and flor
iferous. Fertile both ways and is already giving great things including rebloomers on its 
order!!! ••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $12. 75 

RE* SPIRIT OF FIJI ( '85 Zurbrigg) 35" M. * Light yellow with a hint of green; yellow b. * A 
wonderful new fragrant rebloomer for the whole country. First class all the way! It's a 
strong rebloomer that starts early enough for the coldest climates. Great flowers - wide and 
well ruffled and surprisingly clean hafted considering its pedigree (SPIRIT OF M™PHIS X 
FIJI DANCER). A great performer frooi coast to coast! Very fertile both ways and has already 
given a super variegata-plicata everbloomer type here! Worlds of potential! •••••••••••• $12.00 

RE* SPIRIT OF MEMmIS( '77 Zurbrigg) 35" M. * Bright medium yellow with distinctive brown haft 
markings; yellow b. * liiBy ahead of its tiae -that rare combination of thoroughly modern 
flowers and the ability to rebloooi all over the country! Heavy ruffling, heavy substance and 
often it has a little lace as well.Bl<XaS and grows with wild abandon everywhere! Can give 
some real Queen Of Show stalks. A classic! Very pod fertile and a super duper parent! .. $ 3.50 

(36} 

STARLIT BUJK ( '83 Weiler) 30" E-M. * White, suff 
luminata type underveins spreading out into the 
- "fancy" plic .... both luminata and plicata mar 
Magnificient, huge, heavily ruffled flowers that 
Only raves so far, even from MN and NE! Pod fer 

SA* STARSHIP ( '89 Byers) - see. introductions, p;.ge 
RE 
RE* STELLAR LIGHI:S ( '86 Aitken) 38" ML-VL. * medium 

around its white b. * Exciting! It's heavily NA 
offspring SEAWOLF) and look at the impact NAVY S 
pretty we:).l in many parts of the country when gil 
at the door now and this will be one of the one 
sistently gives lots of spectacular stalks with 
to 14 very well formed ruffled flowers of very 
vigorous everywhere and very hardy. Should give 
"zonals" with great contrast. Fertile both ways 

re* STlllUJliC STITCH ( '84 Innerst) 36" M. * Snow whi 
white b. lightly tipped tangerine. * This has be 
just superb even when so many aren't. Big, spree 
sturdy stalks and gives tremendous increase. Is 
the country! No wonder - it's out of VANITY. A 
Pennsylvania!!! that reblo001S - at least in the 

SA* STDG!AY ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page t 
RE 

Sl'IJlMY: NIGIIT ( '84 Schreiner's) 42" ML. * Lustro 
Bubble ruffling - I hear! Some consider this th 
children! Definitely first class in all respect 
stalks, super tall and strong with perfectly SPI 
ruffled black be far away? Bet the Schreiners a! 

=b~n~; ~;. ~~). ;~.'.. ~:.:. ~:~~. ~~~. ~ 
*. ALPINE CASTLE X ( GAY PARASOL x MYSTIQUE) - 101 
given me CONJURATION and I'm gonna use it with 
smaller flowers. Stunning contrast with the mos 
seen! Good to excellent all the way with the we 
Pod fertile, at least! ........................ . 

RE* SClllm OLYMPICS ( '80 R.G. Smith) 30" E. * Yell 
orange b. * One of the best rebloomers yet! Fer 
this fabulous emerging new breed of rebloomers. 
( two year clumps have had over 30 ~ healthy · 
strong rebloomer, usually late (November) but 
always given wide, clean, ruffled, modern flow 
spring? ! when it was a washed out yellow dog! 
it! From the tons of reports that have come in 
rare .......................................... . 

re* SON nAPPLm> ( ' 84 Niswonger) 32" E-L. * White S. 
yellow F.; white b. tipped marigold. * This br:iJ 
becoming very popular! How could it miss with a 
extender as it's one of the very first to star 
blooming with the last of them. Can even give m 
springtime climates! The stalks are fantastic 
reach 39" ! It's extreatly vigorous everywhere 
very clean with terrific contrast! Very fertile 

re* SONNY AND WARM ( '87 Ga tty) 38" EML. * An extr';"l 
ReblOOOIS ! in its hot interior valley home gard~ 
would - won't! I'm betting that more RE report 
in quality flowers of course ( coming from Joe) 
easily carrying 12-15 buds!!! A strong grower 

SWAN DAK:E ( '85 Weiler) 37" E-L. * Very pale b] 
white; fat creamy yellow b. * Becoming a hot ii 
the very most severe! From blue buds come these 
white flowers on excellent, well budded, sturd 

SWAZI PRDl:ESS ( '78 Schreiner' s) 36" M. * Blue
performer most everywhere. Has huge flowers th,j 
clean hafts. Its most exciting feature though 
notice but it always has it here and it's thr 
even from varieties without it! Fertile both w 

SYIIX)PATl<l!l ( '84 Ga tty) 38" M. * Butterscotch § 
slight cast of violet and with gold edges; yelj 
It's a robust vigorous grower in a class that' l 

. usually very hardy. Thrilling zingy coloring "1 
flowers, usually on perfectly spaced branches c 
already. Very fertile both ways and I have lotE 
froo, EDITH WOLFORD! ................ , ......... .. 
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31)," ML. * White with tangerine to bright red b. * The beards 
in a row here now but I've heard them described as light tan-

sure vary a lot! Even though LADY MARIE is its mother it 
o many of the red bearded whites ........................ $ 3.50 

* Pale greenish tan S. ; pale violet F. with greenish tan 
t of this twice now - what demand! Have loads of it again this 
owers with wide perfectly clean hafts and I love this blended 
s shorter super show stalks and it's usually extremely vigor
climates. The best news though is that it rebloaas at ti.Es 

n the early fall but can from July on. Has proven to be one 
ts. Gives its quality, very clean hafts and very strong and 
hies, as well as a wide dispersion of colors. Out of ACTRESS 
well as blue beards. Have got to hook it up with sane of the 
e now! Just imagine the super RE IBs that would surely cane 
ways •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••• $ 3.50 

E. * Pale pink with tangerine b. * J1i8 well formed flowers of 
coloring on good tall stalks with high bud count. Hardy and 
ferous everywhere! Rebloans well in very mild climates and has 
eas too when superbly grown (but don' t count on it) ! An 

pool. Has given cold climate rebloomer seedlings, even from 
•••••••• ..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•• •••••••• ••••••• $ 3.50 
* White with yellow halos around all petals; yellow b. * I've 
reblooming WHITE L!GIITNIN:; child from Texas but have high 
anching but is very nice, very vigorous and hardy and can 
imates. Tried to here last year but too late to make it. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 4.00 

* Peach S.; ivory-peach F. with red-violet plicata borders; 
ers, -well ruffled and lightly laced with wonderful coloring 
anched stalks. Seems to be pretty hardy and usually a good 

'bly strong and just terrific the last 3 years here. Fertile 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 3.00 

36" M. * Mid-blue with a slight cast of violet; bluish orange 
SKY OOOKS x JACK R DEE) X PACIFIC GROVE!!! PACIFIC GROVE has 
st irises of all time and it sure passed this strength on to 

! Here since '86 and it's been just incredible! Consistently 
(3 stalks came out of one fan one year giving a total of 27 

creases. Very nice flowers, not wide but otherwise excellent 
ten have fully double wide beards but the "special feature" is 
rts absolutely gigantic petaloid flounces l.ile a thud set of 
•••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $30.00 

" M. * Red-black including b. * Spectacular is an understate
rs of deep glowing burgundy here. They never fade and have 
standards and very flaring falls. Spectacular bud count and 

always with incredibly perfect nultibranching! Spectacular 
erywhere, it's completely hardy. Fragrant too! Fertile both 
· ce things here - both space agers and re bloomers ••••••.. $ 2. 75 

1 * Maize gold with gold b. * Huge, volunptuous, bubble ruffled 
rm and brilliant coloring. It can have problems in cold winter 
is a good bloomer and grower most everywhere. Its parent WELL 
s proven to be a super parent for rebloomers. I wasn't sur-

R could rebloom even if only in exceptionally mild 
•.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• : • ••••••.•••••••••••••• $ 3.00 

" M-L. * The insides of the S. are snow white with yellow rims, 
ed with fine yellow webbing and yellow rims or crystalline 

pink and with deeper yellow rims; the F. haves yellow base 
t orange-cinnamon brown; the b. range between rusty orange 
~ taken to the ninth degree! ! ! A whole new dimension has 
pectrun! Vill ltnoclt soclcs off clear across the garden! What an 
the irises of tomorrow! How far away can brown amoenas be ••••• 
flo-wers on excellent stalks and it's very vigorous and flor-
is already giving great things including rebloomers on its 

••.•••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $12. 75 

35" M. * Light yellow with a hint of green; yellow b. * A 
r for the whole country. First class all the way! It's a 
rly enough for the coldest climates. Great flowers - wide and 

clean hafted considering its pedigree (SPIRIT OF MEMPHIS X 
r from coast to coast! Very fertile both ways and has already 
a everbloomer type here! Worlds of potential! ........... . $12.00 

) 35" M. * Bright medium yellow with distinctive brown haft 
of its t:ia! -that rare combination of thoroughly modern 

loom all over the country! Heavy ruffling, heavy substance and 
well. BlO<aJ and grow vi.th vild abandon evecywbere ! Can give 

A classic! Very pod fertile and a super duper parent! •• $ 3.50 
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STAlllJ'r BUJK ( '83 Weiler) 30" E-M. * White, suffused deep blue with a network of white 
luminata type underveins spreading out into the F. from the white b. * New here. "Lumi-plic" 
- "fancy" plic •••. both luminata and plicata markings are clear I hear! Nothing l.ile it! 
Magru.ficient, huge, heavily ruffled flowers that are very fragrant on good shorter stalks. 
Only raves so far, even from MN and NE! Pod fertile •.•..•.••.••.••••••••••••••••••••.•• $ 3.50 

SA* S'IARSIIIP ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, p;,ge three. 
RE 
RE* STELLAR LimIS ( '86 Aitken) 38" Ml,-VL. * medium deep blue-violet with a suffused white area 

around its white b. * Exciting! It's heavily NAVY STRur bred (NAVY STRUI with its own 
offspring SEAWOLF) and look at the impact NAVY STRUI has had on today's irises! Rebloans 
pretty well in many parts of the country when given lots of TLC. Fully modem rebloomers are 
at the door now and this will be one of the ones that will help usher them right on in! Con
sistently gives lots of spectacular stalks with incredible branching and bud count with up 
t~ 14 very well formed ruffled flowers of very heavy substance per stalk and it's very 
vigorous everywhere and very hardy. Should give deep blues, purples and blacks as well as 
"zonals" with great contrast. Fertile both ways .•••..•••••••.......•.•..•.••••••••••••• $ 7.50 

re* S'lllRLil«; S'lTlUI ( '84 Innerst) 36" M. * Snow white with narrow blue plicata stippled edges; 
white b. lightly tipped tangerine.* This has been so incredibly strong here year after year, 
JUSt superb even when so many aren't. Big, spreading, super wide flowers on good, tall, 
sturdy stalks and gives tremendous increase. Is consistently performing this way all over 
the country! No wonder - it's out of VANITY. A tangerine factor plicata out of VANITY from 
Pennsylvania!!! that rebloans - at least in the Santa Cruz and the San Diego area!!!.'..$ 4.50 

SA* SITR;RAY ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page three. 
RE 

ST<JlMX' NIGHT ('84 Schreiner's) 42" ML. * Lustrous deep purple with deep purple b. * New here • 
Bubble ruffling - I hear! Some consider this the very best of all the magnificient NAVY STRUI 
children! Definitely first class in all respects - from all reports so far! Tremendous 
stalks, super tall and strong with perfectly spaced branches and loads of buds! Can a bubble 
ruffle~ blac~ be far away? Bet the Schreiners already have tons of them - coming on from this 
incredible line •.••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••• $ 3.50 

so:x:IlSS STCl!Y ( '87 Ghio) 34" EM. * Light blue S.; brilliant fuschia-violet F.; light ;temon b. 
*_ALPINE CASTLE X (GAY PARASOL x MYSTIQUE) - love it! What a pedigree!! ALPINE CASTLE has 
given me CONJURATION and I'm gonna use it with this even though they both have slightly 
smaller flowers. Stunning contrast with the most brilliant fuschia-violet falls Ghio's ever 
seen! Good to excellent all the way with the weedlike vigor all its progenitors possess. 
Pod fertile, at least! •••••.••.••.••...•••••••••••••••••••••••.••••.••••.••••••.••..••. $ 9. 75 

RE*~ OLYMPICS ('80 R.G. Smith) 30" E. * Yellow S.; cream F. with yellow hafts; yellow-
orange b. * One of the best rebloaners yet! Fertile both ways and will be a cornerstone of 
this fabulous emerging new breed of rebloomers. Ole of the stro,gest irises ever, evecywbere 
(two year clumps have had over 30 E!& healthy increases! Completely hardy. It's also a super 
strong rebloomer, usually late (November) but puts up stalks at times from June on. Has 
always given wide, clean, ruffled, modem flowers of heaviest substance here 'til last 
~pring?! when it was a washed out yellow dog! What a shock - couldn't believe it was really 
it! From the tons of reports that have cane in on it I'd say it looking this way is very 
rare ..• , ••.•.....••.••.••••••••••••••••••.•.••••..•......•••...•.•.•..••...••..• , .••.•• $ 3.50 

re* S(lif DAPPUlD ('.84 Niswonger) 32" E-L. * White S., very lightly flushed yellow; bright deep 
yell~ F.; white b. tipped marigold.* This bright yellow amoena from pink amoena breeding is 
becommg very popular! How could it miss with all it has going for it? ! A real season 
ext~er a~ it's one of the very first to start blooming in the spring and is usually still 
bl~ng with_the last of them. Can even give more stalks, during the sunwner, in forever 
springt1me climates! The stalks are fantastic - superbly branched and nrultibudded and can 
reach 39" ! It's extreatly vigorous evecywbere and very hardy. Very nice medium sizeclflowers 
very clean with terrific contrast! Very fertile both ways! ••••.••..•..••••••.•••.••••.• $ 4 .00 

re* SllllY AND~ ( '87 Gicltty). 38" EML. * An extremely bright deep lemon bi tone with yellow b. * 
Rebloans! in its hot interior valley hane garden ••• where many things that one would think 
would - won't! I'm betting that more RE reports will cane in as it gets around. The ultimate 
in quality flowers of course (coming from Joe) with heavy ruffling. Tremendous show stalks 
easily carrying 12-15 buds!!! A strong grower too. Must be sure and use this! •••••••.•• $12.50 

~ 1W1:1! ( '85 Weiler) 37" E-L. * Very pale blue upon opening, quickly changing to pure 
white; fat creamy yellow b. * Becoming a hot item! Fantastic in very mild climates as well as 
the very most severe! From blue buds cane these big fluffy heavily ruffled and substanced 
white flowers on excellent, well budded, sturdy show stalks. Extremely fragrant too!. •• $ 4.50 

SWAZI PRill:llSS ('78 Schreiner's) 36" M. * Blue-black including b. * A good iris and a good 
performer most everywhere. Has huge flowers that are among the very blackest with perfectly 
clean hafts: Its most exciting feature though I think is its lace! Not hardly enough to 
notice but it always has it here and it's throwing black seedlings with more lace than it has 
even from varieties without it! Fertile both ways ••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••.•••• $ 3.00 

snDJPATI<II' ( '84 Ga tty) 38" M. * Butterscotch S.; bright magenta-red F. shinmering with a 
slight cast of violet and with gold edges; yellow b. * The raves that ~ve cane in on this',, 
It's a robust vigorous grower in a class that's notorious for its lack of vigor and it's · · · 

.usually very hardy. 1hrill.ing zingy coloring vi.th a wchaogeable silkw effect. Well formed 
flowers, usually on perfectly spaced branches on very tall candelabra stalks. Very popular 
fready. Very fert7le both ways and I have lots of its babies to check out this spring, many 

rom EDITH WOLFORD . •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 4.50 
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P.E* TF.A LEAVES ('87 Byers) 35" M, * Light greenish bamboo-tan S.; very pale blue-violet F, with 
greenish brown-gold hafts and blue b . tipped gold. * This excellent and distinctive sib of 
OOUBLEMINT' s at its best is very similar in form, substance, branching etc. but although 
they're both "greenish" things this is different. OOUBLEMINT glows light and bright while 
this is kind of shadowy and mysterious looking . Like many - its form varies - between super 
and not so hot. It's very vigorous and an excellent rebloomer giving loads of stalks here and 
elsewhere usually starting in early October . Should be an excellent parent for "different" 
rebloomers of quality and should work well in space age lines also .. , ., ,,,,, . ,.,, .. ,,, .$16,00 

TELL TALE ( '85 Zurbrigg) 32" M. * Chartreuse yellow with dark violet b , * This isn't without 
its faults - the flowers aren't quite finished and the stalks are shorter, often with 
mediocre branching but it is a really exciting new color innovation that is very attractive! 
Fertile both ways and could be a big s t eppingstone to really nice things in this difficult 
class.,, ..... . . , ........ . ........ .• . •• • • .. .. ... ••••. ,,,, ,,., ,,. ,,.,., . . , .... ,.,, ... . ... $ 3 . 25 

1HAT SCffi'l'SATI<fi ( '85 Weiler) 37" E-L. * MediUJll blue with pale yellow b. * This super sib to 
NAVAJO JEWEL is going far! I'm crazy about NAVAJO JEWEL and its fragrance and this is even 
more fragrant!! 1 Truly excellent broad flowers and consistently gives excellent show stalks 
with perfect branching and great bud count like many of Weiler' s and it's very vigorous . Has 
been one of the very best, strongest performers of all the last 3years here . Fertile both 
W§!YS and I've used it a lot and will continue to do so .............. ...... .. .... .. .. ... $ 4 . 25 

RE* THfN AGAIN ('89 Byers) - see introductions, page five . 

SA* 'DIJRNBIRD ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page two . 
TIDE ' S IN ( '83 Schreiner's) 36" EM. * Medium light truest blue with white b , * A blue 
superstar! - everyone everywhere loves this! !! Rare sparkling color, as true and pure a blue 
as its grandparent SAPPHIRE HILLS 1 Was one of only 3 TBs to get an AM in '87 . Absolutely, 
exquisitely perfect in every single respect but for the fact that though the petals have a 
wonderful crepe texture they lack substance and don't last long in hot weather. A small 
price to pay for such celestial beauty - especially since it's so fantastic everywhere in all 
other ways' . .......................... , ... . ... , ... ... , . . .... . ...... , .. . . ..... .. .... .. .. $ 3.50 

TIGEl1 SHARK ( '86 Maryott) 37" M. * Tan S. ; yellow F . with prominent, glossy, deep red- maroon 
veins running full length; yellow b. * I was mesmerized at my first sighting of this start
ling thriller ! St i ll s tops me in my tracks every time I pass by - I love i t! The ruffled 
flowers are wide and blocky with domed standards and it inherited its grandparent KILT LILT' s 
heavy lace' Excellent, taE, well budded show stalks and usually gives loads of big husky 
increases like its parent BENGAL TIGER . Jlave got to use it!. ........................... $ 5.00 

TIME FOR WVE ( '85 Williamson) 32" M. * Apricot-pink including b. * What a delicately colored 
gem this is! Very broad flaring flowers of super fine form and it'. s vigorous, in mild 
climates . Looks like it might not prove to be the best for cold winter areas ... ... .... . $ 3.50 

TITAN' S GLORY ( '81 Schreiner's) 37" EM. * Deep bishop's purple including b . * Got the Dykes 
last year' I felt sure it would, In a color class now loaded with spectacular irises it 
stands head and shoulders above them all! Ole of the premiere irises of the decade! Like ICE 
SCULPTURE it has that rare gift of coot,ining lruge flowers with extremely high bud count. 
Consistently gives tall sturdy stalks with incredibly perfect branching and rebranching ' The 
gorgeous deep glossy flowers are very broad and smooth, tightly constructed and well 
ruffled. Hardy and it's extremely strong, vigorous and floriferous . On top of everything it's 
fragrant' Very fertile pollen and it sets pods for some but not for me ............... .. $ 2 . 75 

RE* TCHJRROW' S CHILD ( '84 Blyth) 36" M-ML . * Pink S,; deep red-violet F . with pink borders; red
tangerine b . * When I saw this for the first time I went out of my mind! It stirred up frag
ments of feelings from magical nights long forgotten. It' s so joyful and fest i ve but most of 
all utterly entrancing! The standards and fall borders are silver here, not pink - still a 
most magical effect 1 A tremendous number of reports have come in on it from all over the 
country . At first nearly all were unqualified raves but lately several have come in bearing 
bad news - can overbloom and be a little on the slow and weak side. Oh my! Still , it does 
have superb flowers with bubble ruffling and some lace on good stalks and often performs 
wonderfully . It rebloomed here last year - in August - talk about excitement!!! Has a · defin
ite RE tendency, not strong but it's there. Several RE reports have come in from around CA 
now, Some pod fertility and I'll continue to use it ....... .. .......... .. .. .. .. .... ..... $ 5.25 

'J.UOI OF BRONZE ( '83/ '84 Blyth) 36" M-ML . * Mauved powder to mid- blue with ~ purple b . 
brushed with bronze.* Another super outcross for all those SONG OF NORWAY babies . The raves 
are starting to pour in on this - it is super, really gorgeous and so very different' And is 
giving some Olympic performances , even in toughest climates during particularly bad years''' 
Super stalks' .................. ........ ...... .. .. ... ..... ... .... ...... . .. ..... .... .. .. . $ 4 . 50 

TOJJUJRS ( '84 Corlew) 30" M. * Medium pink with tangerine b. * A short but excellent, most 
impressive pink with wide flaring falls . Just super here but apparently no one knows a thing 
about it?! Guess there are just too many for them all to fit on the stage ...... .... .... $ 2 . 50 

'Jl!AX ( '84 M. Dunn) 34" M, * Light straw S. with a faint flush of violet up the centers; warm 
white F . with a light plicata edging of violet, mainly at the hafts; yellow b. * Several 
raves have come in on this already from both cold and warm winter climates . Very delicate 
looking but doesn't have a delicate constitution. Classy well formed flowers on well branch
ed and budded stalks. Delicate "tracks" on delicately colored flowers have in this case added 
up to a very interesting and lovely creation .. .... .......... .. ................ ...... ... $ 3,00 
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1RIDmT ( '83 R, Dunn) 36" M. * Pale blue S. with a v 
blue F, with deeper texture veining; blue-white b, * 
for nationwide gardenability as well as quality! Sup 
domed standards and very wide falls and excellent su 

1lUllff'HANT ( '80 Corlew) 32" M, * Blue-violet with br 
ruffled flowers that are quite showy though just a t 
substance. Hardy and very free of bloom and growth, 

re* TUr'S GOU) ('79 Schreiner's) 37" M-L, * Deep golden 
coloring with a velvety "mink" finish and it's color 
been discovered and is receiving the attention it d, 
of excellent form on very tall stalks. The branchin! 
lusty grower all over the country, very hardy. Reblc 
climates, I'm using it. Very limited this year ...... 

SA* TWICE 'lllRILLilC ( '84 Osborne) 36" M. * Peach-pink, , 
re erine b, and double purple appendages, both horns a, 

that it has twice as many appengages as mos! 
it blooms twice a year - when very well grown in fo1 
in cold winter areas, but always too late so far as 
and elsewhere, from all reports so far ..•••. .. , , , , . , 

re* VANTIY ( '75 Hager) 36" E-L. * Light true pink with< 
as far as supergardeoability goes! ! ! All you people 
it - listen - get i t ! No matter what the climate or 
always caES shining through - if anything will! On 
ousness it's one of the most rot and leaf spot resi, 
the Dykes winners is also consistently fragrant, um 
very occasionally reblooms, even in England and is J 

improved rebloomers . Many of its seedlings have r eb: 

VANTIY'S OIIU) ( '85 Olson) 29" ML , * Light pink S. ; 
ing; soft red-orange b. * PINK SLEIGH X VANITY . Thi! 
for Gary Sides of 11il in '37 ! He grows many of t he ve1 
best formed pink in the garden and so very vigorous 
branched stalks as well as loads of increases . "Evei 
have been coming in on it - no negatives yet! ...... 

RE* VARGA GIRL ('86 Monroe) 32" E-M. * Clear blue-pink 
hafts and edges; soft creamy tangerine b. * What a 
in Phoenix! Was voted one of the top favorite iri se 
very very nice. Excellent flowers and excellent s t 
- from its spring bloom 'til it's dug in September . 
reports will come. , , ..... , , .. , .... . , .. , .. . ... . .. .. . 

VERIS!ll ( '87 Hager) 37" M, * A bright, rich, dark t 
the shoulders; bronze b. * Such wonderfully smooth 
boot! Very tall stalks with wide branching and dou~ 
flowers with wide clean hafts. Very vigorous eve 
lot of excitement in Phoenix at the Convention whe 
favorite guests seen. It is a different and truly 
VICTOR IIElUIJilIT ( '77 benson) 36" M, * Light lavendeq 
overlooked, overlooked!! ! Exquisite perfection of 
clearest and cleanest coloring . Perfect show stalk 
usually vigorous as well as hardy, Overlooked! .. ... 

VILLAIN ( '81 Keppel) 35" L, * Olive S, flushed lav 
F. ; mustard b. * '.llris dark, eerie, hmmtingly beaut 
favorites f or years . I love it! I' ts a faultless i~ 
performer all over the country! Very hardy, vigoro 
flowers on perfect sturdy stalks here year after y 
considered it a Dykes type iris but not everyone l o 
Fertile both ways . . . . . . , . , , , .. .. . , . , , , , ..... .. .. , .. 

RE* VIOLET CLASSIC ( '76 Zurbrigg) 33" ML, * Medium vio 
Probably the first iris that had completely contem11 
in cold climates, It's often too late for some of 

1 

even in the worst usually reblooms at times. Near ~ 
substance on good stalks. Completely hardy and is u 
pollen and a super parent for modern rebloomers . A 

WARM FMBRACE ( '80 ·Dyer) 30" M. * Deep azalea pink 
deeper pink b. * Show stopping, super deep, rich 811 

· the garden! Good to excellent across the board wittj 
here, always producing multiple stalks and increase 
Not just warm - this is hot and I love it! A littl 

WARRIFll. KIIii ( '85 Schreiner's) 36" M-L. * A glossy 
large spreading flowers of super form and coloring 
this to be the premier Schreiner' s red so far but ] 
unlike so many reds that have preceded it over the 
absolutely terrific! ............ , ............... .. 
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Light greenish bamboo-tan S.; very pale blue-violet F. with 
ue b. tipped gold . * This excellent and distinctive sib of 
similar in form, substance, branching etc. but although 

his is different. DOUBLEMINT glows light and bright while 
erious looking. Like many - its form varies - between super 
us and an excellent rebloomer giving loads of stalks here and 
rly October. Should be an excellent parent for "different" 
work well in space age lines also ..........••...•..... $16.00 

* Chartreuse yellow with dark violet b. * This isn't without 
quite finished and the stalks are shorter, often with 
eally exciting new color innovation that is very attractive! 
big steppingstone to really nice things in this difficult 

• • • • • • • • • • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 3.25 

" E-L. * Medilll'l blue with pale yellow b. * This super sib to 
razy about NAVAJO JEWEL and its fragrance and this is even 
broad flowers and consistently gives excellent show stalks 
bud count like many of Weiler' s and it's very vigorous. Has 

gest performers of all the last 3 years here. Fertile both 
will continue to do so ......•........•.....•........... $ 4.25 

reductions, page five. 

oductions, page two, 

EM. * Medium light truest blue with white b. * A blue 
I' loves this! ! ! Rare sparkling color, as true and pure a blue 
S I Was one of only 3 TBs to get an AM in '87. Absolutely, 
gle respect but for the fact that though the petals have a 
k substance and don't last long in hot weather. A small 
beauty - especially since it's so fantastic everywhere in all 
· ·,, · · ·. · ·.,.,.,., •.....•••..••..•..•.••••••••.....•••• $ 3.50 

* Tan S.; yellow F. with prominent, glossy, deep red-maroon 
w b. * I was mesmerized at my first sighting of this start

my tracks every time I pass by - I love it! The ruffled 
domed standards and it inherited its grandparent KILT LILT's 

1 budded show stalks and usually gives loads of big husky 
TIGER. Have got to use it!. ........................... $ 5.00 

2" M. * Apricot-pink including b. * What a delicately colored 
flowers of super fine form and it'. s vigorous, in mild 
t prove to be the best for cold winter areas .•......... $ 3. 50 

37" EM. * Deep bishop's purple including b. * Got the Dykes 
, In a color class now loaded with spectacular irises it 
them all I One of the premiere irises of the decade! Like ICE 
of cClllbining huge flowers with extremely high bud cOWit. 
talks with incredibly perfect branching and rebranching! The 
very broad and smooth, tightly constructed and well 

y strong, vigorous and floriferous. On top of everything it's 
d it sets pods for some but not for me ................. $ 2.75 

' M-ML. * Pink S.; deep red-violet F. with pink borders; red
or the first time I went out of my mind I It stirred up frag

nights long forgotten. It's so joyful and festive but most of 
dards and fall borders are silver here, not pink - still a 

us number of reports have come in on it from all over the 
e unqualified raves but lately several have come in bearing 
a little on the slow and weak side. Oh my 1 Still, it does 
ruffling and some lace on good stalks and often performs 
ast year - in August - talk about excitement!!! Has a · defin
it 's there. Several RE reports have come in from around CA 
continue to use it. ........•..........•..•.•.......... $ 5.25 

36" M-ML. * Mauved powder to mid-blue with~ purple b. 
per outcross for all those SONG OF NORWAY babies. The raves 
- it is super, really gorgeous and so very different! And is 
, even in toughest climates during particularly bad years! ! ! 

••.••••••••••••.•••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 4.50 

Medium pink with tangerine b. * A short but excellent, most 
g falls. Just super here but apparently no one knows a thing 
too many for them all to fit on the stage ..........•... $ 2.50 

t straw S. with a faint flush of violet up the centers; warm 
ging of violet, mainly at the hafts; yellow b. * Several 

ady from both cold and warm winter climates. Very delicate 
,i.cate constitution. Classy well formed flowers on well branch
'tracks" on delicately colored flowers have in this case added 
ely creation •..••..••...••••••.••••••••...•..•........• $ 3.00 
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~ ( '83 R. Dunn) 36" M. * Pale blue S. with a very dark blue area in the midribs: pale 
blue F. with deeper texture veining; blue-white b, * From FLAIR X MYSTIQUE - what a pedigree 
for nationwide gardenability as well as quality! Superbly formed heavily ruffled flowers with 
domed standards and very wide falls and excellent substance on very good stalks ........ $ 3.00 

TRimll'HAN'r ( '80 Corlew) 32" M. * Blue-violet with bright tangerine-red b. * Very good, broad 
ruffled flowers that are quite showy though just a bit hafty. Excellent show stalks and great 
substance. Hardy and very free of bloom and growth, usually everywhere . •••.•• .......... $ 2. 75 

re* IDT'S GOLD ( '79 Schreiner' s) 37" M-L. * Deep golden yellow with fat deeper gold b . * Blinding 
coloring with a velvety "mink" finish and it's colorfast! Took a while but it has finally 
been discovered and is receiving the attention it deserves. Very large, round ruffled flowers 
of excellent form on very tall stalks . The branching varies but is usually good. Usually a 
lusty grower all over the country, very hardy. Reblooms - in frost free and nearly frost free 
climates. I'm using it. Very limited this year. .....••.•• ••. ..••••••••• ••• ........•...• $ 4. 75 

SA* l'WICE 1lilULLIII; ( '84 Osborne) 36" M. * Peach-pink, sometimes with a light orchid haze; tang
re erine b. and double purple appendages, both horns and spoons on each F. * Tv:i.ce 1hr:illing in 

that it has twice as many appengages as mostspace agers and twice thrilling in that 
it blooms twice a year - when very well grown in forever springtime climates! Has tried even 
in cold winter areas, but always too late so far as far as I know. Good all the way - here 
and elsewhere, from all reports so far. ••.••..•••••••••••...•••••..•..••....•....•••••. $ 4. 50 

re* VANITY ( '75 Hager) 36" E-L. * Light true pink with coral-red b. * Thee paragon of perfection 
as far as supergardenability goes!!! All you people that are new to irises - that don't have 
it - listen - get it! No matter what the climate or how adverse the growing conditions this 
always cam,s shining through - if anything will! On top of its tremendous vigor and florifer
ousness it's one of the most rot and leaf spot resistant irises ever!! This lovely creme of 
the Dykes winners is also consistently fragrant, unusual for a pink. On top of everything it 
very occasionally reblooms, even in England and is proving to be an invalable parent for 
improved rebloomers. Many of its seedlings have rebloomed here. Fertile both ways •••••• $ 2. 50 

VANITY'S OIILD ( '85 Olson) 29" ML. * Light pink S.; very pale pink F. with light green vein
ing; soft red-orange b. * PINK SLEIGH X VANITY. This was the number one top favorite of all 
for Gary Sides of "IJI in '37 ! He grows many of the very best and newest things coming out. "'lhe 
best formed pink in the garden and so very vigorous". 1bree one-year clumps gave 9 well 
branched stalks as well as loads of increases. "Everyone that saw it wanted it"! More reports 
have been coming in on it - no negatives yet! •••••••••••••••••••••.•.•••••••••••••••.•• $ 3;75 

IIE* VARGA. GIRL ( '86 Monroe) 32" E-M. * Clear blue-pink S.; creamy pink F. with clear blue-pink 
hafts and edges; soft creamy tangerine b. * What a show this put on in the Convention gardens 
in Phoenix! Was voted one of the top favorite irises seen! It's very pretty, very ruffled and 
very very nice. Excellent flowers and excellent stalks. In Los Banos, CA it blooms constantly 
- from its spring bloom 'til it's dug in September! Re bloomed in Texas last year. More 
reports will come .•••....•••••..•••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••.•...••••••••••• $ 8. 75 

VJil!IS!ll ( '87 Hager) 37" M. * A bright, rich, dark tobacco brown with a golden amber wash at 
the shoulders; bronze b. * Such wonderfully smooth coloring and with very heavy ruffling to 
boot! Very tall stalks with wide branching and double budded sockets. Very well formed 
flowers with wide clean hafts •. Very vigorous everywhere, from all reports so far. Caused a 
lot of excitement in Phoenix at the Convention where it was voted one of the very top 
favorite guests seen. It is a different and truly top-notch new brown! •••••••••..•••••• $16. 50 
VICTOR HJilUIJil!T ( '77 benson) 36" M. * Light lavender-blue with yellow/blue b. * Overlooked, 
overlooked, overlooked!!! Exquisite perfection of form with super heavy ruffling and the 
clearest and cleanest coloring. Perfect show stalks with 9-10 flowers each here and it's 
usually vigorous as well as hardy. Overlooked! ..... .................................... $ 2. 75 

VILLAIN ( '81 Keppel) 35" L. * Olive S. flushed lavender up the midribs; deep maroon-purple 
F.; mustard b. * This dark, eerie, hauntingly beautiful creation has been one of my very top 
favorites for years. I love it! I'ts a faultless iris in every respect and a faultless 
performer all over the country! Very hardy, vigorous and free of bloom. Superb, wide ruffled 
flowers on perfect sturdy stalks here year after year with 8-9 flowers each. I've always 
considered it a Dykes type iris but not everyone loves its coloring as much as I do I guess. 
Fertile both ways ..................••.......•••••••••••••...•....••..........•••.•....• $ 3. 50 

RE* VIOLET CLASSIC ( '76 Zurbrigg) 33" ML. * Medium violet S.; darker violet F. ;violet-blue b. * 
Probably the first iris that had completely contemporary flowers and the ability to rebloom 
in cold climates. It's often too late for some of these areas wherewinter comes early but 
even in the worst usually re blooms at times. Near perfect, wide ruffled flowers of heaviest 
substance on good stalks . Completely hardy and is usually a very strong grower all over. Good 
pollen and a super parent for modern rebloomers. A real classic! ....................... $ 3.50 

WARM Fl'IBRACE ( '80 ·Dyer) 30" M. * Deep azalea pink with deeper texture veining on the F.; 
deeper pink b. * Show stopping, super deep, rich and glorious pink that carries clean across 

· the garden! Good to excellent across the board with exceptional, wide flaring form. Strong 
here, always producing multiple stalks and increases. Hardy and usually a good doer all over. 
Not just warm - this is hot and I love it! A little fertility both ways •••••••••••.•••• $ 3.50 

WARRlEl. 1CI11; ( '85 Schreiner's) 36" M-L. * A glossy rich brownish red with red-browi:i b. * Very 
large spreading flowers of super form and coloring bn well budded show stalks. Many consider 
this to be the premier Schreiner' s red so far but it does have its problems at times - not 
unlike so many reds that have preceded it over the years. Where and when it's happy it's 
absolutely terrific! ••• , •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••.•.••.•.•••••••••••••.• $ 4.50 
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WAR SAilS ('84 Schreiner's) 42" ML-L. * Spicy brick-red with large rose-brown b. * A 
completely new shade of red, spiced with a dash of cinnamon. Like with WARRIER KING loads of 
reports have come in - some great. .. some not so great. F'.antastic when it's happy with super 
tall, well budded show stalks and very well formed flowers. Different enough and beautiful 
enough to be given a try ..•...•..........•.•••.••..••.............••.......•.•...•..... $ 4.00 

re* WHITE ELEFHANr ( '82 Hager) 39" M. * White with yellow b. * In a class loaded with super 
irises this giant was undoubtedly one of the finest but was somehow passed over. Another that 
shows what ICE SCULPTURE can do. Excellent form and substance with domed standards and wide 
flaring falls. It usually has husky, super tall show stalks and it's usually very strong. Can 
rebloom - in mild enough climates as can its sib LEDA'S LOVER •••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 3.00 

RE* WHITE REPRISE ('86 Moores) 30" EM. * Pure white with white b. tipped yellow. * One of my top 
favorite white irises I Wl'.M! A reblooming '1fiITE ELEPHANT" that will rebloom some arotmd tbe 
country! Here it has very thick and sturdy perfect show stalks with 7 flowers each and what 
flowers they are' Super large, heavily ruffled, wide and flaring with heavy substance -
worlds away from the little flimsy rebloomers of yesteryear! Bright white-white with super 
clean hafts. On top of everything this child of SOIT HALO is one of the very strongest 
TBs I've ever grown! One-year clumps have to be seen to be believed and all the increases are 
huge - potatoes I Often reblooms in early summer and then again in the fall. Definitely a 
"must-have" - especially for hybridizers ! Fertile both ways and I'm using it like crazy! $8.00 

Wil1l CARD ( '83 Meek) 35" M-L. * A white ground plicata with variable markings in shades of 
lavender to deep purple (no two flowers are the same) - it has brownish hafts and white b. 
tipped yellow. * Very good heavily ruffled flowers of heaviest substance and even has a 
little lace. I 'm crazy about this kind of variable coloring. In this case it 's more subdued 
than most in this class. Great stalks with incredibly perfect branching and up to 15 buds 
each! Out of RANCHO ROSE and I'm going to use it for wildly streaked and splashed pinks. A 
good performer here and usually elsewhere ..................••....•...•••.••••.••••••••• $ 6. 75 

re* WIUl JASMINE ( '83 Hamner) 34" M. * Extremely bright yellow-ocher, the F. are completely 
sprayed over with rich golden brown to rust-brown plicata speckles, except for a solid bright 
yellow-ocher border; gold b. * Brings DAZZLING GOLD to mind yet it's really completely 
different than anything else - a wild, stumring speckled bird of an iris that stops everyone 
in their tracks!!! Such an avalanche of reports has come in on this - all breathless raves! 
It's absolutely perfect in every way - and is performing perfectly in all iris climates, no 
matter how adverse the conditions!! 1 Faultless, big, wide ruffled flowers with horizontal 
falls. Looks like it's getting ready to fly! And this gorgeous knockout reblooms - in frost 
free and nearly frost free climates 1 ! Whew' Talk about a "must-have" and "must-use"!! 1 .$ 4.25 

RE* WINDSIJRFffi ( '83 Maryott) 37" M. * Blue with a white area around white b. * This wonderful 
late rebloomer from VICTORIA FALLS is a clean and pure true powder blue. Excellent fountain 
form with wide ruffled flowers with recurved falls and excellent substance on tall, well 
branched stalks. Super strong even in the harshest climates, it has been here and I've 
received a lot of reports to that effect from all over the country. The best thing of all 
though is that it can rebloom and not just in CA. RE reports have come in from TN and KY too! 
Should be a most exciting parent! •...•••..••..••.•...•.•••••.....••••.••••..••...•••.•. $ 3.00 

WINEMASTER ( '86 Keppel) 35" M. * Wine-red with bronze b. * A dandy! The conical standards are 
silky and the very flared ruffled falls are deeper and very velvety. Very well branched with 
up to 12 buds each! Very vigorous and floriferous. On top of everything it puts out a very 
sweet strong fragrance! On its way to becoming very popular ••••••.....•...•..••....•••. $ 5.50 

RE* WINESAP ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page five. 

WINTERSCAPE ('85 McWhirter) 38" M. * Very pale blue S.; icy white F. kissed maroon deep in 
the throat; white b. tipped light blue. * The raves that are coming in on this! and from all 
across the nation - it's very vigorous and hardy!! A most fitting and wonderful name for a 
wonderful iris! Excellent in all respects! ~ heavily ruffled flowers of super form and 
excellent substance with a kind of quilted texture! .............•....................•. $ 4. 75 

RE* WITCH OF E1ilJOR ( '78 Miller) 38" EM. * Black-red with a white underlay at the hafts overlaid 
with black tracery; gold b. tipped black. * This depth of coloring with this strorig a ten
dency to rebloom 1 One of the more dependable rebloomers but it can be too late for cold 
early winter areas at times. Not always pretty (both the coloring and form vary) but when 
it's real happy it can be beautiful with velvety flaring flowers on real show stalks! Fertile 
both ways ...•..•...•...•••••.......•................•.............................••..• $ 4.50 

WITCHES' SABBA:m ( '86 Maryott) 37" M. * Purple-black with antique gold b. * Prime! The prom
inent beards really show up against the very velvety, dark smooth flowers. Beautiful flowers 
with heavy ruffling. Good, very tall stalks with up to 9 buds each. Few reports back on it 
yet but it did get its HM last year. ........•••.•.•.•......•..••....•........••••••..•. $ 7.50 

SA* "l«JNilR(XJS ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page two. 

RE* YClJTH DEll ( '80 Zurbrigg) 34" M. * Very pale violet with violet/yellow b. * One of the strong
est and most reliable rebloomers all over the country that starts early enough for the cold
est areas. Average minus form but super stalks. Puts out a strong, sweet perfume ••••.•. $ 3.50 

ZAMIIJiZI ( '84/ '85 Blyth) 37" E-EM. * Rose over cream S.; cream F. with a 3/8" stitched plicata 
border of rose; gold b. * This Australian out of WOODWINE X ROUNDUP was unknown to me 'til I 
was told I had to get it and I did. It really is very nice and very pretty and has increased 
well here. No reports at all back on it yet. .....•..•••••••..•••••••••••••• ; ••..•••.•.. $ 3.50 
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"BCIIDER lll!ARllml (B 
·n.ere are four groups of irises that are flDAJJ er 1D1z1 
These are the medians: BBB, KrBs, Ills and SDBe. n,,, ~ 
TI!s but have smaller flOliers, foliage and stalks - 1~ 
front of the bonier and are excellent for 911Blier 

§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§ 
re* APACHE SUNSKr ( '87 Sutton) 26!," M. * Antique gold S.; 

borders and blended gold hafts overlaid with fine re 
a little hafty well formed flowers on very good stal 

re* AT'll!APE <X>DJR. ( '85 Anfosso) 19!," M. * Lavender-blue 
heard so. far about this little French charmer is thal 
- like its parent ACI'RESS ••••••..••.•••.•..••.•••... 

AlllW:I<lJS ( '81 Hager) 26" EM. * White with red b. ~ 
and foliage. Usually a pretty good performer here 
Well formed flaring flowers and it's the only red be 

BATIK (86 Ensminger) 26" M. * White with irregular s\ 
yellow b. tipped white. * I'm crazy about this PURP~ 
about everyone that has ever seen it! Probably the 
equal amounts of white and rich deep purple - Fl.ashy 

re* IICIIDERLillE ( '84 Ghio) 26" ML. * White S.; very bright 
white b. * 1his crisp little beauty is talcing the irj 
flowers are a bit large for the class with cupped 01 
moths to a O....,! A very reliable rebloomer - in~ 
MARMALADE SKIES. Very fertile both ways ..•...••..••• 

re* 1!CJY O'l!CJY ( '86 Ghio) 27" E-M .• * White with a greenis 
petals; red b. * Fantastic coloring - an improved O 
excellent proportions and it's usually extremely vi 
problems in severe climates. Has been known to rebl 

l!IIOliN IASSO ( '75 Buckles) 22" E-M. * Butterscotch S. 
yellow b. * This little Dykes winner is very very sti 
and all over the country. Perfect proportions and 
flaring flowers with unforgettable coloring - it's 

re* IIJITllll. GIRL ( '79 Hamblen) 26!," EM. * Yellow S.; whi 
orange b. * I got this and its sib HAPPY SONG primar 
have been known to rebloom occasionally when super 
England. Very nice and a very good performer •••.•••• 

SA* BIRDBAm ('89 Byers) - see introductions, page five. 

RE* CHILD STAR ('75 Ghio) 22" E-L. * Gold S.; rosy or 
very top favorite BBs - since '82 ! Still a STAR! ! ! N 
with horizontal flare on great showstalks and excel~ 
everbloomer here! In '84 it started reblooming the ~ 
rest of the year! even tried to put up more stalks ~ 
in cold winter areas. Very fertile both ways and I' 

RE* lXXl1ILE UP ( '84 Hager) 24" M. * Light lavender-blue 
the edges; yellow b. * This little neglecta-plicata 
and very very pretty!! Excellent proportions and it' 
starts in October but started in July here last yea 

P.E" FACE POIDm ( '79 Moores) 23" M. * True medium light 
for milder climates but it's fertile and capable of 
earlier RE tendencies! Is one of CANDYLAND's parents 
the way. Jill'lite<l .•••••••••••••••••••••••.••....•.•. 

re* GYPSY WilCS ( '78 Hamblen) 26" E-L. * Yellow S.; vio~ 
bright little beauty is very popular. It's ruffled a 
stalks are its forte! Incredible show branching wit~ 
'87 it rebloomed in Scott's Valley (near Santa Cruz 

re* HAPPY S(H; ('78 Hamblen) 26" E-L. * Pink S.; white 1 
GIRL' s has also been known to rebloom a bit in the S 
a superb performer nationwide. The top BB AM vote ~ 
it would surely be! Perfect petite proportions and 
limited •••••••••••••••••.••••••........•...••.••••• 

RE* BEA.VEN' S IDJN'IY ( '82 Miller) 27" E-M. * Deep purple 
early and strong re~ that should be most apprE 
modern flowers and they're kind of .hafty but looks I 
BlPSCX7lCH ( '82 Keppel) 26" M. * Golden buff S.; goll 
markings at the hafts giving a butterscotch-brown e 
they're very fat and sassy and m the mats~ 
everywhere! Got the most HM votes of any iris in 

re* llIS BCIINSAilC ( '81 ensminger) 25" M. * White s.; 
purple; yellow /violet b. * Excellent proportions on 
standards and horizontal falls. Hardy and vigorous. 
'84 ! I love the form and coloring! Popular ••••••••• 
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-L. * Spicy brick-red with large rose-brown b. * A 
ed with a dash of cinnamon. Like with WARRIER KING loads of 

t. .. some not so great. fantastic when it's happy with super 
very well fonned flowers. Different enough and beautiful 

......•.....•.•....•.•...•........••••..•..•...•••.••.. $ 4.00 

. * White with yellow b. * In a class loaded with super 
y one of the finest but was somehow passed over. Another that 

Excellent form and substance with domed standards and wide 
ky, super tall show stalks and it's usually very strong. Can 

s as can its sib LEDA'S LOVER ••....•.••••......••..•... $ 3.00 

. * Pure white with white b. tipped yellow. * One of my top 
!bloaaing "WRITE ELEl'HANT" that will reblocn sane aroum the 
and sturdy perfect show stalks with 7 flowers each and what 
eavily ruffled, wide and flaring with heavy substance -

nsy rebloomers of yesteryear! Bright white-white with super 
g this child of SOIT HALO is one of the very strongest 
umps have to be seen to be believed and all the increases are 
in early smmer and then again in the fall. Definitely a 
ridizers! Fertile both ways and I'm using it like crazy!$8.00 

A white ground plicata with variable markings in shades of 
flowers are the same) - it has brownish hafts and white b. 
ly ruffled flowers of heaviest substance and even has a 
s kind of variable coloring. In this case it's more subdued 
talks with incredibly perfect branching and up to 15 buds 
going to use it for wildly streaked and splashed pinks. A 

elsewhere ..•.............•...•...•.•...•......•...••••• $ 6. 75 
* Extremely bright yellow-ocher, the F. are completely 

own to rust-brown plicata speckles, except for a solid bright 
rings DAZZLING GOLD to mind yet it's really completely 
wild, stuming speclcled bird of an iris that stops everyone 
che of reports has come in on this - all breathless raves! 
way - and is performing perfectly in all iris climates, no 

s! ! ! Faultless, big, wide ruffled flowers with horizontal 
to fly! And this gorgeous knockout reblooms - in frost 

tes!' Whew! Talk about a "must-have" and "must-use"!!!.$ 4.25 

* Blue with a white area around white b. * This wonderful 
is a clean and pure true powder blue. Excellent fountain 

with recurved falls and excellent substance on tall, well 
ven in the harshest climates, it has been here and I've 

t effect from all over the country. The best thing of all 
d not just in CA. RE reports have come in from TN and KY too! 

ti ..........••..••••......•......••.••••••••••.•.......• $ 3.00 

* Wine-red with bronze b. * A dandy! The conical standards are 
ed falls are deeper and very velvety. Very well branched with 
us and floriferous. On top of everything it puts out a very 
way to becoming very popular •..••••••..•.•.•..........•. $ 5 • 50 

uctions, page five. 

M. * Very pale blue S.; icy white F. kissed maroon deep in 
t blue.* The raves that are coming in on this! and from all 

igorous and hardy!! A most fitting and wonderful name for a 
all respects! ~ heavily ruffled flowers of super form and 

of quilted texture! .....•••••••.•....•...••••••••...... $ 4. 75 

EM.* Black-red with a white underlay at the haft~ overlaid 
ped black. * This depth of coloring with this strong a ten
re dependable rebloomers but it can be too late for cold 

pt always pretty (both the coloring and form vary) but when . 
· with velvety flaring flowers on real show stalks I Fertile 
............••..........•...•••••••.......•..••.•......• $ 4.50 

37" M. * Purple-black with antique gold b. * Prime! The prom
inst the very velvety, dark smooth flowers. Beautiful flowers 
tall stalks with up to 9 buds each. Few reports back on it 

year .............••.•......•......•..•••••.•........•••. $ 7 .50 

oductions, page two. 
* Very pale violet with violet/yellow b. * One of the strong

s all over the country that starts early enough for the cold
ut super stalks. Puts out a strong, sweet perfume •..•... $ 3.50 

. * Rose over cream S.; cream F. with a 3/8" stitched plicata 
Australian out of WOODWINE X ROUNDUP was unknown to me 'til I 
did. It really is very nice and very pretty and has increased 
ck on it yet ..•.....••..••.••.•..•••••••••..•...•.•••••• $ 3.50 
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~ IIHARDl!OO {BBB)* 
There are four groups of irises that are -Uer than the 'Dis and larger than the !l>Bs. 
'.lhese are the IEd.i.ans: BBB, KIils, IBs and SDJ!s. 1be following are BBB. '.Ibey blocn vi.th the 
IBs but have smeller fl011erB, foliage aol stalls - 15• to 27•. lbey're great planted in the 
front of the bonier aol are excellent for smaller gardens. 

§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§ 
re* APACHE SlllSKI ( '87 Sutton) 26!," M. * Antique gold S.; intense red-brown F. with antique gold 

borders and blended gold hafts overlaid with fine red lines; gold b. * Brightly colored but 
a little hafty well formed flowers on very good stalks. Reblooms in Southern California$11.50 

re* ATillAPE <X>E1lR ('85 Anfosso) 19!," M. * Lavender-blue with orange-red b. * New here. All I've 
heard so far about this little French charmer is that it can rebloom, in~ mild climates 
- like its parent ACTRESS •..•••••••...•••••.••.•.•..••••..••.•.•••••••.•••••.•.••..•••• $ 3. 75 

AIJDACI(ll<; ( '81 Hager) 26" EM. * White with red b. * Excellent proportions of flowers, stalks 
and foliage. Usually a pretty good perfonner here and elsewhere, even in cold winter areas. 
Well formed flaring flowers and it's the only red bearded white BB I can think of! ••••• $ 2.75 

BAnl: (86 Fhsminger) 26" M. * White with irregular stripes and splashes of royal purple; 
yellow b. tipped white. * I'm crazy about this PURPLE STREAKER child from Neb. and so is just 
about everyone that has ever seen it! Probably the best coloring in this class yet with about 
equal amounts of white and rich deep purple - Yl.ssby, splashy wild aol wooderful!! !. ... $16.00 

re* BClllllll!LDII! ( '84 Ghio) 26" ML. * White S.; very bright yellow F. with wide borders of white; 
white b. * 1his crisp little beauty is taking the iris 110rld by stm:a! Bubble ruffling!! The 
flowers are a bit large for the class with cupped open standards but it drsws admirers like 
aotha to a .n-! A very reliable rebloomer - in~ mild coastal CA~ climates. Out of 
MARMALADE SKIES. Very fertile both ways ....•.••....•••...•..•.•.•...•••.•..•.•••••••••• $ 3. 50 

re* BOX' O'BOX' ( '86 Ghio) 27" E-M. * White with a greenish cast and has gold halos around all 
petals; red b. * Fantastic coloring - an improved OLD FLAME type! Great all the way with 
excellent proportions and it's usually extremely vigorous and floriferous but it can have 
problems in severe climates. Has been known to rebloom, in~ mild areas. Limited .•.. $ 5.50 

BR(Mf LASSO ('75 Buckles) 22" E-M. * Butterscotch S.; violet F. with distinct brown borders; 
yellow b. * This little Dykes winner is very very strong. Super vigorous and floriferous here 
and all over the country. Perfect proportions and show stallcs always. Very nice horizontally 
flaring flowers with unforgettable coloring - it's so well named! .. : ..•...•••.....•.••. $ 2.25 

re* IIJI'IEI. GIRL ( '79 Hamblen) 26!," EM. * Yellow s.; white F. with dark yellow hafts and borders; 
orange b. * I got this and its sib HAPPY SONG primarily for their breeding value as they both 
have been known to rebloom occasionally when super well grown - around this country and in 
England. Ve_ry nice and a very good performer •••••••••..••.....•••..••.•••...•...••.•••• $ 3.00 

SA* BIRDBA'.DI ( ' 89 Byers) - see introductions , page five • 

RE* CllILD STAR ('75 Ghio) 22" E-L. * Gold S.; rosy orchid F., gold b. * This has been one of my 
very top favorite BBs - since '82! Still a STAR!!! Not outdated in the least! Great flowers 
with horizontal flare on great showstalks and excellent proportions here always!! Often an 
everblocner here! In '84 it started reblooming the first of July and bloomed steadily the 
rest of the year! even tried to put up more stalks in freezing January! Reblooms some even 
in cold winter areas. Very fertile both ways and I'm using it like crazy for RE IBs •••• $ 2.75 

RE* DCllllLE OP ( '84 Hager) 24" M. * Light lavender-blue S.; white F. stitched with dark violet on 
the edges; yellow b. * This little neglecta-plicata sib of DOUBLE TIME's is really very nice 
and very very pretty!! Excellent proportions and it's a very strong rebloomer. that usually 
starts in October but started in July here last year!Overlooked so far. A willing podder$5.50 

RE" FACE PCMD ( '79 Moores) 23" M. * True medium light pink including b. * A very late rebloomer 
for milder climates but it's fertile and capable of giving children with much stronger and 
earlier RE tendencies! Is one of CANDYLAND's parents. Open standards, otherwise excellent all 
the way. J.iMite<l •••.••••••••••••••••••••.•••...•..••........•••...••••••••••...•••••.•. $ 4.00 

re* GYPSY vnc; ('78 Hamblen) 26" E-L. * Yellow S.; violet F. edged tan; yellow-orange b. * This 
bright little beauty is very popular. It's ruffled and can even have a little lace but its 
stalks are its forte! Incredible show branching with 9-10 buds. Very vigorous and hardy. In 
'87 it rebloomed in Scott's Valley (near Santa Cruz) and was just great! Limited ••••••• $ 3.25 

re* HAPPI SCIC ( '78 Hamblen) 26" E-L. * Pink S.; white F.; cerise-pink b. * This sib of BUITER 
GIRL's has also been known to rebloan a bit in the States and in England too. It's superb and 
a superb performer nationwide. The top BB AM vote getter -'83. What a breeder for pink RE IBs 
it would surely be! Perfect petite proportioos aol la,ge neon bright caterpillar beards!!! 
limited •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••• $ 6.50 

RE* HEAVEN'S IDlffY '('82 Miller) 27" E-M. * Deep purple with black hilights; bronze b. * A super 
early aol stnmg rebl<><aer that should be most appreciated in early winter climates. Not very 
modern flowers and they' re kind of hafty but looks great in the fall border anyway! •••. $ 5. 75 
ll>PSCX7ICB ( '82 Keppel) 26" M. * Golden buff S.; gold F. with lighter centers and dahlia plic 
markings at the hafts giving a butterscotch-brown effect; yellow b. * Super, frilly flowers -
they're very fat and 88BBy and on the a>st stupeolously bcaocbed stallcs iEginable! Excellent 
everywhere! Got the ioost HM votes of any iris in any class in '84 ! •••••••••••••• , •••••• $ .2. 15 

re* IRIS IDINSACl( ('81 ensminger) 25" M. * White S.; white F. irregularly striped with imperial 
purple; yellow/violet b. * Excellent proportions on this different little beauty with daned 
standards and horizontal falls. Hardy and vigorous. It can rebloan, did so here in October of 
'84! I love the form and coloring! Popular ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 3.00 
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UC'i LASSO ('83 Hager) 23" M. * Butter yellow S.; orchid F. with narrow borders and hafts of 
buff-brown; yellow b. * wts of lace! Would still be a worthy introduction even without it! 
Unlike some BBs it always stays in class. One of the strongest BBs of all here that blooms 
for a super long time. Very popular and should be a great breeder - for lacy IBs ! •••••• $ 2. 75 

LARIAT ( '83 Boswell) 23" M. * Reddish brown S.; light blue-violet F. with a \" edge of 
reddish brown; yellow b. * Still no reports have come in on this fine child of BR™N LASSO. 
Slow getting going here but did just fine last year. Pretty!. .......................... $ 3.00 

re* LITILE P1BCA1ll00 ( '86 Carson) 25" E-M. * Pink S.; lavender F. with a strong influence of rose 
at the hafts; pink b. * Very vigorous and hardy. Tailored flowers. From rebloomer breeding 
and it can rebloom, heavily, when~ well grown in Southern CA. Fertile both ways •••• $ 5.00 

re* lUXY LOCICE'r ( '81 Shoop) 24" M. * White with purple stripes in the centers of the F.; tan
gerine b. * Pretty, perky and quite different! Very good flaring form with wide round falls. 
Was slow getting going here but has been just terrific in every way once it did! Can give 
good quality rebloom - when very well grown in~ mild climates •.•.•••••••••.•••••••• $ 5.00 

RE* MARMALADE SKIES ( '78 Niswonger) 27" E. * Apricot-orange with orange b. * Much beloved! This 
won the Knowlton Medal in '84 with nearly 3 times as many votes as the next BB in line! What 
a little STAR it is and what a magical parent!!! The wild and wonderful colors and color 
combos it carries just waiting to burst forth on its babies is nearly unbelievable! The 
surface of its potential as a parent has just barely been scratched! What fun it should bring 
to someone wanting to try a first cross or two - especially if used with medians/dwarfs!!! 
Not a dependable rebloomer but it does rebloom at times all over the country and it can throw 
much more dependable rebloom to some of its babies. A parent of some of today's very most 
exciting medians - like BORDERLINE, CANDYLAND and BWEBIRD IN FLIG!ff! Fertile both ways and I 
will use it heavily this year for RE IBs. A "must-have" and "must-use". Enjoy!!!. ...... $ 3.50 

RE* KISS SCARIErr ( '80 Moores) 22" E-M. * Deep, glowing, intense blended red-brown-maroon with 
bronze b. * A most reliable little rebloomer around the country. Smooth coloring and good 
wide, round form. The standards are usually open but well held. Variable branching and var
i able performances. Doesn't always look so hot but when it's happy it's gorgeous!Very strong 
rebloom, usually starting in September or early October. Can literally glow in the fall 
garden!! capturing all eyes - like its namesake!!! ..................................... $ 3.50 

l!OVELLA ( '83 Ghio) 24" E-M. * Crushed cranberry-violet with a frosty cast and flashes violet 
in the F.; very dark violet b. * This is gorgeous! Has very well formed, compact flowers, 
excellent proportions, and superbly branched stalks and is very hardy. A new shade that is 
very beautiful I Has caused much COlllllent here. Super strong! ............................ $ 3.00 

re* IIJRS1'll.Y SCIIJOL ( '85 Ghio) 22" ML. * Papaya orange with peach in the F.; tangerine b. * A sib 
of BORDERLINES's and it too has been known to rebloom in extremely mild climates when very 
well grown. It's very vigorous and has very nice lightly ruffled flowers on great stalks. 
It can get way too tall - 39" has been reported!! Another MARMALADE SKIES offspring •••. $ 3.25 

RE* PF.IICHllS N'TOPPIJ«; ('81 Niswonger) 25" E-M. * White S.; peachy tan F.; yellow/tangerine b. * 
An extremely popular and dainty little charmer of very good form with domed standards and 
horizontal falls. Has rebloomed here and in other parts of the country, consistently in New 
Zealand! Sound, vigorous and hardy. Was the top BB HM vote getter in '83 and got the second 
most BB AM votes in '85. Another super parent that gives a wide and wild array of colors to 
its babies! ...............••.••.•....••..••••••••••••••••.•....•...............•....... $ 4.75 

PFil:ADILLO ( '83 Keppel) 26" EM. * Peachy cream S.; creamy peach F. with bishop's violet hafts 
and washed plicata edges; rusty orange b. * Utterly entrancing! and absolutely perfect in 
every way! Excellent proportions - always stays in class and has incredible branching and 
rebranching with lots of buds. Perfect - both on the show bench or in the garden where it 
gives a very long lasting display! Won the Waler Cup in '85 ( the most HM votes - all catagor
ies) and was voted the top American BB in Italy in '86 ! Fragrant too! A "111.lSt-have" •... $ 3. 25 

PICAYUNE ( '77 Keppel) 25" M. * Yellow S.; oyster F. banded yellow with rust peppered hafts; 
yellow b . * This strong little plicata is still one of the very best in the class. Very good 
to excellent in all catagories. Very vigorous and hardy. Got the Knowlton Medal! ....••• $ 2.00 

RE* PINK BUBBLES ( '80 Hager) 20" EM. * Clear light pink with tangerine b. * True joy! This little 
ruffled and laced worder is one of the most perfect and IIIOSt exqisitely beautiful irises of 
all time!! and what's more, one of the hardiest and most vigorous and floriferous! Won the 
Knowlton Medal in '86 and is a most worthy Dykes contender. Reblooms - in OR, WA and in mild 
coastal parts of CA. No one should be without this little sister of BEVERLY SILLS!!! ••• $ 2.50 
PINK LAMB ( '85 Blaycock) 26" M. * Icy blue pink with red b. * This little pink from Missouri 
is distinctive, ruffled and has great coloring! ••.•....•...••..........•..•..••.•••••.• $ 4.50 

Pl!FDICTIOO' ( '82 Keppel) 24" EM. * Pink S.; ivory F. widely banded with lavender-pink plicata 
borders; white b. tipped orange-red. * My prediction is that you'll swoon when you catch 
sight of this! Absolutely ~tious coloring and the form is just perfect as are the well 
budded stalks!!!It's extremely vigorous here and seems to be everywhere! Very hardy! 
Breathtakingly beautiful! Another "must"! ..•.••.•••........••.•.•.••.•••••••••••••••••• $ 3.00 

SHFlWUGAN ('85 Keppel) 25" EM. * Salmon pink S.; pink F. heavily washed dahlia-carmine red, 
much darker on the edges and hafts; white b. heavily tipped tangerine-orange.* Another 
stunner fran these magical plicata lines of Keppel's! This is truly outstanding in every way 
with particularly sharp contrasts - a deep pink/red effect! and it is very vigorous and 
floriferous! Got its HM in '87 with over twice as many votes as the next BB in line!!!.$ 5.00 
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"MINIA'.lllRE TAIL ~ 
They've long been called "table irises" because fl.Olie 
a mJCh more delicate effect than the BBs or IBs with 
the Tils (16"-25" tall). Their fl.OIiers are aJCh smalle 
ruffling that would detract fraa their airy poise. Th 
the TB season. lt>st are diploids like the "flags" of 
very best available today. 

§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§ 

MCIIHI ELF ( '84 Kennedy) 20" M. * yellow S. ; lavender 
this won the Walther Cup ( the most HM votes of any ir 
GIGOLO, the top TB - l«N! ! ! Won the Williamson-White 
many votes as the first runnerup ! llClJBLE l«N! ! ! ..•... 

re* ABRIDGJ1D VFIIBIOO' ( '83 Hager) 24" M. * Lightly smoked 
flowers with round flared falls. Super well branched 
A tremendous breeding achievement fran the oh so pat; 
son-White Award last year. Rebloomed in June here laf 
ADANA 'IAPESTRY ( '80 Guild) 21" M-VL. * Tan, the F. ar 
colorful and nice. Still haven't received one report 
BABY BIBS ( '83 Dunderman) 23" M. * A pure white self 
clean white flowers •.•..••.••••••••••••..........•... 

RE" BLACK LADY ( '79 Rawdon) 14" M. * Brassy yellow-orange 
wine-black F. with olive-yellow undersides; bright ye 
of this reblooming and not just in mild climates! Oft 
rtrizanes -,ture - fraa spring into August - then put, 
Narrower than some but with this kind of exotic color 
- who cares?!! I'• aost excited about it! We had load 
spring but by late July every halfway decent sized rt 
had just about bloomed out and we returned lots of me 
were loads of little increases poking up! Looks like 
already bloomed - as long as they have increases conri 
CONSUMATION! ! ! ••••••••••••••••••••.••.•••............ 

CANm'LANE ( '83 Guild) 17" M. * Luminous orchid, the F 
b. * Candy stripes! Isn't a bit d:iJllned by the hot sur 
most exciting MTB parents! Gave Guild 76 pods one ye, 

ClKDID SPRITE ( '80 Boswell) 22" M. * White with viol 
violet line around the petal edges; white b. * DeliCll 
respects! This was the second runnerup for the Willia 
Just great! .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••..•••• 

re* ClllSllfATI<Jil ( '78 Welch) 18" M. * White S. and strikir 
If I could only grow -0ne MTB this would be it - by n 
it's so utterly exquisite in every way!!! Tiny flower 
coloring! Bow could anyone resist it?! An excellent ~ 
20 gave 3 stalks here last July! Didn't know it could 
last spring because I've heard it has already given r 
its pollen is especially potent! A super parent! ..••• 
DAPPllD l'OIY ( '81 Witt) 15" M. * White, with tiny vie 
larger and darker dots on the F. ;yellow b. * New here 
especially with a name like this! Really sounds good 

DISCO JBlEL ( '78 Guild) 25" M-L. * A brownish red ble 
orange at the hafts with some veining; wide, bright, 
dandy is one of the most brilliant of all the MTBs! G 
popular! .......•••.••..•..••.••••••.....•..••.•••.... 

Iris pallida "argentia" (species) Insignificant flowe 
variegated green and white! Both it and Zebra possess 
iegated foliage have largely lacked. Such crisp and z 
very rare ........................................... . 
Iris pallida "variegata" Zebra (species) Violet flowe 
leaves. Makes extremely attractive and most interesti 
all year long! .•.•••.••.••.••••••.••••••..•.•.••.•..• 

JOSEPH'S <XlAT (it was never registered or introduced) 
red-brown, yellow, white and violet! * It's basically 
larly splashed over all the petals I Where the yellow 
brown! So many wild color caabos - all fna the .,_ 
real! ..• A classic!!. ................ , ............... . 

ICMllINA KEEPSAlCE ( '85 Guild) 25" M-L. * Smoky violet 
newer and better things fom a premier MTB hybridizer. 
LClJISK 1l>PPER ('80 Hager) 21" M. * Canary yellow S.; 
emphasis here is on its form which is among the very 
also. In the upper limits for flower size. Tetraploid 

NEW IDEA ( '70 Hager) 26" El!. * Rosy mulberry with yel 
and floriferous all over the country. Still one of th 
White Award '76 ••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••• 
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tter yellow S.; orchid F. with narrow borders and hafts of 
ce! Would still be a worthy introduction even without it! 

n class. One of the strongest BBs of all here that blooms 
ar and should be a great breeder - for lacy IBs! •••.•• $ 2. 75 

dish brown S.; light blue-violet F. with a ¾" edge of 
no reports have come in on this fine child of BROWN LASSO. 
·ust fine last year. Pretty! ........................... $ 3.00 

' E-M. * Pink S.; lavender F. with a strong influence of rose 
rous and hardy. Tailored flowers. From rebloaner breeding 
":!!:El. well grown in Southern CA. Fertile both ways •..• $ 5.00 

White with purple stripes in the centers of the F.; tan-
te different! Very good flaring form with wide round falls. 
as been just terrific in every way once it did! Can give 
well grown in~ mild climates •••.•••••••••••••••.•• $ 5.00 

7" E. * Apricot-orange with orange b. * Much beloved! This 
th nearly 3 times as many votes as the next BB in line! "What 
gical parent! ! ! The wild and wonderful colors and color 
burst forth on its babies is nearly unbelievable! The 

ent has just barely been scratched! What fun it should bring 
t cross or two - especially if used with medians/dwarfs!!! 
t does rebloom at times all over the country and it can throw 

ome of its babies. A parent of some of today's very most 
, CANDYLAND and BWEBIRD IN FLIGHr! Fertile both ways and I 
RE IBs. A "nrust-have" and "nrust-use". Enjoy!!! ....... $ 3.50 

M. * Deep, glowing, intense blended red-brown-maroon with 
e rebloomer around the country. Smooth coloring and good 
re usually open but well held. Variable branching and var-
s look so hot but when it's happy it's gorgeous !Very strong 

tember or early October. Can literally glow in the fall 
its lllD?Sllke ! ! ! ..••••.••..•.••••••.••.•••••..••••... $ 3. 50 

hed cranberry-violet with a frosty cast and flashes violet 
This is gorgeous! Has very well fonned, compact flowers, 
ly branched stalks and is very hardy. A new shade that is 

conment here. Super strong!. . .......................... $ 3.00 

* Papaya orange with peach in the F. ; tangerine b. * A sib 
en known to rebloom in extremely mild climates when very 
has very nice lightly ruffled flowers on great stalks. 

been reported!! Another MARMALADE SKIES offspring •••• $ 3.25 

·) 25" E-M. * White S.; peachy tan F.; yellow/tangerine b. * 
ittle charmer of very good form with domed standards and 

here and in other parts of the country, consistently in New 
y . Was the top BB HM vote getter in '83 and got the second 

· super parent that gives a wide and wild array of colors to 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 4. 75 

* Peachy cream S.; creamy peach F. with bishop's violet hafts 
orange b. * Utterly entrancing! and absolutely perfect in 

- always stays in class and has incredible branching and 
rfect - both on the show bench or in the garden where it 

y! Won the Waler Cup in '85 (the most HM votes - all catagor
can BB in Italy in '86! Fragrant too! A "IIIUSt--have" •••. $ 3.25 

ellow S.; oyster F. banded yellow with rust peppered hafts; 
licata is still one of the very best in the class. Very good 
ery vigorous and hardy. Got the Knowlton Medal! ..•.... $ 2.00 
* Clear light pink with tangerine b. * True joy! This little 

of the most perfect and most exqisitely beautiful irises of 
of the hardiest and most vigorous and floriferous ! Won the 
st worthy Dykes contender. Reblooms - in OR, WA and in mild 
d be without this little sister of BEVERLY SILIS!!! ..• $ 2.50 

'* Icy blue pink vi th red b. * This little pink from Missouri 
great coloring! •..••..•••..•...•..•..•......•••..•••••• $ 4.50 

* Pink S.; ivory F. widely banded with lavender-pink plicata 
red. * My prediction is that you'll swoon when you catch 
tious coloring and the form is just perfect as are the well 
igorous here and seems to be everywhere! Very hardy! 
r "nrust"! ........••••••••••••••••••••.•.••...•.•••••••• $ 3.00 

* Salmon pink S.; pink F. heavily washed dahlia-carmine red, 
·ts; white b. heavily tipped tangerine-orange. * Another 
ta lines of Keppel's! This is truly outstanding in every way 
s - a deep pink/red effect! and it is very vigorous and 
· th over twice as many votes as the next BB in line! ! ! . $ 5. 00 
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"KINIA1'URE TAIL IIFARDl!OO (Krl!s )* 

They've long been called "table irises" because fl.-r arrangers like thea so 111.lCh. They give 
a aJCb aore delicate effect than the BBs or IBs with very thin stalks with branching like 
the TBs (16"-25" tall). Their fl.-rs are aJCb emaller slso and usually lack the heavier 
ruffling that would detract fraa their airy poise. They bloaa froa the late IB season through 
the TB season. lt>st are diploids like the "flags" of yesteryear. The following are among the 
very best available today. 

§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§ 
MCHFN ELF ( '84 Kennedy) 20" M. * yellow S.; lavender F. edged yellow; yellow b. * In 1986 
this won the Walther Cup ( the most HM votes of any iris in any class) - got 9 more votes than 
GIGOLO, the top TB - WOW!!! Won the Williamson-White Award last year with nearly 2. times~ 
~ votes as the first runnerup! IXXIBU! WOW!!!. .................................. . -:-::-:S 3.50 

re* ABRIDGID VFl!SION ( '83 Hager) 24" M. * Lightly smoked pink with tangerine b. * Wide tailored 
flowers with round flared falls. Super well branched and budded stalks! Tetraploid 1 

A tremendous breeding achievea,nt froa the oh so patient ..ster of the giae! Got the William
son-White Award last year. Rebloomed in June here last year!! Fertile both ways ••••..•• $ 2.00 
AllAIIA TAPES1llY ('80 Guild) 21" M-VL. * Tan, the F. are blended with red; orange b. * Very 
colorful and nice. Still haven't received one report on it. .•..............•.•.••••••.. $ 1.50 
BABY BIBS ( '83 Dunderman) 23" M. * A pure white self including the b. * Very tidy, very nice 
clean white flowers ••....•.••••.....•....•..••..••••..•.•..•••••••..••••••••••.••.•••.• $ 1. 75 

RE* BLMX LADY ( '79 Rawdon) 14" M. * Brassy yellow-orange S. blending to blackish brown edges; 
vine-black F. with olive-yellow undersides; bright yellow b. * I've received several reports 
of this reblooming and not just in mild climates! Often continues right on blocaing as the 
mu.ca,s -ture - froa spdng into .August - then puts even aore stalks up in the fall! ! ! 
Narrower than some but with this kind of exotic coloring and this kind of reblooming ability 
- who cares?!! I'a aost excited about it! We had loads of big healthy clumps of this last 
spring but by late July every halfway decent sized rhizome had put up a stalk! I thought it 
had just about bloaned out and we returned lots of money for it - but by late sunmer there 
were loads of little increases poking up! Looks like we may have toship increases that have 
already bloomed - as long as they have increases coming. Gave "tons" of pods - with 
CONSUMATION! ! ! ••••..•..•••••••••••••••••••••••..••••••••••••••.•••••••••.•••.•••••••••• $ 3.50 

CANDXLANE ( '83 Guild) 17" M. * Luminous orchid, the F. have much deeper veins; bright orange 
b. * Candy stripes! Isn't a bit dimned by the hot sun! Very fertile both ways and one of the 
most exciting MrB parents! Gave Guild 76 pods one year! •••••••.•••••...•••••••••.•••••• $ 2.00 
<DlllID SPRITE ( '80 Boswell) 22" M. * White with violet and maroon dots and has a light 
violet line around the petal edges; white b. * Delicately handsome and just excellent in all 
respects! This was the second runnerup for the Williamson-White Award in both '86 and '87. 
Just great!. .••.•.•.......•.•••••...•••....••••••••.••....••••..•••••••••••••••.••••••. $ 1.50 

re* CXJISlllATI(J!f ('78 Welch) 18" M. * White S. and striking blue-black F. with white borders. * 
If I could only grow one MrB this would be it - by far! Should be captured in porcelain -
it's so utterly exquisite in every way!!! Tiny flowers on tiny perfect stalks and incredible 
coloring! lkJw could anyone resist it?! An excellent performer everywhere! One plant of over 
20 gave 3 stalks here last July! Didn't know it could itself rebloom but used it for RE MIBs 
last spring because I've heard it has already given reblooming babies. Fertile both ways -
its pollen is especially potent! A super parent! .•...•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 1. 75 
DAPl'Im P(JiY ( '81 Witt) 15" M. * White, with tiny violet-blue dots on the S.; slightly 
larger and darker dots on the F.;yellow b. * New here. Couldn't resist its description -
especially with a name like this! Really sounds good too, with nice round· form ...•..•.• $ 1.75 

DISCD JNIEL ( '78 Guild) 25" M-L. * A brownish red blend with orchid blazes in the F. and 
orange at the hafts with some veining; wide, bright, unique burnt orange b. * This fancy 
dandy is one of the most brilliant of all the MTils ! Got the Williamson-White Award. Very very 
popular ! ....•....•••••••••.•••••••••••.•..............•••••..•.•..•.•........•••..••••• $ 1. 50 

Iris pallida "argentia" (species) Insignificant flowers - the foliage is the thing! Striped 
variegated green and white! Both it and Zebra possess the vigor the newer things with var
iegated foliage have largely lacked. Such crisp and zippy looking plants! This is now very 
very rare •.••.....••.••••••••••••••••••......•.•...••••••••..•..••..••.•••••••••••••••• $ 8.00 
Iris pallida "variegata" Zebra (species) Violet flowers. Cream and green variegated (striped) 
leaves. Makes extremely attractive and most interesting clumps. Such a showy garden accent 
all year long! .•••••••••••••.••••••••.....•.•••••.•••••••.••••.......••••••••••........ $ 4.00 

JaIBPH'S <XlAT (it was never registered or introduced) * Many variations and combinations of 
red-brown, yellow, white and violet!* It's basically a violet neglecta with yellow irregu
larly splashed over all th~lsl Where the yellow overlays the violet it becomes red-
brown ! So 1181JY wild color - all froa the same plant! ! ! It• s hard to believe it• s for 
resl! •• • A classic!! ••••••••••....•.. , •.•••.••••••••••••....•••••••••••.•.•••••••••••••• $ 3. 50 

IUrCIIINA lCEEPSAKK ( '85 Guild) 25" M-L. * Smoky violet S.; violet F.; orange b. * One of the 
newer and better things fom a premier MrB hybridizer. Practically no reports back on it.$4.25 
UlJISK lllPPEII. ( '80 Hager) 21" M. * Canary yellow S.; slightly paler F.; yellow ·b. * The 
emphasis here is on its form which is among the very best but the branching is excellent 
also. In the upper limits for flower size. Tetraploid •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 1.50 

NEIi IDEA ('70 Hager) 26 .. EM. * Rosy mulberry with yellow b. * Tetraploid. Extremely vigorous 
and floriferous all over the country. Still one of the very most popular MTils. Williamson-
White Award '76 ••••••••••••••••..•.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..•.•••••••••• $ 1.25 
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NFll WAVE ( '86 Hager) 26" EM. * Snow white with bright yellow b. * A wonderful surprise out of 
tetraploid pink MrB breeding!Lightly fluted flowers of excellent fonn on super graceful show 
stalks! Tremendously popular already and in great demand! Perfect size and proportions! 
Excellent substance 1 1},e vangard of the future in this class!!! Can a red bearded white be 
that far away?!! ...........••••••••••..••...•••..••..•..•••••••••••.••..••.••.••.•.•••. $ 5.50 

PASrELKITE ( '79 Guild) 21" M-L. * Pastel orchid with white b. tipped gold. * Soft and lovely. 
A super grower here. No reports back on it yet. .•••..••.•••••••••••••••....•.........•• $ 1.50 

RE* POPPY LOVE ('80 Hager) 19" E-M. * Clear true pink with pale tangerine b. * Tetra.plaid. Great 
stalks! Planted here September of '87 it gave two stalks in November! Also - it's giving 
reblooming MrB seedlings for Varner in Ohio! First runnerup for the Williamson-White Award. 
A tet with this coloring, fertility and rebloom too! liOW! .............................. $ 2.50 

ROSEMARY'S IlRF.AM ( '82 Dtmdennan) 23" M. * Deep rose S. with a little white in the centers; 
white F. with a l," border of rose; deep orange b. * An extremely~ little charmer of a 
bright rosy plicata! ! ! A top show iris with exquisite, superbly fanned dainty little fl~s! 
A Dykes type perfonner everywhere!!! So many raves on it now!~ much loved! ......... $ 2.00 

SPARKLIIC CHABLIS ('84 Guild) 26" M-L. * Pure cool white including the b. * Ruffles! Seems to 
perfonn well everywhere! Truly exceptional ! •••••••••••••....•••.•••.•••....•....••.•.•• $ 2. 75 
S'llUKill; GOID ( '84 Guild) 26" E-M. * Orange-yellow with evenly spaced red-brown stripes 
starting at the hafts and going all the way down the falls; orange b. * Excellent coloring 
and excellent stalks but it is rather narrow ..•..••••.....•.•••••••.••••••••••••••••.•• $ 3.50 

SURPRISE BUJE ( '79 Dtmdennan) 20" M. * Light violet-blue with light yellow b. * Well fanned 
flowers with smooth cool coloring on ideal show stalks •.•••••..•••••••••••••••••••••..• $ 1.50 

TMNIE'S nnu ('82 Vaughn) 22" M. * A white ground plicata with violet-blue stitching on the 
S., just a few tiny dots on the F.; pale yellow b. * New here and I have yet to hear a word 
on this child of WHISPERING SPRITE. Cute name! •••••••••••••••••••••.••.•••••.•••••••••. $ 1. 75 

TEDIY BIKINI ('76 Storey) 20" M. * White S. veined medium violet; white F. with dark violet 
stripes; yellow b. * Still - practically nothing has come in on this wee striped bikini.$1.50 

TIID-A-I.Ill; ( '82 Hager) 20" E. * Creamy white with pale yellow b. * Very good flowers with 
flaring falls and it's very well branched. Tetraploid ..•.••..•••..•••••••••••••..••.... $ 2. 50 

WELCH'S RFllARD ('88 Welch) 22" M. * Yellow S.; Bright red-purple F. with a 1/8" band of 
yellow and has a white underlay at hafts overlaid with long red-purple lines; yellow b. * 
New and tremendously exciting! ......................................................... $ 9.00 

§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§ 

*IllIERMIDIATE BEARDEOO ( IBs )* 

They're mostly from crosses of SDBs with TBs and show this bleoled heritage in every way. 
They have intermediate sized flO!iers, foliage and stalks (between 16" and 27") and bloom 
between the SDBs and TBs. They're ..ell known for their tremendous hybrid vigor and for the 
tremendous number of stalks and fl~s they give making for a riot of color in the garden. 

§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§ 

ART GALLHiY ( '84 B. Jones) 22" M. * White with a large rose-red spot on the F.; tangerine b. 
* New here . Sure aren' t many things on this order in this class ! Can' t wait to see it. •• and 
perhaps use it. With things like DUMPLING and TINY CHERUB mightn' t it give some wondrous 
SDBs?! ! From PEACHY FACE X PEACH SPOT - there's rebloom in its "blood"! Exciting! •••..• $ 2. 75 

RE* BRIGHr RilFFLES (' 72 A. Brown) 22" M. * Yellow with tangerine-orange b. * This older rebloom
ing IB is still among the best with its wide, ruffled flowers and it has been extremely 
vigorous and floriferous here! Usually starts blooming with the SDBs and blooms right through 
the TB season! One year it bloomed for us from early spring straight through fall! - but the 
last 6 years hasn't rebloomed at all here?! ! Did rebloom in Utah last year. Has some fertil -
ity and gave a reblooming seedling here from a oncer TB ................................ $ 1. 75 
1UITFR PFI:AN ('83 Hager) 22" M. * A yellow ground plicata stitched and bordered deep pecan 
brown, darker at the hafts; yellow b. * It's so bright! Super flowers - both the shape and 
the coloring and the branching, bud count and proportions are just perfect! What a fitting 
name for it ! :-::-: ••.•••••••••••..••.•.••.•.•.••••.••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•• $ 2. 50 

RE* Clrn!RY SUPRFME ( '79 Zurbrigg) 24" VE-L. * Dark glowing cherry red-violet; blue-violet b. * 
A definite "11111St-have"! It started out here giving a little rebloom/repeat bloom every year, 
4-6 weeks after its spring bloom. The last few years it's been stretching its rebloom a 
little later each year. Bloomed in late July in '87 and last yea½ one year old plant in the 
RE display bed bloomed heavily in the spring then gave five more stalks! - one each in June, 
July, August, September and October!!!!! No one had ever reported it reblooming later than 
July 'til this past year. Gave late fall rebloom in Southern CA too! I've long felt that the 
"repeaters" could probably all rebloom again in the fall too, if very happy and no longer 
harbor the slightest doubt of this. This is a very nice IB! Quite fragrant too and fertile! 
•.••••••••...••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 2. 75 

re* J:Wl:J:M; CLOOOO ( '81 Catty) 22" E. * Soft lavender-blue S. lightly speckled with white in the 
centers; white F. with \" lavender-blue bands; blue-white b. * New here. Can take the worst 
conditions in the toughest, coldest climates - very strong! Very nice - "looks" delicate. 
Reblooms, in very mild coastal California type climates •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 2.00 
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EipIE CRCllll DILTZ ( '87 Mahan) 24" E-L. * Pale puq 
nrutant purple fonn of Iris florentina. F.qually as \ 
the same in every way as the violet-whites but col 
grance. An incredibly strong grower here •.•••••... 

HEU.CAT ( '83 Aitken) 16" ML. * Lavender-white S.; 
around the dark self b. * From HOCUS POCUS X MYSTI 
with super lovely, showy coloring and perfectly cl 
MYSTIQUE children! Well branched stalks and super 
SDBs I hear. Bet it would be dynamite with DITTO' 

RE* R11EY GLAZED ( '83 Niswonger) 24" M. * Pale, clean 
honey-amber-brown; gold b. * My favorite IB - how 
sight from the first time I saw a super stalk of i 
an incredible number of stalks, flowers and increa• 
for the course for it all over the country . Got it 
Last year here it rebloomed in both June and Nov 
here on top of everything else! Very fertile and a 
factor babies in many exotic, wild and wonderful c 

RE* I IILESS ( '85 Zurbrigg) 18" M. * From light yellow 
F. which ~ckly change to pure white; yellow b. * 
ever and finitely possesses one of the very st~ 
from I DO X BABY BLESSED!!! Come September or earl 
way mature fan shoots up a stalk! What a show it d 
increases to do it all over again come spring. Nie 
Queen Of Show for me at our fall show!Very fertile 
flowers! Much potential. ••.•••••••••.•.•••...•.••• 

SA* LID A CHARM ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page 
re 
SA* i.rrru: BIG 1111N ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, 

SA* i.rrru: L[J(E ( '84 Rowlan) 22" M. * Canary yellow wi 
little space ager is very vigorous. Good proporti 
exceptional substance but are rather narrow and of 
HM in '87 •••.•••••••••••••••••••• • •••....••••••••• 

LlT[ll! SIDI LllKII' ( '84 Gaddie) 20" EML. * Snow whi 
borders; white b. tipped orange. * New here. What 
clean looking", "dainty, contrasty and altogether 
"supercharged, grows like a weed" - etc., etc. Got 

UXD ( '86 Keppel) 18" M. * Rosy lavender s.; or 
lme of rosy purple plicating; capucine red b. * A! 
punu.la spot converted to plicatal K?rcy! lioth:lng 11 
and beautiful! A star was born!! A good grower and 
too! - with TB and MOB pollen, at least. Set lots 
year with exactly twice as many votes as the next 

RE* I.al ID SILVDI. ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, pa 

RARE J!DinClil ('80 Catty) 24" E-M. * A stark, star 
-purple stitched borders, heavier on the S. · blue-wl 
Medal in '86 and last year was the third na'..erup 
perfect wide fonn with super crisp and clean patt 
a super bloomer and grower all over the country -

RASPIE!RY BUJSH ( '76 Hamblen) 20"M-L. * Raspberry-1 
and wann pink lower halves; raspberry b. * A famou 
Medal. Gorgeous coloring! A rich fruity caobinati 

RASPIURY ROOK ( '82 Hamblen) 24" M-L. * Light red
rose F. with deeper hafts; orange b. tipped red. * 
but with more intense, rose toned coloring and it' 

RJ!D ZilGlR ( '85 Black) 26" M-L. * Bright medium 
a big black cherry spot; old gold b. * Had to get . 
so far! Got its HM last year with the most votes o 
in line! Terrific coloring that zings across the J 
and horizontal falls. Perfect show stalks! Outst 

RE" SIXIEl!N CANIJUlS ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, 
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,ow white with bright yellow b. * A wonderful surprise out of 
,tly fluted flowers of excellent form on super grac7ful 

I 
show 

,ady and in great demand! Perfect size and proportions. 
of the future in this class!!! Can a red bearded white be 

, , ..................................................... $ 5.50 

• Pastel orchid with white b. tipped gold.* Soft and lovely. 
back on it yet. ................................... , •••• $ 1.50 

• Clear true pink with pale tangerine b. * Tetraploid. Great 
f '87 it gave two stalks in November! Also - it's giving 
oer in Ohio! First runnerup for the Williamson-White Award. 
ity and reblOOlll too! aN! .............................. $ 2.50 

23" M. * Deep rose S. with a little white in the centers; 
e; deep orange b. * An extrenely popular ~ttle.chanm!r of a 
" iris with exquisite, superbly foriiieci'dainty little flowers! 
e! ! ! So many raves on it now! !IJcil IIIUCb loved! ......... $ 2.00 

" M-L. * Pure cool white including the b. * Ruffles! Seems to 
xceptional! ............................................ $ 2.75 
M. * Orange-yellow with evenly spaced red-brown stripes_ 
all the way down the falls; orange b. * Excellent coloring 
ather narrow ... , ......................... , ......... •••.$ 3.50 

" M. * Light violet-blue with light yellow b. * Well formed 
g on ideal show stalks ................................. $ 1.50 

. * A white ground plicata with violet-blue stitching on the 
F. ; pale yellow b. * New here and I have yet to hear a word 
TE. Cute name! .................... • •••• ····•,·········.$ 1. 75 
* White s. veined medium violet; white F. with dark violet 

.ctically nothing has come in on this wee striped bikini• $1. 50 
· Creamy white with pale yellow b. * Very good flowers with 

branched. Tetraploid ............................. • • • • · $ 2 • 50 

1. * Yellow s.; Bright red-purple F. with a 1/8" band of 
at hafts overlaid with long red-purple lines; yellow b. * 
....................................................... $ 9.00 

i§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§ 

•INTI'l!MIDIATE BF.ARDEOO (IBs)* 

IDBs with TBs and shoil this blended heritage in every way• 
,wers, foliage and stalks (between 16" ~ ~7") and blocm 
ce well known for their tremendous hybn.d vigor and for the 
flOlilers they give making for a riot of color in the garden. 

1§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§ 

1. * White with a large rose-red spot on the F.; tangerine b. 
lngs on this order in this class! Can't wait to see it ••. and 
, DUMPLING and TINY CHERUB mightn't it give some wondrous 
f SPOT- there's rebloom in its "blood"! Exciting! ...... $ 2.75 

l" M. * Yellow with tangerine-orange b. * This older rebloom
•ith its wide ruffled flowers and it has been extremely 
Jsually start~ blooming with the SDBs and blo001S right through 
ned for us from early spring straight through fall! - but the 
t all here?! ! Did rebloom in Utah last year. Has some fertil -
ing here from a oncer TB ................... • ... •• ....... $ 1. 75 

* A yellow ground plicata stitched and bordered deep pecan 
low b, * It's so br:igbt ! Super flowers - both the shal_M' and 
bud count and proportions are just perfect! What a fittrng 

• , ...................................................... $ 2.50 

4" VE-L. * Dark glowing cherry red-violet; blue-violet b. * 
rted out here giving a little rebloom/repeat bloom every year, 
rn The last few years it's been stretching its rebloom a 
in late July in '87 and last yea½ one year old plant_in the 

in the spring then gave five more stalks! - one each 1n June, 
ober! ! ! ! ! No one bad everreported it reblooming later than 
late fall rebloom in Southern CA too! I've long felt that the 
rebloom again in the fall too, if very happy and no long7r 
his. This is a very nice IB! Quite fragrant too and fertile! 
......... • -:: •........................................... $ 2. 75 
E. * Soft lavender-blue S. lightly speckled with white in the 
der-blue bands· blue-white b. * New here. Can take the worst 
<lest climates :. very strong! Very nice - "looks" delicate. 
California type climates .......... • .. ••••••••••••••·•••.$ 2.00 
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EISIE CRalll DIL'.IZ ( '87 Mahan) 24" E-L. * Pale purple S.; medium purple F.; yellow b. * A 
mutant purple form of Iris florentina. Equally as good for making orris root, it's exactly 
the same in every way as the violet-whites but color. Puts out a super strong sweet fra-
grance. An incredibly strong grower here ............................................... $ 8.00 

IIFllL\T ( '83 Aitken) 16" ML. * Lavender-white S.; velvety dark blue-lavender F. deepening 
around the dark self b. * From HOCUS POCUS X MYSTIQUE - it's an IB MYSTIQUE! Perfect flowers 
with super lovely, showy coloring and perfectly clean hafts. Extremely fragrant like most 
MYSTIQUE children! Well branched stalks and super vigorous. Fertile and a super parent with 
SDBs I hear. Bet it would be dynamite with DITTO! I plan to find out. .................. $ 3.00 

RE" .IDIEY GLAZl'D ( '83 Niswonger) 24" M. * Pale, clean and bright lemon-cream S.; Gold F., glazed 
honey-amber-brown; gold b. * My favorite IB - boil I love this! Actually it was love at first 
sight from the first time I saw a super stalk of it at a fall iris meeting. It always gives 
an incredible number of stalks, flowers and increases here every year and I hear this is par 
for the course for it all over the country. Got its AM in '87 with the most votes of all! 
Last year here it rebloomed in both June and November. Puts out a strong fruity fragrance 
here on top of everything else! Very fertile and a fascinating parent! Will give tangerine 
factor babies in many exotic, wild and wonderful color combos! ......................... $ 3.25 

RE* I BLESS ( '85 Zurbrigg) 18" M. * From light yellow buds open flowers with white S. and cream 
F. which quickly change to pure white; yellow b. * This dynamo is one of the stroogest irises 
ever and definitely possesses one of the very stroogest wills to reblocm. No wonder - it's 
from I DO X BABY BLESSED!!! Come September or early October, all over the country, every half 
way mature fan shoots up a stalk! What a show it does put on! Always leaves lots of little 
increases to do it all over again come spring. Nice fragrant flowers too! Last year it won 
~ Of Sholl for me at our fall show!Very fertile both ways, even sets bee pods on its RE 
flowers! Much potential. ............................................................... $ 3.50 

SA* LIKE A CIARM ('89 Byers) - see introductions, page six. 
re 
SA* LITllE BIG 1111N ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page six. 

SA* LITllE UICE ('84 Rowlan) 22" M. * Canary yellow with deeper hafts; self b. and horns. * This 
little space ager is very vigorous. Good proportions and the flaring tailored flowers have 
exceptional substance but are rather narrow and often don't sport their horns here. Got an 
HM in '87 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••..•..•..••.•.•• · ..................... $ 1.50 

LITllE 511M LEl!IJII ('84 Gaddie) 20" EML. * Snow white S.; bright lemon F. with narrow white 
borders; white b. tipped orange. * New here. What raves - from all over! - "so crisp and 
clean looking", "dainty, contrasty and altogether nice", "you see it from across the garden", 
"supercharged, grows like a weed" - etc., etc. Got an AM last year. By PEACH SPOT! ..... $ 2.00 

UXD ('86 Keppel) 18" M. * Rosy lavender S.; orange F. with a round center ring and central 
line of rosy purple plicating; capucine red b. * A GIGOLO sib X NAZETTE. An orange IB with a 
pumila spot converted to plicatal 1'!rcy! Nothing lilre it! - IB or otherwise! So wild, splashy 
and beautiful! A star""" born!! A good grower and it looks like it's very hardy. Pod fertile 
too! - with TB and MDB pollen, at least. Set lots of pods for me to DUMPLING! Got its HM last 
year with exactly twice as many votes as the next in line! ............................. $ 5.00 

RE" I.al ID SILYm ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page six. 

RARE IDITI<lf ( '80 Gatty) 24" E-M. * A stark, starchy white ground plicata with sharp nrulberry 
-purple stitched borders, heavier on the S.;blue-white/bronze b. * Ran away with the Sass 
Pledal. in '86 and last year""" the third rumerup for the Dykes!!! It's something else! Just 
perfect wide form with super crisp and clean patterning! lhl:i1ce any other plicata! .It's such 
a super bloomer and grower all over the country - always! ! A rare editioo iDleed! •.•••• $ 1. 75 

IIASPBl!RRY JIUJSII ( '76 Hamblen) 20"M-L. * Raspberry-pink S.; the F. have raspberry upper halves 
and "arm pink lower halves; raspberry b. * A famous classic! The 1981 winner of the Sass 
Medal. Gorgeous coloring! A rich fruity combinatioo that is truly raviBh:ing! Limited ••. $ 4.00 

IIASPBl!RRY ROSE ('82 Hamblen) 24" M-L. * Light red-purple S., lighter at the bases; raspberry
rose F. with deeper hafts; orange b. tipped red.* Just fabulous like its sib RASPBERRY BWSH 
but with more intense, rose toned coloring and it 's an even better grower! Limited ..... $ 4. 50 

RID ZIK;ER ( '85 Black) 26" M-L. * Bright medium burgundy-red S.; deeper burgundy-red F. with 
a big black cherry spot; old gold b. * Had to get it! Has been called Black's very best intro 
so far! Got its HM last year with the most votes of all - nearly 3 times as many as the next 
in line! Terrific coloring that zings across the garden! Lots of flowers with domed standards 
and horizontal falls. Perfect show stalks! Outstanding vigor! Pod fertile. Limited ..... $ 5.50 

RE" SnnDI CAMllLl!S ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page six. 
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*STANDARD IMARF BEARDEDS (SDBs)* 

They're very popular and one of the very best garden perennials of all. They came fran 
crossing prnri.las (HDBs) with TBs and have a tremendous range of both flashy and lovely 
exotic colors. They bloan between the MDBs and IBs and are between 8" and 15" tall and 
have proportionately sized fl.-,rs and lots of them. I've grown to really love them. Except 
in the very mildest winter areas where they grow veil but usually bloan sparsely they're 
usually extremely vigorous and floriferous and very hardy. 

§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§ 

ACE OF Cl1lBS ( '84 Hager) 10" M, * Yellow S.; deep maroon or almost black F. with wide yellow 
borders; yellow b. * What an exciting new color innovation this little flasher is! and what 
an inspired name for it I May be small but no one misses this! An absolute delight! ..... $ 2. 25 
BABE ( '82 Gatty) 12" E. * White S. with a narrow edge of concord purple; white F. with a wire 
rim and lightly marked hafts of imperial purple; white b. tipped purple,* Superb all the way 
all over the country' Great form with very round petals, great coloring and great propor
tions! An excellent bloomer and increaser even in the harshest cli.11'.ates and its flowers last 
a long time.fragrant too and 'it's fertile both ways! ................................... $ 1.75 

RE* BABY BLESSED ( '79 Zurbrigg) 12" E. * Light yellow with a small white spot on the F.;cream b. 
* Probably the most reliable and heavy remontancy of any iris in any class ever! ! ! It can 
bloom spring, summer, fall and winter in mild climates and can be counted on to rebloom if 
anything will anywhere! Has inspired poetry! I see this being treasured around the world many 
many years fran now - even by those that won't know its name or an iris fran an orchid! It 
does grow like a weed I Pretty, pretty nice flowers that consistently put out a strong spicy 
perfume and it's extremely fertile both ways and a fantastic parent!!! ................. $ 2.75 

RE* BABY CAKES ('89 Byers ) - see introductions, page six. 
RE* BABY TEARS('80 Weiler) 8" E. * White S.; light yellow F.; white b. tipped yellow.* This 

dainty little charmer of perfect petite proportions is a very good grower all over the 
country and among the most reliable with its rebloom of this new race of reblooming dwarfs! 
Among the very sweetest, most fragrant of them all here too! ! ! which is saying a lot as both 
rebloomers and medians/dwarfs tend to be more fragrant than usual. Pod fertile, .. ,,,, .• $ 2.00 

BlIJE LINE ( '87 B. Jones) 10" M. *_,P!\re white with very conspicuous blue b. * I would have had 
to have this for breeding for its coloring alone but that's just thelieginning! The form is 
super - wide and ruffled with domed standards and near horizontal falls and it has substance 
like enamel' Makes a beautiful clump' Hope it's very fertile .. , ........................ $ 5.50 

RE* BIUGII[ ~ ('82 Hager) 12" M. * Bright white S.; bright, deeper reddish violet F. with 
wide white borders; white b. * Tried to get some of this so· I could start getting it into my 
lines a couple of years before I finally did. Always ordered too late, after it had sold out. 
Well - last year we got "tons" and am I ever glad! Let me tell you about a shocker that took 
place last December in our RE display bed, Long after all the re bloom flowers and stalks had 
started dissolving in the cold rain after being zapped by 24° frosts in late November I was 
sloshing through the muddy bed in a freezing drizzle and KA-l!()(Jf!!! - there it was at my feet 
. .... could have knocked me over with a feather! So~ and bright!! glowing, sparkling 
perfection!!! I picked it and brought it in and it lasted over three days on my desk! Every 
mature fan in the clump had a stalk coming but the rest got zapped, Put out a potent, wonder
fully sweet perfuoe too! Reblooms well in climates with long enough seasons. DITTO's half-
brother - they share the same seedling father, He must have been something! , .......... , $ 3. 50 

BRIGIIt VISION ('83 Shoop) 10" L. * Bright pink with a slight orange cast, deeper F. centers; 
tangerine b. * Really great! Dreamy coloring and loads of it in the garden when it blooms. 
very floriferous and vigorous and on its way to becoming very popular! Many consider it the 
best pink SDB they've seen ............................................................. $ 2.00 

CARROT OJRLS ( '82 Sindt) Bright apricot-orange S.; deeper, more intense apricot-orange F.; 
bright orange-red b. * Rare coloring on an SDB! A ruffled bright smooth orange but it's 
rather narrow. , . , , ..... , ... , ..... , , , , ... , , ••. , , , •••..•.••.•...•••.. , , , , •... , , , •.. , . , , .. $ 2 ,00 

CA.SP1'll.'S SHADOW ( '88 Niswonger) 12" E-M. * Blended bluish gray S.; chartreuse F. blending 
into rich burgundy centers; silvery blue b. * New here. Definitely something different! A 
delightfully weird new exotic color combo! That's all I've heard so far ................ $ 7.50 

Cl!EllRY POP ( '84 Hager) 12" M, * Crimson red S.; even redder F. with a darker red area around 
the dark red b. * So veil named! Just superb in every way! Incredible velvety coloring and 
incredible, tightly ruffled form with very wide, round falls with super clean hafts, What a 
show it does put on! Why isn't it at the top of the charts?! Fertile both ways and I'm using 
it - gratefully! ..... , •.... , .... , ••....••••..••••..•••...... ,,,, ...• ,, ••..• ,., .. ,,, •... $ 3.00 

CHUBBY CllfilXS ( '85 Black) 12" E. * A white ground plicata stitched light violet with char
treusy bands around all petals; pale violet b. * This got its HM in '87 with the most votes 
of all, Very very fat, round petals and flowers that are also very tightly ruffled. I llllJSt 
say - its name was a real inspiration! It truly is just wonderful in every single way! Puts 
out a strong sweet fragrance - on top of everything else! What a parent it has already proven 
to be, but its potential has just barely been tapped. Has given some super exciting 
luminatas! Very fertile both ways and needless to say I'm using it like crazy! ......... $ 2.50 

RE* CINDJil!S ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page six, 
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CINDY MITCHELL ( '79 Palmer) 14" M-L. * Pale blue inJ 
all · the way here! Super ruffling ..... , ... ,, ...... ,. 

re* CLAY'S CAP1'll. ( '76 Hager) 12" M-L. * Brilliant, clear 
truly super and extremely vigorous. Can rebloom - ij 
tad better flare and form than LOLLIPOP but a fract 
tendency. Fertile pollen while LOLLIPOP is only pod 
those going for those reblooming red IBs .......... , 

COPS ( '83 Sobeck) 10" EM, * Rich blue-violet, lighti 
heard it was just great - if not well known. It real 
Very very ruffled.,, ................. , ............ . 

re* CRITIE!. ( '85 Black) 10" EM, * White S. heavily spec! 
turquoise; white F. , heavily sanded bright orchid 
chartreuse with lighter olive-beige edges veined gr 
long color description - for a short iris! After se 
wonderfully strange aul.ticolored little speckled bi.J 
fragrant and it reblooms some! Did in June here las 
ClJPID'S ClJP ( '83 Blyth) 12" M, * Pink flushed with 
the F, with russet veining over the hafts; coral-r 
factor dwarf corral. I've used it - good pod fer ti 

RE* DARK CRYSTAL ( '88 Byers) 12" M. * Deep wine-purple 
dark little beauty glows!! It's extremely vigorous 
fool! Loads of flowers in the spring, more in earl 
early October - keeps going 'til the weather stops 
winter it starts up again! Very shapely - not over 
flaring falls, Excellent proportions, Fertile both 

RE* DARKLING ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page six. 

DASH AWAY ( '81 Waite) 15" M-L. * Glistening white 
edges; white/yellow b. * This yellow amoena withs 
crisp - it really stands out! One of the largest SD 

EASnJt Dl!F.AM ( '81 Roberts) 14" M, * Light pink wit 
wonderful and unique coloring! Super lovely - exceA 
out, An excellent increaser here and should be a te 
betting there will be magi.cal IBs from it on 

EYE OPffiFll ( '83 Bausch) 14\" M, * Peach with reddi 
b. * Nice flowers with great coloring and it can ha 

RE* FINE PRINT ( ' 68 Keppel) 15" E-L. * A white ground 
soft lavender-blue; white b, * Astounding!!! I can 
er here every October and gives an incredible numbe 
What shows it does put on! Adequate increase alway~ 
yet - here it's nearly an Krll, spring and fall! V~ 
like a TB! and very petite and delicate little flo 
SDBs and IBs and come spring am going for RE MTBs ~ 
plicata MTB with some reblooming ability. Very fer , 

re* FDlillRPRINTS ( '81 Maryott) 10" E-M, * Blue-violet 
b, * Really great - even if it doesn't rebloom for 
climates but it has given earlier reblooming IBs he 
ruffled flowers and they' re always fragrant. Extr"!I 

RE* FUJWH!. CIIIID ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page 

re* FRACAS ( '82 Hager) 13" M. * Deep brassy yellow-gold 
here -:- very very showy! The beards are supposed to 
greemsh here. Great contrast either way! Very good 
in on it yet it repeated in June and July here las! 

RE* FRANKilCENSE ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page 

FROSTilD MK;EI. ( '84/ '85 Blyth) 14" E-M, * Pure white 
centers; pastel blue b. * New here. Sounds terrific 
this Australian but at the International Competitia 
was the third placing SDB! ....................... .. 

FROS'r TIPPID ('75 Rogers) 10" E. * White, the F. a, 
centers; cream b. * Think species - it's quite nan 
Closed standards and flaring falls .• ,., ........••• 

RE* OOIJ)ffl C11IID ( ' 89 · Byers) - see introductions, page 

RE* GRAY PCXJPON ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page , 

RE* GYPSY Bm' ('78 Blodgett) 11" M. * Gold S.; olive-bi 
little on it so far, Got it mainly because of 3 RE 
OR and WA. Out of GINGERBREAD MAN ............... .. 

RE* HELTFX SKELTFX ('79 Dyer) 12" E. * Brown S. flushe 
blue b. tipped yellow. New here. Reblooms now and 
_heard of it doing so in CA, OR and WA so far, It's 
rebloom. Sounds like unusually beautiful coloring· 
that 1 t has superb plant habits. Can't wait to add 
SDBs and smaller reblooming TBs, .... , , , . , , , , , , , . , 
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IMARF BKARDEDS (SDBs)* 

very best garden perennials of all. They came from 
have a trelm!ndous range of both flashy and lovely 

the ll>Bs and IBs and are between 8" and 15" tall and 
and lots of them. I've grown to really love them. Except 

e they grow well but usually bloom sparsely they're 
riferous and very hanly. 

§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§ 

Yellow s.; deep maroon or alJoost black F. with wide yellow 
ting new color innovation this little flasher is! and what 

11 but no one misses this! An absolute delight! , ••.. $ 2. 25 
. with a narrow edge of concord purple; white F. with a wire 
perial purple; white b. tipped purple. * Superb all the way 

with very round petals, great coloring and great propor-
ncreaser even in the harshest clifl,.ates and its flowers last 
fertile both ways 1 ••••• , ••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $ 1. 75 

, * Light yellow with a small white spot on the F. ;cream b. 
heavy remontancy of any iris in any class ever! ! ! It can 
nter in mild climates and can be counted on to rebloom if 

·red poetry! I see this being tr~~ aroum the "':'rld many 
se that -won't know its name or an ms from an orchid! It 
etty nice flowers that consistently put out a strong spicy 
e both ways and a fantastic parent 1 ! ! .••..•.•........ . $ 2. 75 

oductions, page six. 
ite S.; light yellow F.; white b. tipped yellow. * Th:iB 
petite proportions is a very good grower all over the 

ble with its rebloom of this new race of reblooou.ng dwarfs! 
aP,rant of them all here too! ! ! which is saying a lot as both 
nd to be more fragrant than usual. Pod fertile •.•••... . $ 2 · 00 

* ,..P(ire white with very conspicuous blue b. ~ I would have . had 
s coloring alone but that's just theoegllUUl1g! The form is 

d standards and near horizontal falls and it has substance 
lump! Hope it's very fertile •.•..••...••.•.•.•...•••••• $ 5 · 50 

• * Bright white s.; bright, deeper reddish violet F. with 
ried to get some of this so I could start getting it into my 
finally did. Always ordered too late, after it had sold out. 

nd am I ever glad! Let me tell you about a shocker that took 
· splay bed. Long after all the rebloom. flowers and stalks had 
rain after being zapped by 24° frosts ill late November I was 
in a freezing drizzle and KA-IKXlf! ! ! - there it was at my feet 
with a feather! So~ and bright!! glowing, sparkling 

rought it in and it lasted over three days on my desk! Every 
talk coming but the rest got zapped. Put out a potent, wonder-

well in climates with long enough seasons. DIT:ro's half
eedling father. He must have been something! ..•• ·· •• ··· · $ 3 · 50 

. * Bright pink with a slight orange cast, deeper. F. centers; 
coloring and loads of it in the garden when it bl~s. 

nd on its way to becoming very popular! Many consider it the 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••• $ 2.00 

apricot-orange s,; deeper, more intense apricot-orang~ F.; 
oring on an SDB! A ruffled bright smooth orange but it s 

•.......... , ... , , .•. , .......... , •..••• , •••...•• , •.••...•• $ 2.00 

12" ll-M, * Blended bluish gray S.; chartr7use F, blend7ng 
very blue b. * New here. Definitely something different. A 
olor combo! That's all I've heard so far ............... ·$ 7 · 50 

Crimson red s. ; even redder F. with a darker red area around 
! Just superb in every way! Incredible velvety colorlllg and 

nn with very wide, round falls with super clean hafts. ,What_a 
it at the top of the charts?! Fertile both ways and I m using 
.......... , •• , •••• , ...................................... $ 3.00 

E. * A white ground plicata stitched light violet with char-
. pale violet b. * This got its HM in '87 with the most votes 
'tals and flowers that are also very tightly ruffled. I must 
iration! It truly is just wonderful in every single way! Puts 
on top of everything else! What a parent it has_already proven 

·ust barely been tapped. Has given some super exciting 
ays and needless to say I'm using it like crazy! •..••• · • • $ 2 • 50 

oductions, page six. 
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CINDY MITCHELL ( '79 Palmer) 14" M-L. * Pale blue infused pale violet; yellow b. * Excellent 
all ' the way here' Super ruffling ...................................................... $ 2.00 

re* CLAY'S CAPEl{ ( '76 Hager) 12" M-L. * Brilliant, clean maroon-red with violet b. * This is 
truly super and extremely vigorous. Can rebloom - in mild enough climates anyway. Perhaps a 
tad better flare and form than LOLLIPOP but a fraction less "red". LOLLIPOP has a stronger RE 
tendency. Fertile pollen while LOLLIPOP is only pod fertile - much the easier choice for 
those going for those rebloorning red IBs ................................ .... ........... $ 1. 75 

mPS ( '83 Sobeck) 10" ™· * Rich blue-violet, lighter around the self b. * Got it because I'd 
heard it was just great - if not well known. It really has been excellent here - all the way' 
Very very ruffled .......................................................... ,, .......... $ 1. 75 

re* CRITOll ( '85 Black) 10" ™· * White S. heavily speckled violet with olive-beige edges veined 
turquoise; white F., heavily sanded bright orchid diffusing into cinnamon speckles over 
chartreuse with lighter olive-beige edges veined green; white b. tipped lavender. * Such a 
long color description - for a short iris! After seeing its picture I had to have this 
wolerfully strange atlticolored little speckled bird! Totally unlike any other iris! Very 
fragrant and it rebloorns some! Did in June here last year. Very limited •............ , .. $ 5.00 
ClJPID'S ClJP ( '83 Blyth) 12" M. * Pink flushed with a blush of violet, much more heavily in 
the F. with russet veining over the hafts; coral-red b. *Anew variation in the tangerine 
factor dwarf corral. I've used it - good pod fertility ................................. $ 2.00 

RE* DARIC CRYSTAL ( '88 Byers) 12" M. * Deep wine-purple S.; wine-black F.; blue-violet b. * Th:iB 
dark little beauty glows!! It's extremely vigorous - thank goodness 'cause it's a blooming 
fool! Loads of flowers in the spring, more in early 8Ulllller and then many more yet starting in 
early October - keeps going 'til the weather stops it and if we have warm spells in the 
winter it starts up again! Very shapely - not overly wide but has domed standards and very 
flaring falls. Excellent proportions. Fertile both ways ....•..•.....•••••.•••.•••..•.•. $ 8. 50 

RE* llARICLill; ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page six. 

llASII AWAY ( '81 Waite) 15" M-L. * Glistening white S., medium yellow F. with white lower 
edges; white/yellow b. * This yellow amoena with super contrast is outstanding! So brigjlt and 
crisp - it really stands out! One of the largest SDBs. Fragrant. ....................... $ 1.25 

EASJ»I. llRF.AM ('81 Roberts) 14" M. * Light pink with creamy hafts and baby blue b. * The most 
wonderful and unique coloring! Super lovely - except in very hot wea~her when it bleaches 
out. An excellent increaser here and should be a terrific parent. Fertile both ways. I'm 
betting there will be magical IBs fr<a it on things like MAGIC! ........................ $ 2.00 

~ Ol'ENHl ( '83 Bausch) 14!," M. * Peach with reddish orange areas at the sides of the orange 
b. * Nice flowers with great coloring and it can have some lace. A pretty good doer here$3.00 

RE* FINE PR1N'I ( '68 Keppel) 15" E-L. * A white ground plicata with all petal edges stippled ;,ith 
soft lavender-blue; white b. * Astouming!!! I can't hardly believe it! An excellent rebloom
er here every October and gives an incredible number of flowers and stalks in the spring too! 
lllat shows it does put on! Adequate increase always too. Though no one else has mentioned it 
yet - here it's nearly an KrB, spring and fall! Very thin miniature stalks with branching 
like a TB! and very petite and delicate little flowers! I've been using it heavily for RE 
SDBs and I~and come spring am going for RE MTBs with it too! Wished I knew of a tetraploid 
plicata MTB with some reblooming ability. Very fertile both ways ......•..•...•.•.•.••.. $ 4. 50 

re* ~ ( '81 Maryott) 10" E-M, * Blue-violet with a deep maroonish spot on the F.; blue 
b. * Really great - even if it doesn't rebloorn for you! Rebloorns very late only in~ mild 
climates but it has given earlier reblooming IBs here - from SKY HOOKS! Super wide, heavily 
ruffled flowers and they' re always fragrant. :lxtremely floriferous and vigorous 1 ! ! ..... $ 1. 50 

RE*~ CHIU> ('89 Byers) - see introductions, page six, 

re* FRACAS ( '82 Hager) 13" M. * Deep brassy yellow-gold with prominent light green b. * Brilliant 
here - very very showy! The beards are supposed to be white but are always definitely 
greenish here. Great contrast either way! Very good shape and though no RE reports have come 
in on it yet it repeated in June and July here last year! .............................. $ 2.00 

RE* FRANKIK:F2iSE ('89 Byers) - see introductions, page six. 

JIROSTID .All;El. ( '84/ '85 Blyth) 14" E-M. * Pure white with a faint blush of blue in the F. 
centers; pastel blue b. * New here. Sounds terrific to me! No reports from the States yet on 
this Australian but at the International Competition For Dwarf Irises in Vienna last year it 
was the third placing SDB ! ............................................................. $ 2. 50 

JIROST nPPID ( '75 Rogers) 10" E. * White, the F. are washed and striped with violet in their 
centers; cream b. * Think species - it's quite narrow. Still - kind of pretty in its own way. 
Closed standards and flaring falls .............................................. ,, ..••• $ 1.25 

RE* <DLl>l;Ji' CHIU> ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page six. 

RE* GRAY lUJP(Jil ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page six. 

RE* GYPSY 1!0Y ('78 Blodgett) 11" M. * Gold S.; olive-brown F.; bronze b. * New here and very 
little on it so far. Got it mainly because of 3 RE reports that have come in on it - from CA, 
OR and WA. Out of GINGERBREAD MAN ..................... .............. ........ ..... ...... $ 2 . 50 

RE* HELTER SKELTER ('79 Dyer) 12" E. * Brown S. flushed orchid; cherry red F. with a brown edge; 
blue b. tipped yellow. New here. Reblooms now and then as do some of its children. Have 
peard of it doing so in CA, OR and WA so far. It's one of ZOUNDS' parents which can also 
rebloom. Sounds like unusually beautiful coloring and I've heard it really is ~ nice and 
that it has superb plant habits. Can't wait to add this exciting new "blood" to some of my 
SDBs and smaller reblooming TBs ....................................................... $ 2.25 
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RE* IIONEYDIP ( '85 ilitken) q" 'I. '' Lemon yellow with a lip,ht yellow band down the F. centers; 
honey yellow b. * "lew here. Have heard it's very brip,ht, very smooth, very pretty - with 
ereat shape' Also - two reports of it reblooming have already come in - from OR and WA . $ 4 .00 

1-ll/SHPUPPY ( '85 Keppel) 15" EM. '' Golden mustard-tan with bright blue h. '' Great flowers with 
great contrasting beards on excellent slender .-ell branched stalks. Very snooth! ...... . $ 2. 50 

JA"l:ZJiATAZZ ( 1 86/ 1 37 IUyth) 15" M-ML. ~-: Sparkling creamy lemon S.; rich ruby red F. with a~" 
band of creamy lemon; eold b . tipped white. '' New here. Saw this Australian bloomine at 
Melrose last spring and practically became unhinged I Think my jaw nearly did - it dropped so 
far I A shocker! ! ! Perfect form with the jazziest, brightest coloring imaginable and it's 
bubble ruffled!!! A huge floriferous clump too . Gathered lots of pollen, took ithome and 
found it to be very potent 1 ••••••• ••••••• ••••••••••••••••••• ••• •••••••••• •••• •••• •••••• $ 7 .00 

RE* JElJEL BABY ('84 Hall) 12" VE-VL . * Deep plum with blackish F.; bright blue b . * From BABY 
BLESSED. Almost as great as far as vigor, floriferousness and strength of remontancy are con
cerned and it has very wide, round, flaring falls with clean hafts and great depth of color 
to boot! Often very fragrant too - Lily Of 1he Valley! Fertile both ways and what a fantastic 
parent it has proven to be here 1 ! 1 ! Is garnering top national and international awards'$ 4 . 75 

JOYCE l'CBRIDE ( '81 W. Jones) 10" VE. * A cream ground plicata evenly banded bright royal 
purple; light blue b. * One of the very best I Such raves have come in on this! What a great 
perfonner and what great flowers' Very ruffled! ........................................ $ 1.25 

RE* KHAKI PRINf (83 Weiler) 12" 'I. '' Lavender-blue with khaki-green prints on the F. and light, 
bright blue b. * Loads of bloom and good healthy increases in the spring and often gives lots 
more stalks in early October here. Usually a very dependable rebloomer in most of CA and 
should be in colder parts of the country as well as it re blooms in England I I like it a lot 
and have lots of seedlings coming from it .............................................. $ 2.00 

re* LAVENDER PUFF ( '86 Black) 9" M. '' Icy white S.; blue-white F. veined pale gray; lavender-blue 
b. * Xew here. Love its picture - super form and coloring with very showy beards. Puts out a 
very strong spicy fragrance and has rebloane,f·-=-in Utah! ............................... $ 8 .00 

LEM.lN RilG5 ( '83 Aitken) 14" :-1. * Lemon yellow with a white ring pattern in the F.; frizzy 
white b. '' A top quality child of CO'ITON BLOSSOM with very nice coloring and ruffled form. 
A bloaning fool and a tremendous increaser as well I. ................................... $ 1. 50 

RE* LEPRIDfAUN'S DELIGHT ( '87 Weiler) 12" E-M. * Light yellow with bright yellow F. centers and 
sparkling lavender-blue b. * Probably my nunero uno top favorite SOB now - of all!!! Such 
delightfully different, light and bright coloring - set off by such beards! And such beaut
lful form' Would have been a wonderful oncer but it's not!! Can put up a stali<or stalk most 
anytime - weather permitting - but its month ofcholce to do so seems to be November . nus 
heavenly little wonder is very fertile both ways - thank goodness! I'm using it like crazy ! 
On top of everything it's a plicata carrier ............................................ $ 5 .00 

re* LTITLE ANNIE ('84 Niswonger) 13" M. * Maroon-red S.; darker maroon-red F. with lighter edges; 
maroon b. Upped yellow. * Last year here it was the reddest red I've ever seen on an iris, 
in the centers of the falls - dark, velvety candy apple with an even redder underglow. Must 
not be typical of it, no one has described it thus. Extremely popular, got its AM last year, 
with the most votes of all! Has been known to rebloom - even bloomed here one year at the end 
of the TB season . I'm using it - fertile both ways ....................................• $ 2 .00 

RE* LTITLE BISll)P ( ' 84 weiler) 11" E. * Velvety violet with lighter edges and bright blue b. * 
A very lovely broad little rebloomer that usually blooms heavily in the spring, then scatters 
its fall bloom from mid October 'til the weather finally stops it. Very vigorous here and 
very nice - great coloring! Have received raves on it from cold winter areas where it has 
rebloomed and come through harsh winters in fine shape . Fertile both ways ..•...••.•.... $ 3 .00 

RE* I.Jrn.E EPISODE ( ' 82 Rawlins) 12" M. * Intense dark violet-wine with a 1/8" rim of light 
violet around the F.; violet b. * Extremely popular already . Got its AM in '86 with the most 
votes of all by far. Terrifjc flowers, the neat rims really make it' Extraordinary incr ease 
all over the country. Reblooms some around the country too ' .................•....•..... $ 3.00 

I.Jrn.E UXJIE ( ' 85 Black) 14" M. * Vibrant red-plum S.; blue-violet F . with blended borders of 
olive and showy greenish brown blended hafts; lavender-blue b. * nus stops everyone in their 
tracks - everywhere!! Strange but beautiful coloring (hard to capture with words). Super 
duper flowers of truly perfect fonn - so wide, round and heavily ruffled! They're among the 
largest on the tallest stalks in the class too and there are so many of them !!! Could never 
be ignored' Incredible vigor too! and it's fragrant! ! Sets pods here ...............•.•. $ 2. 50 

RE* WLLIPOP ( '77 Hager) 14" M. * Deep red including b . * Great! Smooth, deep, velvety, vibrant 
red flowers and it's a pretty reliable rebloomer in milder climates. Nice flowers with clean 
hafts and good substance. A good grower and bloomer. An easy podder and excellent parent$2 . 75 

Ux:KY lllXJ{ ( '84 Aitken) 10" L. * Pale peachy apricot with creamy white rims; white b. tipped 
tangerine. * Fat tailored flowers of exceptional substance and such lovely pastel coloring! 
A great stride forward in this class! Has an excellent increase/bloom ratio .........•.• $ 2.50 

MAKir«; EYES ( '82/'83 Blyth) 12" VE . * Lemon-cream S.; magenta F. with lemon-cream bands; 
lemon b. * A super flashy little flirt fran Australia. Great coloring on great ruffled 
flowers - great all the way! Where is everybody? ....••...........•..................... $ 3 .00 

re* HMCJIJ COFFEE ('82/'83 Blyth) 12" E-M. * Lemon S . ; smooth brown F.; showy blue b. * Another 
Australian that ' s just super' One of the very first SDBs to bloom in the spring and last year 
here it gave more stalks in May and June! .............................................. $ 3.00 
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re~ MICjlAEL PAUL(' 79 Jones) 10" E. * Purple-black includ · 
little black is tops all the way! So very beautiful 
It's so floriferous and vigorous all over the count 
Cook-Douglas Medal in '85 and is extremely popular! 

KOII\Cl{A ( '83 Catty) 11" M. * S. blended yellow, tan 
dottings, mauve dots on the edges; white/bronze b. * 
and bloomer around the country - big raves from cold 
excellent heavily ruffled form . Always smells sweet 
here the last two years. Pod fertile .... .......... . . 

MY SHEBA ( '87 Hager) 14" M. * Light peach-pink with 
and it instantly became my top favorite pink SOB! Wh 
delicate coloring it was extremely showy! - so many 
big clUDpS! Excellent flowers with very round petals 
it to be very fertile 1 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

NAl'CY ALANE ('81 Dyer) 12" E. * Purple S. ; rich mar 
* The best performing SOB for Mitch Jameson of Miss 
bud count of 4-5 1 1 and blooms for a super long time 1 

bright coloring! ..... ... .......... .... ............. . 

PFX:AN SPOT ( ' 84 Black) 9" M. * Nutty buff with all 
pecan spot in the F. centers; purple b. tipped old 
quite ripe. Can be quite green with deeper yet gree 
pretty! 1 Just super form with tightly domed standar 
hafts. Usually smells spicy here and sometimes very 
floriferous ! ........ . ..... •. .........•.. •. ......... 

re* PE'r ( '82 Hager) 12" E-M. * Clear apricot with white 
* Produces a tremendous number of smaller, very pet 
even repeated again in May and June! ! •............. 

PI~ ( '87 Hager) 12" M. * Rich lavender with dee 
too last spring when I saw it strutting its stuff!! 
very fluted flowers. Super vigorous and floriferous 

PIPPI LOtG5TOCK1l«;. ( '85 Innerst) 12" E-M. * Full l 
on the upper F . ; white b. * Watch her becane a star 
special intangible essence that only "stars" posses 
excellent form. Loads of reports - all glowing rav 
larger flowers and so many increases!Extremely fra 

RE* PUIM-PUJM ( '80 Boswell) 12"M. * Red-plum with a darl 
Beautiful flowers and an excelllent performer. Unli 
chill to bloom well it blooms like crazy in very mi 
just comes in these special climates, during the · 
stalks in June, July, October, November and Decem 

RE* PlDI WINE ( '86 Weiler) 11" E- L. * Dark satiny smoo 
red-violet b . * Love it! The rave RE reports that 
over the country, even very cold/early winter area 
strongest and most reliable with its rebloan - of a 
clarity of color are exceptional! Sets pods here ... 

re* POIUJRN (77 Hager) 13" M. * Warm white with yellow 
inspiration its name was!! Very nice, very ruffled 
A dandy doer here year after year. No reports back 
Gilroy. Extremely pod fertile and I've used it. ...• 

RE* ~y ( '87 Weiler) 12" E-M. * Smooth light blue-~ 
of the F. are dark blackish red-violet. * Not as 
striking coloring - a neglecta with sharp contr ast 
again with the TBs and then again in the fall 1 •••• 

re* RABBIT'S FOOT ('87 Hager) 13" M. * Deep, bright ye 
sienna brown; gold b . * So bright, so beautiful ar,i 
respect! Super shape with domed standards and wide 
vigorous and floriferous! Imagine my surprise when 
blocmed, on several stalks fran rhizomes planted · 

RE* RAINIUl SIIERBEl!T ( '88 Weiler) 8\" E-L. * Pastel l 
cream borders; pas tel bluebird blue b. tipped tan 
DELIGHT are the top two SDBs in my book now! With 
this would have been a sensation - even without i 
like it's among the very strongest growers too a 
re bloom! ! ! Reports to that effect are already c 
Just one rhizome planted in August of '87 here ga 
February one more, another in March, 3 in April, 1 
otherwise great flaring flowers with good substan 
willing podder 1 ! ! .•... • ......••.........••........ 
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n wllow with a light yellow band down Lhe F. centers; 
hc•ard it's very bright, very smooth, very pretty - with 
f it reblooming have already come in - from OR and WA.$ 4 . 00 

Golden mustard-tan with brighL blue h. '' Great flowers with 
lent slender well branchPd stalks. Very S1000th ! . . . . ... $ 2.50 

~IL . * Sparkling creamy lemon S . ; rich ruby red F. with a 
1
/' 

J)"d white . * New here. Saw this Australian blooming at 
lv became unhinged! Think my jaw nearly did - it dropped so 

· th the jazziest , brightest coloring imaginable and it's 
ous clump too. Gathered lots of pollen, took it home and 

. .. .. .......•.• . •...•. . .•...•... ... . . .•.•••••.. • . . . .. . . $ 7 . 00 

* Deep plum with blackish F.; bright blue b . * From BABY 
s vigor, floriferousness and strength of remontancy are con

' flaring fall s with clean hafts and great depth of color 
- 1..ily Of The Valley! Fertile both ways and what a fantastic 
'' 1 Is garnering top national and international awards!$ 4 . 75 

VE . ,, A cream ground plicata evenly banded bright royal 
he very best! Such raves have come in on this I What a great 
! Very ruffled! . . .. .... . ....... ....... ... . .... .. ... ... . $ 1.25 

Lavender- blue with khaki -green prints on the F. and light, 
and good healthy increases in the spring and often gives lots 
e. Usually a very dependable rebloomer in most of CA and 
country as well as it reblooms in England! I like it a lot 

g from it. .. . .... . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. . ... . . ... . .... ........ $ 2 .00 
* Icy white S. ; blue-white F . veined pale gray; lavender-blue 
- super form and coloring with very showy beards. Puts out a 
has reblOCIDed - in Utah! . . .. . . . ....... .... ... . .. . ..... . $ 8 • 00 

* Lemon yellow with a white ring pattern in t he F . ; frizzy 
f COTI'ON BLOSSOM with very nice coloring and ruffled form . 
increaser as well I. . .. . .. . . . .. .... ... . . . . . . . . .. ... .... $ 1. 50 

) 12" E- M. * Light yellow with bright yellow F . centers and 
babl y my nuoero lIDO top favorite SDB now - of all! ! ! Sue h 
d bri ght col oring - set off by such bear ds ! And such beaut
erful oncer but it's not!! Can put up a s t a l k or stalk mos t 

but i t s month clchoice to do so seems to be November . "Th.is 
ertile both ways - thank goodness! I ' m using it like crazy 1 

cata carrier . . . ..... . .. . . •.. .... . ........ . . . ...... . . ... . $ 5 . 00 

" M. * Maroon- red S.; darker maroon- red F. with lighter edges; 
year here it was the r eddest red I ' ve ever seen on an iris, 
k, velvety candy apple with an even redder underglow. Must 

s descr ibed it thus . Extremel y popular, got its AM l ast year , 
been known to rebloom - even bloomed here one year at the end 

- fertile both ways . .. . . . . . .. ... . .•. . .. .......... • ...... $ 2 .00 

E. * Vel vety violet with lighter edges and brigh t blue b. * 
oomer t hat usually blooms heavily in the spring, then scatters 
'til the weather finally stops i t. Very vigorous here and 

ve r eceived raves on it from cold winter areas where it has 
h winters in fine shape . Fertil e both ways .......... •. .. $ 3.00 

•• M. * Intense dar k violet- wine with a 1/8" rim of light 
* Extremely popular already. Got its AM in ' 86 with the most 

l owers , the neat rims really make it ! Extraordinary increase 
some around the country too ! . . ..• . •.. . ... . . .. .•• ........ $ 3 .00 

. * Vibrant red- plum S . ; bl ue- violet F. with bl ended borders of 
blended hafts; lavender-blue b. * "Th.is stops everyone in their 
u t beautiful coloring (hard to capture with words) . Super 
form - so wide, round and heavily ruffled! They' re among the 

· n the class too and there are so many of them ! ! 1 Could never 
oo! and it' s fragrant!! Sets pods here . . . .. .. ... . .. .. ..• . $ 2.50 

ep red including b. * Great! Smooth, deep, velvety, vibrant 
reliable re bloomer in milder climates . Nice flowers with clean 

grower and bloomer . An easy podder and excellent parent$2. 75 

* Pale peachy apricot with creamy white rims; white b. tipped 
ers of exceptional substance and such love ly paste l color ing! 
class ! Has an excellent increase/bloom ratio ....... . . . . . $ 2 . 50 

" VE . * Lemon-cream S.; magenta F. with lemon-cream bands; 
le flirt f rom Australia . Great coloring on great ruffled 
ere is everybody? . ... . .... .. .•• ........... .•... ..... .. . . $ 3 . 00 

12" E- M. * Lemon s. ; smooth brown F.; showy blue b. * Another 
One of the very first SDBs to bloom in the spring and last year 
y and June! . . . . ... ... . ..... . .•.. .. .••........• .. ...•..... $ 3.00 
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re~ III(:JIAEL PAUL(' 79 Jones) 10'" E. * Purple-black including b . * A classic!!! This super popular 
little black is tops all the way! So very beautiful with great form and super clean hafts. 
It's so flociferous and vigorous all over the country! Can smell like rock candy ! Won the 
Cook-Douglas Medal in '85 and is extremely popular! Repeated in June here last year! .. . $ 1.50 

!IOfACHA ( '83 Catty) 11" M. * S. blended yellow, tan and mauve; white F . with plicata tan 
dottings, mauve dots on the edges; white/bronze b. * Very very popular I A very good grower 
and bloomer around the country - big raves from coldest winter areas! Beautiful flowers of 
excellent heavily ruffled form. Always smells sweet but the intensity varies - super strong 
here the last two years. Pod fertile ....... . .•••..•••..•.••........ ... ......•.. . .. .. ... $ 2.00 

MY SHEBA ( '87 Hager) 14'" M. * Light peach-pink with peach b. * Saw this bl ooming last spring 
and it instantly became my top favorite pink SDB! What a show it was putting on' Despite its 
delicate coloring it was extremely showy' - so many super smooth glowing flowers and such 
big clunps ! Excellent flowers with very round petals . Took lots of its pollen home and found 
it to be very fertile 1 •••••••••••••••••••••••• •• • • •••• • •••••••••••••••••••• • ••• • • •• •• • • $ 7. 50 

NAICY ALANE ('81 Dyer) 12" E. * Purple S . ; rich maroon F. with a f' edge of purple; purple b. 
* The best perfonning SDB for Mitch Jameson of Missouri for 3 years in a row now' Can have a 
bud count of 4-5! ! and blooms for a super long time! Wide, round flowers with very rich and 
bright coloring ' ... .. ....•..••.••.••... .. .. . ..... . .. . .... ... ..... ............... .•••... $ 3.00 

PEX:AN SPOT ('84 Black) 9" M. * Nutty buff with all petals veined darker pecan-brown and has a 
pecan spot in the F. centers; purple b . tipped old gold. * Sometimes here the pecans aren't 
quite ripe . Can be quite green with deeper yet greenish brown fall spots - still very very 
pretty!! Just super form with tightly domed standards and wide flaring falls with very smooth 
hafts. Usually smells spicy here and sometimes very sweet also - cinnamon' Very vigorous and 
floriferous! .. . ..... .... ............. .... ..... . ... . ....... ... ... . . ... .. .. . . .. . . .. ...... $ 3.00 

re* PEI ( '82 Hager) 12" E-M . * Clear apricot with white b . that are red-tangerine in the throat. 
* Produces a tremendous number of smaller, very petite flowers every year here. Last year it 
even repeated again in May and June 1 ! ••.•. . .. ... ... . ......••••• .............. ........ .. $ 1. 50 

PIGl'lll ( '87 Hager) 12" M. * Rich lavender with deeper lavender hafts; yellow b . * Loved this 
too last spring when I saw it strutting its stuff!! Pllce class ! Very refined, very wide and 
very fluted flowers. Super vigorous and floriferous 1 •• • • • ••• • •••••••••••••••••• •• ••• ••• $ 7. 50 

PIPPI ~ ( '85 Innerst) 12" E-M. * Full lemon yellow with a large burgundy-red spot 
on the upper F. ; white b . * Watch her become a s tar ! Has everything it takes including that 
special intangible essence that only "stars" possess!! ! Very bright perky flowers of 
excellent fonn. Loads of reports - all glowing raves ! A mass of glowing color here - so m;,ny 
larger flowers and so many increase~Extremely fragrant here last year! Fertile both ways. 
• ••••• ••• • ••• • •• ••••• ••• • ••• • •• • ••• •• • •• • ••• ••• • • ••• • • •••• • • • • • • • ••• • ••••• • ••••• •••• ••• $ 3. 75 

RE* PIDt-PlllM ('80 Boswell) 12"M. * Red-plum with a darker satiny plum spot on the F.;blue b. * 
Beautiful flowers and an excelllent performer. Unlike many SOBS that like a little winter 
chill to bloom well it blooms like crazy in very mild climates too 1 Generally its rebloom 
just comes in these special climates, during the winters but last year here it gave rebloom 
stalks in June, July, October, November and December!!! Fertile both ways . • ......... .•. $ 2.00 

RE* PllJH WINE ( '86 Weiler) 11" E-L. * Dark satiny smooth plum-red with violet undertones; dark 
red-violet b . * Love it ! The rave RE reports that have already come in on this!- from all 
over the country, even very cold/early winter areas!Looks like i t' s one of the very earliest, 
strongest and mos t reliable with i ts cebloom - of all! Both the flower construction and 
clarity of color are exceptional' Sets pods here .• .. ... .... .••. ..... .• . ....••. ..... • .. . $ 4 .00 

r e* POPCORN (77 Hager) 13" M. * Wann white with yellow at the hafts; white b . * ht an 
inspiration i t s name was! ! Very nice, very ruffled flowers with very clean "buttered haft s" . 
A dandy doer here year after year. No reports back on it but that it rebloomed once - in 
Gilroy . Extremely pod fertile and I ' ve used it ...... .•...• . .••..••.•••.••...•. . •• •. • . .. $ 1.50 

RE* ®IEll,Y ('87 Weiler) 12" E-M. * Smooth light blue-lavender S . , F . borders and b . ; the centers 
of the F . are dark blackish red- violet . * Not as wide as most of Weiler' s other RE SDBs but 
striking coloring - a neglecta with sharp contrasts and it blooms heavily in the spring,-
again with the TBs and then again in the fall! . . . . ..... . . • .. • .. .. • •.• •.•.• •. ..•..•• .• . • $ 6 . 00 

ce* RABBIT'S FOOT ( ' 87 Hager) 13" M. * Deep, bright yellow, the F. are washed with smooth, rich 
sienna brown; gold b. * So bright , so beautiful and truly f irst class in every single 
respect! Super shape with domed standards and wide,ruffled, flaring falls and it's very very 
vigorous and floriferous! Imagine my surprise when in early Novembec of '87 this new "oncer" 
blocmed, on several stalks from rhizomes planted in late Septeniler! ! ! A willing podder.$ 8.50 

RE* RAINIOl SIIEl!Bilrr ( '88 Weiler) Bl," E- L. * Pastel lemon to cream S.; pastel orange F . with 
cream borders; pastel bluebird blue b. tipped tangerine in the throat* This and LEPRECHAUN'S 
DELIGHT are the top two SDBs in my book now! Wi th such l ovely and totally unique coloring 
this would have been a sensation - even without its blue beards!!! And i ts rebloom! ! ! Looks 
like it's among the very strongest growers too and possesses an extremely strong desire to 
rebloom! ! ! Reports to that effect are already coming in, even from very cold winter areas . 
Just one rhizome planted in August of '87 here gave 3 stalks that October and then - in 
February one more, another in March, 3 in April, 1 in May and 2 in June ! ! !Alittle narrow -
otherwise great flaring flowers with good substance . No pollen (dang!) but it ' s an extremely 
willing podder 1 ! ! •. .........................•• .. . . .. . . •.. .• •.•• ••. ••• .. • ........... . .•. $ 7. 50 
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RE* REFINED ( '87 Weiler) 10" E-L. * Ivory cream S.; yellow F.; ivory b. * Approaching a yellow 
amoena and it is very refined. Lots of smooth flowers with the other SDBs, again with the 
TBs and early SUlllller and then rebloonIB again - over a long period in the fall, all over the 
country!!! Lots of rebloom reports are coming in already, even from earliest winter areas. 
Every halfway decent sized fan rebloonIB here - either in early sUlllller or early fall' 1 Got a 
Queen Of Show last fall - back East! A bit narrow - otherwise excellent flaring form. Out of 
Hamblen's SATIN WSTRE ....................................•.....•...................... $ 5.00 

REUCrANT DRAQlN ( '80 Cromwell) 12" EE. * Rich raspberry pink with lighter edges; tangerine 
b. with a blue tip.* There's nothing li1<e it that I know of - among the SDBs. Most of the 
"pinks'· so far are pastels. This is bright and beautiful - excellent shape too! Not the best 
grower but OK. Fertile both ways and has given two seedlings here that for the past couple of 
years have shown the vigor and reblooming strength of their other parent - BABY BLESSED' 1 ! 
Both yellows but what magical parents for mauvelous RE SDBs and IBs they will surely prove 
to be' ...•.•••.....................••........•.............••......•••....•............ $ 3.50 

ROSIE llJLlJ ( '84 Warburton) 12" M. * Irnnaculate white styles and hafts, the rest of the flower 
is washed over with rosy violet with underlying sparkling white veins intensifying to all 
petal edges; white b. * New here and I can't wait to see this little luninata runber! The 
luminata pattern is one I find 'puzzling, mysterious and fascinating - hard to pin down in my 
mind! Must see more of them! They are rare - especially among the SDBs 1 This is supposed to 
be the very best little one available! Vigorous and very hardy ....••.................•• $ 3.50 

ROYAL EYELASH ( '83 Boswell) 9" M. * White with deep purple "eyelashes" radiating out from 
around the white b. * Lots of raves have come in on this already from around the country. 
There's nothing quite like it! So showy! One that everyone stops for! .................. $ 2.50 

ROYAL EYES ( '82 Shoop) 12" E-M. * Deep red S. with some purple influence; rosy red F. with a 
big deep coffee brown spot; white b. * Just great here' Love its contrasting white beards. 
Very fragrant. Last year here it was magenta with a deeper spot. ............•.....••... $ 2.00 

ROYAL SPARKS ( '84 Gaddie) 10\;" M-L. * Deep velvety Royal purple with big, fat white b. * 
Here the beards are blue-w"ite,elsewhere they've been described as being dazzling snow white' 
Great contrast either way' Round petals ......••••••...••.•............•.•....•.•....••• $ 3. 50 

RUBY LOCICEr ( '88 Niswonger) 15" M. * Near red with a deeper maroon area extending 2/3 of the 
way down the F.; blue B. * New here. A "red" with blue beards! The latest red SOB from the 
creator of LIITLE ANNIE. Must be super! ......•.•...•.....•••..••..............•........ $ 7 .50 

RUFFLED REVEL ( '84 Gaddie) 9\;" M. * Clean cream S; cream F. with tiny flecks of bright rasp
berry changing to an even blend of raspberry and cream with a cream rim; cream and orange b. 
* Raspberries and cream! Sounds so pretty and interesting but it didn't bloom here last year 
and all I've heard about it so far is that it's heavily ruffled .........•..••.......... $ 3.50 

RUSTY OOS1Y ( '88 Hager) 13" M. * Yellow S. blended and peppered rich brown; deep bright 
yellow F. with rich, bright brown dotted and stitched plicata borders; yellow b. * New here. 
Excellent all the way and it's probably the richest, brightest plicata yet ' .•..•.•....• $11.50 

SAM ( '87 Aitken) 12" ML. * Rich mustard-yellow with a distinctive plicata pattern of brown 
speckling at the hafts.* The haft pattern is in the shape of a handlebar moustache - brings 
Yosemite Sam to min:!! Quickly makes big floriferous clumps . Great garden color and exception
al form! From breeding for Orange ground plicatas and will surely prove to be a terrific 
parent for tangerine bearded plicata dwarfs and medians .....••.............•.....•..... $ 5.00 

re* SAPPHIRE GEM ( '75 Baldwin) 14" E. * Sapphire blue with a hint of violet and has a tiny white 
area around blue-white b. * A mass of blue flowers for such a long time, year after year 
here. Loads of increases too! No pollen but it does set pods. It can rebloom a bit in mild 
climates if everything is just right! Much loved everywhere! This Cook-Douglas Medal winner 
was voted the top favorite SDB of all in 1987 .•••.•...........••.................••.... $ 1.25 

SEA lWCFX ( '85 Aitken) 12"' M. * Seafoam green, all petal edges washed deep blue and the 
stylearms and throat are also deep blue; frost tipped deep blue b. *Couldn't resist something 
that sounded this unique and wonderful I but last year here this wasn't its coloring - it was 
a blend of tan and pale blue-violet. It was pale and lovely but I do hope it is blue and 
green this year! .....•..•.....••.........••.•.••...••.••••..•.•.........•••••.......... $ 2. 75 

RE* SMALL FLASH ('83 Black) 11" E-M. * Yellow S.; rose-purple F. banded yellow; yellow b. * 
Terrific coloring, neon bright' About the best form and heaviest ruffling I've seen in this 
new class . Super wide flaring flowers of fantastic substance. A very heavy bloomer and 
rebloomer, almost too heavy as nearly every fan puts up a stalk as soon as it's big enough. 
fortunately it keeps right on producing new increases but don't expect big clumps. Hardy. 
Fertile both ways and lots of its seedlings have rebloomed here and their quality has been 
~high! .•..•......•••.••.....•.••..•......•••••••••.......•..••••.........•...••••.. $ 3.50 

SMALL RrnJAL ( '88 Hager) 12" M. * Deep crinIBom red S.; velvety black-red F.; pale blue b. * 
What high hopes I have for this! - put into my lines. Should work equally well with both reds 
and blacks. Excellent shape with closed standards and round ruffled falls. Frail the master 
and it's out of WILIPOP! ! ! •.••.••.....•••••.•..•.....••...•••.......•.•••••••.•.....•• $11.50 
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RE* SMEll. 1llE ROSES ('88 Byers) 13•• E-L. * Medium viole 
rosy violet at the hafts; violet-blue b. * THIRD Clj 
fastest increasing irises ever! In just two years~ 
there were over 100 increases! ! And as soon as the 
A constant show here from the first of April thro 
early October 'til heavy frosts! RE reports have a~ 
- on rhizomes planted in mid sUlllller blooming later 
tailored flowers aren' t wide but are pert and pret 
and the coloring is so nice - especially when next 
intensity varies, often smells just like a rose! F 

SOLAR S(H; ('82 Ensminger) 15" M. * Brilliant yell 
pattern o".'er the F. to a narrow gold edge; yellow ]j 
its coloring here - a "IlAZZLil«i <DU)" SDB! ! ! and tw 
fragrant too! Super in every way! Very potent poll 

RE* SPARICPI.IX ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page se 

SPLASH OF RID ('87 Niswonger) 12" E. * Clean, brig 
yellow b. * New here. Have heard this flashy splasli 
with a bang! It's fertile both ways too. There are 

STARLI<Xr WALTZ ( '82 Helsey) 12" M. * Pale yellow ~ 
each side of the pale yellow b. * Another that show 
best formed, aost heavily ruffled of all! - and a ~ 
boot. When it got its HM it got it with the most vo 
and sets pods •••...•••.....•.•....•.......•....•••• 

RE* SUN DOLL ('86 B. Jones) 14" M. * Bright, pure clean 
and light is this bright little yellow rose of an j 
like rosebuds and the open flowers bring miniature 
swirled domed standards and flaring falls. Such pm 
anything but the cleanest yellow imaginable. A rurui 
raves that have already come in on something this q 
of everything it reblOOnIB some 4 reports have come i 
fertile both ways! ! ! .•....•.••..•••••.•........••.• 

RE* SllliS'DUP ( '86 Weiler) 11" E-L. * Brilliant yellow-a 
the F. ; yellow b. * I'm wild about it ! A little sh 
Heavy spring bloom with the oncer SDBs , heavy fall 
reports have already come in on it from around the 
and it. usually starts early enough in the fall (Seo 
Very mce smaller flowers with clean hafts. Extr ~ 

SWEET 'NNF.AT ('83 Ensminger) 12" ML.* Chartreuse 
b. tipped white.* Heavily ruffled and very hardy -

TABITA ( '84/' 85 Blyth) 13" E-EM. * Creamy chartreus 
on the F.; tangerine b. * This little Australian i 
report on it. Couldn't resist something with this 
beards!!! .................. ························ 
TANIARA_ ('82 Ensminger) 15" M. * Tan S.; the F. ar 
pansy violet b. * From my first sight of this a co 
SDB "nrust-have" list. Hard to describe coloring - s 
showy beards are the perfect finishing touch! Last 
but the flowers faded some by their second day in 
Extremely floriferous and vigorous and it's very ft 

re* TARHEEL ELF ('85 Niswonger) 14" M. *~dark red 
LIITLE BLACK BELT is nearly black. What a show it 
and ruffled flowers for such a super long time! It 
magnified the effect! Many raves already' Can rebl 

RE* lllIRD ClfAl!H ( '82 Weiler) 10\;" VE-M. * Blue-violet 
This pretty little dynamo is one of the better thi 
it's one of the more reliable SOB re bloomers - us 
climates: One of the strongest and most vigorous o 
Pod f~rtile and super prepotent at passing its vigo 
seedlings. Gave SMEll. 1llE ROSES! .••••.•.••...•.... , 

RE* lllIRD lOU1l ( '82 Weiler) 10\" VE-M. * red-violet S 
Not quite as well formed or as super strong a grow· 
very good and I love its coloring - so dark and ri 
super nice reblooming babies here! •.•.•..•....•..•• 

RE* DIRICE BIE5SED ( '82 Weiler) 10\;" VE-M. * Yellow wi~ 
are a true blue that even comes through in pictures 
rebloomer than THIRD CHARM but the flowers aren't 
both ways. Lots of its seedlings have rebloomed he 
beards. Ckie of LEPRH:HA!JN DELIGHr's parents! ••..••• 

1DY ( '82 Hager) 10" M. * Light tan with brown haft~ 
deep violet b. * Different and very interesting coll 
them making for quite a show! •.•...•.......•....•• 
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Ivory cream S. ; yellow F. ; ivory b. * Approaching a yellow 
ts of soooth flowers with the other SDBs, again with the 

blooms again - over a long period in the_fall, _all. over the 
ts are coming in already, even from earliest winter areas. 
eblooms here - either in early sumner or early fall!! Got a 

t• A bit narrow - otherwise excellent flaring fonn. Out of 
•... : .•.............................................••.• $ 5.00 

raspberry pink with lighter edges; tangerine 
that I know of - among the SDBs. Most of the 

1s bright and beautiful - excellent shape too! Not the best 
s and has g1 ven two seedlings here that for the past couple of 
reblooming strength of their other parent - BABY BLESSED'! 1 

rents for mauvelous RE SDBs and IBs they will surely prove 
.•...•.•.•••..••.•..••..•••...•••••••••••.••..••••••.•.• $ 3.50 

M. * Imnaculate white styles and hafts, the rest of the flower 
with underlying sparkling white veins intensifying to all 

e and I can't wait to see this little luninata mDhe.r! The 
puzzling, mysterious and fascinating - hard. to. pin down in my 
ey are rare - especially among the SDBs ! This 1s supposed to 
ilable ! Vigorous and very hardy .......•.... · · .•. · · • • · · · • $ 3 • 50 

M. * White with deep purple "eyelashes" radiating out from 
aves have come in on this already from around the country· 
so showy! One that everyone stops for ! .•..•...••...•...• $ 2 • 50 

* Deep red s. with some purple influence;. rosy red F. with a 
te b. * Just great here! Love its contrasting white beards. 
twas magenta with a deeper spot. •..•....•...• ··••···•·.$ 2.00 

M-L. * Deep velvety Royal purple with big, fat white b. * . 
1 elsewhere they've been described as being dazzling snow wh1 te . 

'd petals ......•.•..•..•....••...•..•................••.• $ 3.50 

' M. * Near red with a deeper maroon area extending 2/3 of the 
here. A "red" with blue beards! The latest red SDB from the 

super! .•..•....•...•......•............•...•.........• $ 7 .50 

M. * Clean cream S; cream F. with tiny flecks of bright rasp
of raspberry and cream with a cream rim; cream and orange b · 
so pretty and interesting but it didn't bloom here last year 

far is that it's heavily ruffled •..............••....... $ 3.50 

. • Yellow S. blended and peppered rich brown; deep bright 
rown dotted and stitched plicata borders; yellow b. * New here. 
probably the richest, brightest plicata yet! .........•.• $11.50 

h mustard-yellow with a distinctive plicata pattern of bro".° 
haft pattern is in the shape of a handlebar ooustache - brings 
makes big floriferous clumps. Great garden color and exc,:,pt1on
nge ground plicatas and will surely prove to be a terrific 
licata dwarfs and medians •...••.......•.. • ... ····•······.$ 5.00 

E. * Sapphire blue with a hint of violet and has a tiny white 
mass of blue flowers for such a long time, year after year 
No pollen but it does set pods. It can rebloom a bit in mild 

right! Much loved everywhere! This Cook-Douglas Medal winner 
of all in 1987 .•......••.......• · .•• · • • · · · • · · · · · · • · · · • · · $ 1. 25 
* Seafoam green all petal edges washed deep blue and the . 

• deep blue; frost' tipped deep blue b. *Couldn't resist something 
wonderful! but last year here this wasn't its coloring - 1t was 
iolet. It was pale and lovely but I do hope it is blue and 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 2. 75 

-M. * Yellow s.; rose-purple F. banded yellow;, yellow b: * . 
t, About the best fonn and heaviest ruffling I ve seen 1n this 
flowers of fantastic substance. A very heavy bloomer and 

s nearly every fan puts up a stalk as soon as it's big enough. 
producing new increases but don't expect big clumps. Hardy. 
its seedlings have rebloomed here and their quality has been 

......•....•......•..••..•..•••.••..•..•••..•..•...•...•.. $ 3.50 

M. * Deep crimsom red S.; velvety black-red F.; pal,:, blue b. * 
· s ! - put into my lines. Should work equally well with both reds 
· th closed standards and round ruffled falls. From the master 
..•..........•..•...••....••...••..•.......•.••...•.••..•. $11.50 
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RE* SIIElL IIIE ROSES ( '88 Byers) 13" E-L. * Medium violet-blue, sometimes blended with a little 
rosy violet at the hafts; violet-blue b. * THIRD CHARM X BABY BLESSED. One of the strongest, 
fastest increasing irises ever! In just two years from when it was still an unplanted seed 
there were over 100 increases!! And as soon as the fans reach a certain size - they bloom!! 
A constant show here from the first of April through July and then again from September or 
early October 'til heavy frosts! RE reports have already poured in from all over the country! 
- on rhizomes planted in mid sumner blooming later in the sumner or in early fall. The 
tailored flowers aren't wide but are pert and pretty with domed standards and flaring falls 
and the coloring is so nice - especially when next to something yellow! Fragrant but the 
intensity varies, often smells just like a rose! Fertile both ways ........•••.......... $ 7 .50 

SOLAR sex; ('82 Ensminger) 15" M. * Brilliant yellow-gold with a red-brown suffused spray 
pattern over the F. to a narrow gold edge; yellow b. * Two years in a row now this has been 
its coloring here - a "IlllZZLI}I; WLI>" SDB!!! and two years in a row it has been extremely 
fragrant toe! Super in every way! Very potent pollen and I'm using it. •....••..•••..•.. $ 3.25 

RE* SPAIIKl'Ux; ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page seven. 

SPLASH OF RID ( '87 Niswonger) 12" E. * Clean, bright yellow with a splash of red on the F.; 
yellow b. * New here. Have heard this flashy splashy little showoff ushers in the spring show 
with a bang! It's fertile both ways toe. There are such dazzling little ones now ••.•••• $ 5.25 

STAIILIGIIT WALTZ ( '82 Helsey) 12" M. * Pale yellow S.; white F. with a small yellow patch on 
each side of the pale yellow b. * Another that shows CCYITON BLOSSOM' s prepotence. One of the 
best formed, aost heavily ruffled of all.! - and a very good performer around the country to 
boct. \olhen it got its HM it got it with the most votes of all! Extremely fragrant here toe 
and sets pods ••••••••••••••.•.......•..................••....•••••.•.•..••...•.......•• $ 1.25 

RE* SUN DOIL ( '86 B. Jones) 14" M. * Bright, pure clean yellow including the b. * Pirre sweetness 
and li&ht is this bright little yellow rose of an iris! Yes - a rose! - the ruffled buds lock 
like rosebuds and the open flowers bring miniature roses to mind also. So ruffled, with 
swirled domed standards and flaring falls. Such purity of color too with no hints or casts of 
anything but the cleanest yellow imaginable. A runaway grower toe - all over the country! The 
raves that have already come in on something this new! Very fragrant - sugar cookies! On top 
of everything it reblooms some -reports have come in from CA, OR and OK so far. And it's 
fertile both ways'!! .•••••••••••.••••••....••••••.•.....•••..................... -:-:-: .... $ 4.00 

RE* SONSTRIP ( '86 Weiler) 11" E-L. * Brilliant yellow-gold with deep burgundy-brown centers in 
the F.; yellow b. * I'm wild about it! A little showoff that doesn't want to get off stage! 
Heavy spring bloom with the oncer SDBs, heavy fall bloom and blooms with the TBs toe 1 So many 
reports have already come in on it from around the country. Its RE tendency is very strong 
and it usually starts early enough in the fall (September) for even the early winter areas. 
Very nice smaller flowers with clean hafts. Extremely pod fertile and a superb parent!!$ 4.00 

SWEET 'N NF.AT ( '83 Ensminger) 12" ML. * Chartreuse green with a violet spot on the F.; yellow 
b. tipped white. * Heavily ruffled and very hardy - that's it so far •••••••••.•••••..•• $ 2.50 

TABITA ( '84/'85 Blyth) 13" E-EM. * Creamy chartreuse faintly infused blue with deeper edges 
on the F.; tangerine b. * This little Australian is new here and I've yet to receive a single 
report on it. Couldn't resist something with this coloring - especially with tangerine 
beards!!! .............................................................................. $ 2.25 

TANTARA ('82 Ensminger) 15" M. * Tan S.; the F. are a glowing blend of garnet-red and brown; 
pansy violet b. * From my first sight of this a couple of years ago it instantly headed my 
SDB "must-have" list. Bard to describe coloring - so vibrant, alive with inner fires md the 
showy beards are the perfect finishing touch! Last spring here the coloring was just as great 
but the flowers faded some by their second day in our heat and the falls were a little long. 
Extremely floriferous and vigorous and it's very fragrant. ........•..•......••....•...• $ 1. 25 

re* TARHEEL ELF ('85 Niswonger) 14" M. *~dark red-wine with medium blue b. * This child of 
LITILE BLACK BELT is nearly black. What a show it did put on last year here - so many stalks 
and ruffled flowers for such a super long time! It was our biggest and tallest SDB toe which 
magnified the effect! Many raves already! Can rebloom - did so in WA last year! ••....•• $ 2.50 

RE* mIRD CHAJIM ('82 Weiler) 10\" VE-M. * Blue-violet with a darker spot near the lavender b. * 
This pretty little dynamo is one of the better things in the class. Nice flaring flowers and 
it's one of the more reliable SDB rebloomers - usually early enough even for the harsher 
climates. One of the strongest and oost vigorous of all everywhere quickly making big clumps 1 

Pod fertile and super prepotent at passing its vigor and strong reblocming ability on to its 
seedlings. Gave SIIElL IIIE ROSES! ...•......•..•...••.• -;-:-: ••••..•••••••.•...•............ $ 2. 00 

RE* mnID l«lRI1> ( '82 Weiler) 10\" VE-M. * red-violet S.; ~ wine, near wine-black F.; blue b. * 
Not quite as well formed or as super strong a grower and rebloomer as THIRD CHARM but still 
very good and I love its coloring - so dark and rich! Sets pods like crazy and has given some 
super nice reblooming babies here! .•.•••..•••..•••.••..••.......•....••••••••••••••.••• $ 2 .00 

RE* '.IBRICE ll[E,SEI) ('82 Weiler) 10\'• VE-M. * Yellow with pale blue b. * Though pale the beards 
are a true blue that even comes through in pictures. Even a stronger grower, bloomer, and 
rebloomer than THIRD CHARM but the flowers aren't quite as good. Very hardy and very fertile 
both ways. Lots of its seedlings have rebloomed here - several yellows and golds with blue 
beards. Ckle of LEl'l!H:HAllN DELIGIIT's parents! ........................................... $ 2.00 

TOY ('82 Hager) 10" M. * Light tan with brown hafts and violet lines down the i. from the 
deep violet b. * Different and very interesting coloring. Small tailored flowers but loads of 
them making for quite a show! •.•.......••••••...••.•.•.•.••.•••••••••••••••••••••.•••.• $ 1.50 
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RE* 1RIPLICAIE ( '83 Weiler) 13" M. * Tan S.; brown F.; lavender-blue b. * Beautiful coloring 
- would be great even if it didn't rebloom and it has closed standards and horizontal falls 
- though they are a bit narrow. Very hardy and generally very vigorous, floriferous and a 
good rebloomer most everywhere but hasn't been exceptionally strong here. Good pollen •. $ 2.00 

RE* TWINKLE TWINKLE ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page seven. 

WESTAR ( '85 B. Jones) 12" M. * Normally pure white with medium light blue b. but here the 
flowers have a hint oi blue . * Large fuzzy blue beards and it has nice horizontally flaring 
form . I'm using it with some of my smaller blue bearded near white SONG OF NORWAY seedlings 
with space age appendages ........•....•.......••..........••........................... $ ?. • 75 

WIZARD OF ID ( '81 Dyer) 12" M-L. * Deep gold with a slight flush of purple in the midribs; 
deep purple b. * A must- have' Extremely popular all over the country - it is excellent! 
perfect small proportions, good compact form with fat, round falls . Great metallic coloring! 
Vigorous and floriferous everywhere. When it got both its HM & AM it did so with the most 
votes of all both times' A classic! . ............... ........... ......................... $ 1. 75 

re* ZCUNDS ('84/'85 Blyth) 13" E-L . * Vivid blue-lilac S.; brownish tan F. blended olive; light 
blue b. * Had to get this when I heard that it re blooms - in Australia. That's all I've 
heard about it so far . It's out of HELTER SKELTER which also can rebloom. Could be a super 
parent' ..................................................•.......••••...••......•...... $ 2 . 25 

§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§ 

*KINIA'l'IJRE IMARF BF.ARDIIDS (HDBs) * 
The tiniest dwarfs of all (3"' to 8"" tall) with tiny dainty flowers in proportion. The very 
very first bearded irises to blocm in spring! They blocm after the crocuses and not only are 
they hardy like the crocuses - even their open flowers can taJce a little colder tempertures 
than other irises, light frosts won't burt them. They prefer some below freezing Wlllter 
temperatures, are shallow rooted and not as vigorous on the whole as the SDBs and can be 
sioothered by weeds but they're perfect in rock gardens and I think everyone should grow at 
least a handful of them. 

§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§ 

ALPINE LAKE ( '81 Willot) 6" M-L. * White S.; light blue F. with a slight violet cast.; pale 
blue b . * So many reports on it already - all raves! Even in areas where MDBs usually don't 
perform well this seems to always be an excellent, very floriferous bloomer and vigorous 
grower . Such nice dainty flowers with perfect coloring! Very popular'! ....•.••••..•.... $ 1. 75 

BRASS BUITON ( '78 Briscoe) 6" M. * Light yellow S. ; brassy gold F . with a sparkling whi t e 
underlay at hafts. * Absolutely tops! A super performer everywhere . Elegant tiny flowers -
very wide for the class with bright zesty coloring! A very classy creation . First runnerup 
for the Caperne-Welch Medal in '87 •......•.•.•..•..••...... .• •...• , , •••••• , • , , , •• , , . , , •. $ 1. 25 

Cll!EMJNY ( '86 Hager) 4" VE. * Bright lemon-yellow with white b . *A ~ 4" pumila that 
unlike so many grows and blooms well in hot summer-mild winter climates too. Just the ticket 
for those in these areas that want a pumila that will bloom well and especially for those 
that want one to hybridize with . Will give instant SDBs - frcm TBs! ................... . $ 5. 00 

CURIO ( '72 Hager) 7" L. * Yellow with a sharp dark red spot on the F , ; yellow b. * A real 
mini-dandy! So bright and so strong! Won the Caperne Award in '76 .................. .... $ 1.25 

RE* DIT1'0 ( '82 Hager) 7" E- L. '' White S.; dark red-maroon F . edged white with green hafts and 
blue flashes at the tips of white b. * lhis flashy little firecracker goes off every spring 
and then~ every fall!! here and all over the country - even in the cold winter areas!' 1 

Such a wild rainbow of colors on this well formed minute beauty and such a good rebloomer too 
- aJW!!! Very vigorous and extremely fragrant always! Love it ! Fertile both ways and very 
prepotent at passing on its rebloom and fragrance! Got the Caperne-Welch Medal last year! 
My favorite HDB by far and one of my top favorite reblocmers ! ... ....................... $ 2. 25 

IXlMPLING ( ' 87 Hager) 6" M. '' Medium pale orange with matching b. * I've loved this from the 
time I first saw it several years ago. It really is a tiny delight I Super shape with domed 
standards and nearly horizontally flaring falls . Super floriferous clumps - mounds of blocms! 
and it's an excellent increaser . So much more vigorous than its parent TINY APRICOT. I've 
been spreading its pollen far and wide here - it's very potent 1 , . . ... .................. $ 7, 50 

FLEA CIRCUS ('84 Hager) 6" M. * White S. edged purple; white F. pinstriped purple; cream b . 
tipped purple . * Has proven to be a super parent here - sure gives the quality! Have a couple 
of IB plicatas with horns from it that are dandies! I'm crazy about it! Wide flaring flowers 
with such bright and distinctive coloring - real stripes! Got its AM last year with the .most 
votes of all 1 •• , ••••••••••••••• ,,., ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,,,.,,,,,, ••••••• ,, ••• ,$ 3.00 

GIZK> ( '77 Hager) 6" M-L , * Dark violet with a darker violet F. spot; dark violet b. * Well 
formed flowers with pointed "star" falls and it's an excellent performer around the country. 
Received the Caperne-Welch Medal in '87 .......... , ............................ , •••• ••• . $ 1.25 

GREY PEARI.5 ( '79 Hager) 6" ML . * Pearl gray with pale yellow b. * Another tiny PRODIGY jewel 
from Ben. So lovely, so different and so perfectly named! One of the grayest irises I've ever 
seen! Excellent shape and an excellent performer too! ......................... , ..• , .... $ 1. 25 

IUrFOOT ( '82 Hager) 6" E-L. * Yellow S.; dark red F. with yellow edges; yellow b. * Very well 
formed flowers with round petals , Very popular! Extremely fragrant here last year - you 
couldn't pass it without getting a whiff!! Very bright and showy too! •.•....•••••...... $ 1 . 75 
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LIBATION.(' 75 Hager) 5" M-L. * Wine-red S.; deeper wi 
yellow b. * Another that blooms and grows well where 
drops early in the spring to herald the begimring of 
way! Got the Caperne Award in '79 ........ .. .......... . 

MACUMBA ('88 Hager) 5"-7" M. * Wine-red S.; deep, dar 
violet b. * New here. Such dark yet vivid coloring on 
proportions and it's excellent all the way' Very smoo 

re* MINI .COQUE'ITE ( '84 Hager) 5\" M. * A clean white gro:'.11 
purple edges; cream b. tipped purple.* Neo--classic £ 
way down here some years . An excellent performer alwa 
floriferous MDB of all I Just kept right on blocming -
too ! ................. .... ........ ... ......... ... .... . 

NlG:;JITS ( '76 Sindt) 6\" EM-L. '' Bright orange- yellow 
It's so 11-R-I--G--H-T ! ! ! Still nothing else this tiny 
couldn't agree more with someone from Ohio that wrote 
the very most popular MDBs of all - for good reason! . 

PENNY CANDY ( '77 Hamblen) 8" M. * Golden gingerbread 
tipped gingerbread . * Loads of raves have come in on 
very very popular! Performs well in both cold and mil 
flowers! Perfect proportions (flowers, stalks and fo 

RE* PElU'UME ( '89 Byers) - see introductions, page seven. 
PIIODIGY ( '73 Hager) 6" L. * Light blue with pale yell 
irises during its heyday but am most impressed by the 
are the prodigies of today - Star after tWlllkling lit 

RE* PUPPET BABY ( '82 Boswell) 7" E. * Blue- lavender with 
New here. Reblooms some in October and November in th 
treated. Much loved - all over the country! Both~ 
either too mild or too severe for some of the MDBs to 
height with about the most advanced form available ye 
Fertile both ways , What an impact it will surely have 
country! .•••••.• , •...•... . ,., ••....•• , ......• ,., ••... 

re* P!lRPIE SIDEBURNS ( ' 72 Kavan) 7" E. * Medium yellow S. 
time also but it's still great ! Intrigueingly named. I 

PUSSYIDES ( '82 Willot) 5" M. * White S. ; white F. was! 
pattern; white b. * Here kitty, kitty kitty! Unique 
a distinct pattern, Still - it was so cool and pretty; 
around the beards. Extremely popular already - all ov 
excellent bloomer in mild climates too! Great shape w, 

AM in '87 with the most votes of all 1 ............... . 

SIDl aJB ( ' 86 Sindt) 5\" EM. * Pure white with cream 
its pedigree I 'm assuming it 's a plic recessive - a wl 
renowned creators of top quality, innovative miniatur 

re* TINY CHElllJB ( '88 Hager) 6" E. * Clear peach pink with 
hybridizing persistence usually pays off - eventuallY, 
iop>rtant iris breakthroughs of the decade! ! ! fbre 
teeters on the unbelievable! In this long sought, mo 
many problems for so many years finally appeared 
very clear and clean ~. super shape with domed st 
es an absolutely explosive ability to bloom and mul tiJ 
made the cross there were a total of 31 fans! ! ! , 14 
on top of everything it reblocms some in Stockton! Co 
going to be put to work here 1 ! ! , , ...... , .... ........ . 

RE* VELVET TOY ( '72 Dunbar/Sindt) 7" M, * Deep violet wit\. 
from around the white b. * lhis was introduced as ad 
received loads of reports of it reblocming reliably 1i 
Here - dried up rhizomes have put up fall flowers, rij 
there was even any foliage! It's \ Aphylla and has t 
MDB Popularity Poll! What breeding potential' ....... , 

ZIPPEX ( '79 Sindt) 5\" M, * Sharp yellow with bright I 
Medal - in ' 85 . It's a dandy and I love it! So bright 
Refined! Moderately to extremely fragrant. Performs s 
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· Tan S.; brown F.; lavender-blue b. * Beautiful coloring 
't re bloom and it h3s closed standards and horizontal falls 
Very hardy and generally very vigorous, floriferous and a 
ut hasn't been exceptionally strong here. Good pollen .. $ 2.00 

e i ntroductions, page seven. 

Nonnally pure white with medium light blue b. but here the 
Lar ge fuzzy blue beards and it has nice horizontally flaring 

my smaller blue bearded near white SONG OF NORWAY seedlings 
.. ••• .. .• ... • .•. • . •• • .•• • ••• .• •• ....•.••• •• • ••••• • •• • • .. $ ?. . 75 

. * Deep gold with a slight flush of purple in the midribs; 
t remely popular a ll over the country - it is excell.ent ! 
compact form with fat , round falls . Great metallic coloring ! 
e r e . When it got both its HM & AM it did so with t he most 

sic! . • •.. .. ... . . •. . •• . •..•. ...... . ........ • • • .• • ••• • .... $ 1. 75 

* Vivid blue-lilac S . ; brownish tan F. blended ol i ve; l ight 
I hear d that it r ebl ooms - i n Australia . That ' s all I ' ve 
of HELTER SKELTER which also can r e bloom . Could be a s uper 
..............•.. • ...•........•. .••• .........•• •• ...•... $ 2 . 25 

§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§ 

IJIARF BF.ARDEllS (MDBs)* 

o 8" tall) with tiny dainty flowers in proportion. The very 
<><JD in spring! They bloan after the crocuses and not only are 
even their open flowers can take a little colder tempertures 
won't lrurt them. They prefer sane below freezing winter 

and not as vigorous on the whole as the SDBs and can be 
perfect in rock gardens and I think everyone should grow at 

§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§ 

. * White S.; l ight blue F. with a slight viol e t cas t. ; pal e 
t already - all raves! Even in areas whe r e MDBs usually don' t 
ys be an excell ent, very f l oriferous bl oomer and vi gorous 
s with perfect coloring! Very popular ! ! • .....•.••. •• .... $ 1. 75 

M. * Light yellow S. ; brassy gol d F . with a spar kling whi t e 
t ops ! A super performer everywhere . Elegant tiny flowers -

ight zesty coloring! A very classy cr eati on. Fir st runnerup 
'87 • . . . . . . ...... . ....• .. .. . .......... . ..••.......• •• •... $ 1. 25 

r igh t lemon-yellow with white b . * A .!'E!! 4" pumil a t hat 
well in hot srnmer- mild winter climates too . Just the ticket 

want a pumila that will bloom well and especially for those 
h. Will give instant SDBs - fran TBs! ...... . . .. . . ...... . . $ 5. 00 

ow wi th a sharp dark red spot on the F . ; yellow b. * A real 
trong ! Won the Caperne Award in '76 ..... .•.•.. . . ....... • . $ 1. 25 

i t e S. ; dark red-maroon F. edged white with green hafts and 
ite b. * 1lri.s flashy little f irecracker goes of f every spring 
re and all over the country - even in the cold winter areas! ! ! 
on this well formed minute beauty and such a good rebloomer too 
remely fragrant always! Love it ! Fertile both ways and very 
bloom and fragrance! Got the Caperne- Welch Medal last year! 
of my top favorite r ebloaners !. . .. ........ . . .. . .. ...... . $ 2 . 2 5 

dium pale orange with matching b. * I 've loved this from the 
ars ago . It really is a tiny delight! Super shape with domed 
l ly flaring falls. Super floriferous clumps - IIIOUl1ds of blooms! 
r. So much more vigorous than its parent TINY APRICOT . I ' ve 
and wide here - it's very potent ! . . ..... .. . .•. . .. ........ $ 7 . 50 

* White S. edged purple; white F . pinstriped purple; cream b . 
be a super parent here - sure gives t he quality! Have a couple 
it that are dandies ! I'm crazy about it ! Wide flaring flowers 

·ve coloring - real stripes! Got its AM last year with the most 
............. .. .......... .... ......... . . .. .......... . ... .. $ 3.00 

r k violet with a darker viole t F . spot; dark violet b. * Well 
t ar" falls and it's an excellent performer around t he country. 
a l i n '87 . • ...........•....•• ••• •.•..... .••• •.....• ••• . . . $ 1.25 

. * Pearl gray with pal e yellow b . * Another tiny PRODIGY jewel 
ent and so perfectly named! One of t he gr ayest iri ses I' ve ever 

excellent per former too ! • • ..•....• . •• •. ....•• • ••....•.• •• · $ 1. 25 

Yellow S. ; dark r ed F . with yellow edges; yellow b. * Very well 
l s. Very popular! Extremely fragrant here last year - you 

ing a whiff !! Very bright and s howy t oo ! • ••.......•..•.... $ 1. 75 
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LIBATION.('75 Hager) 5" M-L. * Wine-red S.; deeper wine-red F. with a deeper yet spot; 
yellow b. * Another that blooms and grows well where many won't. Ritually sprinkles its vine 
drops early in the spring to herald t he beginning of the big iris extravaganza that's on its 
way! Got the Caperne Award in ' 79 .......•••••••••..••.•.••.... .. .. . . . ........ . ..•• . .•.. $ 1.25 

MACllMBA ( ' 88 Hager) 5"-7" M. * Wine-red S.; deep, dark black-red F .distinctly edged wine-red; 
violet b . * New here. Such dark yet vivid coloring on something so tiny! Excellent wee 
proportions and it's excellent all the way! Very smooth ..... ..... . . . .. .... ....... . .. .. . $10.00 

re* KINI aJQUE'.ITE ( '84 Hager) 5\" M. * A clean white ground plicata with very narrowly stitched 
purple edges; cream b . tipped purple.* Meo-classic f orm. The falls have dark stripes all the 
way down here some years . An excellent performer always here. Last year it was the very most 
floriferous MDB of all! Just kept right on bloaning - right into June!! Left lots of increase 
too ! . ................. . ... . ... . ......... • ... .. .... ... . . . . ....... ...•. ...... •.. . ..• ..... $ 2 . 50 

11.Q;fil'S ( '76 Sindt) 6\" 1'21-L . * Bright orange-yellow including the b. * Everyone loves it! 
It's so B-R-I-v-H-T ! ! ! Still nothing else this tiny with coloring that even comes close ! I 
couldn ' t agree more with someone from Ohio that wrote "What a perfect name for it! .. One of 
t he very most popular MDBs of all - for good r eason' .. . ...... ... ... ............ ....... . $ 2 .00 

PDINY CANDY ( '77 Hamblen ) 8" M. * Golden gingerbread S . ; gingerbread- brown F.; deep purple b . 
tipped gingerbr ead . * Loads of raves have come i n on this from all over the country - it's 
very very popular ! Performs well in both cold and mild climates . Beautiful little cheery 
f l ower s ! Perfect proportions (flower s , stalks and foliage) . Startling beards! Great name$1 . 25 

RE* PEJ!Fll1E ('89 Byers) - see introductions, page seven. 
PRODIGY ( ' 73 Hager) 6" L. * Light blue with pale yellow b . * I wasn ' t yet involved with 
i rises during i t s heyday but am most impr essed by the prodigious number of its progeny that 
are the pr odigies of today - Star after twinkling little Star!! .• ..•••. .. . ... •• ... . .... $ 1 . 25 

RE* PUPPE'! BABY ( '82 Boswell) 7" E. * Blue- lavender with plum- brown hafts and blue- lavender b. * 
New her e . Reblooms some in October and November in t he Midwes t! - when especially well 
treat ed. Much l oved - all over t he country' Both grows and blooms with verve even in climates 
either too mild or too severe for sane of the MDBs to shine! At the upper l imits for size and 
hei ght wi th abou t the most advanced form avail abl e ye t!! What a perfect little darling it is! 
Fertile both ways . What an impact it will surely have ! - infused into RE MDB lines around t he 
country! •• •.•..•. • ....•.......•.... • ........• •• ..••...... . .. . . . •.... . ................ • . $ 5. 00 

re* roRPLE SIDElllRNS ( '72 Kavan) 7" E. * Medium yellow S . ; dar k yellow F . ; purple b. * Befor e my 
time also but it' s s till gr eat! Intrigueingl y named. Repeat ed in June here last year ! .. $ 1. 50 

mssYTOES ( ' 82 Willo t ) 5" M. * White S. ; white F . washed pal e green in a cat ' s claw print 
pattern ; white b. * Her e ki tty , kitty kit t y ! Unique and pretty ! Her e las t year i t didn't have 
a dis tinct pattern. St i ll - i t was so cool and pr e tty! Cl ean c r eamy white infused green 
around t he bear ds . Extremel y popular already - all over t he country . Ti ny and unlike many an 
excellent bloomer in mil d climates too 1 Great shape with very short round petals. Got its 
AM in '87 with the most votes of all! • •.•..........••..• ••••• .. •• .. . . . ............ . .... $ 1.75 

SllJW am ( ' 86 Sindt) 5\" 1'21. * Pure white with cream stylearms and white b . * New here . From 
its pedigree I 'm assuming it's a plic recessive - a whi t e "i ce" . From one of the world's most 
renowned creators of top quality , i nnovative miniatures! . •. •. • ••• •••••. .. . ... . ... •.. . .. $ 4. 75 

re* TINY CHallJB ( ' 88 Hager) 6" E. * Cl ear peach pink with tangerine b. * New here. I n iris 
hybridizing persistence usually pays off - even tually! It surely did here !! Che of the most 
:iqx>rtant iris breakthroughs of the decade!!! K>re than just perfect in every way - i t 
teeters on the unbelievable! In this long sought, most challenging class - plagued with so 
many problems for so many years finally appeared this mini miracle! Super coloring -
very clear and clean~. super shape with domed standards and flaring falls and it possess
es an absolutely explosive ability to bloom and multiply! Just two years from the spring Ben 
made t he cross there were a total of 31 fans! ! ! , 14 which bloomed that first spring• • ! ! and 
on top of everyt hing i t reblooms sane in Stockton! Could an MDB get the Dykes?•• Is it ever 
going to be put to work here !!! ..• • ...•......... .• ••• •••• •.••... • ............•. • . • • • • •• $10 .00 

RE* VELVET IOY ( ' 72 Dunbar/Sindt) 7" M. * Deep violet with a white spray pattern spreading out 
from around the white b. * This was introduced as.!!. rebloaner in Ori.cago ! and I 've now 
received loads of reports of i t rebloaning reliably in sane of the most severe winter areas ! 
Here - dried up rhizomes have pu t up fall flowers, right after they were planted, before 
t here was even any foliage! It's ¼ Aphylla and has that look . Came in 9th on the '87 National 
MDB Popularity Poll! What breeding potential ' ........•.. •••• .••• • ..•..... . . . . .•. •• • .... $ 3 . 50 

ZIPPEll ( ' 79 Sindt) 5\" M. * Sharp yellow with bright blue b . * Won the first Caperne- Welch 
Medal - in '85 . It's a dandy and I love it ! So bright and super clean, with great contrast! 
Refined! Modera t e l y t o ex tremel y f r agrant . Per forms s uperbl y !!• •••• •......... . •......•. $ 2 . 50 
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* * * SPR:IAIS * * * 
We are offering the following 30 nwnbered SPECIALS this year. There are some tremendous 

bargains here! We have striven to put together combos for every taste, size of pocketbook and 
size of garden. Se ve ral have written that with all the enticing descriptions they've had a very 
diffi cult time making up their minds . These should help. 

They can be used in conj unction with individual iris selections on the order blank. Where it 
says - NAME OF VARIETY j•1st write "Special" and the mnber, for each special desired . Some irises 
a r e included in more than one special so unless you don' t mind duplication, if ordering more than 
one special - check that you' re not ordering any of the same irises more than once. 

We are giving 100% + value in extras (free irises - our choice but your suggestions are 
welcomed) this year for all irises ordered except for those included in the specials. If you 
order specials as well as individual irises you will receive 100% + value in extras ~ on the 
value of those individually ordered. 

If we run out of stock of any iris included in any of the speci als you order we will return 
your money for that iris or irises - hal£ their listed individual catalog price. 

SPR:IAL 
IUIBm 
Al - All 4 5 ' 89 Byers introductions ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 500. 00 
A2 - All 23 '89 Byers TB rebloomers (includes the 5 reblooming space agers) ••••••••••••• $350.00 
A3 - All 5 '89 Byers TB re blooming space agers •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••• •• $ 75. 00 
AA - All 9 '89 Byers SDB rebloomers .............................................. .. .. .. $ 45.00 
A5 - CONJURATION, GOOD FAIRY, MAGIC KINGDOM, OPEN ARMS, REINCARNATION, STARSHIP, 

THORNBIRD, WONDROUS •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $140.00 
Ah - GOOD FAIRY, MAGIC KINGDOM, REINCARNATION, STARSHIP, WONDROUS ••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 75.00 
A7 - BUCKWHEAT, GOOD FAIRY, HEAVENLY BLISS, JUICY FRUIT, REINCARNATION, '1JIEN Ar,AIN ...... $ 90.00 
AB - BUCKWHEAT, HEAVENLY BLISS, HIGH HO SILVER .......................................... $ 45.00 
A9 - BANANA CREAM, BUCKWHEAT, HER ROYAL HIGHNESS, HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS .................... $ 65 . 00 
AlO - HEART OF ICE, HIGH HO SILVER, SECOND WIND, THEN AGAIN •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 65.00 
All - FLOORSHOW, HEAVENLY BLISS, LAS VEGAS, SILVER SCREEN ••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••• $ 60.00 
Al2 - BWE MOONLIGHT, JUICY FRUIT, PINKNESS, SECOND WIND •••••••••••••••••••• • ••••• ••••••• $ 60 . 00 
Al3 - HIGH HO SILVER, LOW HO SILVER ....................... .. ................... ....... ... $ 25.00 
Al4 - BIRDBATH, GOOD FAIRY, LIKE A CHARM, LITTLE BIG HORN, MAGIC KINGDOM, WONDROUS ••••••• $ 70.00 
A15 - BUCKWHEAT, DARKLING, GOLDEN CHILD, GRAY POUPON, LOW HO SILVER ... ........ .. ... ..... . $ 42.00 
B16 - CHAMPAGNE ELEGANCE, CURTAIN UP, ETERNAL BLISS, LIGHT BEAM, MAIDEN, REITERATE, 

TEA LEAVES •• ••••••• •••••••••••••••••• ••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • ••• $ 56.00 
Bl7 - BILLIONAIRE, CORAL Ql",I,ICE, OOUB1™INT, FEEDBACK, HARVEST OF MEMORIES, 

STELLAR LIGHTS, WHITE REPRISE ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••• ••• $ 33 . 00 
Bl8 - AMAIN, BROTHER CARL, CORN HARVEST, DANTE'S INFERNO, ~ THOUGHT, LATEST STYLE, 

LEMON DUET, LEMON REFECTION, MULBERRY MIST, QUEEN DOROTHY, SKOOKUMCHUCK, 
SOAP OPERA, SPIRIT OF 1'@1PHIS, VIOLET CLASSIC, WITCH OF ENOOR •••••••••••••••••••••• $ 31 . 00 

Cl9 - HOWDY 00, LOVEBIRD, LURID, TWICE THRILLING ••••• ••••• • ••••••••••• • • ••••••••• •••••• •• $ 23.00 
D20 - EASTER LACE, GIFT OF DREAMS, LATIN HIDEAWAY, DUSKY CHALLENGER, BE MINE, PURGATORY •• $ 35 . 00 
D21 - CHRISTA, CLASSICO, CRYSTAL GLITTERS, EXTRAVAGANT, GINGER SWIRL, HINDENBURG, 

INGA IVEY, JESSE'S SONG, MULLED WINE, NORDIC KISS, OLYMPIAD,PINK FROTH, 
PLEDGE ALLEGIANCE, STERLING STITCH, WILD JASMINE ••••••••••• •••• •••••••••••••••••••• $ 35.00 

D22 - AZTEC TREASURE, BEVERLY SILLS, CAMEO WINE, FRENCH GOWN, FRESNO FROLIC, GLASS 
SLIPPERS, PACIFIC GROVE, RON, SCHORTMAN'S GARNET RUFFLES, TOUCH OF BRONZE .......... $ 19.00 

E23 - DARK CRYSTAL, LEPRECHAUN'S DELIGHT, PLUM WINE, RAINBOW SHERBERT, REFINED, 
SMELL THE ROSES, SUN DOLL, SUNSTRIP ............................................. . .. $ 22 . 00 

E24 -BABY TEARS, BRIGHT MOMENT, HELTER SKELTER, KHAKI PRINT, PLUM-PLUM, SMALL FLASH, 
THIRD CHARM, THIRD WORLD, THRICED BLESSED, ZOUNDS ......................... .......... $ 11.50 

E25 - ACE OF CUJBS, BABE, CUPID'S CUP, FROSTED ANGEL, LITTLE LOUIE, ROSIE LULU, TABITA, 
WESTAR ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 9.50 

F26 - ABRIDGED VERSION, BABY BIBS, CANDYLANE, CONSUMATION, DISCO JEWEL, JOSEPH'S COAT, 
PASTELETTE, PUPPY LOVE, TAMMIE'S TUTU •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 9 . 00 

G27 - BRIGHT RUFFLES, BUITER PECAN, LITTLE SNOW LEMON, MARMALADE SKIES, PREDICTION ••••••• $ 6.00 
1128 - CURIO, GIZMO, GREY PEARLS, HOT FOOT, PURPLE SIDEBURNS, PUSSYTOES ................... $ 4.25 
J29 - CHERRY SUPREME, CHILD STAR, DARK CRYSTAL, DITTO, FEEDBACK, MARMALADE SKIES, 

MISS SCARLETT, QUEEN DOROTHY, SMALL FLASH, SMELL THE ROSES, WHITE REPRISE •••••• • ••• $ 25.00 
K30 - ACE OF CLUBS, BABY BIBS, BEVERLY SILLS, CANDYLANE, CONSUMATION, CURIO, DISCO JEWEL, 

EXTRAVAGANT, LITTLE LOUIE, MARMALADE SKIES, PACIFIC GROVE, PUSSYTOES, WILD JASMINE.$ 15.00 

§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§ 
* ADDITIONAL SUBS/EXTRAS l'OSSIBILITIES* - Here are a handful of the many varieties we now have 
that we don't have sufficient stock of to sell this year but we're giving them a$ value anyway 
for those of you that might want to suggest any of them as additional possibilities for subs 
and/or extras. (RE)BErHANY CLAIRE '85 $17.00, (RE)BLAZING SUNRISE '85 $11.50, (RE)BORN AGAIN '78 
$4.00, CANDLEGLEAM '87 $16.50, CRITIC '87 $14.00, CRYSTAL CATHEDRAL '84 $10.00, FWENT '87 $14.00 
GLITZ AND GLITTER '88 $30.00, GOLD COUNTRY '87 $14.00, HAIL TO ROME '86 $9.00, (SA)HANDS UP ·'88 
$22.00, (re)HILOW '82 $3.75, HONEY CRUNCH '88 $20.00, (re)INAUGERAL BALL '86 $12.00, (re)INLAND 
PASSAGE '86 $11.00, MARIACHI MUSIC '88 $20.00, (RE)MIDNIGHT PACIFIC '88 $25.00, OKTOBERFEST '87 
$20 . 00, ORANGE SLICES '87 $19.00, POLAR SEAS '87 $16.50, (SA)POTION '88 $20.00, RANCHO GRANDE '88 
$21.00, ROUND TABLE '87 $16 . 00, RUSTLER '88 $22.00, (SA-RE)SECOND SHOW '87 $17 .00, (SA-RE)SHOOT 
THE MOON '87 $17 . 00, SOPHISTICATION '84 $6 . 50, SPICE MARKET '88 $20 . 00, (RE)SUGAR BLUES '85$20.00 
(re)SWEET REFLECTION '88 $20.00, VENUS AND MARS '87 $16.50, VICTORIAN FRILLS '88 $18.00.'.lbe 
following are medians/dwarfs. (RE)AZURE GEM (SDB) '82 $4.00, (RE) BLITZ (SDB) '88 $7.50, BLUEBIRD 
IN FLIGHT (IB)'88 $14.50, (RE)CANDYLAND (BB)'88 $17.00, CROCUS (MDB)'87 $5 . 00, DOLL (I8)'87 $6.75 
ESMERALDA (BB)'88 $17 . 50, EVENING POND (MTB)'85 $5.00, (RE)FOOTLIGHTS (MDB) $4.00, RIPPLE CHIP 
(SDB) '88 $7. 50 (54) SEA URCHIN (SDB) '88 $7 .50 

ORDER BLAI 
MOONSHINE GARDENS * P.O. BOX 367 

No orders accepted postmarked ~ 

Nane:.... _________________ _ 

Hai~ Address'-------------
Street Address. _____________ _ 

City _________________ _ 
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* * * SPEI:IALS * * * 
numbered SPECIALS this year. There are some tremendous 

ut together combos for every taste, size of pocketbook and 
n that with all the enticing descriptions they've had a very 
s. These should help. 

s·ith individual iris selec tions on the order blank . Where it 
"Special" and the ruooer, for each special desired . Some irises 
· al so unless you don't mind duplication, if ordering more than 
t ordering any of the same irises more than once. 

(free irises - our choice but your suggestions are 
ordered except for those included in the specials . If you 
l irises you will receive 100% + value in extras only on the 

is included in any of the specials you order we will return 
- half their listed individual catalog price. 

ns • .• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• •••••• •••• • • •••• $500.00 
rs (includes the 5 reblooming space agers) •• • •• . ••••••• $350.00 

·ng space agers •••• • ••••••••••.•••••••••.•••••••• ••• ••• • $ 75 . 00 
rs • • • ••••••• . ••••• • •••••••••• •• ••••• •• •••••• ••• • • • • •• • $ 45 . 00 

IC KINGDOM, OPEN ARMS, REINCARNATION, STARSHIP, 
• . • • . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $140.00 

INCARNATION, STARSHIP, WONDROUS • ••••••••••••••••••• •• • $ 75.00 
Y BLISS, JUICY FRUIT, REINCARNATION, TiiEN AC'.AIN •••• • • $ 90 . 00 

GIi HO SILVER •••• • ••.•••••••••• . •• .. •. • •••• •• •• . •••• • •• $ 45 . 00 
ROYAL HIGHNESS, HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS •• • •••••• •••• •••• .. • $ 65 . 00 

, SECOND WIND, THEN AGAIN •••••• • •• • •••• •• •• • ••••• •• • ••• $ 65.00 
VEGAS, SILVER SCREEN •••••••••• •• • • • • • •• .•• • • ••• •• • • • $ 60.00 

, PINKNESS, SECOND WIND •• • ••• . ••••• • •• • •••• • •• •••• • • •• • • $ 60 . 00 
.. •••••. .. ••.••••• • • • .••••••• • •• •• •••••••••••••• ••• ••• $ 25.00 
CHARM, LITTLE BIG HORN, MAGIC KINGDOM, WONDROUS • • • ••• • $ 70.00 

CHILD, GRAY POUPON, l.ll.? HO SILVER •• ••• •••••••• • • • ••••• • $ 42 . 00 
UP, ETERNAL BLISS, LIGHT BEAM, MAIDEN, REITERATE, 
• • • • • • • · • • · • •••• . .•••••••••• • • •• ••• . ••••• •• • • •••••• • •• • $ 56.00 
DOUBIH!INT, FEEDBACK, HARVEST OF MEMORIES, 
E • . •• .. •••• . ••••••..••••••• •. ••••••• • ••••••• •• •• •• •• •• • $ 33.00 

VEST, DANTE'S INFERNO, HALLOWED THOUGIIT, LATEST STYLE, 
MULBERRY MIST, QUEEN DOROTHY, SKOOKUM'.:HUCK, 

S, VIOLET CLASSIC, WITCH OF ENOOR .. . .... ... . ... ...... .. $ 31.00 
I CE TI!RILLING • •• • ••••• •• •. . ••••••• •••• ••••• • •••• • • • • •• $ 23 . 00 

, LATIN HIDEAWAY, DUSKY CHALLENGER, BE MINE, PURGATORY • • $ 35 . 00 
!TIERS, EXTRAVAGANT, GINGER SWIRL, HINDENBURG, 

WINE, NORDIC KISS, OLYMPIAD,PINK FROTH, 
STITCH, WILD JASMINE • • ••••••••• . • •. •• . •••••••• • •• • ••••• $ 35 . 00 

LS , CAMEO WINE, FRENCH GOWN, FRESNO FROLIC, GLASS 
, SCHORTMAN'S GARNET RUFFLES, TOUCH OF BRONZE •• ••• ••• • • $ 19 . 00 

pELIGHT, PWM WINE, RAINBOW SHERBERT, REFINED, 
pUNSTRIP .•• ••••• • ••••••••• • ••••••• . • •• • . •• • ••••• •• • •• • • • $ 22.00 
µ,TER SKELTER, KHAKI PRINT, PLUM-PWM, SMALL FLASH, 
ICED BLESSED, ZOUNDS •• • ••••••••••••• • •••••••• ••• • . • • ••• $ 11.50 
CUP, FROSTED ANGEL, LITILE LOUIE, ROSIE WW, TABITA, 
· .••• ••• • • • • •••• • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••.••.•••• $ 9 . 50 
CANDYLANE, CONSUMATION, DISCO JEWEL, JOSEPH ' S COAT, 
E'S nmJ •. . •. ...•••• • • ... .•.. • ••••••• . ..••.••• . ••. .. . . $ 9.00 

, LITTLE SNOW LEMJN, MARMALADE SKIES, PREDICTION • •• ••• • $ 6.00 
OT FOOT, PURPLE SIDEBURNS, PUSSYTOES • • • ••••••••••••••• • $ 4 . 25 
DARK CRYSTAL, DITTO, FEEDBACK, MARMALADE SKIES, 
, SMALL FLASH, SMELL THE ROSES, WHITE REPRISE • ••••• • •• • $ 25.00 

Y SILLS, CANDYLANE, CONSUMATION, CURIO, DISCO JEWEL, 
E SKIES, PACIFIC GROVE, PUSSYTOES, WILD JASMINE.$ 15 .00 

§ § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § § 
- Here are a handful of the many varieties we now have 

of to sell this year but we' re giving them a $ value anyway 
suggest any of them as additional possibilities for subs 

'85 $17 .00, (RE)BLAZING SUNRISE '85 $11.50, (RE)BORN AGAIN '78 
IC '87 $14 .00, CRYSTAL CATHEDRAL ' 84 $10 . 00, FLUENT '87 $14 .00 
COUNTRY '87 $14.00, HAIL TO ROME '86 $9.00, (SA)HANDS UP ' 88 
CRUNCH '88 $20.00, (re)INAUGERAL BALL ' 86 $12.00, (re)INLAND 
' 88 $20.00, (RE)MIDNIGHT PACIFIC '88 $25.00, OKTOBERFEST '87 
LAR SEAS '87 $16 . 50, (SA)POTION '88 $20.00, RANCHO GRANDE '88 

TLER '88 $22 . 00, (SA-RE)SECOND SHOW '87 $17 .00, (SA-RE)SHOOT 
N ' 84 $6 . 50, SPICE MARKET '88 $20 . 00, (RE)SUGAR EWES '85$20.00 
"2filS AND MARS '87 $16.50, VICTORIAN FRILLS '88 $18 . 00 .The 
iflZURE GEM (SDB) '82 $4.00, (RE) BLITZ (SDB) '88 $7.50, BLUEBIRD 
ifl.AND (BB)'88 $17.00, CROCUS (MDB)'87 $5.00, DOLL (IB)'87 $6.75 
l'OND (MTB)'85 $5.00, (RE)FOOTLIGHTS (MDB) $4.00, RIPPLE CHIP 

(54) SEA URCHIN (SDB)'88 $7.50 

ORDER BLANK 
MOONSHINE GARDENS * P.O. BOX 367 * POTTER VALLEY, CA 9545g 

No orders accepted postmarked later than September 15 

Nane'---------------------- Tele.i;mne 
Mai~Address. _______________________ _ 

Street Address, _____________________________ _ 

City, __________________ State. _____ _cZip'-------

AAAAAAAAAA***************************************************A*************************** 
Owe may substitute Owe may not substitute 

CXJAN. NAME OF VARIElY PRICE 

1 . 

2. 
h 
It. 

5. 
If. 

7. 

8. 
lq_ 

10 

11. 

12. 

13. 
114. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24 
l2s 
l?f.. 

177 

Total thi0 0 i.-!e 

Total fran other side 

Canbined total 
Membership incentive offer deduction (see #10) 

6% sales tax for Calif. residents onlv 

Shipping and handli= 
AMXJNl' ffiCLOS~ 'IUIAT 



ir ,pac 

QUAN. NAME OF VARIEIY PRICE 

28. 

29. * * * lNS'Dlll.:O(IIS FtJl CIIDl!RDC AliD 

30. ************.Jr************************1'******************* 
31. * >~ And ~: $3.00 UPS. All continental U 

speci y otherwise. UPS surface delivery goes to all 
32. include UPS BUJE LABEL (air) $6.00 - available from 

Oregon, Yclaho, Utiiiiaiid Nevada. Postal ~ $5. 
33. 2 * P.O. Box nunbers are insufficient address for UPS. 
34. address, phone number and directions for finding y 

3 * California residents add 6% sales tax. 35. 
4 * Please include your check with your order. Your can 

36. that your order has been received. No cash please. 

37. * No orders accepted postmarked later than September ] 
6 * The earlier the order the better the likelihood tha 38. the order. We always have "runs" on certain varieti 

39. those putting in an early order get an early order 
so wish). You a,y certainly add to it as -,,y tiaes 

40. shipping/handling fee (as long as we haven't shi 
41. shipping time please so state on your order. 

7 * No minimum $ on orders ( except for foreign orders). 
42. 

8 * We give 100 + value in ennui (free irises - our~ 
43. free to suggest any of the named varieties arJ!or 

thousands of rhizomes of lnmdreds of reblooming se 
44. quality - some with an exceptionally strong will to 
45. these as extras please note it on your order. The 

order. 1hey are not for sale but we're giving them 
46. each. Some of these will be introduced, eventually. 

47. that comes back on them from around the COWltry if 
9 * Subs - If we are sold out of any of the varieties o 

48. refuxl. your money for those varieties unless you sp 
49. substitutions. If you do allow us to substitute we 

tiaes the value of the variety/varieties we are sol 
50. of things that are on your order. 

51. 10 * MelliJership Inc:enti"" Offer. RIS - The Relooming Iri 
Iris Society. To be a nieiii'fier of RIS one lllli!t also t 

52. Rebloaning Iris Society are both at a very excit~ 
an explosive stage! Join in the excitement! 

53. 
Members of RIS receive two~ bulletins a year 1 

54. interesting information concerning rebloomers: cult 
performances around the country; two amrual popular 

55. medians/dwarfs - which all members may vote for the 
56. you'll likely love rebloaning irises and if you do 

of RIS! 
57. ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++i 

58. To join The American Iris Society ] 
send a check made out to AIS to: s 

59. Carol Ramsey - AIS Membership Secretary ~ 

60. 6518 Beachy Avenue 11 Wichita, KS 67206 
61. SINGLE FAMILY 

ANNUAL: $9.50 $11.50 ~ 62. TRIENNIAL: $23. 75 $28.50 
63. ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

***Cll* 64. A) If you are not now a member of either AIS or RI~ 
65. made out to AIS, one to RIS - with your order and 

handling and CA taxes if applicable - we will send 
66. $8.00 from your order. 

67. B) If you are now a member of AIS and would like tc 
out to RIS with your. order and we will mail it in ; 

68. before shipping-handling and CA taxes if applicablE 
68. cheap if you choose a single annual membership! 

70. 
11 * Fa!KIQI <J!IEIS: We are shipping to the following cq 

make payment in U.S. dollars. The mininun for fore~ 
71. handling charges. Foreign charges - start with $7.' 

72. CARTON PU 
73. COUNTRY FIRST Rill 

74. A) Switzerland •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $7.50 
B) Britain, Italy, West Germany ••••••••••••• 9.25 

75. C) Belgium, France, South Africa •••••••••••• 11.00 
D) Japan •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 13.00 

* USE EXTRA SHEETS IF NECESSARY ,., ri*****************************************************l 

~ L'-~ I 



~ ..... 
NAME OF VARIEIY PRICE 

* * * DISnn£nCIIS FOR <llDl!RIJC AND INF<IIMATIOI ABOOT CIIDEIIS * * * .., 
************~************************1'************************************************************ 
1 * ~~And~: $3.00 UPS. All continental USA orders will be shipped UPS tmless you 

speci y otVrwise. UPS surface delivery goes to all the continental states. Other options 
include UPS BLUE LABEL (air) $6.00 - available from here to all other states but Washington, 
Oregon, mio, Utah and Nevada. Postal Shiµnent $5.00, Air Mail $8.00. 

2 * P.O. Box nunbers are insufficient address :(or UPS. Please include your street or road 
address, phone nunber and directions for finding you if you're hard to locate. 

3 * California residents add 6% sales tax. 

------ 4 * Please include your check with your order. Your cancelled check will be your notification 
that your order has been received. No cash please • ....--

5 * No orders accepted postmarked later than September 15. We'll start shipping in early July. 
>-- 6 * The earlier the order the better the likelihood that we will be able to supply everything on 

the order. We always have "nms" on certain varieties and don't have tmlimited stock. Also -
those putting in an early order get an early order nunber which means early shipping (if they 
so wish). You ary certainly add to it 88 aeny u.es 88 you wish - and just pay the one 
shipping/handling fee (as long as we haven't shipped it yet). If you prefer a certain 
shipping time please so state on your order. 

7 * No minimun $ on orders ( except for foreign orders). 
8 * We give 100 + value in extras (free irises - our choice) but we welcane suggestions. Feel 

free to suggest any of the named varieties anaTor riiiiiliered rebloaning seedlings. We have 
thousands of rhizanes of lnmdreds of rebloaning seedlings (sane with exceptional flower 
quality - sane with an exceptionally strong will to rebloan here). If you would like any of 
these as extras please note it on your order. The number would depend on the size of your 
order. n.ey are not for sale but we're giving them an "extra" value of approximately $20.00 
each. Sane of these will be introduced, eventually. It will primarily be due to the feedback 
that canes back on than from around the country if they are. 

9 * ~ - If we are sold out of any of the varieties on your order at digging time we will 
°rerund your money for those varieties mless you specify that you would prefer for us to make 
substitutions. If you do allow us to substitute we will send you irises totalingat least four 
ti.Es the value of the variety/varieties we are sold out of. We will sub with the same types 
of things that are on your order. 

10 * llellbersbip Incentive Offer. RIS - 1he Reloaning Iris Society is a section of 1he American 
Iris Society. To be anieiiioer of RIS one nust also be a member of AIS. Rebloaners and 1he 
Rebloaning Iris Society are both at a very exciting stage of their developement right now -
an explosive stage! Join in the excitement! 
Members of RIS receive two ~ bulletins a year loaded with all kinds of valuable and 
interesting infonoation concerning rebloaners: culture; hybridizing; individual varietal 
perfonoances around the country; two annual popularity symposil.lDS - one for TBs and one for 
medians/dwarfs - which all members may vote for their favorites; etc. If you like irises 
you'll likely love rebloaning irises and if you do you're sure going to enjoy being a member 
of RIS! 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

To join 1he American Iris Society To join 1he Rebloaning Iris Society 
sen:! a check made out to AIS to: send a check made out to RIS to: 
Carol Ramsey - AIS Membership Secretary Howard L. Brookins - RIS Secretary 
6518 Beachy Avenue N75 Wl4257 North Point Road 
Wichita, KS 67206 Menaoonee Falls, WI 53051 

SINGLE FAMILY SINGLE FN!ILY 
ANNUAL: $9.50 $11.50 ANNUAL: $3.00 $4.00 
TRIENNIAL: $23. 75 $28.50 TRIENNIAL: $7.50 $10.00 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

***Cit*** 
A) If you are not now a member of either AIS or RIS and send us two membership checks - one 
made out to AIS, one to RIS - with your order and if it is $40.00 or more before shipping-
handling and CA taxes if applicable - we will send them in for you and allow you to deduct 
$8.00 from your order. 
B) If you are now a member of AIS and would like to join RIS send us a membership check made 
out to RIS with your.order and we will mail it in for you and if your order is $40.00 or more 
before shipping-handling and CA taxes if applicable - you may deduct $3.00 from it. Pretty 
cheap if you choose a single annual membership! 

11 * Ml!KIQI <IIDEIIS: We are shipping to the following countries this year via air mail. Please 
make payment in U.S. dollars, The minimum for foreign orders is $100.00 plus shipping-
handling charges. Foreign charges - start with $7. 50 for documentation - then add: 

EACH ADDITIONAL 
CARTON PWS EACH ADDITIOAL MEDIAN/WARF 

COUNrRY FIRST RHIZOME TB RHIZOME ADD RHIZOME ADD 

A) Switzerland •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $7.50 $2.00 $1.00 
B) Britain, Italy, West Germany ............. 9.25 2.25 1.10 
C) Belgium, France, South Africa ••••••• , •••• 11.00 2.75 1.25 
D) Japan •• , •• , ••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••• 13.00 3.25 1.50 

JSE ElITRA SHEEl'S IF NECESSARY ,~ **********************************************************************************'If*************** 

---
I 
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